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ABSTRACT 
The main objective of the present research is to develop a general method for the kinematic analysis of 
foldable structures. This objective is achieved in terms of a method called 'matrix dependency 
constraint' (MOC method) which is described in this thesis. The MOC method involves algebraic 
formulation of the geometry, degrees of freedom at the joints and the support conditions of a foldable 
structure. Using the matrix dependency constraint formulation, it is possible to represent any type of 
foldable structure. As a result, the MOC method is a powerful and versatile technique for the 
kinematic analysis of foldable structures. The solutions to the equations obtained from the MOC 
method represent all the possible configurations of a foldable structure. Finding these solutions 
represents an interesting problem because a foldable structure can attain infinitely many configurations. 
In this work, a finite number of the solutions are obtained using a genetic algorithm process that can 
deal with finding solutions involving more than one global minimum, where each global minimum 
represents a possible configuration of the foldable structure. 
An important application of the MOC method is the investigation of new types of foldable structures. 
Actually, the search for new types of foldable structures constitutes another objective of this research. 
In this regard, a novel type of foldable structure composed of elements connected by 'universal joints' 
is investigated. This type of foldable structure is called 'calix foldable structures' (calix sounds similar 
to 'Kay-licks', calix is a Latin term meaning vessel for drinking). Calix foldable structures can be used 
to obtain foldable barrel vaults, grids and domes. Potential applications of calix foldable structures 
include aerospace applications such as solar reflectors and mobile antennae. 
Another area of interest in the present research is the form finding process of tensegrity systems. This 
process involves finding geometrically compatible configurations for a combination of elements that 
are in a state of internal self-equilibrium. Since the MOC method is used for finding geometrically 
compatible configurations, it is applied for the form finding process oftensegrity systems. 
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Chapter 1 Kinematic Analysis of Foldable Structures 
CHAPTERl 
INTRODUCTION AND LITERATURE REVIEW 
Ph.D. Thesis 
1.1 INTRODUCTION 
The term 'deployable structures' is used to describe those structures that are specifically designed to 
undergo large predefined and controlled displacements. The shape and form of a deployable 
structure can be altered to suit the requirements of a specific application. Deployable structures are 
used in applications such as temporary structures, retractable roofs, pneumatic structures and in 
aerospace applications such as solar reflectors. The term 'foldable structure' can be used to 
describe a structure that can undergo large displacements between a compact 'folded' form and a 
larger 'expanded' form. The process is generally reversible. Different authors have classified 
deployable and foldable structures using different criteria, for example, according to the geometry 
of the structure [1], according to the displacement characteristics of the structure [2], or a 
combination of both [3]. Classification according to the geometric characteristics follows the 
nomenclature of conventional space structures. F or example, deployable structures can be 
classified as deployable single layer grids, deployable double layer grids, deployable domes, 
deployable barrel vaults and other structural systems such as deployable tensegrity structures or 
deployable pneumatic structures. Deployable structures can also be classified according to the 
displacement characteristics as follows: 
(i) Structures where the members remain stress free during the transition process between 
compact and expanded form and vice versa [4]. 
(ii) Structures where the members undergo a deformation during all or part of the transition 
process [5, 6, 7]. 
sCissor-like\ 
element 
duplet 
A scissor-like element, called a 
duplet, consisting of two bars, 
called uniplets, that are connected 
by a pivot 
Fig 1.1 An example of a deployable double layer grid structure consisting of scissor-like 
elements 
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Most of the research that has been published on foldable structures has focused on structures that 
consist of scissor-like elements. A scissor-like element, called a duplet, is composed of two bars, 
called uniplets that are connected together by a pivot at a point along the length of the uniplets. The 
uniplets can be straight or bent. For example, Hoberman's foldable structures are composed of bent 
duplets [8]. A foldable structure is obtained by connecting together a number of duplets by means 
of hinges. 
1.2 STRESS FREE FOLDABLE STRUCTURES, NON-STRESS FREE AND SNAP-
THROUGH DEPLOYABLE STRUCTURES 
One of the earlier examples of free folding structures was a movable enclosure system, a foldable 
'three dimensional reticular structure' patented by Pinero [4]. This is illustrated in Fig 1.2. The 
structure is composed of rods that are connected to each other by coupling-like pivots. The system 
can be folded without inducing any internal stresses. In addition, the system requires locking 
devices such as struts or cables to stabilise the structure and retain the desired form. 
Fig 1.2 The three-dimensional reticular structure patented by Pinero, [4] 
Zeigler has invented a number of non-stress free deployable structures composed of bars and 
duplets. Zeigler introduced geometric incompatibilities in the structure, and as a result, structural 
members are stressed prior to, during and after the folding or unfolding process. An example of one 
of the deployable structures patented by Zeigler is shown in Fig 1.3. 
The structural members of the structure shown in Fig 1.3 deform in order to maintain the 
connectivity of the members. As a result, structural members are subject to internal stresses and if 
the stresses are large, the structural members may be susceptible to buckling. Zeigler considered 
the free folding characteristics of structures (similar to that shown in Fig 1.2) as a drawback because 
according to Zeigler, greater time and effort is required to erect or disassemble such structures. On 
the other hand, the geometric incompatibilities of the structures proposed by Zeigler result in a 
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foldable structure that locks itself into certain positions without the need to introduce additional 
stabilizing members. Nevertheless, the load carrying capacity of the structure proposed by Zeigler 
is reduced due to the residual stresses present in the structure. The incompatibilities between the 
structural members may be so high that it may be necessary to disconnect some of the members 
during the folding or unfolding process. 
II 
14 
it. E" 
folded configuration 
of the structure 
Fig 1.3 Non-stress free foldable structure patented by Zeigler [5] 
A more recent development is the invention by KrishnapiIlai [9, 10] of a foldable structure 
composed of duplets that is 'stress-free' or fully compatible in specific configurations. When the 
structure is in a stress-free position, the structural members present no deformations such as 
elongations or out of plane displacement. However, this type of structure is subject to geometric 
incompatibilities during the deployment process. This leads to internal stresses and the build up of 
energy that is stored in the structure. As the stored energy is released, the structure continues to 
deploy until the optimal stress-free configuration is attained by a snap through phenomenon. This 
type of structure is called a snap-through or clicking type foldable or deployable structure. The 
main advantage of this type of structures is that the stress-free configurations very often coincide 
with the compact folded configuration and the expanded configuration. These structures are said to 
have a bi-stable configuration. Examples of a snap-through plane grid and a snap-through dome are 
shown in Fig 1.4. 
Fig 1.4 Two examples of snap through deployable structures [9] 
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1.3 REVIEW OF THE ANALYSIS AND DESIGN METHODS OF FOLDABLE AND 
DEPLOYABLE STRUCTURES 
The displacement of a foldable structure is governed by the geometry of the members of the 
structure and by the degrees of freedom of the joints. The mathematical description of the geometry 
and of the degrees of freedom of a structure is thus a basic data requirement for the analysis and 
design of a foldable structure. 
Kinematics is the study of the finite displacement of bodies where the bodies are assumed as 
infinitely rigid. A structure that can undergo a finite displacement is a finite mechanism. Stress-
free foldable structures are therefore finite mechanisms. It follows that the finite displacement of a 
stress-free foldable structure can be determined using kinematics. The displacement analysis of a 
snap-through deployable structure on the other hand cannot be carried out using kinematics alone 
because the structure is not a finite mechanism. In addition, the displacement analysis of a snap-
through deployable structure requires geometric nonlinear structural analysis. 
Now, it is interesting to note that examples of foldable and deployable structures are found in 
engineering fields apart from structural engineering. A number of household devices such as 
collapsible tables, locking mechanism of a pivot window, mechanisms employed in machines, 
robotic arms and moving platforms are all examples of deployable structures. Invariably, a part of 
the analysis and design procedure of the above examples must deal with kinematics. In principle, 
the kinematic analysis of part or all of the above examples should not differ from the approach used 
to analyse and design foldable and deployable structures presented in this work. 
Furthermore, the analysis and design of a foldable and deployable structure requires consideration 
of the following: 
(i) The selection of suitably dimensioned structural members that are connected using 
appropriate joints to obtain specific shapes and forms before, during and after 
deployment. 
(ii) Stability of the structure during deployment and in the initial as well as the final 
configurations. 
The analysis and design methods of foldable and deployable structures may be classified as follows: 
(i) Geometric approach 
One of the requirements of free-folding as well as non-free folding deployable structures is 
that the structure achieves a compact form consisting of a bundle. A bundle may be 
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described as a configuration of the structure that is compact in relation to the expanded 
form. In practical applications, the size of the bundle should be such that it can be easily 
transported using the available means of transportation. In theory, a bundle can be a one-
dimensional configuration of the foldable structure corresponding to the compact form. 
An approach that is used to achieve this requirement is to use a geometric constraint 
referred to as "the foldability condition" [1, 11]. Referring to Figs 1.5a and 1.5b, the 
foldability condition is a geometric constraint between the dimensions of the members of 
the structure such that in the compact or expanded form, the structure is 'one-dimensional'. 
For the three-dimensional case, a number of equations can be used to represent the 
foldability conditions. This is illustrated in Fig 1.5c. Different authors [1], [10], [11], [28] 
have used the foldability conditions, sometimes in conjunction with other geometric 
constraints, to obtain the configuration of free folding structures as well as non-free folding 
structures that fold to a bundle. Different shapes and forms for deployable structures have 
been studied using this approach including planar foldable grids, cylindrical foldable grids 
and spherical foldable grids. The determination of the configuration of foldable structures 
having a spherical surface is complicated. It has been shown that in a number of cases, the 
resulting deployable structure is not free folding [1]. 
Geometric approaches generally involve the setting up of a series of constraint equations, 
which may include the foldability conditions, to represent the geometric constraints of the 
structural members of a foldable structure. The constraint equations are very often 
particular to the foldable or deployable structure being considered. The geometric 
approach is therefore problem specific. This approach may be efficient in solving a 
particular problem, however it lacks generality of scope for applications. 
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c 
One of the conditions for a 
structure composed of duplets (so 
that it can attain the form of a "one-
dimensional" bundle) is that the 
dimensions of adjacent duplets 
must satisfy the following 
dimensional requirement: 
AB+AC=BD+CD 
(a) Part of an irregular 
foldable structure 
(b) Part of the irregular foldable 
structure shown in Fig Sa, as it 
approaches a one-dimensional 
bundle A 
I 
(c) A three-dimensional 
The following equations represent the foldabiIity 
conditions of the three-dimensional foldable 
structure of Fig 5c: 
AB + IB = AH + IH 
CB+DB = CE+DE 
FH+GH = FE+GE 
where AB represents the distance between the 
joint at A and B, IB represents the distance 
between the joint I and B; and similarly for all the 
foldable structure other terms of the above equations. 
Fig 1.5 Foldability conditions for foldable structures composed of duplets 
(ii) Kinematic approach 
In the kinematic approach, information with respect to the geometry as well as the degrees 
of freedom of the joints is incorporated in the mathematical description of the structure. 
Different techniques are proposed for representing a foldable structure such as the 
recursive method proposed by Denavit and Hartenberg [12]. An extensive review of this 
method is given in References [13J and [14]. In this method, a mechanism is represented 
by the product of transformation matrices. This method is commonly used to represent 
mechanisms such as robotic arms and manipulators, which are examples of kinematic 
chains. Another method that is also used to represent mechanisms makes use of kinematic 
constraint equations. This method is suitable for representing the geometry and the 
degrees of freedom of complex mechanisms. A detailed illustration of this method is given 
in Reference [15J. The theory of modern kinematics is founded on the fundamental work 
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of Franz Reuleaux [16] which is presented in the book "The Kinematics of Machinery". In 
the kinematic approach, the members that constitute the mechanism are assumed as 
infinitely rigid bodies. 
(iii) Kineto-elasto-dynarnic approach 
In this approach, kinematics is used in conjunction with finite element methods based on 
the principle of conservation of energy or conservation of momentum to determine the 
displacement characteristics of a deployable structure. The material properties and the 
geometric properties of the structural members are included in the representation of the 
structure [17,18,19]. 
1.3.1 Review of Geometric Design Approaches 
In Ref [20], Escrig states that foldable systems consisting of duplets require a degree of mobility to 
be able to fold and unfold. In Ref [1], Escrig explores different configuration assemblies of scissor-
like elements to obtain various foldable (expandable) forms. In an attempt to generalise the design 
of foldable structures composed of scissor-like elements, Escrig proposes a set of constraints which 
include the foldability conditions to obtain: 
(i) curved foldable forms 
(ii) linear foldable forms (lazy thongs) 
(iii) random foldable forms 
(iv) foldable forms composed of multiple layers of scissor-like elements. 
Escrig poses a number of restrictions on the geometry of the scissor-like elements to determine the 
foldable configurations, either free folding or non-free folding. Information on how to obtain 
foldable configurations by substituting the structural members in conventional space structures with 
scissor-like elements is presented in Ref [1]. In this reference, Escrig obtains foldable linear forms, 
foldable flat grids, foldable prismatic forms, foldable two way and three way cylindrical grids, 
foldable two way and three way spherical grids, foldable geodesic grids and other types of foldable 
grids such as foldable domes with lamella patterns. In Ref [1], Escrig points out that snap-through 
deployable structures are obtained by mapping duplets on three-way spherical grids and geodesic 
grids. 
The duplets used in the examples presented in Ref [1] comply with the foldability conditions. 
However, in the same paper, Escrig shows that additional constraint equations are required to 
determine the configuration of foldable spherical grids. Although, the foldable structures obtained 
in this manner are not free folding. 
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Escrig, Sanchez and Valcarel present different methods of tessalating a spherical surface into a 
rhombic grid [21]. The lines forming the rhombic grids are then replaced by scissor-like elements 
to obtain a deployable structure. This reference is an example where a geometric approach has been 
applied to carry out the configuration processing of a deployable structure. Using trigonometric 
ratios, symmetry and foldability conditions, the authors set up a series of equations in terms of 
angles that represent the geometry of the grids and the curvature of the spherical surfaces. The 
curvature is used to define the position of the joints of the structure during deployment. The results 
presented in Ref [21] show that during deployment, there are geometric incompatibilities in the 
structure. 
Now, refer to Fig 1.6 which shows the basic unit used in Zeigler's deployable domes (see also Fig 
1.3). Clarke refers to the basic unit of Zeigler's deployable structure as a 'trissor' [22]. A trissor is 
composed of three duplets that planimetrically form a triangle. Clarke uses projective geometry to 
determine the geometric constraints that can be used to design a deployable structure composed of 
trissors. 
Clarke proposed three types of constraints to obtain the geometry of the structure: 
(i) When viewed from certain angles, the units of the trissor must be tangential to a 
common circle. 
(ii) The geometry of the duplets must comply with the foldability conditions, as illustrated in 
Fig I.Sc. 
(iii) The diagonal lines of the trissor meet at a common point. 
projection of("'::::"---F-~' 
trissor on a plane 
The individual members of the 
trissor can be projected on a plane 
such the lines representing the 
projection of the trissor on this 
plane are tangential to a common 
circle in the same plane 
Fig 1.6 A perspective view of a trissor, used in Zeigler's deployable domes 
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The structure shown in Fig 3 has geometric incompatibilities during the deployment. The 
geometric incompatibilities cause flexure in the structural members. Clarke states that the amount 
of flexure can be controlled by varying the geometry of the units that form the trissor. 
In Ref [7] Rosenfeld and Logcher criticise the work of Pinero and Zeigler. They criticise Pinero's 
structures mainly due to their free-folding characteristics while the deployable structures patented 
by Zeigler are considered to be too susceptible to buckling. Rosenfeld and Logcher state that it is 
difficult to obtain different geometric configurations using Zeigler's system due to the stringent 
geometric constraints. In Ref [7], the authors focus on the snap-through deployable structures 
invented by Krishnapillai. Rosenfeld and Logcher show that the constraints proposed for the 
geometric design of Zeigler's systems do not necessarily hold for snap-through deployable 
structures. In their work, the authors extend and apply the foldability conditions proposed by Escrig 
to obtain geometric constraint equations for snap-through deployable structures. The deployable 
structures obtained by using this approach are stress-free in the compact and in the expanded form. 
However, it is not a free-folding structure. Rosenfeld and Logcher outline in tabular form an 
iterative approach for the design of snap-through deployable structures. The authors emphasise that 
a proper design methodology that represents the geometry of the structure is required in order to 
predict the deployment process and to predict the geometric incompatibilities of the structure. In 
Ref [7] Rosenfeld and Logcher use spatial trigonometry and graphical and physical models to 
determine the geometry of a snap-through deployable arch. 
Gantes uses a similar approach to determine the geometry of snap-through deployable structures 
[23]. The deployable structures studied by Gantes are composed of deployable units or building 
blocks such as the truncated pyramid illustrated in Fig 1.7. Gantes determines the geometry of 
snap-through deployable structures by solving simultaneous equations that are obtained explicitly 
for each type of building block. The simultaneous equations represent the geometric constraints of 
the building block. The equations are obtained by considering trigonometric ratios, foldability 
conditions and length projections. 
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Fig 1.7 An example of a building block consisting of a truncated pyramid used in snap-through 
deployable structures [9] 
For example, twelve equations in terms of fifteen variables can be obtained to represent the 
geometric constraints of the truncated pyramid of Fig 1. 7. The solution of the constraint equations 
is used to determine the geometry of the building block. The fifteen variables consist of six 
member lengths, six angles and three unit dimensions that define the geometry of the building 
block. Gantes assigns values to the three variables that define the geometry of the building block. 
This in tum yields twelve equations in terms of twelve variables. In the equations, it is assumed 
that the length of the structural members is constant. This in tum implies that the solution of the 
system of equations yields the stress free configurations of the building block. Therefore, the 
constraint equations determined using Gantes' approach represent static configurations coinciding 
with the compact or expanded forms. 
A set of simultaneous equations has to be found and assembled for each particular building block. 
For example, the equations representing the geometric constraints of a building block used in a 
curvilinear deployable structure are different from the equations derived to represent the constraints 
of a building block used in a flat deployable structure; although the approach is quite similar. The 
approach proposed by Gantes is not intended as a general method for obtaining the geometry of all 
deployable structures, but it has been developed to solve the particular geometric characteristics of 
snap-through deployable structures. 
The method of solving the simultaneous equations derived by Gantes poses an interesting problem. 
It is an important aspect of the research carried out by Gantes, although in the literature, the 
emphasis is more on the determination of the constraint equations rather than on their solution. For 
example, for the building block shown in Fig 1.7, twelve equations in terms of fifteen variables are 
obtained. Since the number of variables exceeds the number of equations, this implies that some of 
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the variables can be chosen independently. Gantes generally chooses to predefine three variables 
such that the number of unknown variables is equal to the number of equations. The solution of the 
simultaneous equations is obtained first by applying Gaussian manipulations of the equations. The 
solutions to the equations obtained after these manipulations, are solved numerically using a 
successi~e iterative approach or a Newton-Raphson method. Gantes has also used a mathematical 
software that allows symbolic manipulation to obtain the solution. In Gantes' own words, 'the 
above choice of design parameters is computationally convenient but is not the best from a physical 
insight point of view. Trial and error iterations are required in the actual design process. ' 
Physical models demonstrate that snap-through deployable structures in which the axes of 
interconnected structural members intersect at a single point do not achieve a stress-free 
configuration at any stage during the deployment as predicted by the mathematical model due to the 
difficulty in building a physical model that has infinitesimal joints. For this reason, Gantes has 
extended the geometric approach to include the discrete size of the joints in the geometric constraint 
equations [24]. 
The geometry of a single building block does not provide sufficient information to obtain the 
configuration of a deployable structure. Additional constraints have to be imposed by Gantes on the 
geometric configuration to obtain the desired overall shape [22]. These additional constraints can 
be referred to as global constraints whereas the constraints for a building block can be referred to as 
local constraints. Gantes lists the following global constraints required for obtaining a curvilinear 
snap-through deployable structure: 
(i) The geometry of each building block must comply with the local geometric constraints of 
the unit. 
(ii) The external nodes of the building blocks must be inscribable in a sphere. 
(iii) The structure in its expanded form cannot exceed the volume enclosed by a hemisphere. 
This is a necessary condition to ensure foldability. 
(iv) The external nodes of each building block must coincide with the corresponding nodes of 
the adjacent units. 
In a more recent research work, Langbecker [25, 26, 27] proposes a different approach for the 
kinematic analysis of deployable structures composed of building blocks made of a number of 
duplets. Langbecker introduces the concept of a foldability vector. The foldability vector is 
employed in conjunction with the foldability conditions used in earlier research work by other 
researchers. In his work, Langbecker considered also discrete joint sizes. 
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The foldability vector represents the direction of motion of a duplet. The magnitude of the vector 
varies according to the folded state of the duplet, varying from a minimum in the fully folded state 
to a maximum in the fully unfolded configuration. The foldability vectors in a single building block 
form a closed loop and hence the sum of the foldability vectors representing the duplets in the 
closed loop must be equal to zero. This is one of the necessary conditions used by Langbecker. An 
important assumption in Langbecker's work is that the direction of each foldability vector remains 
constant during the entire deployment process. 
Based on the above considerations, Langbecker defines a series of foldability equations using 
geometry and trigonometry. Langbecker derives foldability equations for various building blocks 
for what he refers to as translational, polar and Hoberman's units. 
Langbecker's work is interesting because the author has introduced vectors to perform the 
kinematic analysis of foldable structures. In this way, Langbecker has departed from the geometric 
approaches adopted in earlier research work by other researchers, which relied solely on analytical 
and trigonometric geometry. Nevertheless, the technique proposed by Langbecker still lacks 
generality because for each type of building block, a separate derivation of the foldability equations 
is necessary. Langbecker has tested the technique and obtained results that are in agreement with 
the earlier work carried out by Clarke, Gantes, You and Pellegrino [28]. 
The solutions of the foldability conditions obtained for each type of building block are used to 
obtain deployable structures. For example, the results obtained for a trapezoidal building block are 
mapped on the coordinates of a two-way grid on a doubly curved surface to obtain a curvilinear 
deployable structure. 
1.4 OBJECTIVES OF RESEARCH 
The literature review, presented in Section 1.3, focuses on the research that has been carried out by 
other researchers on the geometric analysis and design of foldable structures. In what follows, the 
objectives of this research are discussed. 
It is evident that the approaches that have been used to design foldable structures by researchers, to 
date, do not represent the structure mathematically in a complete manner. Researchers have 
focused mainly on the geometric aspects of the structure and of the type of building block used in 
the structure. The determination of the correct geometry is an important part of the design of 
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foldable structures. However, finding the appropriate geometry does not guarantee that a structure 
is foldable unless the members are connected in the appropriate manner that enables the desired 
relative movement between the members. Thus, choosing the manner in which the members of the 
structure are interconnected, which in turn determines the degrees of freedom of the joints, is an 
equally important part of the design process. In the geometric approaches discussed in the literature 
review, the degrees of freedom of the joints are not represented mathematically. 
The design of a foldable or deployable structure is a creative process requiring multi-disciplinary 
skills. Visualisation of the structure, understanding the movements of the members of the structure 
individually and relative to each other are important in the design process. A general method for 
the kinematic analysis and design of foldable and deployable structures that is based on the theory 
of kinematics would thus provide an important tool for a designer to explore new types of foldable 
and deployable structures. 
The principal objective of this research was to evolve a general method suitable for the kinematic 
analysis and design of foldable and deployable structures. In the method proposed in this work, the 
geometry of the elements of the foldable structure, the relative degrees of freedom of the joints as 
well as other constraints that may be imposed on the foldable structure such as support conditions 
are represented mathematically. In this manner, all the components that influence the kinematic 
behaviour of the foldable structure are considered. 
Most of the foldable and deployable structures that have been presented in the literature consist of 
members that are connected together by hinges and pivots. The joints used in these foldable 
structures have one 'relative degree of freedom' consisting of a rotation; where the term relative 
degree of freedom refers to the relative motion allowed by the characteristics ofthe joint connecting 
two or more members. Although these structures are three-dimensional, they are in fact a 
combination of planar mechanisms. This can be stated because the displacement path followed by a 
joint consists of a straight line, either in the plane of flat foldable structures or along a radial 
direction towards the instantaneous centre of curved foldable structures. 
A spatial foldable structure can be defined as a structure that can change its shape in three 
dimensions, where during the displacement, the joints follow a two or three-dimensional path. One 
of the methods that can be used to obtain spatial foldable structures is to use joints with more than 
one relative degree of freedom. In particular, in this research, the potential applications of a novel 
type of spatial foldable structure, conceived by the author, composed of members that are 
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interconnected by a modified Universal Joint are proposed. This modified Universal Joint has two 
relative degrees of freedom. 
Part of the findings of this research have already been published by the author in Refs 29 and 30. 
1.5 ORGANISATION OF THESIS 
The thesis is organised as follows. 
Chapter 1 is the Introduction and Literature review. The objectives of this research and the 
organisation of the thesis are given in this chapter. 
Chapter 2 is divided in two parts. In the first part of Chapter 2, fundamental concepts related to the 
mathematical description of finite rotations of rigid bodies are discussed. Different methods for 
obtaining a matrix known as a rotation operator are given. Briefly, a rotation operator is used to 
detennine the coordinates of points on a body after the body undergoes a rotation about an axis of 
rotation. Classical methods for obtaining the rotation operator such as Cayley's fonnula, 
Rodrigues' parameters and Euler parameters are explained. In addition, the properties of the 
rotation operator are derived and discussed in detail. In the second part of chapter 2, fundamental 
concepts related to kinematics and to the kinematic analysis of mechanisms and foldable structures 
are described. In particular, kinemtic pairs, a tenn coined in by one of the earlier researchers in the 
field of kinematics, Franz Reuleaux [16] is introduced. Every mechanism and hence foldable 
structures, which are essentially mechanisms, can be considered as being composed of kinematic 
pairs. The concept of kinematic pairs is explained in this section by considering a number of 
examples of mechanisms and foldable structures. The mathematical representation of the different 
types of joints that can be employed in two-dimensional and three-dimensional mechanisms and 
foldable structures using matrix equations are presented in the second part of Chapter 2. In this 
chapter, the concept for a novel type of foldable structure called calix foldable structure which is 
composed of members that are connected by Universal Joints is introduced. 
In Chapter 3 a new matrix approach for the kinematic analysis of foldable structures and 
mechanism evolved in this research is explained. A method for representing kinematic pairs using 
matrix equations is discussed. An equation called interelemental constraint equation, which is used 
to represent a kinematic pair is introduced in Chapter 3. From interelemental constraint equations 
that represent all the kinematic pairs in a mechanism, a system of equations called the dependency 
equations can be obtained. The dependency equations represent the geometry as well as the relative 
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degrees of freedom between the members of a mechanism or foldable structure. Two techniques for 
obtaining the dependency equations are explained in this chapter. The proposed matrix method for 
the kinematic analysis, which is called 'matrix dependency constraint method' (MDC method) is 
explained by considering a number of two-dimensional and three-dimensional examples of 
mechanisms and foldable structure. Also, in this chapter, an example showing how the method can 
be employed for the kinematic analysis of a calix foldable structure is given. 
A genetic algorithm process for the solution of the dependency equations is proposed in Chapter 4. 
The procedure proposed in this research is suitable for identifying multiple solutions to the 
dependency equations where each solution represents an alternative configuration of a mechanism. 
The procedure involves the use of cluster analysis [31] which is combined with a genetic algorithm 
process to determine the number of solutions and to determine each solution. This represents a new 
genetic algorithm process called a 'partial parallel genetic algorithm'. 
In Chapter 5, the matrix approach presented in Chapter 3 and the genetic algorithm process 
presented in Chapter 4 are employed for performing the kinematic analysis of a number of two-
dimensional and three-dimensional examples of foldable structures. Furthermore, the proposed 
method can also be employed for the form finding process of tensegrity systems. A method 
showing how this can be achieved is given in this chapter. 
Finally, in Chapter 6, concluding remarks highlighting the main contributions of this research are 
given together with suggestions for future work in this field. 
The author has used Matlab programming language to write a number of computer programs that 
have been employed in this research. In particular, a program for obtaining interelemental 
constraint equations and the dependency equations has been developed. The partial parallel genetic 
algorithm process has also been implemented as a computer program. The programs that have been 
written by the author for this research are given in Appendix A. 
In Appendix B, dependency equations for some examples of foldable structures and mechanisms 
that have been considered in this work are given. It turned out that some dependency equations 
were too long to display succinctly within the main chapters of the thesis. However, these are given 
in full in Appendix B. 
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CHAPTER 2 
MA THEMA TICAL DESCRIPTION OF FINITE ROTATIONS 
AND MECHANISMS 
2.1 INTRODUCTION 
A mechanism can be described as a mechanical device used to generate motion, where the 
motion is the result of an input source [32]. The same applies to foldable structures, which 
undergo controlled finite displacement through the action of an input source, such as the 
force generated by an actuator. The members and joints in a foldable structure are designed 
to allow relative movement between interconnected members. Foldable structures are 
therefore mechanisms. The finite displacement, composed of finite rotation, linear translation 
or both, of a foldable structure depends on the geometry of the structure, the degrees of 
freedom at the joints and restraints imposed on the system. 
In Sections 2.2 and 2.3, algebraic techniques for describing members in two and three 
dimensions and the mathematical description of finite rotation are discussed, respectively. 
The degrees of freedom at a joint define the displacement characteristics of the members that 
are connected at the joint. Different types of joints can be used in mechanisms and foldable 
structures. Methods for representing algebraically different types of joints are described in 
Section 2.4. 
A novel type of scissor-like element called calix duplet is described in Section 2.5. The joint 
employed in a calix foldable structure is a modified Universal Joint. This joint has two 
degrees of freedom at each joint. The geometric and kinematic properties of calix foldable 
structures are presented in Section 2.5 
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2.2 DESCRIPTION OF MEMBERS AND BODIES IN EUCLIDEAN SPACE 
2.2.1 Description of Members in Two Dimensions 
The point of a member in the two-dimensional space can be represented by a two-
dimensional column vector. Column vectors representing points in the same Euclidean space 
can be combined to form a matrix M of order m x n, where m is the dimension of the space 
and n is the number of points represented by the matrix M. The term m is the number of 
rows of M while n is the number of columns of M. The coordinates of the endpoints of the 
two-dimensional member B12 in Fig 2.1 may be expressed relative to the Cartesian coordinate 
system defined by the X and Y coordinate axes as follows. Let M be a matrix containing the 
column vectors of points 1 and 2 that define member B12. M is given by 
(2.1) 
where Xl and Yl are the coordinates of point 1 and X2 and Y2 are the coordinates of point 2. 
y 
o x 
Fig 2.1 Member B12 in two-dimensional Euclidean space 
Member BI2 is shown again in Fig 2.2. In this Fig, a reference frame that is associated with 
BI2 is introduced. This reference frame is represented by the X' and Y' axes. In this example, 
the origin of the reference frame is located in the same position as the origin of the X-Y 
coordinate system. 
By simple trigonometry, it can be verified that the Cartesian coordinates of point 1 may be 
expressed relative to the reference frame defined by the X'-Y' coordinate system by the 
following expression: 
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Fig 2.2 Member Bl2 and reference axes represented by the X' and Y' axes 
The terms Xl and Yl in Eqn 2.2 are the coordinates of point 1 relative to the X-Y coordinate 
system, Xl' and Yl' are the coordinates of the same point relative to the reference frame 
defined by the X'-Y' axes and 0 is the angle subtended by the X' axis with the X axis. 
The coordinates of points 1 and 2 are expressed as follows: 
which in tum may be rewritten as 
M=RM' 
It can be verified that the inverse of R is given by 
[
cosO SinO] 
-sinO cosO 
By observing that the inverse of R is equal to the transpose of R, that is, 
RI=RT 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
it follows that R is an orthogonal matrix. One of the properties of orthogonal matrices is that 
their determinant is ±1 [33]. Using trigonometric identities, it can also be verified that the 
determinant of R is 1. Every orthogonal matrix that has a determinant equal to + 1, similar to 
the orthogonal matrix R, rotates every vector through angle O. The matrix R may be referred 
to as a "rotation operator". 
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Conversely, RT or R"I rotates the vector (back) through -0 and is also a rotation operator. 
Premultiplying Eqn 2.4 with RT, then 
(2.6) 
It should be noted that an orthogonal matrix that has a determinant equal to -1 is called a 
reflection operator that transforms every vector into its image on the opposite side of a line in 
two dimensions or on the opposite side of a plane in three dimensions. 
In Fig 2.3, the origin of the reference frame associated with member BI-2 is now assumed to 
be at an arbitrary position other than o. Let the coordinates of the origin of the reference 
frame be given by 
[XO.] . yo· y' 
x' 
o 
Fig 2.3 Member BI2 and reference axes defined by the X' and Y' axes and origin 0' 
If Xl', Yl' and X2', Y2' are the coordinates of points 1 and 2, expressed relative to the X'-Y' 
reference frame in Fig 2.3, their corresponding value relative to the X-Y coordinate system is 
given by: 
-sinO][Xl '] 
cosO y, ' 
-sinO][X2 '] 
cosO Y2' 
(2.7) 
or 
M=Mo·+RM' (2.8) 
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Eqn 2.8 is a general equation representing the coordinates of points of a body. M and Mo. are 
expressed relative to the X-Y coordinate system and M' is expressed relative to a reference 
frame attached to the body. R is a coordinate transformation matrix, that is, a rotation 
operator. 
2.2.2 Description of Members in Three Dimensions 
Equation 2.8 can be used to describe the points of a body in two dimensions as well as in 
three dimensions. For example, referring to Fig 2.4, an equation similar to Eqn 2.8 can be 
used to describe member B 12. In this case, the vectors M and Mo are three-dimensional 
column vectors representing the coordinates of points 1 and 0' noting that M and Mo' are 
expressed relative to the X-Y-Z coordinate system. M' is also a three-dimensional column 
vector representing the coordinate of point 2 of member B 12 expressed relative to the 
reference frame defined by the X'-Y'-Z' reference frame. R is a 3x3 coordinate 
transformation matrix, a rotation operator, that transforms the values of the coordinates of 
points that are relative to a reference frame to values that are relative to the X-Y-Z coordinate 
system. 
z Z' 
Y' 
, 
, 
----} 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
2 
X' 
Fig 2.4 Member BI2 in three-dimensional (Euclidean) space. The reference axes associated 
with BI2 are defined by the direction ofthe X', Y' and Z' axes 
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It can be noted that in Fig 2.4, the direction of the Z' reference frame is parallel to the Z-axis. 
Again, using Eqn 2.8, the expression representing the coordinates of point 2 relative to the X-
Y -Z coordinate system is given by 
(2.9) 
which can be rewritten as 
[
X2] [xo,] [COSO -sinO 
Y2 = Yo' + sinO cosO 
Z2 zo' 0 0 
(2.10) 
2.2.3 Elementary Coordinate Transformation Matrices 
When one of the directions of a reference frame is parallel to the X, Y or Z axes, the 
coordinate transformation matrix used to transform the values of the coordinates from the 
reference frame to the X-Y-Z coordinate system is called an "elementary coordinate 
transformation matrix". The matrix representing R in Eqn 2.10 is in fact an elementary 
coordinate transformation matrix that rotates the values of three-dimensional vectors about 
the Z axis. The elementary coordinate transformation matrices about the X, Y and Z axes are 
as shown in Fig 2.5. 
z 
Fig 2.5 
Pierre Farrugia 
(a) Coordinate transformation matrix when the 
X' direction is parallel to the X-axis. The 
positive angle 0 is the angle subtended by 
the Y' direction with the Y axis, measured in 
an anti-clockwise direction using a right 
hand screw which points towards the 
positive X direction. 
[~1 cosO sinO o -s~no] cosO 
Coordinate transformations about the X, Y and Z axes 
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X' 
X' 
(b) Coordinate transformation matrix when the 
Y' direction is parallel to the Y-axis. 
[ 
cose 0 sin eJ 
o 1 0 
-sine 0 cose 
The positive angle e is measured using the 
same convention indicated in (a). 
(c) Coordinate transformation matrix when the 
Z' direction is parallel to the Z axis. 
-sine OJ 
cose 0 
o 1 
Fig 25 (contd) Coordinate transformations about the X, Y and Z axes 
2.2.4 Generalisation of Coordinate Transformations 
The generalised expression for coordinate transformations between an arbitrary reference 
frame and the X-Y -Z coordinate system may be expressed as 
M=RM' (2.11 ) 
where M represents the coordinates of a point or points relative to the X-Y-Z coordinate 
system and M' represents the coordinates of the same point or points relative to the arbitrary 
reference frame. For the general case, R can be determined by the product of elementary 
coordinate transformation matrices. A set of angles called Euler angles can be used to 
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compute the rotation operator in terms of the product of three elementary coordinate 
transformation matrices. 
z 
I--__ ~y 
Fig 2.6 Euler angles used to determine the rotation operator in terms of the product of 
elementary coordinate transformations matrices 
Referring to Fig 2.6, Euler angles are defined as follows [34]: 
a rotation ~ about the reference frame defined by Z 
a rotation y about the reference frame defined by X' 
a rotation a about the reference frame defined by N 
The expression used to define the position of a body in two- and three-dimensional 
(Euclidean) space by a coordinate transformation matrix (similar to the expressions given in 
Fig 2.5 for the three-dimensional case) can also be interpreted as an operation that rotates a 
body about an axis of rotation. 
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2.3 MATHEMATICAL DESCRIPTION OF FINITE ROTATIONS 
2.3.1 Definition of Rotation 
The mathematical description of finite rotations is one of the fundamental tools required to 
perform the kinematic analysis of mechanisms and foldable structures. Finite rotation in 
three dimensions may be described as the displacement of a body about an axis of rotation 
(Fig 2.7), where the distance of every point of the body from a point on the axis of rotation is 
preserved during rotation. 
\ 
\ 
\ 
axis of rotation / \ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
Distance of point P 
of body from a point 
on the axis of rotation 
is preserved during 
rotation 
Fig 2.7 A body that rotates about an axis of rotation 
The finite rotation of a body in two dimensions takes place about a point. In kinematics, the 
point of rotation is called a "pole" [35]. The pole may be obtained graphically as shown in 
Fig 2.8. The pole is located at the intersection point of the perpendicular bisectors of the 
lines drawn from the initial position of the nodes to their final position. It can be verified 
graphically from Fig 2.8, that the displacement of a rigid two-dimensional body consisting of 
a line segment between two points is in fact a rotation about the pole. 
2 
y 
o p 
Fig 2.8 Determination of point of rotation, the pole, for a two-dimensional displacement 
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Eqn 2.12 is a general expression representing the displacement of a body 
2.12 
MJ is the vector representing the coordinates of a point of the body in Euclidean space after 
displacement. D is a linear component of displacement and RMo is the rotational component. 
In Fig 2.9 member BI2 undergoes a displacement [dl, d2]T and a rotation about node 1 
through angle ¢. 
y y 
01 2 :x o :x 
(a) BI2 in its initial position (b) BI2 after linear translation and rotation 
Fig 2.9 Member BI2 which undergoes a finite displacement 
Expanding Eqn 2.12 to represent the coordinates of points 1 and 2 after the displacement, 
(2.13) 
and 
(2.14) 
where [Xl. ydT and [X2, Y2]T are the coordinates of points 1 and 2, respectively. The 
subscripts, 0 and 1, shown immediately after the column vectors in Eqns 2.13 and 2.14 refer 
to the initial and final positions ofB12, respectively. 
The matrix R in Eqns 2.13 and 2.14, namely, 
[
cos¢ -sin¢] 
sin¢ cos¢ 
(2.15) 
is a rotation operator. 
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The coordinates of the pole of a displacement may be determined by considering Eqn 2.12. 
The pole is that point in the two-dimensional Euclidean space which remains stationary by 
the transformation of Eqn 2.12. Let P be a two-dimensional column vector representing the 
coordinates of the pole. Since P is stationary before and after the finite displacement, then 
Ml =Mo =P 
Substituting for Ml and Mo in Eqn 2.12 
P=RP+D 
Solving for P in terms of D and R, then 
P =[I-Rr1D 
where I as a 2x2 identity matrix. 
It can be verified (by checking that [I - Rrl [I - R] = I) that P is given by 
P =.!.[ 1 -cot(¢/2)][d1] 
2 cot(¢/2) 1 d2 
2.16 
2.17 
2.18 
2.19 
Eqn 2.19 tends to infinity as the angle ¢ tends to zero. When the angle ¢ is zero, the 
rotational component of the displacement is zero and the displacement is composed of a "pure 
linear translation". In this case, it is not possible to locate the pole because there is no point 
of rotation. 
On the other hand, it is possible to use the term "pure rotation" to describe a displacement 
when the component of linear translation is zero. When the term finite rotation is used· in 
Section 2.3, it means a pure rotation as described above. 
An expression describing pure rotation, see Eqn 2.20, can be obtained by assigning a value of 
zero to the component of linear translation in Eqn 2.12. One may note that Eqn 2.20 
represents a finite rotation of a body about an axis of rotation, where the axis of rotation 
passes through the origin (see Fig 2.10): 
2.20 
Mo is a vector defining the coordinates of the points of a body prior to rotation. MJ is the 
vector defining the coordinates of the same points after rotation, noting in particular that Mo 
and MJ are expressed relative to the same coordinate system. In two dimensions, R is a 2x2 
coordinate transformation matrix (for example, see Expression 2.15). In three dimensions, R 
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is a 3x3 matrix. It will be shown that in both instances, R, the rotation operator, IS 
orthogonal. 
z 
y 
Fig 2.10 A body that is rotated about an axis of rotation, where the axis of rotation passes 
through the origin ofthe X-Y-Z coordinate system 
Rotation in three dimensions takes place about an axis of rotation that can be represented by a 
three-dimensional line. Rotation in two dimensions takes place about a point. In kinematics, 
the tenn "rotation about a point" is also used to describe spherical motion [37]. A point of a 
body is said to undergo a spherical motion if before and after its displacement, the point 
remains on the same spherical surface, that is, it remains equidistant from the centre of a 
sphere. The surface of the sphere represents all the possible positions of the point. An 
example of spherical motion is illustrated in Fig 2.11. The coordinates of a point that 
undergoes a finite displacement on a spherical surface may be described by Eqn 2.20. The 
notion that "spherical motion takes place about a point" however can be quite misleading. 
This expression is true for the rotation of a point but is not applicable to describe the rotation 
of a body in three dimensions. As will be shown in Section 2.3.3.4, a finite rotation in three 
dimensions takes place invariably about a three dimensional axis of rotation which can be 
represented by a three-dimensional line. Spherical motion is not different from finite rotation 
in three dimensions. 
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z 
Fig 2.11 Spherical motion of point P 
In Section 2.3.3, it will be shown that from Eqn 2.20, it is possible to define a three-
dimensional line that represents the axis of rotation of the displacement. Furthermore, it will 
also be shown in Section 2.3.3.4 that spherical motion is in fact a rotation about a well-
defined axis of rotation, which can be determined from one of the eigenvalues of the rotation 
operator. 
2.3.2 Reference Frames and Orthonormal Vectors 
The bold lines in Fig 2.12 represent a set of orthogonal unit vectors (orthonormal vectors) 
that are attached to the body shown in Fig 2.12. The vectors e), e2 and e3 define a body 
reference frame. 
z 
y 
x 
Fig 2.12 Vectors [e), e2, e3] that define a reference frame attached to the body 
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The directions of the unit vectors of the example in Fig 2.12 are coincident with the X, Y and 
Z axes, respectively. Each direction is represented by the column vectors of the 3x3 identity 
matrix, namely 
(2.21 ) 
where E is a set of mutually orthogonal unit vectors (orthonormal vectors) that define a 
reference frame attached to the body. When a body rotates about an axis, so does the 
reference frame attached to the body. It follows that the expression 
(2.22) 
used to describe the finite rotation of the points of a body (see Section 2.3.1 Eqn 2.20) can 
also be used to describe the rotation of a reference frame. Hence, it is possible to write 
(2.23) 
Where R is a 3x3 rotation operator and where EI and Eo are 3x3 matrices containing 
orthonormal column vectors. 
2.3.2.1 Skew-symmetric matrix 
A skew-symmetric matrix A has the following property 
A=-AT (2.24) 
Let eJ, e2, e3 be three mutually orthogonal unit vectors (the components of which are given by 
[eil ei2 ei3]T, for i=l, 2 and 3). The vectors e\, e2, and e3 form an orthonormal set. The matrix 
E may thus be expressed as follows: 
(2.25) 
Since the column vectors of E are orthonormal, then 
{ 
e~e\ = 1 e:e\ =0 eJe\ = 0 
e~e2 = 0 e;e2 = 1 eJe2 = 0 
e~e3 = 0 e;e3 = 0 e~e3 = 1 
(2.26) 
or 
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Fori,j =1, 2, 3 
{ 
e; e j = 0 when i :;t: j 
e
T 
e = 1 when i = J. 
I J 
(2.27) 
Suppose that two of the orthonormal vectors are known, say e) and e2. The third orthonormal 
vector e3, which is orthogonal to e) and e2, can be determined in terms of e) and e2. 
It can be proved [37] that 
"the sum of the products formed by multiplying the elements of a row (column) of an 
n-square matrix A by the corresponding cofactors (see explanation of the term 
cofactor below) of another row (column) of A is zero." 
The cofactor or signed minor corresponding to an entry (or submatrix) of a given matrix is 
obtained by computing the determinant of the matrix which is obtained after deleting the 
rows and columns containing the entry (or submatrix) which is multiplied by a scalar 
coefficient using the following rule: 
The cofactor Ci,j corresponding to the ilh _/h term of a matrix is given by 
c. . = (_l)i+j det(A .. ) IJ IJ 
Where Aij is the original matrix with the ilh row and jth column deleted. For example, 
consider Eqn 2.25. The cofactor corresponding to the term e3) (i=l, j=3) is given by: 
Similarly, the cofactors corresponding to e32 and e33 are given by: 
and 
(2.28) 
(2.29) 
(2.30) 
(2.31) 
The theorem stated above [37] implies that the cofactors of the entries of the third column e3 
premultiplied by the transpose of the first or second column of E is zero, that is: 
(2.32) 
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By inspection of Eqns 2.32 and 2.26 (or 2.27), it follows that the column vector containing 
the cofactors corresponding to the entries of the third column of E (which is an orthogonal 
matrix) is equal to same third column vector. Therefore 
(2.33) 
Eqn 2.33 may be rewritten as follows: 
(2.34) 
- - -T 
where el is a skew-symmetric matrix (el = -el ) obtained from the column vector e\. In what 
follows, the tern en will be used to denote a skew-symmetric matrix obtained from the 
corresponding three-dimensional column vector e\ using the following rule: 
The rule for obtaining the skew-symmetric matrix ~I from el is: 
(2.35) 
Referring again to Eqn 2.26 and using the same theorem, it can be verified that 
[ e~e" -e"e" j [0 -e23 
e" J["" j el = -e21e33 + e23e31 = e23 0 -e21 e32 = e2e3 
e21e32 - e22e31 -e22 e21 o e33 
(2.36) 
and 
[ -ene" + e"e" j [0 -e33 
e" jf""j e2 = eIJe33 - eJ3e31 = e33 0 - 31 el2 = e3el 
-elle32 + el2e31 -e32 e31 o el3 
(2.37) 
2.3.2.2 Projection matrices 
The terms in the column vector of Eqn 2.33 are equivalent to the cross product, also called 
the vector product of e\ and e2 [38]. The vector or cross product of two three-dimensional 
vectors u and v, denoted u x v, may be obtained by premultiplying v with the skew-
symmetric matrix obtained from u 
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(2.38) 
uxv=uv 
The double cross product of three vectors u, v and w is given by 
ux (vx w) = ux (~ w) = U ~ w = (u· w)v-(u· v)w = (u TW)V-(U TV)W (2.39) 
The products u TW and u TV in Eqn 2.39 are scalar quantities because u, v and ware column 
vectors. Hence (uTw) is commutative with v. Eqn 2.39 can be rearranged as follows 
(2.40) 
where I is the 3x3 Identity matrix. I is introduced in Eqn 2.40 so that the products vu T and 
uTv have the same order. By expanding u~, it can be verified that 
(2.41 ) 
Ifu is equal to v, then Eqn 2.41 becomes 
(2.42) 
Furthermore, if u is a normalized vector then from Eqn 2.27, it follows that uTu is equal to 
one. In this case, Eqn 2.42 becomes 
-- T 
uU= uu -I (2.43) 
or 
-T- T 
U U= I-uu (2.44) 
The projection operator, denoted by P, for projecting a vector in three-dimensional space onto 
another vector, for example onto the vector a, is given by [39] 
(2.45) 
Substituting vector a in Eqn 2.45 with a three-dimensional unit vector, for example u, the 
projection operator P, which projects any three-dimensional vector on the line defined by u is 
expressed as 
P=uuT (2.46) 
and 
I-P = I-uuT (2.47) 
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Eqn 2.47, that is I-P, is also a projection operator [39]. I-P projects any three-dimensional 
vector onto the plane orthogonal to u. 
Projection of b on line 
defined by u 
Unit vector u 
Projection of b on plane 
orthogonal to u 
z 
x 
Fig 2.13 Projection of vector b on the line represented by the unit vector u and the projection 
of the same vector b on the plane orthogonal to u 
Comparing Eqn 2.47 with Eqn 2.44 shows that the product of a skew symmetric matrix u 
(obtained from a vector u) premultiplied or postmultiplied by its transpose, 
projection operator that projects a vector onto the plane orthogonal to the vector u. 
Referring to Fig 2.13, in three-dimensional space, 
P=uuT is the operator for projecting three-dimensional vectors onto u 
-T-
Pp = u u is the operator for projecting three-dimensional vectors onto 
the plane orthogonal to u 
2.3.3 Properties of Rotation Operator 
2.3.3.1 Determinant of rotation operator 
Using Eqns 2.27 and 2.34, that is, 
and substituting e3 in Eqn 2.27 
(e)e2f e3 =1 
Pierre Farrugia 
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U , is a 
(2.48) 
(2.49) 
(2.50) 
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Expanding Eqn 2.50 
ell eZI e 3l 
el2 e22 e32 or Det (E) = 1 
el3 e23 e33 
Ph.D. Thesis 
(2.51) 
This implies that the determinant of a matrix composed of three orthonormal vectors (el' e2 
and e3), used to define a right-handed reference frame, is + 1. 
In Eqn 2.23, the finite rotation of a reference frame is described as follows 
(same as Eqn 2.23) (2.52) 
Using Eqn 2.51, 
Det(E I ) = Det(Eo) = 1 (2.53) 
Furthermore 
Det(E~1 ) = 1/ Det(Eo) = 1 (2.54) 
Post mUltiplying Eqn 2.52 by E;I 
(2.55) 
that is 
(2.56) 
Also, from the property that the determinant of the product of two square matrices is equal to 
the product of their determinants [40], it follows that 
(2.57) 
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Eqn 2.57 shows that the determinant of the rotation operator is + 1. The fact established here 
will be used in the sequel. 
2.3.3.2 Orthogonal property of rotation operator 
z 
y 
Fig 2.14 Rotation of vector Mo about an axis of rotation that passes through the origin. 
Distance of point P from origin is preserved during rotation 
The body shown in Fig 14 undergoes a rotation about an axis of rotation that passes through 
the origin. Let Mo be the vector representing the position of point P of the body prior to 
rotation and MJ be the vector representing the position of P after rotation. The distance of 
point P from the origin is preserved during rotation. The magnitude of the vectors 
representing the position of P is also preserved. 
Mo and MJ are related by the expression 
M) =RMo (2.58) 
Their magnitude is given by 
(2.59) 
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where IIMdl and IIMol1 are the Euclidean norms of Mo and M), respectively. The Euclidean 
norm of a vector [x y z] T is defined as ~ x2 + y2 + Z2 (or the distance of the point [x y z] T 
from the origin). Thus from Eqns 258 and 2.59 
MiMI = (RMo) T RMo = M~R TRM = M~Mo 
which in turn implies that 
RTR=I 
or 
(2.60) 
(2.61) 
(2.62) 
Eqns 2.61 and 2.62 imply that R is an orthogonal matrix. In Section 2.3.3.1, it has also been 
proved that the determinant of R is + 1. When the value of the determinant of an orthogonal 
matrix is equal to + 1, the matrix can be used to perform a linear transformation that rotates 
the space or vectors about an axis of rotation that passes through the origin. Note that when 
the value of the determinant of an orthogonal matrix is equal to -1, the matrix may be 
referred to as a "reflection matrix" that transform a vector into its image on the opposite side 
of a plane (or a line in two dimensions) that passes through the origin. 
2.3.3.3 The inverse of rotation 
The operator of the inverse of a rotation is the inverse of the original operator. This can be 
proved as follows: 
MI =RMo 
Premultiplying both sides of Eqn 2.63 by R"l then 
R-1M I = R-IRMo = Mo 
which completes the proof. 
2.3.3.4 Eigenvalues and eigenvectors of rotation operator 
(2.63) 
(2.64) 
The rotation operator, R, is an orthogonal matrix that has a positive determinant equal to 1. 
Since the determinant of R is not equal to zero, then R is nonsingular and hence the columns 
and rows of R are linearly independent. This also implies that the eigenvalues of R are 
distinct and that the eigenvectors are linearly independent. 
The following theorems will be used to determine the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of R: 
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(i) The sum of the eigenvalues, is the sum of the diagonal entries of a square matrix of 
order n. This is known as the trace of a matrix. 
(ii) The product of the eigenvalues of a square matrix is equal to its determinant. 
Consider the equation 
Rxi = Ai Xi for i = 1, 2, 3 (2.65) 
where R is the rotation operator, Xi represents a typical eigenvector of R and Ai represents the 
corresponding eigenvalue of R. Let R be represented by the following matrix: 
(2.66) 
The characteristic equation of R used to determine the eigenvalues of R is obtained from the 
determinant of the matrix 
(2.67) 
where A is a variable representing an eigenvalue of R. To obtain the values of A, one has to 
solve the following equation (the characteristic equation), which is a cubic equation in A: 
all -A a 21 a31 
a l2 a22 -A a32 =0 
a13 a 23 a 33 -A 
The expansion of the above determinant leads to the following characteristic equation 
_1..3 +(all +a22 +a33 )A2 + 
(a12a 21 -alla 33 +a13 a31-a22a33 -alla22 +a32 a 23 )A+ 
(alla22a33 - a13a31a22 - a12a21a33 - alla32a23 + al3a21a32 + a12a31a23) = 0 
(2.68) 
(2.69) 
The last term (constant term) of the above characteristic equation is equal to the expansion of 
the determinant of R. Therefore, since it was shown that the determinant of the rotation 
operator is equal to one (See Section 2.3.3.1), it follows that the above term is equal to 1. 
Consider now the coefficient of A in the characteristic equation. In Section 2.3.2.1, it was 
shown that it is possible to obtain anyone of the column vectors of an orthogonal matrix in 
terms of the skew symmetric matrix obtained from one of the other two column vectors 
postmultiplied by the remaining column vector (see Eqns 2.34, 2.36 and 2.37). For instance, 
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let aI, a2 and a3 represent the column vectors of R in Eqn 2.66, that is, al=[all al2 aI3]T, 
a2=[a21 a22 a23]T and a3=[a31 a32 a33]T, respectively. From Eqns 2.34,2.36 and 2.37, it follows 
that: 
or 
la, = a2a3 a 2 = a3al a 3 = a,a2 (2.70) 
(1.71a) 
(1.71 b) 
(2.71c) 
The values of al)' a22 and a33 are obtained from the right hand side of Eqns 2.71a, 2.71 band 
2.71c, respectively. The sum ofal(, a22 and a33 is given by: 
3 I a jj =( -a23a 32 + a 22a33 + a33a ll - a3,a13 - a'2a2' + alla 22 ) 
j;, 
(2.72) 
The right hand side of the above equation is seen to be the negative of the coefficient of A in 
the characteristic equation ofR, see Eqn 2.69. Therefore, the coefficient of A is equal to 
3 
3 
-L a jj = -( -a23a 32 + a 22a33 + a33a ll - a3,a13 - a'2a2' + a lla 22 ) 
j;, 
If L a jj is denoted by A, then the characteristic equation of R can be written as 
j;, 
which can be factored as follows: 
This shows that one of the three eigenvalues of the rotation operator, R, is equal to 1. 
Consider again the equation representing the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of R: 
Pierre Farrugia 
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Rx = A x for i = 1 2 3 I I 1 , , (2.75) 
where R is the rotation operator, Xi is an eigenvector of R and Ai is an eigenvalue of R. 
Premultiplying Eqn 2.75 by xT R T 
(2.76) 
Since RTR is equal to I, then 
(2.77) 
For Eqn 2.77 to hold then A; must be equal to 1 for all i. It follows that the sum of the 
squares ofthe eigenvalues of matrix R is equal to 3, that is 
(2.78) 
Since the determinant of R is equal to + 1, then by Theorem (ii), it follows that 
(2.79) 
Furthermore, in Eqn 2.74 it was shown that one of the eigenvalues is equal to 1, (say A)=I) 
(2.80) 
Eqns 2.78, 2.79 and 2.80 are three simultaneous equations, where the values of Ai are real or 
complex numbers. 
A solution to Eqns 2.78, 2.79 and 2.80 is given by 
{~: : ~.;. = COS" + i sin" A3 =e- I • =coscjl-isincjl (2.81) 
where i is an imaginary number such that i2 = -1 and cjl is an arbitrary angle. 
The values of An, n=l, 2, 3 in Eqn 2.81 are the eigenvectors of the rotation operator. 
The eigenvalue A)=1 yields the following equation 
(2.82) 
This implies that the eigenvector x), corresponding to the eigenvalue of 1 is unaltered by the 
transformation of the rotation operator. The points that remain unaltered during a finite 
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rotation are those points that lie on the axis of rotation. It follows that the eigenvector XI is a 
three-dimensional vector representing the axis of rotation. Finite rotation therefore takes 
place about a "well-defined" axis of rotation given by the eigenvector of R corresponding to 
the eigenvalue 1. 
The eigenvectors corresponding to 1..2 and 1..3 are complex conjugate. Two complex conjugate 
numbers may be defined as follows. The real coefficient is the same in both complex 
numbers while the complex coefficient has the same magnitude but with an opposite sign. 
The eigenvectors X2 and X3 are given by 
(2.83) 
where a and b are three-dimensional vectors. 
The matrix R, which is an orthogonal matrix, can be diagonalised usmg the spectral 
expansion [41] 
(2.84) 
where U is a matrix containing real and complex eigenvectors of R. UH is the complex 
conjugate transpose of U and the term A represents a diagonal matrix containing the 
eigenvalues of R. 
The rule used for the conjugate transposition of a matrix that contains complex numbers, such 
as matrix U, is as follows: the coefficients of the real parts remain unchanged after 
transposition while the imaginary parts are multiplied by -I. The superscript H is used to 
denote a complex conjugate transposition. For example, the complex conjugate transpose of 
the matrix 
[ 
1 2+3iJ c= 1-2i 5i 
(2.85) 
is given by 
c
H 
= [2~ 3i 1~5~i] (2.86) 
Referring again to Eqn 2.84, the matrices U and UH have an additional and important 
property, which can be derived from the real matrix R which has distinct and complex 
eigenvectors (see Eqn 2.83) [41], namely that 
(2.87) 
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The eigenvectors of R can be expressed in matrix form as follows 
u = [ XI a + ib a - ib] (2.88) 
and 
(2.89) 
From Eqns 2.87, 2.88 and 2.89, then 
xT(a-ib) ] [1 0 0] 
(a-ib)\a-ib) = 0 1 0 
(a+ib)T(a-ib) 0 0 1 
(2.90) 
Let the terms of the matrix in Eqn 2.90 be denoted as aij where i = 1,2,3 (rows) and j = 1,2, 
3 (columns). 
By considering the terms al2 and al3 ofEqn 2.90 then 
{
xT(a+ib)=O 
xT (a-ib) = 0 
which implies that 
xTa = xTb =0 
Similarly, by considering the diagonal entries a22and a33 ofEqn 2.90 
(a-ib)T(a+ib)=aTa~~ -ebTb= 
aTa+bTb=l 
Expanding the terms a23 and a32 of Eqn 2.90 
{
(a -ib)T (a -ib) = aT a -ia Tb-ibTa + bTb = 0 
(a + ib)T (a + ib) = a Ta +ia Tb+ibT a- bTb = 0 
Consider the imaginary terms in Eqn 2.94. This implies that 
(2.91) 
(2.92) 
(2.93) 
(2.94) 
(2.95) 
From Eqns 2.92, 2.93 and 2.95, it is possible to deduce that the vectors a and b are orthogonal 
to XI as well as to each other. The vectors a, b and XI thus form a set of three mutually 
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orthogonal vectors. Furthermore, the vectors a and b are related by Eqns 2.93 and 2.95 which 
imply that a and b are orthogonal but not orthonormal. 
The equation relating the matrix R, the eigenvalues and the eigenvectors is 
Rx = AX I I I 
which for A2 and A3 is given by 
{
R(a+ ~b) = (coscj>+~s~ncj»(a +~b) = (acoscj> - bs~ncj»+~(as~ncj> + bcoscj» 
R(a-lb) = (COScj>-l smcj»(a -lb) = (acoscj> - bsmcj»-l(asmcj> + bcoscj» 
Comparing the real and imaginary parts ofEqn 2.97 
{
Real part: 
1m aginary part: 
Ra = a cos cj> - b sin cj> 
Rb = asincj> + bcoscj> 
which is written in matrix form 
R[a] = [c~scj> -sincj>][a] 
b smcj> coscj> b 
(2.96) 
(2.97) 
(2.98) 
(2.99) 
Eqn 2.99 shows that the rotation operator R, rotates the orthogonal vectors a and b through an 
angle cj> about the axis of rotation noting that a and b remain in the plane perpendicular to the 
axis of rotation during rotation. This is deduced from the transformation matrix for two 
dimensions ofEqn 2.99 (compare with Eqn 2.15 ). 
2.3.4 The Determination of the Rotation Operator 
2.3.4.1 Kinematic analysis 
The determination of the rotation operator is an important part of kinematic analysis and 
design because it is used to describe the displacement characteristics of a body relative to an 
axis of rotation. The rotation operator can be obtained using different methods. For example, 
in the following discussion, an expression is obtained in terms of a vector representing the 
axis of rotation and in terms of a scalar quantity representing the magnitude of rotation. The 
rotation operator can also be obtained and expressed as a product of coordinate 
transformation matrices. This is illustrated in Section 2.3.4.2. It will be shown that the 
technique of representing the rotation operator in terms of the product of coordinate 
transformation matrices has a good physical interpretation. 
~~-------------------------------------------~ 
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Consider Fig 2.15. Member BI2 is rotated about an axis of rotation that passes through the 
origin. An orthonormal reference frame denoted by Eo = [el e2 e3] is attached to the member 
B12. 
~ 
\ 
'-
(a) 
\ 
\ 
z 
\ 
\ axis of 
rotation 
BI2 in its initial position 
Y 
x 
z 
.~ Y 
rotation x 
(b) B12 subsequent to rotation about 
e3 
Fig 2.15 Member BI2 is rotated about axis of rotation defined by e3 through angle ~ 
The direction of the column vector e3 represents the axis of rotation and el and e2 are vectors 
in the plane which is perpendicular to the axis of rotation. Member B12 undergoes a rotation 
through angle ~ about the axis of rotation. The problem is to determine the rotation operator 
in terms of the known parameters, namely eJ, e2, e3, representing the reference frame attached 
to the member in its initial position, and the magnitude of rotation denoted by ~. 
The reference frame attached to member B12, prior to and after the rotation are related by 
(2.100) 
or 
(2.101) 
where the second subscripts 0 and I denote the reference frame prior to rotation and after 
rotation, respectively. 
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The properties of the rotation operator R can be summarised as follows: 
• The rotation operator is an orthogonal matrix. 
• The detenninant of the rotation operator is + 1. 
• The rotation operator has three distinct eigenvalues. 
• One of the eigenvalues is 1 and the corresponding eigenvector represents the axis of 
rotation. 
• The two other eigenvectors are complex conjugates and are given by e±i+ or 
cos (Id i sin ~ . 
• The corresponding eigenvectors are also complex conjugates. The eigenvectors are 
a ± ib where a and b are three-dimensional column vectors contained in the plane 
which is perpendicular to the axis of rotation. The vectors a and b are orthogonal to 
each other. They are also related by the expression 
(2.102) 
Using the spectral expansion theorem [41], the rotation operator can be expressed by the 
product 
(2.1 03) 
where U is a matrix containing the eigenvectors of R. UH is the conjugate transpose of U and 
A is a diagonal matrix containing the eigenvalues of R. Eqn 2.103 is expanded by 
expressing U and A in tenns of the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of R: 
o 
cos~ + isin~ 
o 
o ][ eJ ]  (a-ib)T 
cos~-isin~ (a+ib)T 
(2.104) 
The vector e3 represents the axis of rotation of member B 12 noting that e3 is also an 
eigenvector ofR. The vectors a and b are coplanar with e) and e2· 
Let e) and e2 have the same direction as the vectors a and b, respectively, then 
(2.105) 
and 
(2.106) 
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The magnitude of the vectors a and b is related by Eqn 2.102. If the magnitude of a is chosen 
such that it is equal to the magnitude of b, then IIkJ II = IIk2 II. Substituting for a and b in Eqn 
2.102, then 
and simplifying, 
k~ +k; = 1 
which implies that 
k~ = k; =1. 
2 
(2.107) 
(2.108) 
(2.109) 
It is possible to determine the value ofkJ and k2 from the eigenvectors a ± ib as follows [42] : 
k 
_ (a+ib)+(a-ib) _ 2a_ 
JeJ - ---a 2 2 
(2.110 
and 
k
2
e
2 
=i (a+ib)-(a-ib) = 2i2b =i2b=-b 
2 2 
(2.111) 
Using Eqn 2.109 with Eqns 2.110 and 2.111 yields the following expressions for a and b in 
terms of e) and e2, respectively: 
(2.112) 
Substituting a and b in Eqn 2.104 with their equivalent values expressed in terms of kJ, k2, el 
and e2. 
eJ • e2 J[ol 
-+1-
J2 J2 0 
o 
cos~ +isin~ 
o 
(2.113) 
Postmultiplying the first matrix in Eqn 2.113 with the second matrix of the same equation: 
gives: 
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[e, ~ (e, -ie,j( cosq. +i sinq.) ~ (e, + ie,j( cosq.-isinq.) ] (~ + i ~ r (2.114) 
(~-i~r 
The result of Eqn 2.114 is 
R = e3e3
T +~( coscj> + isincj»( e) -ie2 )( eT + ien+~( coscj> - isincj»( e) +ie2 )( eT - ien ... 
(2.115) 
Eqn 2.115 can be rearranged by grouping the coefficients of coscj> and sincj>: 
(2.116) 
Eqn 2.116 is an expression for the rotation operator in terms of el, e2, e3 and cj>, namely, 
(2.117) 
The expression for R in Eqn 2.117 can be simplified further by considering the terms in the 
parenthesis. This is done as follows. Consider the end point of Member Bl2, (see Fig 2.16a) 
represented by the vector MI2 in Fig 2.16 b. Here, MI2 (and Bl2) is allowed to rotate about an 
axis of rotation defined by e3 as illustrated in Figs 2.16a (and 2.16b). The projection operator 
that projects the points ofB I2 on the plane perpendicular to e3 is obtained from Eqn 2.47: 
(2.118) 
By observing from Fig 2.16b that the result of this projection is equal to the vector sum of the 
projection of the endpoint ofMI2 on the lines defined by el and e2 (given by ele/ and e2e/, 
respectively, see Eqn 2.48 ), then, 
(2.119) 
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Fig 2.16 Member BI2 which can rotate about an axis of rotation defined by e3 
[
e2lell - elle2l 
e22ell - el2e2l 
e23ell - e13e2l 
e2lel2 - eH e22 
e22e12 - e l2e22 
e23el2 - e\3e22 
e2lel3 -elle23 ] 
e22el3 - eI2e23 
e23el3 - e13e23 
(2.120) 
This matrix is equal to the skew-symmetric matrix obtained from vector e3, as given in Eqn 
2.33 in Section 2.3.2.1. Eqn 2.33 is reproduced here for convenience: 
(2.121) 
The skew-symmetric matrix ~3 , where e3 is expressed in terms of the elements of el and e2 is 
Pif'Trf' Fl'ITTlIIJil'l 
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-(e11 e22 -e21e12 ) 
° 
(2.122) 
which is seen to be equal to Eqn 2.120, that is, 
(2.123) 
By substituting eJ and e2 in Eqn 2.117 with the values obtained in Eqns 2.119 and 2.123, R 
can be expressed in terms of e3 and ~. 
(2.124) 
(2.125) 
Eqn 2.125 is a general expression for the rotation operator. It is a parametric equation 
expressed in terms of the axis of rotation and the magnitude of rotation. A positive value of 
the magnitude of rotation implies a rotation about the axis of rotation such that it causes a 
right-handed screw to move towards the positive direction of the axis, see Fig 2.17. The term 
e3 in Eqn 2.125 represents the direction of the axis of rotation. The term e3 in fact does not 
necessarily have to be one of the axes of the reference frame. 
z 
Positive direction of axis of 
rotation 
Positive angle of rotati 
I 
Axis of rotation I 
/ 
I 
y 
x 
Fig 2.17 Convention used to measure a positive angle of rotation 
Eqn 2.125 can be derived using other techniques. For example, Geradin projects a vector 
such as MJ2 shown in Fig 2.16b into a component along the axis of rotation and another 
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component in the plane orthogonal to the axis of rotation[43]. This procedure generates a 
rectangular system of simultaneous equations that are solved by using the Moore-Penrose 
pseudo inverse technique [44]. The expression for the rotation operator is then identified in 
the solution. 
An example is used to demonstrate the use of Eqn 2.125 to determine the rotation operator. 
Consider Member B12 in Fig 2.18. 
. f . / axIS 0 rotatIOn 
/ 
/ 
/ 
z 
y 
x 
Fig 2.18 Member B 12 that can rotate about the axis of rotation 
The coordinates of the endpoints of member BJ2 are defmed relative to the X-Y-Z coordinate 
system by [0, 0, 0; 5, 1, 2]. The notation used to describe the member, that is [0,0,0; 5,1,2], is 
the standard notation for the description of a line segment in fonnex algebra [45]. The 
equivalent expression in matrix form, denoted by MJ2 is 
(2.126) 
A positive rotation of 30° is applied to BJ2 about an axis of rotation defmed by the vector 
[2, 1, 4t From this vector, it is possible to define a unit vector e3 parallel with the axis of 
rotation and the corresponding skew-symmetric matrix ;;3 as follows: 
(2.127) 
and 
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-4 1 J o -2 
2 0 
(2.128) 
The values of $ (=30°), e3 and ~3 are substituted in Eqn 2.125 to obtain the rotation operator, 
R= J3r~ ~ ~J+(I- J3J_l r~J[2 1 4]+ ~r~ -4
2
° -012J 
2 ° ° 1 2 21 4 2-v21 -1 
This gives rise to: 
[
0.8915 
R= 0.4492 
-0.0581 
-0.4237 
0.8724 
0.2437 
0.1601J 
-0.1927 
0.9681 
(2.129) 
(2.130) 
The coordinates of the endpoints of BI2 after the member is rotated by 30° about the axis of 
rotation are given by 
[
0 4.3543J [0.8915 
o 2.7330 = 0.4492 
o 1.8896 -0.0581 
-0.4237 
0.8724 
0.2437 
(2.131) 
0.1601 J[O 5J 
-0.1927 0 1 
0.9681 0 2 
(2.132) 
2.3.4.2 Rotation operator in terms of elementary coordinate transformation matrices 
It is possible to represent the rotation operator by the product of elementary coordinate 
transformation matrices, which were introduced in Section 2.2.3. The method has the 
advantage of having a straightforward physical interpretation. 
z Y' 
X' 
(a) A rotation about the X-axis through angle $ can 
be represented by using the rotation operator 
[
1 0 0 j 
o cos$ -sin$ 
o sin $ cos$ 
Fig 2.19 Rotation operator for rotations about the X, Y and Z axes 
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Z 
Z' 
X' 
Z Z' 
(b) A rotation about the Y-axis through angle ~ can 
be represented by using the rotation operator 
(c) A rotation about the Z-axis through angle ~ can 
be represented by using the rotation operator 
X' [CoS~ sin~ 
° 
-sin ~ 001] cos~ 
° 
Fig 20 Rotation operator for rotations about the X, Y and Z axes 
Figs 2.19a, 2.20b and 2.20c illustrate the use of elementary coordinate transformation 
matrices to represent rotations about the X, Y and Z axes respectively. A rotation about the 
X, Y or Z axis is called an elementary rotation. The rotation operators used to describe an 
elementary rotation is called an elementary rotation matrix. 
For example, member B 12, in Fig 2.21 is defined by [0,0, 0; 5, 1,2]. BI2 is rotated through 
an angle of 30° about the X-axis. The rotation of member BI2 may be described by the 
elementary rotation matrix 
M, ~R(X.30)M, ~[~ 
Pierre Farrugia 
° cos~ 
sin~ 
° ][0 5] [0 5.0000 J -sin~ ° 1 = ° -0.1340 
cos~ ° 2 ° 2.2321 
(2.133) 
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where R(X,30) denotes an elementary rotation matrix for a rotation about the X-axis through 
30°. 
z 
x 
Fig 2.21 Member BI2 defined by [0, 0, 0; 5, 1,2]. B12 can rotate about the X-axis 
Elementary rotation matrices or their equivalent coordinate transformation matrix will be 
denoted as R( 11',<1» where R indicates the use of an elementary rotation matrix or a coordinate 
transformation matrix, II' defines the axis about which the elementary rotation is applied and 
<I> is the magnitude of the rotation. 
When the axis of rotation of a member is parallel to the X, Y or Z axis, the rotation operator 
can be obtained directly by using one of the elementary rotation matrices presented in Figs 
2.19 and 2.20. On the other hand, when the axis of rotation of the member is not parallel to 
the X, Y or Z axis, coordinate transformation matrices are used to convert the coordinates of 
the member from the X-Y-Z coordinate system to a reference frame associated with the 
member. In general, it is converuent to choose this reference frame such that the third 
orthonormal vector is collinear with the axis of rotation of the member. In this manner, 
rotations can then be represented by an elementary rotation matrix about the Z' direction. The 
procedure for determining the rotation operator in terms of the product of elementary rotation 
matrices is illustrated by a simple example. 
Member BI2 defmed by [0, 0, 0; 5, 1, 2] is rotated by an angle <I> about an axis of rotation 
defmed by the vector [0, 1, 1 f which is collinear with the vector e3 in Fig 2.22. 
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2 
y 
I 
/ 
I 
~~:---____ B~12 in its initial position 
/ 
axis of rotation x 
defmed by [0, 1, I]T 
Fig 2.22 Member B12 defined by [0, 0, 0; 5, I, 2] rotated by angle ~ about axis of rotation 
defmed by the vector [0, I, l]T 
The axis of rotation is coplanar with the plane defined by the Y and Z axes and subtends and 
angle of 45° with the Y-axis. Let Mo be a matrix representing the endpoints of member BI2 
in its initial position and MI be a matrix representing the endpoints ofBI2 in its fmal position. 
The coordinates of the endpoints of B 12 are transformed from the X -Y -2 coordinate system to 
a reference frame defined by the X', Y' and Z' axes, where Z' is collinear with e3. This is 
done by premultiplying Mo with an elementary coordinate transformation matrix about the X 
axis: 
R(X,4S)Mo ~[~ ° cos45 
sin45 
-s~451[~ n 
cos 45 J ° 2J 
(2.134) 
Now, suppose that B12 is rotated through an angle ~ about the axis of rotation as shown in Fig 
2.22. This is represented by premultiplying Eqn 2.134 with an elementary rotation matrix 
R(Z,~), namely 
R(Z,~)R(X,45)Mo (2.135) 
The coordinates of the endpoints of BI2 in Eqn 2.135 are expressed relative to the reference 
frame which has its Z' direction collinear with e3. To obtain the coordinates of the endpoints 
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of BI2 (in its final position) relative to the X-Y -Z coordinate system, Eqn 2.135 is 
premultiplied by the inverse (transpose) of the elementary coordinate transformation matrix 
of Eqn 2.134, namely 
M} = R(X,-45)R(Z,~)R(X,45)Mo (2.136) 
or 
(2.137) 
where R = R(X,-45)R(Z,~)R(X,45) 
2.3.4.3 Determination of rotation operator for kinematic design 
The expressions for the rotation operator presented in Sections 2.3.4.1 and 2.3.4.2 are useful 
as an analytical tool. However, for design purposes, a different approach is required. 
Consider a member that undergoes a finite rotation and suppose that the initial and final 
position of the member is predefined as shown Fig 2.23. The axis of rotation of the member 
and the corresponding magnitude of rotation are unknown parameters which have to be 
defined in order to achieve the required finite rotation. This is a problem that is commonly 
encountered in the design of spatial mechanisms, namely the determination of the axis of 
rotation and the corresponding amount of rotation of a member such that the member 
undergoes a prescribed displacement (finite rotation). 
z 
e\O, e20, e30 are 
represented by Eo 
y 
(a) Initial position 
z 
el \, e21, e31 are 
represented by EI 
y 
(b) Finial position 
Fig 2.23 Member BI2 in its initial position and final position after rotation 
Let Eo be a 3x3 matrix containing a set of three orthonormal vectors, eJ, e2 and e3 
representing a reference frame attached to member BI2 when BI2 is in its initial position. EI 
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is another 3x3 matrix containing the orthonormal vectors representing the reference frame 
attached to BI2 after the member is rotated. 
The reference frames are related by the expression 
(2.138) 
Both Eo and EI are orthogonal matrices and this implies that their inverses are equal to their 
transposes. Postmultiplying Eqn 2.138 with E~, then 
(2.139) 
This can be used to determine the rotation operator when the reference frames representing 
the initial position and final position of a body are known. The axis of rotation and the 
magnitude of rotation can be determined from the eigenvector and the corresponding 
eigenvalue of the rotation operator (see Section 2.3.3.4). In this section, however, a simpler 
approach for determining the axis and magnitude of rotation is presented. This approach 
does not require the computation of the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the rotation operator. 
To explain the approach, consider Eqn 2.125, which is used to determine the rotation operator 
in terms of a vector representing the axis and the magnitude of rotation. Let 
(2.140) 
be a unit vector representing the axis of rotation and let ~ be the magnitude of rotation about 
r. The rotation operator R will be given by 
R = I cos ~ + (1- cos ~ )rr T + r sin ~ (2.141) 
The matrix r is a skew-symmetric matrix obtained from r, namely: 
(2.142) 
Since the magnitude of rotation about r is ~, then the rotation can be reversed by applying a 
rotation of -~. The inverse of the rotation operator, R T or R -1 (see Section 2.3.3.3), can be 
obtained by replacing ~ in Eqn 2.141 with -~ . 
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Therefore, 
(2.143) 
and since 
cos( -cj» = coscj> and sine -cj» = - sin cj> (2.144) 
then 
(2.145) 
Subtracting Eqn 2.145 from Eqn 2.141 yields the following equation: 
(2.146) 
Eqn 2.146 can be expressed in tenns of the reference frame for the initial and final position of 
a member as follows: 
EIE~ -(EIE~r =EIE~ -EoE; =f ~ 
-k2 
where k=[kJ k2 k3]T represents a vector that is collinear with the axis of rotation represented 
by the unit vector r=[rJ r2 r3f. The components of the vectors k and r are related by the 
expression 
k = r2sin .l. 1 1 'f' for i=l, 2 and 3 (2.148) 
Furthennore, 
k 
Ii = IIkil 
(2.149) 
where IIkil is the Euclidean nonn of k defined as ~k~ + k; + k~ (the distance of the point 
[kJ k2 k3]T from the origin). The magnitude of rotation is obtained by replacing rj in 
Eqn 2.148 with the value given in Eqn 2.149, that is, 
(2.150) 
which implies that the magnitude of rotation corresponding to the axis of rotation detennined 
from Eqn 2.146 is either 
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(2.151) 
or 
(2.152) 
where 
It is important to note that the value of cjl is related to the direction of the axis of rotation 
determined from Eqn 2.146. 
Eqn 2.150, on its own, does not provide sufficient information to determine the magnitude of 
rotation. In what follows, it will be shown that the magnitude of rotation is related to the sum 
of the diagonal entries (the trace) of the rotation operator, denoted as TR(R). Consider the 
matrix r in Eqn 2.141, which is skew-symmetric. Its diagonal entries, being all zero, do not 
contribute to the values of the diagonal entries of the rotation operator. It is only the first two 
terms ofEqn 2.141 that contribute to the diagonal entries of the rotation operator. Therefore, 
that the first two terms can be used to obtain an expression for the trace of R in terms of r and 
cjl. Writing the first two terms of Eqn 2.141 in detail yields: 
cos cjl r~ ~ ~l + (1- cos cjl) rr T = 
o 0 I 
[
COScjl 0 0 J [(I-COScjl)rJ2 
o coscjl 0 + ... 
o 0 coscjl 
(l-coscjl )r; 
(2.153) 
In 2.153, the entries that are not on the diagonal are irrelevant. The sum of the diagonal 
entries in Eqn 2.153 is equal to the trace of R, that is, 
TR(R) = 3coscjl +(I-coscjl)( r/ + r; + rn (2.154) 
Since the vector r = [ rJ r2 r3 r is a unit vector, the expression (rJ2 + r; + r32 ) in Eqn 2.154 is 
equal to 1. Eqn 2.154 may therefore be rewritten as 
TR(R)= 2coscjl+l (2.155) 
from which the value of cjl is obtained as 
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2.156 
A positive value of cos ~ in Eqn 2.156 implies that the magnitude of rotation is between 0° 
and 90° and that Eqn 2.151 can be used to determine the magnitude of the rotation. 
Otherwise, if cos~ has a negative value, then the magnitude of rotation is between 900 and 
180° which implies that Eqn 2.152 should be used to determine the magnitude of the rotation. 
Rotations that have a magnitude between 1800 and 3600 are represented by a corresponding 
rotation measured between 0° and 180° with the direction of the vector representing the axis 
of rotation being reversed. For example, referring to Fig 2.24, a rotation of 330° or -300 
about the axis of rotation denoted by r1 is equivalent to a rotation of 30° about the axis of 
rotation denoted by r2, noting that r) = - r2 • This is in line with the convention used to 
measure positive angles of rotation illustrated in Fig 2.17. Tills can be verified by noting that 
the equation for the rotation operator (see Eqn 2.141 ) is unchanged if r is substituted with 
-r , r with -r and ~ with -~ . 
z z 
axis of 
<--Rotations 
Equal 
axis of 
rotation x 
(a) Rotation of 330° (-30°) about axis of 
rotation represented by r1 
(b) Rotation of 300 about axis of 
rotation represented by r2 
Fig 2.24. Alternative methods of representing the same rotation 
An example is used to show how to determine the axis of rotation and the magnitude of 
rotation of a prescribed rotational displacement. Refer to Fig 2.25, the 3x3 matrix Eo 
represents an orthonormal reference frame that is attached to member B12, when B12 is in its 
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initial position. Matrix El represents another orthonormal reference frame corresponding to 
the position of Bl2 after Bl2 is rotated about an axis of rotation. The problem is to determine 
the axis of rotation and the corresponding magnitude of rotation. 
z z 
y 
(a) Initial position (b) Finial position 
Fig 2.25 Member Bl2 in its initial and final positions 
Let matrices Eo and El representing the orthonormal reference frames be: 
and 
[ 
0.7171 0.7071 0 J 
Eo = [ elO e20 e30 ] = -0.6124 0.6124 -0.5000 
-0.3536 0.3536 0.8660 
[
-0.0872 0.9341 0.3461 J 
EI = [ell e21 e31 ] = 0.3223 0.3552 -0.8775 
-0.9426 0.0350 -0.3321 
The rotation operator R is obtained from Eqn 2.139 
[ 
0.5988 0.4524 0.6609 J 
EIE~ = R = 0.4791 0.4589 -0.7483 
-0.6418 0.7647 0.0581 
from which the skew-symmetric matrix k r is obtained as: 
T -R-R =kr 
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o 
lj 
Using Eqns 2.161 and 2.150, 
sin~ = 1.9967 = 0.9983 
2 
Also, from Eqn 2.156, 
r2] [0 
-r1 = 1.9967 0.0134 
o -0.6524 
cos~= TR(R)-1 = 1.1158-1 =0.0579 
2 2 
-0.0134 
o 
0.7578 
0.6524 ] 
-0.7578 
o 
Ph.D. Thesis 
(2.161) 
(2.162) 
(2.163) 
From Eqns 2.161, 2.162 and 2.163 the axis of rotation and the corresponding magnitude of 
rotation are determined: 
[
0.7578 ] 
r = -0.6524 and ~ = 86.6807° 
0.0134 
(2.164) 
2.3.4.4 Cayley's formula 
Cayley's formula [42, 43, 46] is an expression for the rotation operator in terms of a skew-
symmetric matrix. This provides an alternative way for obtaining the rotation operator in 
section 2.3.4.1. The skew-symmetric matrix used in Cayley's formula is obtained from a unit 
vector that is collinear with the axis of rotation and multiplied by a scalar quantity. 
Cayley'S formula is obtained by considering the equation used to describe the rotation of a 
point, namely 
(2.165) 
As shown in Fig 2.26, MJ and Mo are vectors that have the same magnitude and represent the 
coordinates of a point prior to and after rotation. The rotation takes place about an axis of 
rotation that passes through the origin. It is possible to define a plane that contains both M\ 
and Mo. Fig 2.27 shows the vectors M\ and Mo relative to a coordinate system associated 
with the M\-Mo plane. It can be imagined that M\ and Mo represent the side of a rhombus in 
a two-dimensional plane. From Fig 2.27, it is possible to deduce that the resultants of the 
vector addition and subtraction ofM\ and Mo are the diagonals of the rhombus. 
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z 
Plane defined by Mo 
andM\ 
Mo : position 
vector of point 
prior to 
rotation 
M\ : position 
of vector after 
rotation 
/' 
/ 
Axis of rotation/' 
x 
Fig 2.26 Plane defmed by vectors MJ and Mo 
X' 
~----------------~ 
Fig 2.27. Mo and MJ form the sides of a rhombus 
The diagonals of the rhombus in Fig 2.27, are orthogonal to each other. This orthogonality 
may be expressed as 
(2.166) 
Using Eqn 2.165, then 
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and 
Eqn 2.167 is rearranged as follows: 
Substituting for Mo in Eqn 2.168, then, 
Now, let the following notation be introduced 
B=(R-I)(I+Rt 
V=(MI +Mo) 
and 
Ph.D. Thesis 
(2.167) 
(2.168) 
(2.169) 
(2.170) 
(2.171) 
(2.172) 
(2.173) 
Eqn 2.166 in conjunction with Eqn 2.170 show that the product B v generates vector u that is 
orthogonal to v. This relation may be expressed as 
u=Bv 
Furthermore v and u are orthogonal to each other, which implies that 
vTu=O 
or 
Let v and B be represented by the following vector and matrix, respectively: 
and 
Writing Eqn 2.176 in terms of the elements of v and B, 
Pierre Farrugia 
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(2.177) 
(2.178) 
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The components of the vector v are real numbers. The terms, v~, v;, vi in Eqn 2.179 are 
positive. This implies that for Eqn 2.179 to hold, then 
hI I = h22 = h33 = 0 
Furthermore, Eqn 2.179 is equal to zero if 
bl2 = -b21 
(2.180) 
bl3 =-b31 (2.181) 
h23 = -h32 
From Eqns 2.180 and 2.181, it can be deduced that matrix B is skew-symmetric, that is 
B=-BT (2.182) 
The matrix B will he denoted as B. 
The rotation operator can he expressed in terms of 13 , which is given in Eqn 2.171 as 
(2.183) 
Postmultiplying Eqn 2.183 with (I+R), then 
B+BR = R-I (2.184) 
which is rearranged to obtain an expression for R in terms of B . 
(2.185) 
This is known as Cayley's formula for the rotation operator: 
The matrix products (1-13)(1+13) and (1+13)(1-13) are equal to (1_13
2
) which in turn 
implies that (I - B) and (1+13) commute, that is, 
(I - B)(I + B) = (I + B)(I-B) (2.186) 
Premultiplying and postmultiplying hoth sides ofEqn 2.186 with (I - B)-I, then 
(2.187) 
which is simplified as 
(2.188) 
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Cayley's formula of Eqn 2.185 may thus be expressed in an alternative way by commuting 
(I-13f' and (1+13) as follows 
(2.189) 
Now, let b be a vector [hI b2 b3]T , which is used to assemble the skew-symmetric matrix 13 
of Eqn 2.185 or 2.189. It can be shown [38] that if a skew-symmetric matrix 13 (obtained 
from vector b) is postrnultiplied with a vector y, the result is equivalent to the vector product 
(also called the cross product) denoted as bx y, that is 
By=bxy (2.190) 
Now, let r be a three-dimensional unit vector representing the axis of rotation. In section 
2.3.3.4, it was shown that the rotation operator and the axis of rotation are related by the 
expression 
Rr=r 
or 
(R-I)r=O 
Note that for Eqn 2.192 to hold, R-I must be ~onsingular. 
Substituting for R using Cayley's formula 
and premultiplying both sides of Eqn 2.192 with (I - B) 
[ (I - B) ( 1-B)-I ( 1+ B) - 1+ B ] r = 2Br = 0 
Eliminating the factor 2 and using Eqn 2.190: 
Br=bxr=O 
(2.191) 
(2.192) 
(2.193) 
(2.194) 
(2.195) 
The vector product b x r in Eqn 2.195 is the three-dimensional zero vector. The magnitude 
of the vector product b x r is zero. Now, the magnitude of the vector product b x r is also 
given by 
Ilbll Ilrll sin e = 0 (2.196) 
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where IIbli and IIrll are the Euclidean norms ofb and r, respectively and e is the angle between 
the directions of b and r. Furthermore, by definition, the magnitude of r is l. Eqn 2.196 
holds either when b is the zero vector or when e = 0 or 1800 • This implies that b and r are 
collinear and are related by the expression 
b=kr (2.197) 
where k is a scalar quantity. 
Now, the skew-symmetric matrices Band r are obtained from the components of b and r, 
respectively, as follows: 
and r=f ~ 
-r2 
(2.198) 
From Eqns 2.197 and 2.198 it follows that B and r are related as follows: 
B=kr (2.199) 
where k is the same scalar quantity used in Eqn 2.197. 
2.3.4.5 Determining the magnitude of the scalar quantity k 
Consider the equation for B expressed in terms of the rotation operator R (see Eqn 2.183 ): 
Postmultiplying Eqn 2.200 with (R+I), yields the following equation: 
B(R + I) = (R - I)(R + It (R + I) 
B(R + I) - R + I = 0 
Now, from Eqn 2.141, 
R = I cos cjl + (1- cos cjl) rr T +; sin cjl 
and, from Eqn 2.199, 
(2.200) 
(2.201) 
(2.202) 
(2.203) 
B = kr (2.204) 
Substituting for the values of R and B in Eqn 2.202 from Eqns 2.203 and 2.204, 
kr(I coscjl + (1-coscjl)rrT + rsincjl + 1)- Icoscjl- (1- coscjl)rrT -rsincjl + 1= 0 (2.205) 
By noting that r r = 0, it follows that premultiplying (l-coscjl)rr T with k r will give rise to a 
zero matrix. Therefore, Eqn 2.205 can be rewritten as follows: 
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k; (cos cjl + ; sin cjl + 1) - I cos cjl- (1- cos cjl )rr T -; sin cjl + 1 = 0 
Eqn 2.206 can be rearranged further by factoring the terms Icoscjl and I, that is, 
k;( coscjl +; sin cjl + 1) + (l-coscjl)1 - (l-coscjl )rrT - ;sin cjl = 
kr(I coscjl + rsin cjl + 1) +(l-coscjl)(I- rrT )-rsincjl = 0 
Ph.D. Thesis 
(2.206) 
(2.207) 
The term (I-rrT) in Eqn 2.207 is equal to ?;(=-;;), as shown earlier in Eqn 2.44. 
Replacing (I-rrT) in Eqn 2.207 with (-rr): 
kJ ( cos cjl + ; sin cjl + 1) - (1- cos cjl) fr -J sin cjl = 0 
k ( cos cjl + ; sin cjl + 1) - (1- cos cjl); - sin cjl = 0 
(2.208) 
The factor k, cos cjl and sin cjl and the remaining numerical terms are extracted from Eqn 
2.208 and are used to generate the following two equations: 
k(coscjl + l)-sincjl = 0 (2.209) 
and 
k sin cjl-l + cos cjl = 0 (2.210) 
The following trigonometric identities: 
coscjl = 1- 2sin2 !, sincjl = 2sin!cos!, cos2 !+sin2! = 1 (2.211) 
2 2 2 2 2 
can be used to determine the value of k in terms of cjl from Eqns 2.209 and 2.210. Consider 
Eqn 2.209. Replacing coscjl with 1- 2sin2! and sincjl with 2sin!cos! yields, 
2 2 2 
k(1-2sin2!+ 1)-2sin!cos1 = 0 (2.212) 
2 2 2 
Now, replacing sin2! with 1-cos2!, Eqn 2.212 becomes, 
2 2 
k(1-2(1-COS2 ~)+ 1 )-2sin~cos~= 
kt cost cjl- t sin! c~A = 2 2/"2 
k cjl . cjl 0 COS--SIn-= 
2 2 
which yields the value of k as 
k = tan! 
2 
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Now, considerEqn 2.210. Replacing sin~ with 2sin1cos! and cos~ with 1-2sin2!, 
22  
k sin ~ -I + cos ~ = 
k.1 s:~ cos1AA -.1 sin)' 1= ~2 2 2 
kcos!-sin! = 0 
2 2 (2.2 15) 
which gives the same result ofEqn2.214. 
It is interesting to note that k can also be detennined by adopting a graphical approach. This 
approach is presented in [46]. 
2.3.4.6 Rodrigues parameters for rotation and Cayley's fonnula 
The skew-symmetric matrix in Cay ley's fonnula can be expressed as (tan ~ ); , or 
(2.216) 
where [rl r2 r3]T is a unit vector that is collinear with the axis of rotation and ~ is an angle 
representing the magnitude of rotation. The vector 
(2.217) 
is known as Rodrigues' vector and the components of the vector b are known as Rodrigues' 
parameters [42]. Rodrigues' Equation for rotation is therefore expressed in tenns of half the 
angle of rotation. 
2.3.4.7 Euler parameters for rotation 
The parametric equation for the rotation operator, which was obtained in Section 2.3.4.1, is 
modified to obtain an expression in tenns of a set of parameters known as Euler parameters 
[47]. The expression is obtained by using the following trigonometric identities: 
cos ~ = 2 cos2!-1 = 1- 2 sin 2! 
2 2 
. '" 2' ~ ~ sm", = sm-cos-
2 2 
(2.218) 
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The trigonometric expressions in the equation for the rotation operator (Eqn 2.125) are 
substituted as follows: 
R = I cos ~ + (1- cos ~ ) rr T +; sin ~ = 
R = I(2COsd~'-I)+2sin2 ~rrT +2;sin!cos.1 
2 2 2 2 
(2.219) 
Euler's parameters are defined as a four-dimensional vector, namely 
e2 e3 r = [cos! Ii sin.1 r2 sin 1. r3 sin .1JT 2 2 2 2 (2.220) 
The terms r), r2 and r3 are the components of a three-dimensional unit vector, r, that is 
collinear with the axis of rotation and ~ is an angle representing the magnitude of rotation. 
Euler's parameters are related by 
(2.221) 
The trigonometric terms in Eqn 2.219 are substituted by their equivalent Euler parameter to 
obtain the equation for the rotation operator in terms of Euler parameters: 
R = I ( 2e~ -1) + 2e e T + 2~ eo 
where e=[e) e2 e3f 
2.3.5 Concluding Remarks 
(2.222) 
Rotation can be represented by a 3x3 orthogonal matrix called a rotation operator. Different 
techniques for determining the rotation operator are presented in Section 2.3. The rotation 
operator can be expressed in terms of different sets of parameters. For example, the 
expression used to determine the rotation operator derived in Section 2.3.4.1, Eqn 2.125, is 
expressed in terms of a vector representing the axis of rotation and a scalar quantity 
representing the amount of rotation. This equation can be used both for kinematic analysis, 
see Section 2.3.4.2, as well as for kinematic design purposes, see Section 2.3.4.3. Eqn 2.125 
is also used to derive other parametric equations such as the equation for the rotation operator 
expressed in terms of Euler parameters. Cayley's formula (see Section 2.3.4.4) is a simple 
equation for determining the rotation operator in terms of the product of two 3x3 matrices. 
The matrices used in Cayley's formula are composed of the addition and subtraction of I and 
B where I is a 3x3 identity matrix and B is a skew-symmetric matrix obtained from the 
same set of parameters used for Eqn 2.125, namely, a unit vector representing the axis of 
rotation and the magnitude of rotation. The main difference between Cayley's formula, Eqn 
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2.185, and other parametric equations for the rotation operator is that Cayley's formula 
requires the determination of the inverse of (I-B). The finding of the inverse ofa 3x3 matrix 
is relatively straightforward. Furthermore, the inverse of (I-B) always exists. This can be 
verified by noting that the determinant of (I-B), is given by (1 + tan ~(r12 + r; + rn). which is 
positive and nonzero for all r and~. 
The techniques of representing the rotation operator provide a fundamental tool for 
describing rotations. These techniques are used in the matrix approach for the kinematic 
analysis of spatial mechanisms and foldable structures presented in Chapter 3. 
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2.4 MATHEMATICAL DESCRIPTION OF MECHANISMS AND FOLDABLE 
STRUCTURES 
2.4.1 Introduction 
Reuleaux, who may be considered as one of the leading pioneers of modern kinematics [48, 
49], introduced the concept that the elementary parts of a mechanism are not the individual 
members or individual joints but rather consist of pairs of elements [50]. The joint between a 
pair of elements in a mechanism and the elements themselves constitute what is referred to as 
a "kinematic pair". For example, a single bar, see Fig 2.28a, does not constitute a mechanism 
but a mechanism is formed by the connection of such a bar to one or more bars by using an 
appropriate joint that allows relative movement between the bars. Fig 2.28b shows a hinge 
joint (also called a revolute joint) between two bar elements. This assembly forms a 
kinematic pair. A mechanism can be decomposed into its elementary parts, that is, into 
kinematic pairs. 
A single bar does not 
constitute a mechanism 
Two bars that are hinged together 
constitute an elementary mechanism: 
a kinematic pair 
(a) A single bar (b) Two hinged bars forming a kinematic pair 
Fig 2.28 A single bar does not constitute a mechanism but two bars that are hinged form an 
elementary mechanism called a "kinematic pair" 
The elementary components that are employed in mechanisms, that is, kinematic pairs, can be 
classified into two categories according to the type of contact between the elements that form 
the kinematic pair. "Higher kinematic pairs" include those joints in mechanisms where the 
contact between the elements is infinitesimal. Joints that have a point contact between a pair 
of elements such as ball bearings are higher kinematic pairs. Belt trains, gear trains and roller 
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bearings, that have a partial line or surface contact between pairs of elements are also higher 
kinematic pairs. Fig 2.29 illustrates three examples of higher kinematic pairs. 
(a) A ball rolling on a surface representing a 
ball bearing, contact between ball 
bearing and surface is an infinitesimal 
area 
(b) A gear train, contact is along a short 
distance along the gear teeth 
E·)) (e) A belt train, contact is between the belt 
and parts of the surface of the spinning 
wheels 
Fig 2.29 Examples of higher kinematic pairs: a ball roller bearing, a gear train and a belt 
train 
When the contact between a pair of elements in a mechanism consists of a closed surface, 
such as the circle or cylinder of the hinge joint in Fig 2.28b, then the pair is called a "lower 
kinematic pair". Lower kinematic pairs can also be referred to as closed pairs, because the 
elements that form the kinematic pair are restrained from moving apart. In contrast, it can be 
imagined that it may not be as difficult to separate a pair of elements that are connected by an 
infinitesimal contact area such as a ball bearing, for example by lifting the ball bearing shown 
in Fig 2.29a off the surface. 
The relative motion between the elements of a higher kinematic pair is generally complicated 
and cannot be expressed in mathematical form in a succinct manner [51]. For example, a ball 
bearing that can roll on a flat surface (see Fig 2.29a) can attain an infinite number of positions 
unless some form of restraint is provided. If the sphere used in a ball bearing is replaced with 
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an irregularly shaped body, this would also constitute a higher kinematic pair. The 
corresponding closed form mathematical description of the displacement, if it exists at all, 
has to reflect the irregular shape of the body. In fact, one may conclude that an infinite 
number of higher pairs can exist, corresponding to an infinite number of different shapes of 
bodies. Nevertheless, it may be possible to represent the movements of certain simple types 
of higher kinematic pairs, such as a Universal joint by a combination of lower kinematic pairs 
[32]. It is important to note that the relative motion between the elements of a lower 
kinematic pair can be completely described mathematically using matrix algebra, see 
Sections 2.4.3 and 2.4.4. 
The elementary components employed in foldable structures are generally lower kinematic 
pairs. Section 2.4 is devoted to the description of a number of different types of lower 
kinematic pairs. A matrix technique is used to represent each of these types of lower 
kinematic pair. This in turn leads to a general method for the kinematic analysis of 
mechanisms and foldable structures which is evolved in Chapter 3. In the proposed matrix 
method, the mathematical representations of the kinematic pairs in a mechanism are 
assembled to obtain an expression that represents the complete kinematic characteristics of 
the mechanism, see Chapter 3. 
2.4.2 Linkages and Links 
In general, the bodies that are used in mechanisms can be assumed as "rigid bodies" because 
their elastic response, that is, their deformation is negligible in relation to the large 
displacements of the mechanism. However, if the deformation of a member or members in a 
mechanism has an effect on the kinematic characteristics of the mechanism, then it is 
necessary to include the elastic or inelastic behaviour of the members in the analysis by 
performing kinetostatic or kinetodynamic analysis [52]. In what follows, mechanisms are 
assumed as being composed of rigid bodies. 
A mechanism that is composed of an assembly of rigid bodies is called a linkage. The bodies 
that form the mechanism are called links. The simplest linkage, which is also a closed-loop 
mechanism, is a two-dimensional four-bar linkage which has three moving links hinged 
together by pin (or revolute) joints, see Fig 2.30. The first and third links in the chain are 
connected to the ground. The ground is also considered as a link and is termed the ground 
link. 
The four bar linkage in Fig 2.30 has four kinematic pairs which are composed as follows: 
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(i) Revolute joint between links 1 and 2, the ground link and link 2 
(ii) Revolute joint between links 2 and 3, link 2 and link 3 
(iii) Revolute joint between links 3 and 4, link 3 and link 4 
(iv) Revolute joint between links 4 and 1 link 4 and the ground link 
Hinge (revolute) joint 
Link 2 
Fig 2.30 A four bar linkage composed of three hinged links attached to the ground link 
Each of the links in the four bar linkage is connected by two revolute joints to the adjacent 
links. This is an example of a "binary link". A binary link is of "order two". The four bar 
linkage is composed of four binary links. When a link has three joints, it is called a "ternary 
link" and is of "order three" . A "quaternary link" has four joints. Fig 2.3] shows an example 
involving binary and ternary links used in a mechanism. 
binary link 
binary link 
binary link 
ternary link~~~~~~ 
Fig 2.31 Example of a linkage composed of binary links and ternary links 
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The linkage in Fig 2.31 is composed of 6 links including the ground link. This six-bar 
linkage has four binary links and two ternary links. There are 7 kinematic pairs in the 
mechanism of Fig 2.31. One may note that the term "bar" when used in expressions such as 
"four bar linkage" or "six-bar linkage"" refers to all the links in the mechanism irrespective 
of their shape and order. 
Fig 2.32 shows a two-dimensional foldable structure composed of scissors-like-elements. 
Figs 2.32a and 2.32b illustrate different configurations of the foldable structure. The 
mechanism is connected to the ground by a revolute joint and by a sliding joint combined 
with a revolute joint. This example consists of 5 links including the ground, of which three 
are binary links and two ternary links. A scissors-like-element is thus composed of two 
ternary links. 
Combined 
sliding joint 
and revolute 
joint 
revolute joint 
(a) The foldable structure in a 
different folding position 
Fig 2.32 An example of a mechanism composed of scissors-like elements 
A foldable structure (b) 
2.4.3 Lower Kinematic Pairs in Two Dimensions 
In Section 2.4.2, two types of lower kinematic pairs that can be used in two-dimensional 
mechanisms have been introduced. These are the revolute (hinge) joint (see Figs 2.28, 2.30, 
2.31, 2.32) and the sliding joint, which is also referred to as a "prismatic joint" (see Fig 2.32). 
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2.4.3.1 Revolute joint 
Members that are interconnected by a revolute joint can rotate with respect to each other. A 
revolute joint prevents relative linear translation and displacement between the links that are 
interconnected at the joint. A two-dimensional kinematic pair that is composed of two links 
connected by a revolute joint has one "relative" degree of freedom and two relative restraints 
against linear translation between the members, see Fig 2.33. 
Restraint against 
relative linear translation 
between interconnected links 
Relative displacement 
is prevented along two 
mutually orthogonal 
directions 
Relative degree of freedom 
between interconnected 
links 
Fig 2.33 Revolute joint, one relative degree of freedom and two relative restraints 
Now, consider Fig 2.34, which shows two members (links) MI and M2 interconnected by a 
revolute joint J12. MI and M2 can rotate about the centre of the revolute joint JI2 (which is 
also the point of intersection of the axes ofMI and M2)' In this example, MI is used to define 
a reference frame for the kinematic pair of Fig 2.34. The position of an arbitrary point P of 
M2 can be expressed relative to this reference frame and relative to the coordinates of the 
centre of the revolute joint. 
M\ 
1-_-_-_-_-_....;.._-=--=---_ =--=--_'-':;:n{\lS-__ ,4---~X X and Y axes used 
Fig 2.34 A revolute joint 
to define a 
reference frame 
associated with 
MI 
P can be expressed in terms of a single variable, namely, the angle ~ subtended between the 
axes ofM\ and M2. 
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Let Lp be the distance of point P from the centre of the revolute joint. The centre of the 
revolute joint is assumed as the origin of the reference frame associated with the kinematic 
paIr. The coordinates of P relative to the reference frame are 
(2.223) 
The revolute joint JI2 between members MI and M2 has one "relative" degree of freedom, 
represented by the rotation of M2 relative to MI or vice versa. The number of variables 
required to determine the position of an arbitrary point of M2 relative to the reference frame 
associated with MI represents directly the number of relative degrees of freedom of the joint 
By definition, a kinematic pair is composed of a joint and two links that are connected at the 
joint. When three or more links are connected at the same joint, the number of independent 
kinematic pairs, kp, at the joint is given by 
kp=m-l (2.224) 
where m is the number of links connected to the joint. 
For example, Fig 2.35 shows three links, MI, M2 and M3 connected to a single joint denoted 
as J123. 
Fig 2.35 Three links connected at a single joint to form two kinematic pairs 
By inspection of Fig 2.35, it is possible to identify three kinematic pairs, namely: 
(i) MI and M2 connected by J123 
(ii) MI and M3 connected by J123 
(iii) M2 and M3 connected by J 123 
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If the centre of joint 1123 and the direction of MI are used as the basis for a reference frame, 
then the position of any point of the system can be expressed relative to this reference frame 
by using Eqn 2.223. It follows that two parameters consisting of the angles subtended by M2 
and M3 with M\, respectively (4)2 and 4>3) are required to define any point of M2 and M3 
relative to the reference frame X-Y, see Fig 2.36. 
y 
Fig 2.36 Parameters 4>2 and 4>3 used to determine P2 and P3 respectively 
The position vectors of P2 and P3 relative to the X-Y coordinate system are given by 
(2.225) 
and 
(2.226) 
Note that Eqns 2.225 and 2.226 are equations that represent the general positions of points of 
M2 and M3, respectively. It is also important to note that the kinematic pair defined by M2 
and M3 does not constitute an independent kinematic pair because the geometric relationship 
between M2 and M3 can both be expressed relative to MI. Therefore, although in Figs 2.35 
and 2.36 it is possible to identify three different kinematic pairs, only two of these are 
independent. 
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2.4.3.2 Sliding joint 
The term "sliding" joint ("prismatic" joint) is used to describe a joint that allows linear 
translation between interconnected members, see Figs 2.37 and 2.38. When a system 
involves sliding joints, some of the distances between the endpoints of links may be variable. 
Allowable 
direction of 
Fig 2.37 A link connected to the ground link by a sliding joint 
Fig 2.38 Two links connected by a sliding (cylindrical) joint 
A sliding joint can be described mathematically in terms of a single parameter, which is 
either the variable length of the link or the amount of linear translation along the sliding joint. 
A sliding joint provides a single degree of freedom between the links of the kinematic pair 
that are connected at the joint. For instance, consider point P of link 2 in Fig 2.39. Link 1 
and link 2 are arranged so that they subtend a constant angle 0 with the X-axis. As link 2 
slides along the sliding joint, the position of point P can be expressed relative to the X-Y 
coordinate system as follows: 
[ Px]=[c~SO -sinO][Lp] Py smO cosO 0 (2.227) 
where 0 is constant and the variable Lp represents the distance of point P from the origin of 
the X-Y coordinate system. 
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y 
X :.-.._---I __ ~ 
Fig 2.39 Sliding joint between two links 
A sliding joint allows one linear freedom between two interconnected links and provides a 
restraint such that the links cannot rotate with respect to each other. In addition, the relative 
movement of the links in the direction orthogonal to the direction of the sliding joint is also 
prevented. A sliding joint in two-dimensional mechanisms provides one degree of freedom 
and two restraints (a rotational constraint and a linear relative constraint in the direction 
orthogonal to the sliding joint). 
2.4.4 Lower Kinematic Pairs in Three Dimensions 
Revolute joints and sliding joints are also commonly used in three-dimensional mechanisms. 
In two-dimensions, these two types of joints provide one degree of freedom and two 
restraints between the interconnected links. The number of degrees of freedom provided by 
these joints in three-dimensional applications is also one. However, in three dimensions each 
of these joints provides five independent restraints against movement between interconnected 
members or links. 
2.4.4.1 Revolute joint in three dimensions 
A body that is free to move in three-dimensional space can be represented in terms of a 
minimum of six independent parameters, which generally consist of three independent 
coordinates identifying a point of the body and three angular parameters that define the 
orientation of the body. The usual way of expressing this fact is to say that a body that is free 
to move in three-dimensional space has six degrees of freedom. Fig 2.40a illustrates a 
kinematic pair connected by a three-dimensional revolute joint. Link 2 can rotate relative to 
link 1 about the axis of rotation at the revolute joint J12. A revolute joint thus provides a 
single rotational degree of freedom for link 2 relative to link 1. Actually, the only possible 
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displacement of link 2 relative to link 1 is a rotation about the axis of rotation of the joint. A 
three-dimensional revolute joint provides five independent relative restraints against 
displacement to the links that are connected to the joint. These consist of three relative 
restraints against linear translation along three mutually orthogonal directions and restraint 
against relative rotation about two axes that are orthogonal to the axis of rotation. 
z 
Link 2 
Linkl 
x 
(a) Links in the initial position (b) Position of links after rotation 
Fig 2.40 An example of a revolute joint 
In Figs 2.40a and 2.40b, a kinematic pair connected by a revolute joint is shown in its initial 
position and in its position after the links are rotated about the axes of rotation. 
Let J be a three-dimensional column vector representing the coordinates of joint J 12. J also 
represents the point of intersection of the axes that define the direction of links 1 and 2. In 
this example, the point of intersection lies on a line, which is the axis of rotation of links 1 
and 2. Let the direction of the axis of rotation be defined by a unit vector r. It follows from 
Section 2.3.4 that the position of any point oflink 1 and any point oflink 2 may be expressed 
in terms of the unit vector r and an angle representing the magnitude of rotation relative to the 
initial position of each link. 
Let the coordinates of the point PI and P2 in Fig 2.40a be represented by the following three-
dimensional column vectors: 
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(2.228) 
The subscript, 0, of the terms PI, P2 and of the column vectors represents the initial position 
of points PI and P2. 
The position vectors of PI and P2 after links 1 and 2 are rotated through the angles ~I and ~2 
respectively about the axes of rotation represented by the unit vector n with origin J are given 
by: 
{
Pl,l = J + R(r'~I)Pl,O 
P2,l = J + R(r'~2)P2,O 
(2.229) 
where R(r'~I) and R(r,~2) are 3x3 orthogonal matrices representing the rotation operator, 
obtained from Eqn 2.125, namely, 
R(r,~;) = I COS~i +(l-cos~ )rrT + rsin~ for i=1, 2 
as explained in detail in Section 2.3.4 
2.4.4.2 Sliding joint 
(2.230) 
A three-dimensional sliding joint (prismatic joint) has one relative degree of freedom because 
it allows linear translation along a single axis. 
Pierre Farrugia 
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Direction of 
Link 2 
Sliding/prismatic 
joint 
Fig 2.41 Three-dimensional sliding joint 
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If link 1 in Fig 2.41 is stationary, then the only possible movement of link 2 consists of a 
linear translation that takes place along the direction imposed by the sliding joint. Let the 
endpoint oflink 1, denoted by point PI in Fig 2.42 have the following coordinates: 
z 
Link 2 
Sliding/prismatic 
joint 
Fig 2.42 Three-dimensional sliding joint 
(2.231) 
Let the three-dimensional unit vector n (= [ n) n2 n3 r) represent the direction of linear 
translation allowed by the prismatic joint. The coordinates of the point P2 can be expressed 
in terms of a single parameter, K, representing the variable distance between points P2 and PI, 
namely 
(2.232) 
2.4.4.3 Other three-dimensional lower kinematic pairs 
Reuleaux identified six different types of lower kinematic pairs [50]. Two of these, the 
revolute joint and the prismatic joint have been illustrated in Sections 2.4.4.1 and 2.4.4.2. 
The other four types of joints, illustrated in Fig 2.43, are: 
a) A cylindrical joint, which is a combination of a revolute joint and a sliding joint. This 
type of joint has two degrees of freedom consisting of one relative rotational freedom and 
linear translation along the sliding joint. The position of the endpoint of the moving link 
of a cylindrical joint can be described by the following equation: 
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(2.233) 
where K represents the displacement along the direction of the sliding joint. The 
orientation of the sliding joint is represented by the unit vector n. R(n,~) is a 3x3 rotation 
operator that represents the rotation of link 2 relative to link I through angle ~ about the 
direction of the sliding joint. K and ~ are the two variables in Eqn 2.233 which also 
reflect the number of degrees of freedom of a cy lindrical joint. 
/ / 
/ 
(a) Cylindrical joint (b) Plane joint 
/ 
-. 
/ 
(c) Screw joint (d) Spherical joint 
Fig 2.43 Four types of three-dimensional lower kinematic pair 
b) A plane joint, where one of the links is allowed to slide relative to another link on a two-
dimensional planar surface. The moving link has three degrees of freedom consisting of 
two components of linear translation and rotation about an axis of rotation that is 
perpendicular to the plane of linear translation. The position of the endpoint of the 
moving link in a plane joint can be represented as follows: 
(2.234) 
where KI and K2 represent the magnitude of displacement relative to PI along two 
mutually orthogonal three-dimensional vectors, n1 and n2, that define the surface of the 
plane joint. R(n3,~) is a 3x3 rotation operator that represents the rotation of the endpoint 
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of the moving link about the axis normal to the plane. The vector n3 may be expressed in 
terms of n) and n2 by the equation: 
(2.235) 
where OJ is a skew-symmetric matrix in tenns of the vector n) (see Section 2.3.2.1). 
There are three independent variables in Eqn 2.234, namely nt, n2 and ~ which represent 
the three relative degrees of freedom of a plane joint. 
c) A screw joint, as the name implies, is a fonn of sliding joint in which the amount of 
displacement along the direction of sliding is related to the amount of rotation by the 
pitch of the screw. Let the pitch of the screw be denoted by k. If link 2 rotates through 
the angle ~, the displacement along the screw is given by k~. The equation for the 
position vector of the end point of a moving link that is connected to a stationary link by a 
screw joint is given by: 
(2.236) 
where k and n are constants and ~ is a variable. A screw joint has one degree of freedom 
represented by the amount of rotation, ~. 
d) The spherical joint, also called a ball and socket joint prevents all possible linear 
translation between the connected links and allows only relative rotation between the 
links. The rotation can be represented by a rotation about a set of three mutually 
orthogonal axes that can be chosen arbitrarily. A spherical joint has three degrees of 
freedom. The equation representing the end point of a moving link that is connected to a 
stationary link by a spherical joint is given by: 
(2.237) 
where nt, n2 and n3 are three mutually orthogonal axes and ~I, ~2 and ~3 represent the 
amount of rotation about nt, n2 and n3 respectively. The vectors nt, n2 and n3 are 
constants. For example, they can be chosen such that their direction is parallel to the axes 
of the X-Y-Z coordinate system, namely: 
(2.238) 
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The three variable «PI. «P2 and «P3 reflect the three rotational degrees of freedom of a 
spherical joint. 
Reuleaux defined six different types of lower kinematic pairs. However the four types of 
lower kinematic pairs presented in this section, namely, the cylindrical joint, the plane joint, 
the screw joint and the spherical joint can be replaced by a sequence of revolute and sliding 
joints. For example, the plane joint may be regarded as being composed of two sliding joints 
and a revolute joint. Both the cylindrical joint and the screw joint are a combination of a 
sliding joint and a revolute joint. Furthennore, a cylindrical joint may be considered as a 
screw joint which has an infinite pitch. The spherical joint can be regarded as being 
composed of three successive revolute joints. There are other types of lower kinematic pairs 
which are not listed here, for example the combination of a sliding joint with a revolute 
illustrated in the foldable structure of Fig 2.31. However, in general, it is possible to 
represent these in terms of a sequence of revolute and sliding joints. 
From the above, it is possible to conclude that the revolute joint and the sliding joint are two 
elementary types of joints within the class of joints known as lower kinematic pairs. All 
other types of closed joints can be represented as a combination of these two elementary 
joints. 
2.4.5 Assembly of Mechanisms 
2.4.5.1 Mobility in two dimensions 
The joints and kinematic pairs discussed in Section 2.4.4 can be combined and assembled 
together to obtain planar as well as spatial mechanisms by using binary, ternary or higher 
order links. Examples of planar and spatial mechanisms are shown in Figs 2.44 and 2.45, 
respectively. 
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Tyre Contractor Mechanism r521 
80 
A retractable stage that folds up to become the structure of a trailer [52] 
Fig 2.44 Examples of planar mechanisms 
Fig 2.45 Example of a spatial mechanism - the main landing gear of the Douglas Aircraft 
MD80, perspective and schematic view [52] 
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One of the primary functions of a mechanism and in particular of a foldable structure is to 
follow a predetermined trajectory and attain specific shapes and forms. The displacement is 
induced by the action of an external input source, which in general, is a single actuator. A 
foldable structure is thus constrained such that the links forming the mechanism follow a 
specific path. The motion of a mechanism depends on the number of links, the type of joints 
and the geometry of the members used in the mechanism. One of the methods used to 
determine whether a mechanism can be actuated by a single external input source is by 
considering the number of links and joints in a mechanism and the relative degree of freedom 
at each joint and the overall degrees of freedom of the mechanism. This may give rise to a 
measure of the overall degree of freedom, also known as mobility of a mechanism [35]. 
A two-dimensional body that is free to move in two-dimensional space has three overall 
degrees of freedom consisting of two linear translations and rotation about a point. A system 
of n planar bodies has 3n degrees of freedom. A joint between a pair of members, which 
constitutes a kinematic pair, introduces constraints upon the system. A joint that prevents all 
relative movement between the interconnected pair of members (a rigid joint) provides three 
restraints. If the system of n bodies is connected by j rigid joints, where j represents the 
number of kinematic pairs, then the overall degree of freedom of the system, F, is given by: 
F= 3n-3j (2.239) 
If the joints in the system allow relative movement between the interconnected members then 
Eqn 2.239 may be rewritten as follows: 
j 
F= 3n-3j+ L~ 
i=l 
where fi represents the relative degree of freedom at joint i. 
(2.240) 
Furthermore, if one of the links is a ground link, that is, it is assumed as a reference frame for 
the system, then, the ground link provides three additional restraints on the system. In this 
case, F is given by: 
j 
F=3n-3j-3+ L~ 
i=l 
or 
j 
F=3(n-j-l}+ L~ 
(2.241) 
Eqn 2.241 is known as the "mobility formula for planar mechanisms" or Gruebler's formula 
[35]. 
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For example, consider the four bar planar linkage of Fig 2.46. 
n=4 
j=4 
Fig 2.46 Four-bar planar linkage 
The system in Fig 2.46 has 4 links including the ground link and four revolute joints. Each 
revolute joint provides one degree of freedom (see Sec 2.4.3.1). Using Eqn 2.241, then 
n=4 
j=4 
f; = 1 , for i = 1 to 4 
and 
F = 3(4 - 4 -1) + 4 = 1 (2.242) 
The overall degree of freedom of the planar four bar linkage of Fig 2.46 is 1. A four bar 
linkage and those mechanisms that have an overall degree of freedom of 1 (F= 1) are called 
mobility-one mechanisms. It should be noted that the overall degree of freedom of a 
mechanism is equal to the number of variables required to determine the geometry of the 
mechanism 
Consider the pantograph structure shown in Fig 2.47. The system in Fig 2.47 is composed of 
5 links including the ground link and 6 kinematic pairs. The kinematic pair at joint 1 has 2 
relative degrees of freedom because it allows sliding along the horizontal direction as well as 
rotation of link 2 relative to the ground. Also, the relative degree of freedom at each of the 
joints 2 to 6 is equal to 1. 
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Fig 2.47 Pantograph structure 
The mobility of the pantograph structure of Fig 2.47 is computed as follows: 
n=5 
j=6 
f) =2 
£=1, for i=2,3,4,5 and 6 
and 
F=3(5-6-1 )+(2+ 1 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 1)=1 
Ph.D. Thesis 
(2.243) 
The pantograph structure in Fig 2.47 is a mobility-one mechanism. One variable is required 
to determine the positions that can be attained by the links of the mechanism. 
Eqn 2.241 representing Gruebler's equation is used to obtain a numerical measure of the 
degree of freedom of a mechanism based on the topology of the mechanism. The term 
"topology of a system" (or of a mechanism) is used when the system (or mechanism) under 
consideration is represented in terms of the connectivity of the elements of the system. In 
fact, Eqn 2.241 is expressed in terms of the topological definition of the mechanism. The 
topological definition includes the number of kinematic pairs and the number of degrees of 
freedom of the system. Gruebler's equation, Eqn 2.241, which may be compared to 
Maxwell's rule used in structural engineering to determine the statical determinacy or 
indeterminacy of a structure, does not include information with respect to the dimensions and 
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geometry of the links in a mechanism. As a result, there are examples where Gruebler's 
equation for measuring the degree of freedom of a mechanism gives an incorrect 
representation, such as in a spatial four bar linkage known as a Bennett linkage [51]. 
2.4.5.2 Mobility of spherical mechanisms 
A system of rigid bodies connected by joints such that the movement of all the bodies takes 
place about a fixed point is called a spherical mechanism. In a spherical mechanism, the 
distance from the centre of the sphere to the nodes representing the joints of the mechanism is 
preserved during the displacement of the mechanism. The nodes can lie on a series of 
concentric spherical surfaces. Spherical mechanisms are generally composed of revolute 
joints [53]. The axes of rotation of all the revolute joints in a spherical mechanism pass 
through the centre of the sphere. An example of a spherical mechanism is illustrated in Fig 
2.48. 
Fig 2.48 A spherical closed loop mechanism composed of binary links and revolute joints. 
(Source urI: http://www.vrac.iastate.eduJ- jmvance/SPHERE/SPHERE.htrn) 
A rigid link that is constrained to lie on a spherical surface has the same number of degrees of 
freedom like a rigid link that is constrained to a two-dimensional plane, namely three degrees 
of freedom. The two-dimensional plane and the surface of a sphere are said to be 
homeomorphic [54], that is, they contain a set of points which are the same in a certain 
topological sense. It follows that Gmebler's equation for planar mechanism can also be used 
to measure the mobility of spherical mechanisms. 
A revolute joint that is constrained to a spherical surface has a single degree of freedom 
because only relative rotation between the interconnected links is allowed. 
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The mobility of the spherical four bar linkage of Fig 2.48 is computed as follows. 
n=4 
j=4 
f; = 1 , for i = 1 to 4 
And 
F = 3(3-3-1)+4 = 1 
which implies that a spherical closed four bar linkage has one degree of freedom. 
2.4.5.3 Mobility of spatial mechanisms 
(2.244) 
A rigid body that is free to move in three-dimensional space has six degrees of freedom. A 
joint that prevents all relative movement between two links provides six constraints. These 
consist of three restraints against linear translation and three restraints against rotation. If a 
set of n three-dimensional rigid bodies is interconnected by j fully rigid joints, the overall 
degree of freedom of the system if given by 
F= 6n-6j (2.245) 
where F is the overall degree of freedom of the system. Gruebler's equation for three-
dimensional structures follows immediately from Eqn 2.241 by including in Eqn 2.245 a term 
representing the ground link and a term representing the degrees of freedom at the joints, that 
is 
j 
F=6(n-j-l}+ If; (2.246) 
j:1 
where fi represents the degree of freedom at joint i, noting that each joint represents a 
kinematic pair. 
2.5 CALIX FOLDABLE STRUCTURES 
In what follows, a novel type of duplet, called a calix duplet, consisting of two three-
dimensional binary links is introduced. An example of a calix duplet is illustrated in Fig 
2.49. Calix duplets are used to generate foldable structures similar to the example shown in 
Fig. 2.50. 
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calix uniplet I 
~ 
calix uniplet 2 / 
Fig 2.49 A calix duplet 
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... "" ...... 
F~ .,,-/ 
configuration ..... ..-. 2c===Q~=~ 
.-;::. ... 
Curvilinear 
deployed 
configuration 
.. 
/./ ...... JP===-===« 
/ 
.... ~==+==« 
Fig 2.50 Assembly of calix duplets in different configurations 
Ph.D. Thesis 
The calix duplet has three components, namely, two calix uniplets and an intermediate body 
consisting of a central cross-shaped connector. These are illustrated in Figs. 2.51 a, 2.51 band 
2.51c. A calix duplet is assembled as shown in Fig. 2.51d noting that the dimensions of the 
central ring of one of the uniplets is larger than the ring of the other uniplet such that the rings 
can fit loosely within one another. This is required so that the uniplets can rotate freely and 
independently. Each arm of the cross-shaped connector is the pivot for the calix uniplet that 
is attached to it. The arm determines an independent axis of rotation for each uniplet. A 
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similar cross-shaped connector is used to connect calix duplets together as indicated in Fig. 
2.50 to form a calix foldable structure. 
central ring 
J--Or=1 =====:Jc(' 
a. Calix uniplet 1 
central ring 
b. Calix uniplet 2 
x 
c. Central cross-shaped connector 
Ring of uniplet 1 
/ 
fits inside ring of 
uniplet 2 
d. Assembly of calix duplet 
Fig 2.51 Components and assembly of a calix duplet 
The calix duplet differs from the duplet shown in Fig. 1.1 since each uniplet in a calix duplet 
has an independent axis of rotation determined by the cross-shaped connector that connects 
the calix uniplets. As a result, the joint in a foldable structure composed of calix duplets has 
two relative degrees of freedom. This gives rise to two possible relative movements between 
the uniplets of a calix duplet consisting of rotation and twist. A calix duplet can be defined as 
a duplet in which the uniplets can rotate and twist with respect to each other. 
Now, consider the spatial mechanism shown in Fig 2.52. This mechanism is composed of 
four binary links, Ml, M2, M5 and M6 and two ternary links M3 and M4 where M3 and M4 
are calix uniplets. 
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1 
3 
Fig 2.52 An example ofa spatial mechanism composed ofa calix duplet and 4 binary links 
The spatial mechanism of Fig 2.52 consists of 7 kinematic pairs. Each of the kinematic pairs 
at joints 1, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 have two relative degrees of freedom resulting from the axes of 
rotation of the cross-shaped connectors at these joints. The kinematic pair at joint 2 consists 
of a sliding joint where the relative movement of links Ml and M2 is determined by the 
prismatic shape of the links. Therefore, the relative degree of freedom at joint 2 is equal to 1. 
The equation for mobility for spatial mechanisms, Eqn 2.246, can be used to determine the 
overall degree of freedom of the spatial mechanism of Fig 2.52 as follows: 
number of links n = 6 
number of kinematic pairs, j = 7 
relative degrees of freedom at each of the joints 1,3,4,5,6 and 7 = 2 
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relative degree of freedom at joint 2 = 1 
Substituting for n, j and the relative degrees of freedom at each joint in Eqn 2.246 gives rise 
to the following result: 
F = 6(6-7 -1)+ (2+ 1 + 2+ 2+ 2+ 2+ 2) = 1 (2.247) 
The result of Eqn 2.247 implies that the spatial mechanism of Fig 2.52 is a mobility-one 
mechanism and therefore, one independent parameter such as a joint angle (for example at 
joints, 1, 3, 4,5, 6 or 7) or the sliding distance at joint 2 is needed to specify the configuration 
of the spatial mechanism. Actually, it turns out that spatial foldable systems composed of 
calix duplets are mobility-one mechanisms and their configurations can be obtained by 
specifying one parameter. 
In Fig 2.53 a physical model (built by the author) of a simple calix foldable structure 
composed of two calix duplets is illustrated. Different configurations are shown for different 
distances between the joints at the extremity of the calix duplets. It can be noted that the 
calix duplets undergo an out of plane displacement relative to each other. This gives rise to 
the curvilinear deployment characteristics of calix foldable structures as illustrated in Fig 
2.50. 
Fig 2.53 Physical model of calix foldable structure - different configurations 
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2.5.1 Displacement Characteristics of Calix Foldable Structures 
Fig. 2.54 shows a schematic view of a calix duplet. Suppose that the calix duplet lies initially 
in the X-Y plane and that the arms of the cross-shaped connector lie in the X-Z plane. If an 
equal and opposite displacement in the X-direction, ~x is applied at A and B, it can be proved 
that the central node rises by 
~z = ~x tan e (2.248) 
where e is the angle subtended by the arms of the cross-shaped connector with the Y-Z plane 
as shown in Fig. 2.55. 
Fig. 2.54 Displacement of a calix duplet 
Eqn 2.248 can be proved as follows. 
Fig. 2.55. Angle e subtended by 
the anns of the cross-
shaped connector with the 
Y-Z plane 
Let ("0, Yo, 0) represent the coordinates of joint C prior to applying displacements at A and B 
where the coordinates are expressed with respect to the X-Y -Z coordinate system. A 
coordinate transformation is applied to these coordinates about a local coordinate system with 
the z-axis is parallel to the axis of the cross-shaped connection at A. Since the axis of the 
cross shaped connecter at A is coplanar with the X-Z plan, this transformation is equivalent to 
applying a coordinate transformation about the y axis and is given by: 
[ 
cose 0 Sinel[Xol_[ xocose l 
o 1 0 Yo - Yo 
-sine 0 cose 0 -xo sine 
(2.249) 
Now, let ~u and ~v be displacements at C (resulting from the displacement ~x and -~x at A 
and B, respectively). Here, ~u and ~v are expressed relative to a local coordinate system with 
z-axis parallel the axis of the cross-shaped connector. It should be noted that since the 
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coordinates in Eqn 2.249 are expressed with respect to this local coordinate system with the 
z-axis parallel to the axis of rotation of the cross-shaped connector, the z component of the 
displacement with respect to the local coordinate system is equal to O. 
The coordinates of C after applying the displacements at A and B are given by 
(2.250) 
A coordinate transformation is applied to the coordinates given in Eqn 2.250 to revert the 
values of the coordinates of Eqn 2.250 to the global coordinate system as follows: 
[
cose 0 
o 1 
sine 0 
with e in the rotation operator ofEqn 2.249 substituted by-e. 
The displacements at C, relative to the global coordinate system are given by 
(2.251) 
(2.252) 
The first component of the coordinate vector on the left hand side of Eqn 2.252, X]-XO, 
represents the displacement in the X-direction at A, that is, ~x, whereas the third component 
of the same vector, Z], represent the vertical displacement at C, denoted as ~z. From the 
following Eqns, (obtained from the first and third components ofEqn 2.252), 
~. = ~u cose (2.253) 
and 
~z = ~u sine (2.254) 
it can be noted that 
~=~=~ 
u cose sine 
(2.255) 
gives rise to the following relation 
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~z = ~x tan 9 
which completes the proof. 
2.5.2 Examples of Calix Foldable Structures 
In what follows, three illustrative examples of calix foldable structures are given. 
2.5.2.1 Example 1: Calix duplet chain 
Ph.D. Thesis 
(2.256) 
A chain of calix duplets is shown in Fig. 2.56. From an initial flat configuration, a curved 
profile is obtained in Fig. 2.56(b). Continuing the deployment process, the structure coils 
into a relatively thin cylindrical shape. A chain of calix duplets may be employed in different 
ways, for example, to obtain a curved profile from an initial flat position and perhaps more 
importantly, to obtain a flat or curved surface from a compact cylindrical assembly. 
(a) Flat configuration (b) Curved profile 
Fig. 2.S6 Chain of calix duplets at different foldable states 
2.S.2.2. Example 2: Calix Foldable Grid 
Fig. 2.S7 shows a grid of calix duplets. In this example, the orientation of the calix duplets is 
vertical. This example may be considered as a series of chains of calix duplets that are 
connected orthogonally. This assembly of calix duplets will, from an initial rectangular form, 
attain a curvilinear form as shown in the top view of Fig 2.S7(b). 
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Bundled 
configuration 
Unfolded 
configuration 
(a) Perspective view 
Bundled 
configuration 
Unfolded 
configuration 
(b) Top view 
Fig. 2.57 Foldable grid using the calix duplet 
2.5.2.3: Calix Foldable Dome 
The calix duplet employed in the examples of the preceding sections are straight. In this 
example, the calix duplets employed in the foldable dome assembly are not straight. This 
gives rise to the free folding dome shown in Fig. 2.58. 
Fig. 2.58 Foldable dome assembly using non-straight calix duplets 
Calix, which is the Latin term for cup, reflects the curvilinear form of calix foldable 
structures and in particular the free folding dome obtained using the calix duplet. 
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2.6. SUMMARY 
In Section 2.2 of this chapter, methods of representing members and bodies in two and three 
dimensions are discussed. The rotation operator, a square orthogonal matrix of order 2 or 3 
for two and three-dimensional rotations, respectively is introduced in this section. In Section 
2.3, the mathematical description of finite rotations in three dimensions is discussed. The 
information presented in this section provides fundamental tools for performing the kinematic 
analysis of mechanisms and foldable structures. In particular, equations for determining the 
rotation operator in terms of a vector representing the axis of rotation about which a rotation 
takes place and the corresponding magnitude of rotation are derived from first principles. 
One of these equations, which is generally used in this research is given below: 
R = I cos cj) + (1- cos cj) )rr T + r sin cj) 2.257 
r is a unit column vector collinear with a vector that represents direction of the axis of 
rotation and cj) is the magnitude of rotation. The matrix r is a skew-symmetric matrix 
obtained from r, obtained as follows: 
[ 
0 -r3 r2 J 
r = r3 0 -rl 
-r2 lj 0 
where rI, r2 and r3 are the first second and third entries of the unit vector r, respectively. 
A technique for determining the axis of rotation and the corresponding magnitude of rotation 
for a body that undergoes an arbitrary rotation is presented in Section 2.3.4.3. This technique 
provides an important tool for the design of three-dimensional mechanisms and foldable 
structures because it allows the determination of a specific direction for the axis of rotation at 
ajoint in order to achieve a pre-determined rotation in three dimensions. 
In Section 2.4, fundamental concepts of kinematics are introduced. In partiCUlar, the concept 
of a kinematic pair is explained. A mechanism or foldable structure may be regarded as 
being composed of kinematic pairs where a kinematic pair consists of a joint between two 
members and the two members attached to the joint. Lower and higher kinematic pairs are 
described in this Section. A mathematical procedure for describing lower kinematic pairs 
using a matrix notation is given in this Section. In most texts dealing with kinematics, six 
different types of lower kinematic pairs are identified, namely the revolute joint, the sliding 
joint, the revolute joint, the sliding joint, the plane joint, the screw joint and the spherical 
joint. However, in Section 2.4.4, it is shown that effectively, these lower kinematic pairs can 
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be represented mathematically in terms of a combination of revolute and sliding joints. 
Revolute and sliding joints can therefore be considered as elementary joints within the class 
of joints used in lower kinematic pairs. Mobility and the mobility equations for two and three 
dimensions are introduced in Section 2.4.5. Mobility represents a measure of the overall 
degree of freedom of a mechanism or foldable structure. The result of the mobility equation 
represents the number of independent parameters needed to specify the configuration of a 
mechanism of foldable structure. 
In Section 2.5, a novel type of spatial foldable structure consisting of members that are 
connected using universal joints is presented. This novel foldable structure is called calix 
foldable structure and is composed of calix duplets. The calix duplet is a versatile building 
block suitable for the generation of spatial foldable structures of different forms. Examples 
of the forms that can be achieved using the calix duplet are given in this section.. The 
displacement characteristics of calix foldable structures which are directly related and 
dependent on the joint characteristics are discussed in Section 2.5. 
In the next chapter, that is, in Chapter 3, the equations for the rotation operator and for 
representing elementary joints employed in mechanisms and foldable structures are used for 
evolving a general matrix method for the kinematic analysis of foldable structures and 
mechanisms. 
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CHAPTER 3 
MATRIX REPRESENTATION AND KINEMATIC ANALYSIS OF 
FINITE MECHANISMS 
3.1 INTRODUCTION - MATRIX DEPENDENCY CONSTRAINT METHOD (MDC 
METHOD) 
One of the ways to perfonn the kinematic analysis of pin-connected frameworks is by 
manipUlating the equilibrium matrix [55]. However, this approach cannot be applied to 
foldable systems such as calix foldable structures since generally these are not pin-connected. 
Researchers in the field of deployable structures have proposed various analytical approaches 
and techniques for perfonning the kinematic analysis of foldable systems. A number of these 
techniques are discussed in Chapter 1. It can be noted that these techniques are very often 
problem specific because they can be applied to particular types of foldable system. As a 
result, these techniques lack the generality that would make them suitable for solving 
different types of foldable systems. In this work, a matrix approach for the kinematic 
analysis and geometric design of foldable systems and finite mechanisms is proposed. 
Actually, the proposed method is a general method that can be employed for perfonning the 
kinematic analysis of any type of foldable system and finite mechanism. The proposed 
method can be applied for solving two-dimensional as well as three-dimensional kinematic 
analysis problems for finite mechanisms consisting of lower kinematic pairs, (See Section 2.4 
for definition of lower and higher kinematic pairs). 
The proposed matrix method is based on the solution of interelemental constraint equations. 
The tenn interelemental constraint equation is introduced in this work to refer to a matrix 
equation that describes mathematically a kinematic pair. An interelemental constraint 
equation is an expression that defines the topology and geometry of two interconnected links 
or members. In many texts concerned with the kinematic and dynamic modelling of multi-
body systems, partial differentiation is applied to equations that represent the geometry and 
degrees of freedom of foldable systems or mechanisms to obtain differential equations [56, 
57]. This is generally carried out to solve the dynamics of the problem. The solution is then 
obtained by using numerical techniques. In the method proposed in this work, geometric 
equations representing the kinematic pairs of a foldable system (or a finite mechanism) are 
manipulated algebraically to obtain interelemental constraint equations that represent the 
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whole system. In what follows, it will be shown that the solution of a system of 
interelemental constraint equations (referred to as a global interelemental constraint equation) 
yields the configurations of the foldable system that is represented by the interelemental 
constraint equations. This is carried out by considering the fundamental vector spaces of the 
global interelemental constraint equation. 
In Section 2.4.5, a method for determining the overall degree of freedom, also called 
mobility, of a finite mechanism is discussed. The computation of mobility is generally 
addressed in topological terms where the number of freedoms and constraints are equated to 
obtain the overall degree of freedom, [58, 59]. However, this approach is not without 
problems. In certain instances, it may fail to give the correct degree of freedom. An example 
where the equation for mobility fails to give the correct number of independent variables 
needed to obtain a configuration of a finite mechanism is a spatial four bar linkage known as 
a Bennett Linkage [42], (An example ofa Bennett linkage and the application of the proposed 
matrix method for the kinematic analysis of a Bennett linkage is given in Section 5.3). 
The kinematic analysis method proposed in this work can be used to determine the mobility 
of a foldable system of finite mechanisms. However, the computation of mobility using the 
matrix method proposed in this work departs from the more traditional approach of 
computing mobility discussed in Section 2.4. It should be noted that the mobility of a 
foldable system or a finite mechanism does not necessarily depend only on the number of 
links comprised in the foldable system and the corresponding degrees of freedoms at the 
joints. Mobility depends also on the geometry as well as the degrees of freedom (and their 
relative directions) at the joints. In the proposed method, geometric and topological 
definitions are inherent in interelementaI constraint equations that represent the foldable 
system or mechanism. The solution or solutions of interelemental constraint equations yield 
information with respect to the kinematic behaviour of the foldable system. This information 
is used to determine configurations of foldable systems and finite mechanisms in terms of 
independent parameters. The proposed method can also be used to determine the number of 
independent parameters needed to specify a configuration of a foldable system where the 
number of independent parameters is equal to the mobility (overall degree of freedom) of the 
system. 
Interelemental constraint equations are introduced in Section 3.2 by considering an 
illustrative example consisting of a simple two-dimensional foldable system. The procedure 
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for obtaining the global interelemental constraint equation is also given in this section. The 
author has identified two alternative procedures for solving interelemental constraint 
equations, both of which give rise to the same results. These procedures are discussed in 
Sections 3.3 and 3.4. 
The three-dimensional formulation of interelemental constraint equations is described in 
Section 3.5 by considering an example of a calix foldable structure. Calix foldable structure 
is a novel type of foldable system proposed by the author (refer to Section 2.5) which consists 
of binary and ternary links that are interconnected by universal joints. In Section 3.6, the 
proposed matrix method for the kinematic analysis of foldable systems is used to determine 
the configuration of a particular application of calix foldable structures referred to as calix 
foldable rings. 
3.2 INTERELEMENTAL CONSTRAINT EQUATIONS 
Fig. 3.1a shows member MI2 in a two-dimensional coordinate system. The nodal coordinate 
of node 2 is given by the expression: 
P2 = PI + AI2 P'2(12) (3.1 ) 
where PI and P2 are nodal coordinates for nodes 1 and 2 in the X-Y global coordinate system 
and P'2(12) is the nodal coordinate of node 2 in a local coordinate system, X' 12-Y' 12, associated 
with member MJ2. The origin of the local coordinate system, X' 12-Y' 12, is located at node 2. 
AJ2 is a transformation matrix between the local co-ordinate system X' 12-Y' 12 and the global 
coordinate system X-Y. In a way it is like going from node 1 to node 2. 
Nodal coordinate of node 2 in 
the local coordinate system of 
MI2 and M23 are P'2(12) and P'2(23) '\" 
Y \\\ ,,1-'12 
x 
(a) Member MJ2 in 2d space (b) Two interconnected members in 2d space 
Fig. 3.1 Members in a two-dimensional space 
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In Fig. 3.lb, two members MI2 and M 23, of length LI2 and L23, respectively, are connected 
together at node 2. Note here that the local coordinate system X'23-Y'23 associated with 
member M23 has its origin at node 3. The nodal coordinate of node 2 is obtained by going 
from node 1 to node 2 and from node 3 to node 2. In mathematical terms the nodal 
coordinate of node 2 is given by 
(3.2) 
This implies that 
(3.3) 
Expanding equation 3.3 
Equation 3.4 IS an interelemental constraint equation. It establishes the following 
relationships: 
(i) members MI2 and M 23 are interconnected at node 2 which has a pin joint. 
(ii) node 2 allows one degree of freedom - rotation in the X-Y plane about node 2. 
Using expressions similar to Eqn 3.4, it is possible to generate in a systematic manner a set of 
interelemental constraint equations that model the full geometry and topology of a structure. 
The members of the structure may be connected by pins, pivots and sliding joints. 
Furthennore, the members in the structure may be lines, duplets or a combination of both. 
3.2.1 Setting up Interelemental Constraint Equations 
In Section 2.4.1, the concept of kinematic pairs is introduced (as defined by Reulueax, [50]). 
There may be more than one kinematic pair at a joint depending on the number of members 
that are connected at the joint. In a structure, it is possible to construct a set of interelemental 
constraint equations for each kinematic pair. The maximum number of kinematic pairs and 
hence the number of interelemental constraint equations that can be formulated for a system 
is given by: 
J 
h=I(M/-I) ! (3.5) 
1=1 
where h is the number of kinematic pairs, j is the number of joints in the system and Mi is 
the number of members that frame at each joint. 
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Fig. 3.2 shows a duplet composed of two uniplets 1-3-5 and 2-3-5 connected to two members 
4-6 and 5-6. 
y 
Member Length 
1-3-5, 2-3-4 2 units 
5-6,4-1 1 unit 
x 
Joints 1 and 2 are constramed to a line 
parallel with the Y axis 
Fig. 3.2 Two-dimensional foldable assembly 
In this example joints 1 and 2 are constrained to a line parallel with the Y-axis. The distance 
s between joints 1 and 2 may be regarded as a member having a variable length and 
subtending a constant angle with the X and Y axes. There are two kinematic pairs at joint 1 
and hence two interelemental constraint equations are formulated for joint 1. One 
interelemental constraint equation for joint 1 is obtained by considering the vector going from 
joint 2 to joint 1 and the vector going from joint 3 to joint 1. Applying Eqn 3.4: 
In this example CPJ2 = 90°, LJ2 = s and LJ3=l. Substituting these values in Equation (6a) 
Eqn 3.7 may be rewritten in an algebraic form as follows: 
[1 -1] [X2 Y2]=[-COS(CP\3) s-sin(CPI3)] 
X3 Y3 
(3.8) 
The other interelemental constraint equation for joint 1 is perhaps not so obvious. It is 
obtained by considering the vector going from joint 3 to joint 1 and the vector going from 
joint 5 to joint 1. This defines the uniplet 1-3-5. Applying again Eqn 3.4, the second 
interelemental constraint equation for joint I is: 
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where <P13 = <PIS, LI3 = 1 and L ls= 2. 
Substituting these values in Equation 3.9 yields: 
(3.10) 
Equation 3.10 is again rewritten in algebraic form as 
(3.11 ) 
There are 15 kinematic pairs in the system of Fig. 3.2. The interelemental constraint 
equations are obtained by using the same approach adopted for joint 1. Table 3.1 summarises 
the procedure for setting up the constraint equation for this example. 
Table 3.1 Procedure for setting up the interelemental constraint equations for the foldable 
structure of Fig. 3.2 
Joint Mi interelemental constraint equations Number of 
reference (2- 1/3-1 means that the interelemental constraint interelemental 
number 
equation is assembled by considering the vector constraint equations at 
in Fig 11 from joint 2 to joint 1 and the vector from joint 3 each joint 
to joint 1) 
1 3 2-1/3-1 3-1/5-1 2 
2 3 1-2/3-2 3-2/4-2 2 
3 4 1-3/2-3 1-3/4-3 1-3/5-3 2-3/4-3 2-3/5-3 4-3/5-3 6 
4 3 2-4/3-4 3-4/6-4 2 
5 3 1-5/3-5 3-5/6-5 2 
6 2 5-6/4-6 1 
The value of h shown in Table 3.1 may be obtained directly by applying Eqn 3.11 to the 
foldable structure of Fig 3.2. 
The assembly process results in a global interelemental constraint equation of the form 
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Ai [ x, y] = [ bx, by] (3.12) 
Equation 3.12 has the same format like Eqns 3.8 and 3.11 obtained for joint 1. The matrix Ai 
is a connectivity or topology matrix. Ai is called a "pair-joint" matrix. The order of Ai is 
J K rows by j columns. The column vectors x and y in Eqn 3.12 contain the joint coordinates 
of the system. The entries in the right hand side of Eqns 3.8 and 3.11 and hence in [bx, by] of 
Eqn 3.12 are in terms of the angles subtended with one or more of the reference axes and 
member lengths. These vectors define the geometric properties of the members and the 
degrees of freedom of the joints. The vectors hx and by thus contain member variables, which 
may be the angle between the member and the global coordinate system, the member length 
or both. 
Equation 3.13 is the global interelemental constraint equation for the foldable system of Fig 
3.2. The incidence matrix Ai is of order 15 rows by 6 columns. Notice that the first two rows 
of Ai and [bx, by] in Eqn 3.13 are in fact Eqns 3.8 and3.11. 
0 1 -1 0 0 0 XI YI -cos(CPl3) s - sine CPl3 ) 
0 0 1 0 -1 0 Xl Yl -coS(CPl3) -sin(CP13) 
0 -1 0 0 0 X3 Y3 -COS(CP23) -s - sine CP23) 
0 0 1 -1 0 0 = X4 Y4 -COS(CP23 ) -sin(cp23 ) 
1 -1 0 0 0 0 Xs Ys - cos( CPl3) + cos( CP23 ) - sine CP13) + sine CP23) 
1 0 0 -1 0 0 X6 Y6 - cos( CPl3 ) ~ eos( CP23 ) - sine CPl3 ) - sine CP23 ) 
0 0 0 -1 0 
-2 cos( CP13) -2 sine CP13 ) 
0 0 -1 0 0 
-2COS(CP23) -2 sine CP23 ) 
0 1 0 0 -1 0 
- cos( CP]3) - cos( CP23) - sine CPl3 ) - sine CP23) 
0 0 0 1 -1 0 
- cos( cp]3 ) + cos( CP23 ) - sine CP]3 ) + sine CP23) 
0 1 -1 0 0 0 
-COS(CP23) -sin(q>l3) 
0 0 1 0 0 -1 
- eos( q>23 ) - eos( q> 46 ) - sine q>23 ) - sine q> 46 ) 
0 -1 0 0 0 -cos(cp]3) -sin(CPl3) 
0 0 1 0 0 -1 
- cos( CP13) - cos( CPS6) - sine q>13 ) - sine CPS6) 
0 0 0 -1 0 
- cos( cP 46) - eos( CPS6) - sine cP 46) - sine CPS6) 
(3.13) 
This foldable system has 5 member variables, namely s, CPJ3, CP23, CP46 and cP 56· S refers to the 
varying length between joint 1 and 2, while the other four variables refer to the angles 
subtended by the members in the system with the X-axis. 
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3.3. SOLUTION OF GLOBAL INTERELEMENTAL CONSTRAINT EQUATIONS 
Equation 3.12 has a solution if [ bx , by] is in the column space of Ai. The column space of 
Ai, therefore is a basis for the system. In other words, the column space of Ai imposes 
conditions on the right hand side ofEqn 3.12. The conditions are as follows: 
F or simplicity Eqn 3.12 will be written as 
(3.14) 
Let Xln be the left null vector of Ai such that 
(3.15) 
Postmultiplying Xln T with b: 
X1nTb=XlnT Ax=(AT xlnl x=Ox=O (3.16) 
Equation 3.16 implies that the left null space is orthogonal to b. Hence the condition for b to 
be in the column space of Ai is given by: 
(3.17) 
Equation 3.17 provides a method of obtaining a set of homogenous equations of the form 
Cm=O (3.18) 
where C is called a dependency matrix for the system and m is a vector containing member 
variables. Equation 3.18 is generally non-linear and will therefore have more than one 
solution. Each solution reflects a mode of displacement of the foldable system. The 
solutions are expressed in terms of the free variables in m. Each solution of Eqn 3.18 has its 
own free variables, which may be different for each particular solution. The number of 
independent variables for each solution is a direct measure of the degree of freedom of the 
system. 
It can be shown that the transpose of the left null vector of matrix Adn Eqn 3.13 is: 
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1 0 -1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 -1 -1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 -1 -1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
-1 0 0 -1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
-1 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 -1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
-1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0 1 0 
0 -1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Postmultiplying the left null vector of Ai with [ bx , by ] generates the following equations in 
terms of the member variables: 
-2 cos( <J>13 ) + 2 cos( <J>23 ) 2s - 2 sine <J>13) + 2 cos( <J>23 ) 
- cos( <J>13 ) + cos( <J>23 ) S - sine CP13) + sine <J>23 ) 
- cos( <J>IJ ) + cos( CP23 ) S - sine cpIJ ) + sine <J>23 ) 
cos( <J>IJ ) - cos( <J>23 ) -s + sine cpJ3 ) - sine <J>23 ) 
cos( <J>l3 ) - cos( CP23 ) -s + sine cpJ3 ) - sine <J>23 ) 
0 0 
cos( <J>l3 ) - cos( <J>23 ) -s + sine CPl3 ) - sine CPH ) 
- cos( <J>IJ ) + cos( CP23 ) S - sin( cpJ3 ) + sine CP23 ) 
cos( <J>23 ) + cos( cP 46 ) - cos( CP13) - cos( <J>S6) sine CP23) + sin( <J>46) - sine cpJ3) - sin( CPS6) 
cos( <J>l3) - cos( <J>23) - cos( <J> 46) + cos( <J>S6) sine cpJ3 ) - sin( CPH ) - sine cP 46) + sine CPS6 ) 
Eqn 3.19 contains only 4 different equations. These are 
- cos( <J>13) + cos( <J>23) = 0, 
s - sine <J>13) + sine <J>23) = 0, 
cos(<J>13) - COS(<J>23) - COS(<J>46)+ COS(<J>S6) = 0 
sine <J>l3) - sine <J> 23) - sine <J> 46) + sine <J> S6) = 0 
Eqns 3.20 are rearranged in the algebraic form C m = O. 
0 s 
[: 
-1 1 0 
:] 
cos( <J>13) sin(<J>13 ) =[~ ~] 
-1 COS(<J>23) sin(<J>23) -1 
COS(<J>46) sin(Cj>46) 
cOS«<J>S6) sinCe Cj>S6) 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
= 0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
(3.19) 
(3.20) 
(3.21) 
Equation 3.21 was solved using the Matlab solver using the "Symbolic Math Toolbox", [60]. 
Eqn 3.21 has two solutions, namely: 
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s 0 2 0 0 
<1>13 1 0 0 
<1>23 -1 0 [<1>13 ] d 1 0 [<1>13] (3.22) 
<1>46 0 
sin(<I>13 an 
0 1 <l>S6 
<1>56 -1 0 0 
3.3.1 Interpretation of Results : Different Modes of Displacement and Bifurcation Points 
The example of Fig. 3.2 is of particular interest. From Eqn 3.22, for values of ~O, the 
member variables are expressed in terms of a single free variable <1>13. Hence, for values of 
~O, the system has a constrained mobility. But, when s = 0, two free variables <1>13 and <1>56 
are required to obtained the solution and hence define the general orientation of the members. 
Consider the first solution, s attains a value of 0, when <P13 = 0° or 180°. Referring to Fig. 3.3, 
when <P13 = 0° or 180°, then s = O. In this position, the foldable system behaves like two bar 
elements connected in sequence. The points where <P13 = 0° or 180° and s=O are called 
bifurcation points 
y Initial mode of displacement 
x 
y Alternative mode of 
displacement at s =0 
Fig. 3.3 Bifurcation point of foldable assembly used in the example 
3.3.2 Restraints against rigid body motion and computation of Cartesian coordinates 
x 
The position of restraints required to prevent rigid body motion is obtained by considering 
again Eqns 3.12 and 3.13. Aj is an incidence matrix composed of±I's in each row. All the 
columns add up to the zero column. Mathematically speaking, this implies that Aj has a 
single null vector composed of 1 'so In physical terms, this means that the vectors x and y, 
each contain a single free nodal coordinate corresponding to the position of restraint 
necessary to prevent rigid body motion. Referring to Equations 3.12 or 3.13, the member 
variables in [bx, by] are substituted with the solutions of Eqn 3.22. The nodal coordinates are 
then obtained in terms of the free member variables and the free nodal coordinates. 
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For example, consider the mode of displacement illustrated on the left hand side of Fig 3 and 
suppose that </>13=30°. 
s 0 2 0 2 1 
</>13 0 1 0 30 
</>23 -1 0 [ ~13 ] -1 0 [0°5]= -30 (3.23) = sin </>13 = 
</>46 0 0 30 
</>56 -1 0 -1 0 -30 
Substituting for </>13 in Eqn 3.22 gives rise to the following Eqn: 
0 1 -1 0 0 0 -0.8660 0.5000 
0 0 0 -1 0 -0.8660 -0.5000 
1 0 -1 0 0 0 -0.8660 -0.5000 
0 0 1 -1 0 0 -0.8660 0.5000 
1 -1 0 0 0 0 0 -1.0000 
1 0 0 -1 0 0 
XI YI 
-1.7321 0 
1 0 0 0 -1 0 
X2 Y2 
-1.7321 -1.0000 
0 0 -1 0 0 X3 Y3 -1.7321 1.0000 = 
0 0 0 -1 0 
x4 Y4 
-1.7321 0 
0 0 0 1 -1 0 Xs Ys 0 -1.0000 
0 -1 0 0 0 X6 Y6 -0.8660 0.5000 
0 0 1 0 0 -1 -1.7321 0 
1 0 -1 0 0 0 -0.8660 -0.5000 
0 0 1 0 0 -1 -1.7321 0 
0 0 0 -1 0 -1.7321 0 (3.24) 
Applying a forward elimination process to both sides of Eqn 3.24 gives rise to the result 
given in Eqn 3.25. (Refer to Eqn 3.25 n the following page). Consider the matrix on the left 
hand side of this Eqn. It can be noted that X6 and Y 6 represent independent variables. 
Therefore, arbitrary values can be chosen for X6 and Y6 to determine the configuration of the 
foldable system under consideration. 
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1 0 0 0 0 -1 
-2.5981 -0.5000 
0 1 0 0 0 -1 
-2.5981 0.5000 
0 0 1 0 0 -1 
-1.7321 0 
0 0 0 I 0 -I -0.8661 -0.5000 
0 0 0 0 I -I -0.8661 0.5000 
0 0 0 0 0 0 Xl Yl 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
X2 Y2 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 X3 Y3 0 0 = 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
X4 Y4 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 Xs Ys 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 X6 Y6 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 (3.25) 
From Eqn 3.25 the following Eqns can be obtained: 
Xl = X6 -2.5981 y, = Y6 -0.5 
x2 = X6 - 2.5981 Y2 = Y6 +0.5 
X3=x6-1.7321 and Y3=Y6 (3.26) 
x4 = X6 - 0.8660 Y4 = Y6 -0.5 
Xs = X6 - 0.8660 Ys = Y6 +0.5 
Let X6=2 and Y6=1. The x- and Y- coordinates of the foldable system are given by: 
Xl =-0.5981 
Yl = 0.5000 
x2 = -0.5981 Y2 = 1.5000 
X3 = 0.2679 
and Y 3 = 1.0000 
x4 = 1.1340 Y4 = 0.5000 
Xs = 1.1340 
Y s = 1.5000 X6 = 2.0000 
3.4 AL TERNA TIVE METHOD FOR OBTAINING THE DEPENDENCY 
EQUA nONS: A FOUR-BAR LINKAGE EXAMPLE 
(3.27) 
Consider the mechanism illustrated in Fig 3.4, which is referred to as a four-bar-linkage, see 
also Section 2.4.2. This mechanism is composed of three rigid (binary) links, M I, M2 and 
M3, that are connected at joints h and J3 by means of hinges and where joints JI and J 4 are 
hinged to the ground. The rigid link between J 1 and J4 is referred to as the ground link, See 
Section 2.4.2. 
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3 
Fig 3.4 Four bar linkage 
The geometry of the members of the four-bar-linkage of Fig 3.4 is given in Table 3.2. Let 
fA, ¢J2 and ¢J3 represent the angles between the axes of members M I, M2, M3 and the X axis 
of the X-Y coordinate system. Let the direction of the ground link M4 with respect to the X 
axis be represented by ¢J4 and since ~ is parallel to the X axis, then ¢J4 = o. 
The length of the links are given in Table 3.2 
Table 3.2. Length oflinks offour-bar-linkage of Fig 3.4 
I~:~I LI L2 L3 L4 
Using Eqn 3.3, the intere1emental constraint equations for joints 1, 2, 3 and 4 are obtained. 
These are as follows: 
(3.28) 
-
sin ¢J2][2] 
COS¢J2 0 
(3.29) 
-sin¢3][1.5] 
COS¢J3 0 
(3.30) 
(3.31) 
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Eqns 3.28, 3.29, 3.30 and 3.31 can be assembled to obtain the global interelemental constraint 
equation for the four bar linkage of Fig 3.4, which is given by: 
0 1 0 -1 Xl Yl LlCOS¢1 -L4cOS¢4 Ll sin ¢l - L4 sin ¢4 
0 -1 0 x2 Y2 -LlcOS¢1 -L2coS¢2 -Ll sin A - L2sin¢2 
= (3.32) 0 1 0 -1 X3 Y3 -L2coS¢2 -L3coS¢3 -L2 sin ¢2 -L3sin¢) 
1 0 -1 0 x4 Y4 -L4coS¢4 + L3coS¢3 - L4 sin ¢4 + L3 sins ¢3 
Eqn 3.32 can be written as 
A[x Y] = [bx by] (3.33) 
and substituting for ¢4 = 0 in Eqn 3.32, this Eqn becomes: 
0 1 0 -1 Xl Yl Ll cos ¢l - L4 cos ¢4 Ll sin ¢l - L4 sin ¢4 
1 0 -1 0 X2 Y2 -LlCOS¢1 - L2coS¢2 -Ll sin¢l - L2 sin¢2 
= (3.34) 0 1 0 -1 X3 Y3 -L2coS¢2 -L3coS¢3 -L2sin¢2 -L3sin¢) 
1 0 -1 0 x4 Y4 -L4 + L3coS¢3 L3sin¢3 
A forward elimination process is applied to both sides ofEqn 3.34 as follows: 
Substitute row 1 with row 2 in Eqn 3.34 
1 0 -1 0 Xl Yl -LlcoS¢1 -L2coS¢2 -Ll sin A - L2 sin ¢2 
0 0 -1 x2 Y2 Llcos¢1 -L4 Llsin¢1 
= 0 0 -1 X3 Y3 -L2coS¢2 - L3coS¢3 -L2 sin ¢2 - L3 sin ¢3 
1 0 -1 0 x4 Y4 -L4+ L3coS¢3 L3sin¢3 
(3.35) 
Eliminate row 4 by subtracting the negative of row I from row 4 
0 -1 0 XI YI -Ll cOS¢1 - L2coS¢2 -Ll sin¢1 - L2sin¢2 
0 1 0 -1 x2 Y2 Llcos¢1 -L4 Ll sin ¢I 
= 0 1 0 -1 X3 Y3 -L2coS¢2 -L3coS¢3 -L2sin¢2 - L3sin¢3 
0 0 0 0 x4 Y4 -L4+L3cos¢+LlcoS¢1 +L2coS¢23 L3 sin ¢3 + Ll sin ¢I + L2 sin ¢2 
(3.36) 
Eliminate row 3 by subtracting the negative of row 2 from row 3 
1 0 -1 0 XI YI -LlcosA - L2coS¢2 -Llsin¢1 - L2sin¢4 
0 1 0 -1 x2 Y2 Llcos¢1 -L4 Llsin¢1 
= 0 0 0 0 X3 Y3 -L2coS¢2 -L3coS¢3 -Llcos¢1 +L4 -L2sin¢2 -L3sin¢3 -Llsin¢1 
0 0 0 0 x4 Y4 -L4+ L3 cos ¢3 + Llcos¢1 + L2coS¢2 L3 sin ¢3 + Ll sin ¢I + L2 sin ¢2 
(3.37) 
Consider the terms in rows 3 and 4 ofEqn 3.37. It can be noted that the expressions in row 4 
of the matrix on the right hand side are the negative of the expressions in the corresponding 
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column of row 3 of the same matrix. From Eqn 3.37, the following constraint equations in 
terms of the member lengths and the angles subtended by the members with the X-axis can be 
obtained by considering the expressions in row 3: 
-L2cOS¢2 - L3cos¢3 - Llcos¢1 + L4 = 0 
-L2sin¢2 - L3 sin ¢3 - Llsin¢ = 0 
(3.38) 
Eqns 3.38 are the dependency equations for the four bar linkage under consideration and 
represent the constraint equations for obtaining the configuration of the four bar linkage. It 
can be noted that Eqns 3.38 can also be obtained by using Eqn 3.17 where the left null vector 
of A in Eqn 3.33 is: 
1 0 
0 -1 
Xln= 
-1 0 
(3.39) 
0 I 
Post-multiply [hx by] in Eqn 3.32 with the transpose of the left null vector ofEqn 3.39 (see 
also Eqn 3.17): 
I 0 T Llcos¢1 - L4coS¢4 Ll sin ¢l - L4 sin ¢4 
0 -I 
-LlCOS¢1 -L2coS¢2 -Llsin¢l -L2sin¢2 
=0 (3.40) 
-1 0 
-L2coS¢2 - L3coS¢3 -L2sin¢2 - L3sin¢3 
0 1 
-L4coS¢4 + L3coS¢3 - L4 sin ¢4 + L3 sins ¢3 
and computing the left hand side ofEqn 3.40 yields the dependency equation as follows: 
[
LlCOS¢I-L4+L2COS¢2 +L3coS¢3 Llsin¢1 +L2sin¢2 +L3sin¢3]=0 (3.41) 
L1 cos ¢l + L2 cos ¢2 - L4 + L3 cos ¢ Ll sin ¢I + L2 sin ¢2 + L3 sins ¢3 
or 
L2cOS¢2 + L3coS¢3 + Llcos¢1 - L4 = 0 
L2 sin ¢2 + L3 sin ¢3 + Ll sin ¢ = 0 
(3.42) 
It can be noted that the expressions on the left hand side of Eqn 3.41 and Eqn 3.42 are the 
negative of the expressions on the left hand side of Eqn 3.38. It follows that the dependency 
matrix can be obtained either by applying a forward elimination process to the global 
interelemental constraint equation and then consider the rows on the right hand side 
corresponding to all zero rows on the left hand side or by postmultiplying matrix B of the 
global interelemental constraint equation with the left null vector of matrix A of the global 
interelemental constraint equation. Both approaches yield the same dependency equations. 
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Eqns 3.42 are known in kinematics as the Freudenstein equations for a four bar linkage [61]. 
A closed form solution to Eqn for tP2' tP3 in terms of Ll, L2, L3, L4 and tPl exists. The 
'Matlab Symbolic Math Solver Toolbox', was used to determine this solution. 
3.5 THREE-DIMENSIONAL INTERELEMENTAL CONSTRAINT EQUATIONS 
Setting up interelemental constraint equations in three dimensions follows a systematic 
approach similar to the two dimensional problem. The interelemental constraint equation for 
the three-dimensional case is in fact an extension to Eqn 3.4. An additional transformation 
matrix is incorporated in the interelemental constraint equations. The transformation matrix 
which is in fact the rotation operator described in Chapter 2 models the axes of rotation and 
degrees of freedom of the joints. 
Consider Fig 3.5 which shows two members (calix uniplets) that are interconnected using a 
modified Universal Joint, See Section 2.5. The bars in Fig 3.5 form part of the calix foldable 
structure of Fig 3.6. 
calix uniplet I 
Fig 3.5 A calix duplet composed of two calix uniplets interconnected by a cross shaped 
connector 
Let the column vectors PI, P2 and P3 represent the coordinates of joints I, 2 and 3 in the initial 
position, relative to the X-Y-Z coordinate system: 
(3.43) 
Let rland r2 be unit vectors representing the directions of the axes of rotation at joints 1 and 2, 
respectively. Two expressions representing the coordinates of joint 3 can be obtained. One 
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of the expressions is obtained by considering calix uniplet 1 and assuming a rotation of 
magnitude ~I about the axis of rotation at joint 1. This is obtained by using Eqn 3.1 and 
applying it for the three-dimensional case as follows 
(3.44) 
Where R(rl'~ I) is a rotation operator obtained using the techniques described in Section 2.3. 
Now, consider calix uniplet 2 and assume that the uniplet can undergo a rotation of 
magnitude ~2 about the axis of rotation at joint 2. In this case, the expression for joint 3 using 
Eqn 3.1 is given by 
Eqns 3.44 and 3.45 are equated to yield the following equation representing the coordinates 
of joint 3: 
(3.46) 
Eqn 3.46 is rearranged by grouping the column vectors representing the coordinates of joints 
1 and 2 on the left-hand side. The products of the rotation operators and the corresponding 
vectors from joint 1 to joint 3 and from joint 2 to joint 3 are grouped on the right-hand side to 
obtain the interelemental constraint equation for joint 3, as follows: 
(3.47) 
This can be rearranged as: 
(3.48) 
3.5.1 Global Interelemental Constraint Equations for Three Dimensions 
Now, consider the calix foldable structure illustrated in Fig 3.6 and compare it with the 
foldable structure of Fig 3.2. One may note that the structure of Fig 3.6 and the two-
dimensional assembly of Fig 3.2 have the same topology, that is, they have the same number 
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of joints, the same number of members and the same connectivity. It follows that the 
assembly process of the global interelemental constraint equation follows the same pattern for 
both structures. However, for the calix foldable structure of Fig 3.6, the interelemental 
constraint equations are obtained by using Eqn 3.48, whereas in the example given in Fig 3.2, 
an equation which is a two-dimensional equivalent of Eqn 3.48 is used. For the foldable 
structure of Fig 3.6, the assembly process results in a global interelemental constraint 
equation of the form 
(3.49) 
where Ai, the "pair-joint" matrix, is the same for both structures, that is, for the two-
dimensional foldable assembly of Fig 3.2 and for the calix folable structure of Fig 3.6. The 
terms x, y and z represent the coordinates of the joints of the structure. The terms bx, by and 
bz are expressions in terms of vectors representing the geometry of the system, namely, 
member lengths, unit vectors representing the direction of the axis of rotation (degree of 
freedom) of the joints and angles representing the magnitude of rotation of each member 
about the axis of rotation of the joints of the member. 
Member Length 
J -3-5, 2-4-6 2 units 
4-6,5-6 J unit 
Joints 1 and 2 rem~~:-~:l--------------------------- -
the X axis 
Fig 3.6 A calix foldable structure 
3.5.2 Solution of Interelemental Constraint Equations 
In Section 3.2.2, the solution of the global interelemental constraint equation is obtained by 
considering the left null space of matrix Aj. The condition for b (in Eqn 3.49) to be in the 
column space of Aj, is satisfied if the result of postmultiplying b with the left null space of Aj 
is equal to the zero vector. 
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Now, let Xln be the left null space of Ai. b is in the column space of Ai if 
(3.50) 
Eqn 3.50 provides a method for obtaining a set of expressions in terms of the degrees of 
freedom of the joints of the structure, the geometry of the members of the structure and 
restraints such as support conditions. It should be pointed out that the expressions of Eqn 
3.50 can also be obtained by applying a row reduction process (similar to Gaussian 
elimination) to both sides ofEqn 3.49 until Ai is in the form known as a row reduced echelon 
form [62]. It turns out that the expressions on the right-hand side of the resulting equation, 
corresponding to the all zero rows on the left-hand side after elimination, are the same as the 
expressions obtained by using Eqn 3.50. 
Arms of cross-
shaped 
connector 
Fig 3.7 Cross-shaped connector 
Now, consider the example of Fig 3.6. The equations obtained by using Eqn 3.50, or from 
elimination, represent a set of constraint equations. In addition to these constraints, an 
additional constraint or constraints have to be imposed on the structure to represent the 
physical condition that the arms of the cross-shaped connector, see Fig 3.7, are orthogonal. 
This is represented as follows: Let r) and r2 be unit vectors representing the directions of the 
axes of rotation of the arms of the cross-shaped connector of calix uniplets 1 and 2, 
respectively. Then, r) and r2 are orthogonal if 
(3.51) 
Let K be a column vector representing all the constraint equations namely, the expressions 
obtained from Eqn 3.50 and all the external constraints similar to Eqn 3.51 for the structure: 
[
[all the different expressions of xln b] ] 
K = [all the external constraints such as rJT r2 ] = 0 
(3.52) 
If the structure is foldable, then Eqn 3.52 has infinitely many solutions each of which 
represents a possible foldable shape of the structure. For two-dimensional foldable 
structures, a closed form solution for K=O can generally be readily obtained in terms of some 
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chosen variables. For three-dimensional structures, a closed form solution probably exists as 
well. Nevertheless, a numerical solution is preferred for three-dimensional structures, mainly 
due to the nature of the constraint equations, which generally consist of relatively long 
expressions in terms of a large number of variables. 
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3.6 KINEMATIC ANALYSIS OF CALIX FOLDABLE RING STRUCTURES 
Fig 3.8a shows a view of a simple calix foldable ring structure. A typical member of the 
structure is shown in Fig 3.8b. Each member consists of a bar that is rigidly attached to two 
end-pieces. Each member is in turn attached to the adjacent member by means of a cross-
shaped connector as shown in Figure 3.8c. The arms of the cross-shaped connector provide a 
pivot for each of the members that are attached to the cross-shaped connector. The joint 
between the two members has two rotational relative degrees of freedom. 
end-piece ,"d_P;"'~ 
A member consists of a 
bar that is rigidly 
attached to two 
semicircular end-pieces 
end-piece 
cross-shaped connector \ _ 
degree of ______ ~ .... 
freedom ~ .... -
-------
(c) Two members of a calix foldable structures are connected by a cross-shaped 
connector 
Fig 3.8 An example of a calix foldable structure, its members and the assembly of the 
members 
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A detailed view of a typical member used in a calix foldable ring structure is shown in Fig 
3.9 to illustrate the geometric relationship between the bar, the end-pieces and the direction of 
the degrees of freedom provided by the arms of the cross-shaped connector to which the end-
pieces are attached 
, 
degree of \ 
freedom \~_ ..... 
joint 
\ 
\ 
\ , 
bar 
degree of \ 
freedom \ 
---------------------------
end-piece 
\ 
\ 
\ 
Fig 3.9 A typical member used in a calix foldable ring structure 
The structure of Fig 3.8 can undergo a transformation during deployment from a planar 
configuration as shown in Fig 3.10, to a three-dimensional (spatial) conical or cylindrical 
form depending on the geometry of the members and the degrees of freedom of the joints. 
(a) Perspective view of planar configuration (b) Perspective view of spatial configuration 
tJ .. .. • d 
(c) Top view of planar and spatial configuration 
configuration 
(d) Side view of planar and spatial 
Fig 3.10 An example of a calix foldable ring structure in planar and a spatial configuration 
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Refer to Fig 3.11 which shows a structure similar to that shown in Fig 3.10. Here, the 
members are numbered mI, m2 ... m9 and the joints are numbered j], j2 ... j8. Note that in Fig 
3.11, a member m9 is introduced between jI and js. This member is introduced for the 
purpose of performing the kinematic analysis. In the kinematic analysis, the length of this 
member represents a parameter (an independent variable) that defines the deployable state of 
the structure. Of course, it is possible to introduce alternative members that can be used for 
the same purpose, for example a member between j3 and j7 or a member between j2 and k 
L. the length of 
m9 is a parameter 
that defines the 
deployable state 
of the structure 
j, " \ 
\ , 
\ 
\ , 
additioinal --.;" m9 
member " 
, 
, 
, 
\ 
\ 
" 
\ 
. \ 
J5\ 
Fig 3.11 A perspective view of a ring and an additional member m9 
Now, the structure of Fig 3.11 can be regarded as being composed of pairs of members and 
the interconnecting joint between the members. This sub-assembly of the structure is called a 
kinematic pair, refer to Section 2.4.3. For example, member ml and m2 andjointjz constitute 
a kinematic pair. The kinematic pairs of the structure of Fig 3.11 are listed in Table 3.3. 
Table 3.3 List of kinematic pairs in the ring of Figure 5 
Kinematic 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Pair 
Members 
mI m2 m3 Il4 Mt ms I116 m7 ms ml 
m2 m3 Il4 ms m9 I116 m7 ms ml m9 
Joint J2 J3 J4 Js Js J6 J7 J8 JI JI 
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Now, each kinematic pair, can be represented by a matrix expression called an interelemental 
constraint equation, see Section 3.2. An interelemental constraint equation represents the 
geometry of the members and the degrees of freedom of the joint in mathematical form. 
Consider the kinematic pair illustrated in Fig 3.12 which consists of ml and m2 and j2 of the 
structure of Fig 3.11 
z 
y 
" 
Direction of axis of I . 
rotation at joint I 
x 
j2 ~ interconnecting joint 
Direction of axis of 
rotation at joint 3 
\ j3 
Fig 3.12 Kinematic pair consisting of members m(, m2 and interconnecting joint j2 
It is possible to write two expressions for the coordinates of joint j2. Consider member mi. 
The coordinates for joint j2, corresponding to a rotation (of magnitude ~I) of member ml 
about the axis of rotation at joint j (, can be written as follows: 
(3.53) 
where [X2 Y2 Z2J; represents the coordinates of joint j2 with respect to the X-Y-Z 
coordinate system. The subscript 1 immediately after the square brackets represents the 
position of joint h after rotation. The vector [XI YI zll; represents the coordinates of joint j I 
with respect to the X-Y-Z coordinate system. In this case, the subscript 0 immediately after 
the square brackets represents the position of joint j2 prior to rotation. The vector 
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represents a vector from joint j) to joint j2 expressed relative to the X-Y -Z coordinate system 
prior to rotation. In fact, this expression represents the geometry ofm). The expression R(r), 
~) represents a rotation operator. It can be shown that R is a 3x3 orthogonal matrix and that 
it can be obtained by using the following equation: 
R(r.~) = cos(~)I + (l-cos(~)rrT + sin(~)r, (3.54) 
where r is a unit vector representing the direction of the axis of rotation and $ is an angle 
representing the amount of rotation about the axis of rotation and where I is a 3x3 identity 
matrix. The tenn rs is a skew-symmetric matrix which is obtained using the following 
procedure. 
Let r be given by the unit vector [rx ry rzJT. The skew-symmetric matrix rs is obtained as 
follows: 
r =[ ~ 5 Z 
-ry 
o (3.55) 
-T
z 
Now, another equation for the coordinates of joint 2, similar to Eqn 3.53, can be obtained by 
considering m2. This is given by: 
(3.56) 
Equations 3.53 and 3.56 are both expressions representing the coordinates of joint 2, obtained 
by considering m) and m2, respectively. Since m) and m2 are connected at joint j2, it follows 
that Eqns 3.53 and 3.56 can be equated. This gives rise to the following equation: 
(3.57) 
Rearranging Eqn 3.57 yields 
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(3.58) 
Furthermore, Eqn 3.58 can be written as 
(3.59) 
Eqn 3.59 is called an interelemental constraint equation. Interelemental constraint equations 
can be obtained for each kinematic pair in the structure of Fig 3.11. In particular consider the 
kinematic pair number 10 of Table 3.3, between m) and m9 andjointj). The interelemental 
constraint equation for this kinematic pair is given by equating the following two equations: 
(3.60) 
and 
(3.61) 
The term b in Eqn 3.61 is a scalar quantity representing the following ratio: 
(3.62) 
where Lo is the distance betweenjointj) andjs when the structure is in the initial position and 
L, is the distance between the same joints after a finite displacement of the structure. In this 
example, b is a coefficient that is used to define the deployable state of the structure. Thus, a 
value of b=1 represents the initial distance between j, and js, a value of b<1 represents a 
decrease in the distance between j) and js while a value of b> I represents an increase in the 
distance betweenj) andjs. 
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All the interelemental constraint equations for the foldable structure of Fig 3.11 can be 
represented by the global interelemental constraint equation, which can be written as 
Ax=D (3.63) 
where A is an incidence matrix called a pair-nodes matrix. A is generally a rectangular 
matrix. The column vector x represents the coordinates of the joints of the calix foldable 
structure. The matrix D, called the dependency matrix represents the total number of degrees 
of freedom at all the joints. The global interelemental constraint equation is an expression 
that represents the geometric compatibilities between the members of the structure in terms of 
the geometry of the members and the relative degrees of freedom at the joints. 
The solution of the rectangular system of equations can be obtained using different 
approaches. One approach involves the use of the fundamental vector subspaces of the 
matrix A. The condition for D (in Eqn 3.63) to be in the column space of A is satisfied if the 
result of postmultiplying D with the left null space of Ai is equal to zero. For the meaning of 
left null space refer to [62]. Now let Xln be the left null space of A. D is in the column space 
of A if 
x~D=O (3.64) 
Eqn 3.64 provides a method for obtaining a set of expressions in terms of the degrees of 
freedom of the joint, the geometry of the units of the structure and restraints such as support 
conditions. It should be pointed out that the expressions ofEqn 3.64 can also be obtained by 
applying a row reduction process similar to Gaussian elimination, until A is in the form 
known as a row reduced echelon form [62]. It turns out that the expressions on the right hand 
side of the resulting equation, corresponding to the all zero rows on the left-hand side after 
elimination, are the same as the expression obtained by using Eqn 3.64. These approaches 
generate a constraint equation represented by 
K=O (3.65) 
The solution of Eq 3.65 yields the configuration of the foldable structure in terms of the 
parameter b. 
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3.6.1. Numerical Example of Calix Foldable Ring Structure 
The coordinates of the joints of the calix foldable structure illustrated in Fig 3.111, when the 
structure is in the initial position are given in Table 3.4. The values in Table 3.5 are 
expressed with respect the X-Y-Z coordinate system. 
Table 3.4 Coordinates of the foldable structure of Figure 5 when the structure is in the initial 
position 
Joints I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
x coordinates 0 2 3 2 0 -1 
Y coordinates 0 1 0 -1 -2 -3 -2 -1 
z coordinates 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Table 3.5 Direction of axes of rotation at the joints of each unit 
Unit 2 3 4 5 
Jo~t I 2 2 3 3 4 4 5 5 6 
'-§~.§ ~x_d_ire_c_tio_n+-_-_I~ __ -I__ ~_I~~_I-4 ___ 0-+ __ o __ +-_o __ r-_O~~_I~ ___ I~ 
.- til - Y direction 0 0 0 0 I I -I -I 0 0 ~.~ ~ ~-----+----~--~--~~--4----+----+---~--~~--~---; 
:;:; z direction 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Unit 
Joint 
9 .~ § x direction 
~ '- ~'i y direction 
:6 ~ ~ z direction 
6 
-I 
o 
1 
6 
7 
-I 
o 
1 
7 
o 
-I 
1 
7 
8 
o 
-I 
1 
o 
1 
1 
8 
8 
o 
1 
1 
o 
o 
1 
9 
5 
o 
o 
1 
The directions of the axes of rotation at the joints of the units are given in Table 3.5. One 
may note that the vectors representing the direction of the axes of rotation are not unit 
vectors. Therefore, in order to obtain the rotation operator using Eqn 3.54. for each 
interelemental constraint equation, the column vectors of Table 3.5 have to be normalized. 
It can be verified that the global interelemental constraint equation, for the structure of Fig 
3.11, is equal to Eqn 3.66. In addition, the tenns dll , d\2, and dI3 of Eqn 3.66 are given in 
Eqn 3.67 where al represents the rotation of unit 1. Eqn 3.68 on the other hand represents 
one of the nine constraint equations obtained after D is postmultiplied by the transpose of the 
left null vector of A, ofEqn 3.66. The terms aI, a2, a3, a4 represent the amount of rotation of 
units 1, 2, 3 and 4. 
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0 0 -I 0 0 o [x 
0 0 -I 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 -I 0 0 
0 0 0 0 -I 0 
0 0 0 0 1 0 -I 
0 0 0 0 0 -I 0 
1 l..fi. T 
-cos(al)+---sm(al)-2b 
2 2 2 
J2 . ( 
-sm al)+cos(al)+2b 
2 
1 1 ..fi 
--+-cos(al)--sin(al) 
222 
dll dl2 dll 
d21 d22 d23 
d31 d]2 dll 
d41 d42 d43 
dll dSI dl3 
Y z] = d61 d62 d6l 
d71 dn d73 
dSI d 82 dSl 
d 91 d 92 d 9l 
dlol d lO2 d lO3 
(3.67) 
Ph.D. Thesis 
(3.66) 
kl 2 - J2sin(al )+..fisin(a2)+cos(a2)-2cos(a4)+.J2sin(a4)+2cos(a3)-4b+.J2sin(a3)+cos(a I) 
k2 
k3 
k4 
ks = =0 
k6 
k7 
ks 
k9 
(3.68) 
Fig 3.13 Different configurations of calix foldable ring of Figure 3.11 for different values of 
b 
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The solution to Eqn 3.68 is obtained using a numerical technique. Fig 3.13 illustrates the 
configuration of the structure for values of b equal to 0.25, 0.50 and 1.00. The computed 
coordinates ofthe joints for values ofb=0.25, 0.50 and 1.00 are given in Table 3.6. 
Table 3.6 Computed coordinates of joints for different values ofb 
b = 0.25 
Joints 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
x coordinates 0 0.250 0.500 1.673 0.500 0.250 0 -1.173 
y coordinates 0 1.173 0 -0.250 -0.500 -1.673 -0.500 -0.250 
z coordinates 0 0.750 0 0.750 0 0.750 0 0.750 
b = 0.50 
Joints 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
x coordinates 0 0.500 1.000 2.225 1.000 0.500 0 -1.225 
y coordinates 0 1.224 0 -0.500 -1.000 -2.225 -1.000 -0.500 
z coordinates 0 0.500 0 0.500 0 0.5000 0 0.500 
b = 1.00 
Joints 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
x coordinates 0 1 2 3 2 1 0 -1 
y coordinates 0 1 0 -1 -2 -3 -2 -1 
z coordinates 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
3.6.2. Application of Calix Foldable Ring Structures 
Calix foldable structures are composed of members or pairs of members that are 
interconnected by Universal Joints. Calix foldable ring structures are a particular type of 
calix foldable structures where the members are arranged in concentric rings and ribs. An 
example of a calix foldable ring structure suitable for an application such as a solar reflector 
or a deployable parabolic antenna is illustrated in Fig 3.14. This figure shows views of 
different stages of deployment of the calix foldable ring structure including the bundled form 
and the fully deployed form of the structure. The configuration of the rings of the foldable 
structure shown in Fig 3.14 are obtained using the MDC method whereas the ribs are drawn 
using AutoCad. 
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Fig 3.14 An example of an application of a calix foldable ring structure 
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3.7. SUMMARY 
In this chapter, a new matrix method for the kinematic analysis of mechanisms and foldable 
structures is presented. The method, called the Matrix Dependency Constraint Method 
(MDC method) involves the determination of equations called interelemental constraint 
equations that represent lower kinematic pairs. An interelemental constraint equation 
represents the geometry of the two members forming part of the kinematic pair and the 
degrees of freedom of the joint to which the members are attached. The proposed method is a 
systematic and general mathematical procedure suitable for the closed form kinematic 
analysis of foldable structures. The left null vectors of interelemental constraint equations or 
a sequence of elementary row transformations can are used to generate the dependency 
equation. The solution or solutions of the dependency equations determine the modes of 
displacement and the corresponding bifurcation points of the system. The number of 
independent variables in each solution of the dependency equations is a measure of the 
mobility in the system for the corresponding mode of displacement. The mathematical 
technique presented in this chapter is a general method for the modelling and understanding 
of the kinematic behaviour of more complex foldable systems and finite mechanisms. 
The mathematical procedure has been illustrated by considering a number of two and three-
dimensional examples including an example of an application of calix foldable structure, 
namely calix foldable ring structures. 
It should be noted that it may be difficult to obtain closed form solutions to the dependency 
equations. A numerical solution such as genetic algorithm is more suitable for determining 
the solutions to the dependency equations for more complex problems. Such a procedure is 
presented in Chapter 4. 
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CHAPTER 4 
SOLUTION OF INTERELEMENTAL CONSTRAINT EQUATIONS 
USING GENETIC ALGORITHM 
4.1 INTRODUCTION 
An optimisation problem generally involves finding the minimum or maximum value of a 
mathematical expression. For example, a simple optimisation problem is finding the values 
of () for which the expression sin(O) is a maximum or minimum. The solution in this case is 
relatively simple. The maximum and minimum values of sin(O) and the corresponding 
values of () are given by: 
sinO = 1 where 0 = 90 + n x 3600 
sin 0 = -1 where 0= - 90 + n x 3600 
where n is any integer. 
(4.1) 
This is an example of an unconstrained optimisation problem. On the other hand, in many 
optimisation problems, some constraints have to be imposed on the variables of the problem. 
For example, detennining the shortest distance between points A and B in a city is an 
optimisation problem. The constraints in this case may be regarded as being imposed by the 
road layout, Fig 4.1. This is an example of a constrained minimisation problem. 
Optimisation is generally a minimisation problem. 
Fig 4.1 The shortest distance between points A and B in part of a city 
Now, suppose that it is necessary to detennine the minimum value of z where z is given by 
using the following equation, where x and y are in radians 
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Z = xSin(3x)+ 2.3sin(2y) 
Suppose that in this case, the values of x and y in the range 0 to 10, that is: 
0~x~10 
o ~ y ~ 10 
Ph.D. Thesis 
(4.2) 
Fig 4.2 represents the three dimensional surface obtained by mapping the values of z for 
values of x and y throughout their range. One may note that there are different points on the 
surface where z has a minimum value relative to the immediate region around the point. 
These points are referred to as local minima. However, for this particular problem, there is 
only one overall minimum within the boundaries in the range of x and y . 
... . .... : 
, .. ,', 
t 
• j.. ••••••••. ~ ••••.•••• 1."· _··t 
· . 
· . 
· . 
z 
y 
(in radians) 
o 0 
... :-... 
: .. ~~··r·······:·· ..... 
". . ~ " " " . 
X 
(in radians) 
Global 
mJnIffiUm 
x=10 
Y=O 
Z=-9.8803 
Fig 4.2 Three dimensional surface for the expression z = xSin(3x)+ 2.3sin(2y) 
(prepared by the author using Matlab) 
The optimisation process should in this case obtain the global minimum. Different 
optimisation techniques can be used to determine the solution to this type of problem, [63, 64 
65]. However, one of the drawbacks of these techniques is that very often, the results 
converge to a local minimum as opposed to the global minimum. An optimisation technique 
that has been developed in the late 1960' s by Holland [66], known as genetic algorithm can 
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be used to solve optimisation problems with one or more local minima. It has been shown 
that genetic algorithm is a robust technique and if properly formulated, can easily deal with 
these types of problems by finding the global minimum. 
Genetic algorithm is an optimisation technique that emulates the "Darwinian" principle of 
evolution of survival of the fittest in nature. In what follows, the technique is explained by 
considering an example of a simple mechanism. The genetic algorithm that is used in this 
work has been implemented as a function in Matlab, an interactive mathematical 
programming and visualisation software. 
4.2 GENETIC ALGORITHM FOR A SIMPLE MECHANISM 
4.2.1 Defining the Problem 
Consider the mechanism illustrated in Fig 4.3, which is referred to as a four-bar-linkage, see 
Section 3.4. This mechanism is composed of three rigid links that are connected at joints h 
and J3 by means of hinges and where joints J1 and J4 are hinged to the ground. For the 
purpose of performing the kinematic analysis of this mechanism, an imaginary member 
connecting joints J 1 to J4 is introduced in the representation of the mechanism. 
J 
Fig 4.3 An example of a four-bar-linkage 
The geometry of the members of the four-bar-linkage of Fig 4.3 is given in Table 4.1. Let 
;1' ;2 and (A represent the angles between the axes of members MJ, M2, M3 and the X axis 
of the X-v coordinate system. Let the direction of member M4 with respect to the X axis be 
represented by "4 and since M. is parallel to the X axis, then 84 = o. 
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Table 4.1 Length of members offour-bar-linkage 
1 2 1.5 1.5 
It can be verified that the interelemental constraint equations for the kinematic pairs (See 
Section 3.4) at joints J1, h J3 and J4 are as follows: 
(4.3) 
-sin¢2][2] 
COS¢2 0 
(4.4) 
-sin¢3][1.5] 
COS¢3 0 
(4.5) 
(4.6) 
Eqns 4.3, 4.4, 4.5 and 4.6 can be manipulated and rearranged to obtain a global 
interelemental constraint equation, (see Section 3.4). This equation for the mechanism of Fig 
4.3 is found to be: 
0 1 0 -1 Xl Yl cos~ -1.5cos¢4 sin ~ -1.5 sin ¢4 
1 0 -1 0 x2 Y2 -COS¢1 -2COS¢2 -sin¢l -2sin¢2 
= (4.7 0 0 -1 X3 Y3 -2 cos ¢2 -1.5cos¢3 -2sin¢2 -1.5sin¢3 
-1 0 0 x4 Y4 -1.5cos¢4 +1.5cos¢3 -1.5 sin ¢4 + 1.5 sin ¢3 
) 
Using the null vector technique (see Section 3.3) or the row reduction process (see Section 
3.4). four constraint equations in terms of the geometry of the members and the angles 
IA. ¢2' ¢3 and ¢4' which represent the relative degrees of freedom at the joint are obtained as 
follows: 
-COS¢1 - 2COS¢2 -1.5cos¢3 + 1.5 cos ¢4 = 0 
-sin¢I-2sin¢2 -1.5sin¢3 +1.5sin¢4 =0 
(4.8) 
(4.9) 
COS¢1 + 2COS¢2 + 1.5cos¢3 -1.5cos¢4 = -( -COS¢1 - 2cOS¢2 -1.5COS¢3 + 1.5cOS¢4) = 0 
(4.10) 
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(4.11 ) 
Note that Eqns 4.8 and 4.9 are in fact equal to the negative of Eqns 4.10 and 4.11. This has a 
physical significance as explained later. 
Now, the direction of member ~, which represents the ground member, from J I to J4 is 
parallel to the X axis. It follows that the value of tP4 is equal to O. Hence, the value of tP4 in 
Eqns 4.8 and 4.9 can be substituted by O. This yields the following equations: 
-COS¢l -2COS¢2 -1.5cos¢3 + 1.5 = 0 
(4.12) 
(4.13) 
Eqns 4.12 and 4.13 represent the constraint equations for the four-bar-linkage of Fig 4.3. In 
particular, note that in this case there are two equations in tenns of three unknown variables, 
namely, tPl' tP2 and ¢3. Now, the displacement characteristics of this four-bar-linkage can be 
detennined by finding the combinations of ¢1' ¢2 and ¢3 for which Eqns 4.12 and 4.13 are 
satisfied. One may suppose that there must be an infinite number of such combinations. 
Nevertheless, in practice this type of problem can be rationalised by assigning a finite number 
of values to one of the three variables, followed by determining the corresponding values of 
the other two variables. For example, determining the values of tP2 and tP3 for a set of values 
of tPl between 0 and 360° at small intervals would in practice yield the configuration of the 
four-bar-linkage corresponding to a whole rotation of member 1, as it is rotated through 3600 
about joint J1• 
The values of ¢2 and ¢3 for an arbitrarily chosen value of tPl can be determined using a 
numerical technique. This is a minimisation problem and represents a simple example of a 
kinematic analysis problem. 
Now, suppose that tPl is assigned a value of 30°. In what follows, a technique for obtaining 
the corresponding values of tP2 and tP3 using genetic algorithm is explained. 
4.2.2 Initiating the Genetic Algorithm 
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Let fl and f2 be functions of 1)2 and 1)3' obtained from Eqns 4.12 and 4.13, where 1)1 is 
assigned a value of 30°: 
.J3 ~ (1)2,1)3) = -2-2cosl)2 -1.5cos1)3 + 1.5 (4.14) 
f2 (~2'~3) = -O.5-2sin~2 -1.5sin~3 (4.15) 
The process of genetic algorithm is initiated by randomly generating pairs of values for 1)2 
and 1)3. The values are generated between a lower and upper limit using the "rand" function 
in Maltab [60]. The rand function in Maltab generates arrays of random numbers whose 
elements are uniformly distributed between the interval 0 and 1. However, although the 
numbers generated are supposed to be random, their values depend on a scalar that is called 
the "internal state" of the number generator in the software. In MatIab, the "internal state" is 
represented by a 35 element vector. This 35 element vector is modified every time the value 
of the "internal state" is modified. It is important to note that this "internal state" is reset 
automatically to a pre-defined value every time MatIab is restarted. The sequences of 
numbers generated by the random number generator used in Maltab are formally referred to 
as "pseudorandom numbers". This implies that unless the value of the internal state is 
modified, the sequence of numbers generated by the rand function would be the same every 
time Matlab is restarted. This is not desirable because the generation of a sequence of 
random number presupposes that the sequence is composed of numbers that are independent 
and uniformly distributed between a lower and upper limit. In addition, the sequence should 
not be repeatable. 
Now, in this work, every time a genetic algorithm is started, the internal state of the number 
generator in Matlab is reset as follows. 
MatIab has a built in function called "clock" which returns a six element row vector 
containing the current year, date and time in decimal form. For example if the date and time 
is the 10th March, 2006, 17:00 hours, 52 minutes and 57.3 seconds, the vector returned by the 
clock function is given by: 
103 [2.006 0.0030 0.0010 0.0170 0.0540 0.0573189] 
where the terms in the vector represent the year, month, day, hour, minutes and seconds in 
this order. It can be verified that in MatIab, the vector returned by the clock function changes 
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every thousandth of a second. At the start of the genetic algorithm process, the internal state 
is given the value obtained by computing the following Matlab expression: 
internal state=sum(100*(clock)) 
When this expression is computed, the values of the elements of the vector are muJtiplied by 
100 and added. Since this procedure is done at the start of every application of genetic 
algorithm and since generally a genetic algorithm process will take more than one thousandth 
of a second to execute completely, it is highly improbable that the same value of the internal 
state is obtained more than once, provided that the internal clock of the operating system is 
not reset. In the Matlab reference manual, [60] it is stated that theoretically, the random 
number generator in Maltab can generate over 2'492 floating point numbers between 2-53 
and 1- Z-S3 before a number is repeated for a particular value of the internal state. In Fig 
4.4, the x and y coordinates 1000 points generated randomJy between 0 and 1 using Matlab 
are plotted. 
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Fig 4.4 1000 randomly generated points between 0 and 1 using the rand function in Matlab 
From Fig 4.4, it appears that the random generator in Matlab does indeed generate random 
numbers that do not follow a particular pattern, since the points appear to be distributed 
randomJy_ 
In Table 4.2, 7 randomly generated trial solutions for the problem under consideration are 
given. The lower and upper limit of the values of fA are arbitrarily chosen to be 0 and 90°, 
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whereas the lower and upper limit of the values of fA are arbitrarily chosen to be between 0 
and 360°. At this stage, it is not yet known whether a combination or combinations of values 
of'2 and '3 within these limits exist such that Eqns 4.12 and 4.13 are valid. However, if a 
combination or combinations does exist, it is probable that outcome of the genetic algorithm 
will identify these combinations as will be discussed later. 
Now, the fourth and fifth columns in Table 4.2 contain the values of functions fl and f2 given 
by Eqns 4.14 and 4.15 for the trial solutions. 
Table 4. 2. Initial population of trial solution 
Trial 
Solution 
'2 '3 fl f2 
1 84.7236 139.9311 1.5980 -3.4571 
2 41.0774 132.4756 0.1392 -2.9205 
3 43.4858 40.5393 -1.9571 -2.8513 
4 84.4025 151.5410 1.7576 -3.2053 
5 24.3770 5.8741 -2.6798 -1.4790 
6 53.9883 302.0332 -1.3375 -0.8462 
7 78.3467 113.9126 0.8380 -3.8300 
Now, the values of'2 and '3' for all the trial solutions, represent what is referred to as "the 
initial population". Each pair of values of a trial solution is referred to as a "chromosome". 
For example, 84.7236° and 139.9311°, which are the first randomly generated values of '2 
and '3' when considered as a pair, is a chromosome. Furthermore, each of the values 
84.7236° and 139.9311 ° is referred to as a "gene". The initial population is therefore 
composed of 7 chromosomes where each chromosome is composed of two genes. 
For the problem under consideration, it has been found that an initial population of 100 
chromosomes is satisfactory. One should however note that there is no rule that states what 
should be the number of trial solutions. In fact, this number may be increased or decreased 
depending on the scale of the optimisation problem. In what follows and for the scope of 
explaining the process of genetic algorithm, a lower number of trial solutions is used. 
4.2.3 Fitness Function 
It is the degree to which a chromosome meets the goal of the optimisation problem that 
renders one chromosome better than another. In genetic algorithm, this degree is known as 
"fitness". Fitness can be defined as the relative strength of a chromosome in relation to all 
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the other chromosomes in the population. To select those chromosomes that are fitter, it is 
therefore necessary to determine the fitness of each chromosome. This is obtained by using a 
function known as the "fitness function". 
4.2.3.1 The Fitness Function for the Four-bar-linkage 
Consider the values of fl and f2 for the trial solutions given in Table 4.2. The goal of the 
optimisation here is to determine those values of fA and fA for which fl and fz are both equal 
to o. The problem requires the simultaneous optimisation of two functions. This may be 
regarded as a two dimensional problem. For instance, one may plot the values offl and fz for 
each chromosome as points with respect to an x-y coordinate system where f\ and fz represent 
the x- and y-coordinates of each point, respectively. This is illustrated in Fig 4.5. 
x 
-1.5 
• 
• • 
-1 
• 
• •• 
-0.5 
5 Y 
4 
3 
2 
1 
(0,0) 
-1 
Origin 
-2 
-3 
-4 
-5 
Fig 4.5 Each chromosome represented by (f),fz) is plotted as s point with respect to an x-y 
coordinate system 
Now, the origin, that is, the point on the graph in Fig 4.5 where both fl and fz are equal to 
zero, represents the values of fl and f2 for the fittest possible chromosome. Effectively, the 
origin represents the goal of this optimisation problem. The fitness of a chromosome is, 
therefore, inversely proportional to the distance of its graphical representation from the 
origin. Thus, the shorter the distance, the fitter the chromosome. Therefore minimising fl 
and f2 simultaneously is equivalent to minimising the distance of its corresponding point from 
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the origin. The fitness function corresponding to this distance is the Euclidian norm of the 
chromosomes, defined as follows: 
(4.16) 
where the subscript i refers to the ith trial chromosome. 
The fitness value obtained by evaluating Eqn 4.16 for each chromosome is given in the sixth 
column of Table 4.3. 
Table 4.3. Initial population of trial solutions, with fitness value given in column 6 
Trial Fitness 
Solution 
"2 "3 fl f2 Fi 
I 84.7236 139.9311 1.5980 -3.4571 3.8085 
2 41.0774 132.4756 0.1392 -2.9205 2.9238 
3 43.4858 40.5393 -1.9571 -2.8513 3.4583 
4 84.4025 151.5410 1.7576 -3.2053 3.6555 
5 24.3770 5.8741 -2.6798 -1.4790 3.0609 
6 53.9883 302.0332 -1.3375 -0.8462 1.5827 
7 78.3467 113.9126 0.8380 -3.8300 3.9206 
Here, chromosome 6 is the fittest chromosome in the initial population since it has the lowest 
fitness value whereas chromosome 7 is the least fit. 
4.2.3.2 The general fitness function for kinematic analysis problem 
In a genetic algorithm, the optimisation problem requires a specific fitness function to suit the 
problem being considered. The complexity of computing a fitness function may vary from a 
simple evaluation of a formula, to more complex procedures involving a series of 
complicated mathematical operations. 
Now, the norm given in equation 4.16 is suitable for the case when two functions, namely fl 
and f2 are optimised simultaneously. For the general case where n functions have to be 
optimised simultaneously, the Euclidian norm is given by 
(4.17) 
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In general, more complex mechanisms and foldable structures will entail the simultaneous 
minimisation of more than two functions. The advantage of using the norm in its general 
form is immediately apparent because it can be applied for the n-dimensional case involving 
n constraint equations that have to be minimised simultaneously. In this work, the fitness 
function given in Eqn 4.17 is used. 
4.2.4 Parent Selection 
The next step in the genetic algorithm involves the selection of pairs of chromosomes that 
will be used to generate new chromosomes with the aim of obtaining better solutions. 
Selecting pairs of chromosomes is known as "pairing" and the selected pairs of chromosomes 
are called "parents". The process of obtaining new chromosomes is referred to as "mating' 
and the chromosome that are obtained from mating are called "children". 
The procedure for selecting parents adopted in this work is as follows. Two chromosomes 
are selected randomly from the popUlation of trial solutions to form a mating pair. The 
chromosome with the better fitness is selected as the first parent. The process is repeated a 
second time to obtain the second parent. 
For example, suppose that chromosomes 3 and 6 from Table 4.3 are randomly selected as the 
first pair. From Table 4.4, one may note that chromosome 6 has the better fitness because the 
value of F in the sixth column is lower than the value of F for chromosome 3. Hence, 
chromosome 6 is chosen as the first parent. 
Table 4.4. First chromosome pair 
Trial Fitness 
Solution ;2 ;3 fl f2 Fi 
3 43.4858 40.5393 -1.9571 -2.8513 3.4583 
6 53.9883 302.0332 -1.3375 -0.8462 1.5827 
Now, the process is repeated to obtain the second parent. For example, assume that the 
random selection for the second chromosome pair has given rise to chromosomes 2 and 5 
shown in Table 4.5. Chromosome 2 here is the fitter chromosome and is chosen as the 
second parent. 
Table 4.5. Second chromosome pair 
Trial Fitness 
Solution ;2 ;3 fl f2 Fi 
2 41.0774 132.4756 0.1392 -2.9205 2.9238 
5 24.3770 5.8741 -2.6798 -1.4790 3.0609 
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The process of selecting parents in this manner is referred to as "tournament pairing" or 
"tournament selection" [67]. 
4.2.5. Generation of New Chromosomes 
Chromosomes 6 and 2 are used as parents to generate a new pair of chromosomes referred to 
as "children". This is carried out as follows. 
A random number is generated between 0 and 1. For example, let p represent this value. 
Now, let PI_I and PI-2 represent the first gene of the first parent and the first gene of the 
second parent, respectively. The first subscript of P represents the gene number and the 
second sUbscript of P represents the parent number. The first subscript may have a value 
between 1 and the number of genes in the chromosome. Also, let C1_1 and CI_2 represent the 
first gene of the first child and the first gene of the second child, respectively. CI_I and CI-2 
are obtained by using the following equations: 
(4.18) 
and 
(4.19) 
The procedure is repeated for each gene in the parent chromosomes. The method of 
obtaining children using Eqns 4.18 and 4.19 is referred to as "blending crossover" [68]. It 
should be noted that there are other ways of selecting parents as well as other methods of 
producing children from parent chromosomes [67] 
Now, suppose that a random value of P is generated, say 0.2651. The values ofCI_1 and CI_ 
2 can be obtained using Eqns 4.18 and 4.19, using the value of P = 0.2651 and the 
corresponding values of the genes given in Tables 3 and 4: 
C\-I = 53.9883-0.2651(53.9883-41.0774) = 50.5656 
CI_2 = 53.9883 + 0.2651(53.9883 -41.0774) = 57.4110 
(4.20) 
(4.21) 
CI_I and CI-2 represent the first genes of the first and second child chromosomes. The second 
gene of the child chromosomes are obtained in a similar manner. Using the same value of P 
• that is, 0.2651, C2-1 and C2-2 can be computed as follows: 
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C2_1 = 302.0332 - 0.2651(302.0332 -132.4756) = 257.0835 
C2_2 = 302.0332+0.2651(302.0332-132.4756) = 346.9829 
Ph.D. Thesis 
(4.22) 
(4.23) 
From the parent chromosomes, two new chromosomes are obtained using a blending 
crossover technique. The results are given in Table 4.6. 
Table 4.6. Parent and child chromosomes 
Chromosome Chromosome 
(12 (13 (12 (13 
Parents 53.9883 302.0332 41.0774 132.4756 
Children 50.5656 257.0835 57.4110 346.9829 
4.2.6 Replacement 
The child chromosomes are inserted in the initial population by replacing the two 
chromosomes that have the lowest two fitness values. In this case, the child chromosomes 
given in Table 4.6 replace chromosomes 1 and 7 of the initial population. The new 
population including the values of f), 6 and F for the child chromosomes is given in Table 
4.7. 
Table 4.7. New population 
Trial Fitness 
Solution (12 (13 fl f2 Fi 
1 50.5656 257.0835 -0.3011 -0.5827 0.6559 
2 41.0774 132.4756 0.1392 -2.9205 2.9238 
3 43.4858 40.5393 -1.9571 -2.8513 3.4583 
4 84.4025 151.5410 1.7576 -3.2053 3.6555 
5 24.3770 5.8741 -2.6798 -1.4790 3.0609 
6 53.9883 302.0332 -1.3375 -0.8462 1.5827 
7 57.4110 346.9829 -1.9047 -1.8472 2.6533 
The process of tournament pairing followed by blending crossover and replacement is called 
an "iteration". The above procedure is repeated for a number of times, typically for 
thousands of times. In this manner, parent chromosomes are replaced by child chromosomes 
after each iteration. The population may be said to evolve after each iteration. The aim of a 
genetic algorithm is to find a chromosome that represents closely the correct solution of the 
problem being considered. 
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4.2.7 Mutation 
Now, during the iteration process, an additional mathematical procedure, referred to as 
"mutation" is introduced in the genetic algorithm. Mutation involves the replacement of 
randomly chosen genes in the population at predetermined intervals by new genes that are 
also generated randomly. Mutation here mimics the mutation found in nature where the 
genetic material, which in this case is represented by the genes, changes as it is passed on to 
children. The reason for using mutation in a genetic algorithm is to diversify the population 
of trial solutions. The rate of mutation depends on two factors, namely the interval at which 
mutation takes place and the number of genes that are substituted by random genes when 
mutation takes place. Mutation rate can be expressed as a ratio of number of mutated genes 
and the total number of genes in the population. For example, if 5 genes are mutated out of a 
total of 100 genes in a population, where mutation is carried out every four generations, it can 
be stated a mutation rate of 0.05 is applied every 4 generation. Effectively since in every 
generation, 100 new genes are produced, a mutation rate of 0.05 applied every 4 generations 
represents 0.0125 (0.05/4) of the number of gene operations involved between successive 
mutations.. A typical value of the mutation rate for the genetic algorithm used to determine 
the solution of the four-bar-linkage of Fig 4.3 is 0.05 applied every 4 generations. 
Values of mutation rate between 0.005 and 0.05 at 0.005 intervals every 4 generations were 
tried for the example under consideration. The genetic algorithm process was executed for 
each value of mutation for 50 times. It has been found that the genetic algorithm is faster 
when the mutation rate is chosen to be 0.01. 
4.2.8 The Concept of a Generation 
After an iteration, two chromosomes in the initial population of trial solutions are replaced by 
new chromosomes. It can be stated that a new "generation" is passed when the number of 
replacements is equal to the number of chromosomes in the population. In the example given 
in Section 4.2.1, a new generation is produced when 7 chromosomes are replaced. This 
happens after the first 4 iterations, during which 8 parents are replaced. Furthermore, a new 
generation is passed every 4 new iterations. In Table 4.8, the best chromosome after the 
tenth, twentieth and thirtieth generation is given. 
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Table 4.8. Fittest chromosomes in tenth, twentieth and thirtieth generations for genetic 
algorithm with 7 chromosomes 
Fittest chromosome Fitness 
Generation ¢2 ¢3 fl f2 Fi 
10 78.4979 73.4132 
-0.1930 0.0223 0.1943 
20 4.1456 202.5685 0.0243 -0.0689 0.0731 
30 6.1016 208.9393 -0.0420 0.0132 0.0440 
One may note that the fitness of the best chromosome increases as the number of generations 
is increased. Now, suppose that the genetic algorithm is repeated where the initial population 
consists of 200 chromosomes. The fittest chromosome after the first, tenth, twentieth and 
thirtieth generations are given in Table 4.9. Comparing the values of fitness between Tables 
8 and 9, one may note that the fitness values decrease more rapidly when the number of 
chromosomes used in the genetic algorithm is increased. 200 is not necessarily the optimum 
number of chromosomes, however it has been used here to illustrate the change in the fitness 
value after a number of generations when compared with a genetic algorithm where only 7 
chromosomes are used. 
Table 4.9. Fittest chromosomes in first, tenth, twentieth and thirtieth generations for genetic 
algorithm with 200 chromosomes 
/Fittest chromosome Fitness 
lGeneration ¢2 ¢3 fl 6 Fi 
1 6.8666 207.1146 
-0.0165 -0.0555 0.0579 
10 3.3149 204.1494 0.0060 -0.0020 0.0055 
20 3.7460 204.8599 -0.7447 X 10-3 -0.0656 xl 0-3 7.4756 xl 0-4 
30 3.6853 204.7707 0.9810 x 10-4 -0.7084 xl 0-4 9.8102 x 10-5 
4.2.9 Phasing 
After each generation, the progress of the "evolution" of the genetic algorithm is measured. 
One method of measuring the progress of the genetic algorithm is to consider the difference 
between the fitness values of the best chromosome of the current generation and the best 
chromosome in the previous generation. A general expression that defines the difference 
between these values is given by: 
(4.24) 
where D represents the difference between fitness values, where Fg and F(g_l) represent the 
fitness values of the best chromosomes in gth and (g-1 yh generations, respectively. 
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When the values given by D during a successive number of generations become much 
smaller than the fitness value Fg , it may be possible to streamline the genetic algorithm 
process by initiating the population again. This is done as follows. 
Consider the inequality given by: 
(4.25) 
where t5 is a user-chosen number referred to as the "phasing ratio". If this inequality is 
satisfied for a number of successive generations, for example during C generations, where C 
is an integer, a new population of chromosomes is generated. The new population of 
chromosomes will contain the best chromosome of the previous generation, whereas the 
remainder of the chromosomes are generated between new lower and upper limits for each 
gene which are defined as follows: 
Let Vi represent the value of the ith gene of the best chromosome. The lower and upper limit 
for generating each of the genes in the new population is given by: 
Lower limit: Y; -t5(Rimax -Rimin) 
Upperlimit: Vi +c5(Rimax -Rimin ) 
(4.26) 
(4.27) 
where R imax and Rimin represent the values of the upper and lower limits for each gene of the 
previous generation. 
The process of re-initiating the population combined with the adjustment of the upper and 
lower limits is known as "phasing". In this work, it has been found that for a value of the 
phasing ration, t5, equal to 0.2 and a value of C equal to 20 gives, the genetic algorithm 
process progresses rapidly. 
4.2.10 Termination of the Genetic Algorithm Process 
The number of generations produced during a genetic algorithm procedure depends on a 
number of factors. In practice, however, the genetic algorithm procedure is terminated when 
either one of the following criteria is achieved: 
• When the number of generations exceeds a predetermined value beyond which it 
would be impractical to continue the genetic algorithm process 
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• When the error in the value of the fitness function in relation to the optimum value of 
the fitness function for the type of problem considered in this work (refer to Section 
4.2.1), is sufficiently small such that the solution is considered accurate. The value of 
the error is referred to as the "convergence ratio" and in this case is represented 
directly by the value of the fitness function. In general, however, the optimum value 
of the fitness function is not known, and the genetic algorithm is terminated when the 
value of the error is sufficiently small during a number of successive generations. 
To elaborate, consider the fitness function for the example given in Section 4.2.1. 
Theoretically, the correct solution is given when the values of ~2 and ~3 are such that the 
value of the fitness function, that is the norm obtained by evaluating f. and 6 using Eqn 4.16 
is equal to O. However, in practice, in a numerical optimisation technique such as genetic 
algorithm, the numbers are generally represented using double precision arithmetic, and as a 
result there is a limiting value of accuracy to which a number can be represented. 
For example, in Matlab [69], where double precision floating point arithmetic is used, the 
smallest number that can be added to 1 and produce a number larger than 1 in double 
precision is given by: 
2.220446049250313 x 10-16 
This value is called the "unit round off' error. In this work, the value of the fitness function 
represents directly the error. Theoretically, it follows that the unit round off error represents 
the lowest limit for values of the fitness function (the error) below which there would not be a 
significant improvement to a solution in terms of the double precision floating point 
arithmetic used in Matlab. In practice, however, in this work it has been found that when the 
values used in a problem are considered to 7 significant figures, a value of 10-8 for the error 
gives rise to a solution that is accurate to the same degree of accuracy. In this case therefore, 
any values between 0 and 10-8 are effectively considered to be equal to 0, noting that the 
fitness values which are obtained by the Euclidean norm are always positive, see Fig 4.6. 
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For the problem discussed in Sections 4.2.1 to 4.2.8, it can be verified that values of 3.6900° 
and 204.7806° for tP2 and tP3' respectively, expressed to 7 significant figures satisfY the 
kinematic constraint equations given in Eqns 4.12 and 4.13. The values of ~2 and tP3' in 
Tables 4.1 to 4.9 are given to 7 significant figures. When the value of the fitness function 
(the error) is lower than 10-8 , the corresponding values of tP2 and tP3 are equal to what is 
known to be the correct solution, when this is considered to 7 significant figures. In this 
instance, the genetic algorithm process can be terminated when the error represented by the 
value of the fitness function is lower than 10-8 • When this happens, convergence is said to 
occur. 
For example, in Fig 4.7 the minimum fitness values in every generation for 3 genetic 
algorithm processes applied for the solution of the problem given in Fig 4.3 when tPl is equal 
to 30° are illustrated. In this case, the size of the initial population is 50 chromosomes while 
the mutation rate is 0.01. For the first genetic algorithm processes, convergence occurred in 
less than 4 seconds when the fitness value of the best chromosome was lower than 10-8 • 
This has occurred after 49 generations and the fitness value of the best chromosome in 
generation 49 is 0.5897 x 10-8 • The corresponding values of ~2 andtP3 for the best 
chromosome in generation 49 are 3.6900° and 204.7806°, respectively. The accuracy of the 
results can be verified graphically using software such as Autocad, or mathematically by 
substituting for the values tP2 and tP3 in Eqns 4.12 and 4.13. 
The program that is used for the genetic algorithm process used in this work is written by the 
author in the Matlab programming language. To check the reliability as well as the accuracy 
and consistency of the program, the genetic algorithm process for this example was repeated 
for 500 times and convergence occurred in every case. It can also be mentioned that although 
the results may be "repeatable", the details of genetic algorithm process itself is not. For 
example, consider the values of fittest chromosomes in every generation plotted against 
generation number as illustrated in Fig 4.7. Although the same values of the best 
chromosome are obtained when the genetic algorithm process terminates, the values of the 
chromosomes during the process itself are different in every case. This is due to the random 
nature of genetic algorithm. For instance, all the three processes represented in Fig 4.7 
converge to the same value but each process has moved along a different "path" and this path 
is also random within the parameters of the problem under consideration. In addition, even 
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though it is probable that convergence will occur, there is no guarantee that this will happen 
every time, due to the random nature of the process. Nevertheless, it has been shown that 
genetic algorithm is a robust technique for obtaining the solution to optimisation problems 
where other optimisation techniques have failed. [67]. 
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4.3 MUL TIPLE SOLUTIONS 
Fig 4.8 Configuration offour-bar-linkage for ¢1 =300 
In Fig 4.8, the configuration of the four-bar-linkage of Fig 4.3 for ¢1 =300 is illustrated. Now, 
consider the configuration illustrated in Fig 4.9a. This configuration is an alternative to that 
shown in Fig 4.8 and is equally valid. Therefore, for the example under consideration, there 
are two potential valid configurations for a given value of ¢1 for all possible values of ¢2 and 
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{l3' Although it should be mentioned that there are values of ¢l for which the solution for ¢2 
and {l3 is unique. For example, in Fig 4.9b a configuration of the mechanism when ¢l is 
equal to 0 is illustrated. This configuration is unique. Here the axes of all the members are 
collinear. A similar configuration for ¢l = 1800 is also a unique configuration for the four-
bar-linkage discussed here. 
Fig 4.9a Alternative configuration of the four-bar-linkage for ¢l =300 
Fig 4.9b The four-bar-linkage has a unique configuration for ¢l = 0 0 
Unique configurations in a four-bar-linkage exist when the following geometric condition is 
true: 
(4.28) 
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Actually, the condition given by Eqn 4.28 is similar to the foldability condition discussed in 
Section 1.3.1 for foldable structures composed of duplets. The unique configuration 
represents the position of two connected duplets in the folded configuration. Effectively, a 
four-bar-linkage may be considered as representing a part of a foldable structure composed of 
duplets as shown in Fig 4.10 
< / 
Part of foldable structure composed of duplets 
may be considered as a four-bar-Iinkage 
> 
Fig 4.1 0 Part of a foldable structure composed of duplets 
Now, in Section 4.2.8, the lower and upper limits of tP2 are chosen to be 0° and 90° and 
within this range there is a global minimum. Now, suppose that the range of tP2 is modified 
such that random values of tP2 are between -180° and 180° while the upper and lower limit 
for tP3 is chosen to be between 0 and 360°. The genetic algorithm has been executed 500 
times using these ranges. Convergence occurred for values of tP2 =3.6900° and fA 
=204.7806°, 451 times, whereas convergence occurred for values of tP2 =-80.2140° and tPJ 
=78.6995°, 49 times,. The latter values of tP2 and tP3 represent the solution for the 
configuration illustrated in Fig 4.9. It can be conjectured that the tendency of a genetic 
algorithm to converge towards one solution rather than another, when there is more than one 
potential solution, depends on the range chosen for the value of tP2 . 
To elaborate, suppose that a number of values for tP2 are randomly generated between -180° 
and 180°. The numbers that are generated are uniformly distributed in this range, and 
therefore it follows that as the number of randomly generated values approaches infinity, the 
average of all the values generated approaches the mean obtained from the values of the 
lower and upper limits, where the mean can be defined as the average of two values. In this 
case, this mean is equal to O. Now, for the example given in Figs 4.8 and 4.9, it has been 
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established that ¢2 can either have a value of 3.6900° or -80.2140°. In addition, the 
difference between 3.6900° and the mean is smaller than the difference between -80.2140° 
and the mean. It follows that probably, the majority of random numbers generated will have 
a value that is closer to 3.6900° than to -80.2140°. To represent this graphically, consider the 
graph shown in Fig 4.11. In this graph, 1000 values generated between -180° and 180° are 
plotted as points. The shaded area represents the range of values that are closer to 3.6900°, 
which in this case is given by the following lower and upper limits: 
-41.952° and 180° 
where -41.952° is the mean of3.6900° and -80.214°. 
Since the points are generated uniformly between -180° and 180°, it follows that it is more 
probable that the values of the points will be within the shaded range as opposed to being 
outside of it. In this case, there happen to be 606 points within the shaded range 
Degrees 
.. • , ..-' . 
. ·c 
180 
Region showing range of 
values that are closer to 
3.6900 than to -80.2 140 
3.6900 
Jmean 
-41.9520 
• -80.2 140 
.-
. . .. 
-.... 
.... : .. 
- 180 
Number of tries 
Fig 4.11 1000 random values generated between -180 and] 80 using Matlab 
This implies that when the initial population in a genetic algorithm process is generated for 
val ues of ¢2 between -180° and 180°, there is a greater probability that chromosomes closer 
to the solution ¢2 =3.690° will outnumber the chromosomes that are closer to the solution ¢2 
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=-80.214°. Hence the chromosomes that have values that are closer to the solution '2 
=3.690° have a greater probability of being selected as parents with the result that their genes 
have a greater probability of being propagated to subsequent generations. As a result, the 
solution of the genetic algorithm will tend to converge towards the solution '2 =3.690°, as 
demonstrated by the results obtained after 500 genetic algorithm processes as described 
earlier in this Section. 
Now suppose that the range for '2 is divided in two smaller ranges as follows: 
range 1: 
range 2: 
-180°<'2 <0° 
0°<'2 <180° 
and that the genetic algorithm process is executed for range 1 and range 2, independently. In 
both cases, the range of '3 is chosen to be between 0 and 360°. After executing the genetic 
algorithm process twenty times for each range, convergence occurred in every case where the 
values obtained for '2 and '3 are given by: 
for range 1: '2 =3.6900° 
for range 2 : '2 =-80.2140° 
'3 =204.7806° 
'3 =78.6995° 
For the general case, a method must be found for determining those ranges for which only 
one solution exists. In what follows, a method for determining the possible ranges for'2 and 
'3 for which only one solution exists is explained for a simple example of a four-bar-linkage. 
However, it should be noted that since a four-bar-linkage may be considered to represent part 
of a foldable structure composed of duplets, as illustrated in Fig 4.10, then it follows that the 
method proposed in the sequel can be applied in its general form for determining the ranges 
of potential rotation of a foldable structure composed of duplets. 
4.3.1 Range Definition 
4.3.1.1 Geometric Approach 
Consider the four-bar-linkage illustrated in Fig 4.12, which represents schematically the four-
bar-linkage of Figs 4.3. Now, for the same position of member MI the structure in Fig 4.12 
can also have the configuration given in Fig 4.13 where the coordinates of h and J4 have the 
same values in both configurations. 
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Now, it can be noted that M2 and M3 in Fig 4.13 are in fact reflections of M2 and M3 in Fig 
4.12 about an axis of reflection defined by a line that passes through joint h and J4• 
It follows that the two ranges for values of 1)2 for which a distinct configuration exists are 
given by: 
8-180°<1)2 <8 and 8<'2 <8+180 
where 8 is the angel between the direction of the axis of reflection and the x-axis. 
~axis of reflection 
Fig 4.12 Schematic representation of four-bar-linkage 
......... ~axis of reflection 
' . 
........ 
". 
" . 
........... 
'. 
········· .. 14 
13 
Fig 4.13 Alternative configuration of four-bar-linkage of Fig 4.9a 
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The direction of this axis of reflection relative to the x-axis can be determined as follows. 
Consider vectors VI and V4 in Fig 4.14 where VI represents the direction of MI and has a 
magnitude equal to the Length of MI and V4 represents the direction of ~ and has a 
magnitude equal to the length of~ . 
........ 
......... 
' . 
........ 
axis of reflection J7 ........ . 
V4 
" . 
.......... 
rP4 is the angle between V 4 
and the x-axis, that is rP4 
" . 
............ 
.............. 
'. 
'. 
' . 
........ 
Fig 4.14 Vectors VI, V4 and Vr representing the axes ofM), ~ and the axis of reflection, 
respectively 
If LI and L4 represent the lengths of Members MI and ~, the vectors V I and V 4 are given 
by: 
and 
V4 = [L4 cosrP4 ] 
L4 sinrP4 
(4.29) 
(4.30) 
The vector Vr in Fig 4.14 represents the direction of the axis of reflection and is given by: 
Vr =[Vx] = V4 _ V) [L4 C~SrP4 - L) c~s~] 
Vy L4 SlnrP4 -L) Sln~ 
(4.31) 
The value of () which represents the angle between the direction of the axis of symmetry and 
the x-axis is found by considering the following two equations: 
v 
cos(} = II~II (4.32) 
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and 
sinO = II~II (4.33) 
where IIVrl/ represents the Euclidean norm ofVr. 
o is given by the arccosine or arcsine of the results obtained from Eqns 4.32 or 4.33, where 
the value of 0 depends on the following conditions: 
For cosO>O and sinO>O: 0° <0 < 90° 
For cosO<O and sinO>O: 90° <0 < 180° 
For cosO<O and sinO<O: -180° <0 < _90° 
For cosO>O and sinO<O: _90° <0 < 0° 
Now, consider the problem discussed in Sections 4.2 to 4.9, for the four-bar-linkage when 
tA =30°. Using Eqns 4.31,4.32 and 4.33, the values ofVr, cosO and sinO and 0 for this 
problem are given by: 
Vr =[l.S-COS30
0
] 
-sin300 
cosO = 0.78S19 
sin 0 = -0.61926 
0=-38.2620° 
It follows that the ranges of'2 for which only one solution exists are given by 
Range 1 : -218.2620° <'2 <-38.2620° 
Range 2: - - 38.2620° <'2 < 141. 7380° 
(4.34) 
(4.3S) 
(4.36) 
(4.37) 
Executing the genetic algorithm process for each one of the ranges should yield the same 
result whenever convergence occurs. Now, the genetic algorithm process was executed SOO 
times where the upper and lower limits for '2 where chosen to be between -218.2620° and 
141.7380°. Effectively, out of SOO genetic algorithm processes, in 217 instances, 
convergence occurred for values of'2 =3.6900° and '3=204.7806° whereas for the other 283 
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genetic algorithm processes, convergence occurred for values of ~2 =-80.2140° and ~3 
=78.6995°. 
Figs 4.15 and 4.16 illustrate the distribution of results obtained for 500 genetic algorithm 
processes for the following ranges of ¢2 : 
Range 1: 
Range 2: 
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Fig 4.15 Values of ¢2 for 500 genetic algorithm processes where -1800<~2 <180° 
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Fig 4.16 Values of ¢2 for 500 genetic algorithm processes where 
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4.3.1.2 Numerical Approach 
The method for determining the ranges of values of chromosomes discussed in Section 
4.3.1.1 has a general application for foldable structures composed of duplets where the 
foldable Structures have a regular pattern. The term regular pattern means that the foldable 
structure is composed of similar members that when assembled together form repeatable 
modules as illustrated in the example of Fig 4.17. When a foldable structure has a regular 
pattern, determining the axis of reflection for a particular configuration is relatively 
straightforward (like the one in Fig 4.17). Hence, determining the ranges of the 
chromosomes (where the chromosomes represent the direction of the members of the 
structure for the particular configuration) is also relatively straightforward. This is so 
because in this case, the direction of the axis of reflection is the same for similar patterns in 
the structure, as illustrated in Fig 4.17. However, when a foldable structure has an irregular 
pattern such as the one illustrated in Fig 4.18, there is a distinct axis of reflection for every 
four-bar-linkage in the structure which gives rise to two alternative configurations in every 
case. For instance, consider the irregular foldable structure illustrated in Fig 4.18. In the 
configurations shown, the coordinates of points A and B are the same. However the darker 
members in Fig 4.18a are a reflection of the highlighted members in Fig 4. I 8b. 
< Pattern I > ~attern 2 > (Pattern 1 > <pattern 2 > <Pattern 1 > 
~ Darker members are a reflection it!' of each other 
Axis of 
reflection 
(note that it is the same for all 
modules) 
Fig 4.17 Foldable structure with a regular pattern showing alternative configurations 
This leads to two different configurations for the irregular foldable structure. Now, consider 
Fig 4.1980 where the irregular foldable structure of Fig 4.18 is illustrated again. In Fig 4.19b, 
an alternative configuration of the foldable structure of Fig 4.19a is given where the darker 
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members in Fig 4.19b are a reflection of the darker members in Fig 4.19a. The axis of 
reflection in this case has a different direction when compared to the axis of reflection 
illustrated in Fig 4.18. It follows that for an irregular foldable structure, there is a distinct 
axis of reflection for every four-bar-linkage and its direction has to be determined for every 
case in order to obtain all the possible configurations of the structure. 
(a) Configuration of an irregular foldable structure 
Darker member 
is a reflection of 
darker member 
of Fig 4.15a 
/A';' o"efleet;on 
.......... _--_ .. _ .. --_ .. - ...... 
(b) Alternative configuration of the foldable structure 
Fig 4.18 Two alternative configurations of an irregular foldable structure where the 
coordinates of points A and B are the same in each configuration 
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Axis of reflection 
(a) Configuration of an irregular foldable structure 
Axis of reflection ~ 
Darker members are a . 
reflection of the darker ~ . . .••.....•••.• 
members in Fig a about ~ •.••.. . 
the axis of reflection ..•. ..••. D --ri:::::::~::::::::::::::::::;;;:::=-__ 
(b) Alternative configuration of foldable structure 
Fig 4.19 Two alternative configurations of an irregular foldable structure where the 
coordinates of points C and D are the same in each configuration 
Now, consider the calix foldable structure illustrated in Fig 4.20 (see also Section 2.5.1), 
where the structure is shown as flat and curved configurations. It should be mentioned that 
the geometric method proposed in Section 4.3.2.1 for determining the ranges of 
chromosomes is only suitable for two-dimensional foldable structures and mechanisms. This 
method cannot be applied for determining the ranges for chromosomes that represent the 
rotation of the members of calix foldable structures and other three dimensional foldable 
structures. 
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Curved configuration ,/ 
/ 
// 
/ 
.-/" 
",/ 
,/ 
~// 
Fog 4.20 An example of a calix foldable structure in flat and curved fonns 
Consider Fig 4.21 where the function given by: 
f( x) = 0.25sin(;)+ sin ( -0.45x)+cos(0.6x) 
is plotted for values ofx between -120 and 120. 
Between -40 and 0 there is one maximum 
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Fig 4.21 Values off(x) plotted for x between -120 and 120 (circles indicate peaks where f(x) 
is a maximum) 
It can be verified that when x is between -120 and 120, f(x) has 6 maxima, all of which have 
a value of 2.05 at x=-115.3251, -73.4372, -31.5493, 10.3386, 52.265 and 94.1144. In 
addition, f(x) has other local maxima as can be note in Fig 4.21. Now, suppose that the 
genetic algorithm is applied to find the maximum off(x) where x is between -120 and 120. 
In this case f(x) represents the fitness function whereas the values of x represent the 
chromosomes. The solution obtained from the genetic algorithm process can be anyone of 
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the values of x for which f(x)=2.05. This occurs due to the random nature of the genetic 
algorithm process. However, in general, when a problem involving more than one maximum 
such as the one shown in Fig 4.21 is considered, the approach adopted is to select localised 
ranges which are known to contain one maximum. For instance, if the genetic algorithm 
process is used where x is between -40 and 0, the solution obtained is x=-31.5493. It should 
be noted however, that this approach presupposes that the ranges which contain only one 
maximum are already known. Now, in problems involving mechanisms and foldable 
structures, it may not always be the case that localised ranges within which only one solution 
exists are known. Nevertheless, if these are known, then of course they should be used. It is 
desirable to determine all the possible solutions to the constraint equations because each 
solution represents a mode of displacement of the mechanism or foldable structure. 
In what follows, a method for identifying multiple solutions within a range is proposed. This 
procedure involves a process known as "cluster analysis" [31]. Cluster analysis is the 
organization of a collection of patterns (usually represented as a vector of measurements, or a 
point in a multidimensional space) into clusters based on similarity. In this case, cluster 
analysis is used to identify popUlation diversity in a genetic algorithm process. To explain 
the concept of a cluster and the procedure for cluster analysis, the illustrative example of 
finding the values ofx for which the above discussed function f(x) is a maximum (where x is 
between -120 and 120) is considered. A genetic algorithm process with a population of 400 
chromosomes is used. The large size of the population is useful in illustrating the concept of 
a cluster. Consider Figs 4.22a to Fig 4.221(L) where the fitness values for the randomly 
generated initial popUlation as well as the fitness values for generations 1,2,3,4,5,6,9, 10, 
11, 12 and 20 are shown. 
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It can be noticed that as the number of generations increases, chromosomes tend to group 
around local peaks. For instance, in generations 4 to 6, chromosomes are grouped in ranges 
that are close to a local maximum. There are seventeen groups of chromosomes close to 
seventeen local maxima in generations 4 to 6. Each of these groups of chromosomes is called 
a cluster. As the genetic algorithm process continues and new generations are produced, the 
number of groups decreases as chromosomes start to group around the peaks that have a 
higher value of f(x). This is noticeable in generations 9, 10 and II. In generation 12, all 
chromosomes are in a region where f(x) has a maximum value. Furthermore, in generation 
20, the chromosomes converge around one maximum, in this case near x=-31.S493. 
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Now, cluster analysis can be used to identify chromosomes that belong to the same cluster. 
To explain procedure of cluster analysis, 10 randomly chosen chromosomes from generation 
10 are used. These are given in Table 4.10 
Table 4.10 10 randomly chosen chromosomes from generation 10 
1-32.15971-31.88491 93.4607 ! -30.8011 ! -72.2346 ! -73.6120! -32.0440! 10.5269 ! 11.5326 ! -31.7770 ! 
Let i represent the ilh chromosome in Table 4.10 and let D be a square matrix of order m, 
where m is equal to the number chromosomes. Matrix D is given by 
dl-J dl_2 dJ_3 dJ_4 dJ- S dJ- 6 d l _7 dJ- s dJ_9 dHO 
d2_J d2- 2 d 2_3 d2- 4 d2_ S d2- 6 d2_ 7 d2- S d2_9 d2- JO 
d3_J d3_2 d3-3 d3_4 d3_ S d3_6 d3_7 d3_S d3_9 d3- JO 
d4_1 d4_ 2 d4_ 3 d4_4 d4_S d4_6 d4_ 7 d4_S d4_9 d4- JO 
D= 
dS_ J dS_ 2 dS_3 dS_4 ds_s dS_6 dS_7 ds_s dS_9 ds- JO 
d6_1 d6-2 d6_3 d6_4 d6_5 d6- 6 d6_ 7 d6- S d6_9 d6- JO 
d7- J d7_ 2 d7_3 d7_4 d7_5 d7_6 d7- 7 d7_S d7_9 d7- JO 
d
S
_
J dS_ 2 dS_3 dS_4 ds_s dS- 6 dS_7 ds-s dS_9 ds_JO 
d9- J d9_2 d9_3 d9- 4 d9_S d9_6 d9_7 d9_S d9_9 d9- 10 
dlO_1 dlO- 2 dlO_3 d JO- 4 dJO- 5 d lO- 6 d lO_ 7 d lO- S dJO_9 dlO- JO 
(4.38) 
where the i_/h term of matrix D is given by: 
di_j=ld j - djl for ij = 1 to 10 (4.39) 
di-j represents the distance between the ilh and /h chromosomes given in Table 4.10 when 
these are represented as points on a line. Matrix D represents all the distances between all the 
chromosomes. Since the distance between the ith and jth term is equal to the distance between 
the jth and ilh term, it follows that D is symmetric and that the values of the diagonal entries 
are equal to O. It should also be noted that for a problem where a chromosome is composed 
of n genes, matrix D is obtained from the Euclidean metric [31] where the i_jth term is the 
Euclidean norm as follows: 
(4.40) 
where gl-i represents the first gene of chromosome i, gl-j represents the first gene of 
chromosome j, and so on. 
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For the chromosomes given in Table 4.10, the upper half of the square symmetric matrix D is 
given by: 
0 0.2748 125.6204 1.3586 40.0749 41.4523 0.1157 42.6866 43.6923 0.3827 
0 125.3456 1.0838 40.3497 41.7271 0.1591 42.4118 43.4175 0.1079 
0 124.2618 165.6953 167.0727 125.5047 82.9338 81.9281 125.2377 
0 41.4335 42.8109 1.2429 41.3280 42.3337 0.9759 
D= 0 1.3774 40.1906 82.7615 83.7672 40.4576 
0 41.5680 84.1389 85.1446 41.8350 
0 42.5709 43.5766 0.2670 
0 1.0057 42.3039 
0 43.3096 
0 
A cluster can be defined as a group of chromosomes that have similar values. Hence, by 
definition, a single chromosome does not constitute a cluster. In addition, it follows that the 
minimum number of chromosomes that can form a cluster is 2. The process of cluster 
analysis begins by considering the values of d in ascending order. 
The two chromosomes that are closest form the first cluster. For instance, d2_1O=0.1 079 is the 
lowest value for d and chromosomes 2 and 10, corresponding to this value form the first 
cluster. Now, the second value of d in ascending order is dl_7=O.1157. Hence chromosomes 
1 and 7 also form a second cluster. The next value of d is given by d2_7=O.l591. However 
note that chromosome 2 is already a member of the first cluster whereas chromosome 7 is 
already a member of the second cluster. When this happens, that is, when a new cluster is 
fonned and the members of this cluster are already members of different clusters, their 
respective clusters are combined to form a bigger cluster. Here, the clusters for d2-10 and dl-7 
are combined to form a new cluster composed of chromosomes 1, 2, 7 and 10. 
Now, the procedure continues by considering the next value of d in ascending order, given by 
d7_JO=O.2670, for chromosomes 7 and 10. In this case, both of these chromosomes are 
members of the cluster that has already been formed. In fact d7-JO, dl_2, dl-IO, which are the 
next values of d in ascending order do not add any new information to the cluster analysis 
since the chromosomes involved in d7-JO, dl-2, d l - JO are already part of one cluster. The 
procedure continues until the next value of d where one of the chromosome is not part of a 
cluster, is found. It can be verified that this is given by c4_7=0.9759, which in tum implies 
that chromosome 4 joins the cluster composed of 1, 2, 7 and 10. 
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d8-9=1.0057 corresponds to the next value of d in ascending order where neither of the 
chromosomes involved forms part of a cluster. Chromosomes 8 and 9 form a new cluster. 
d2-4 and dl -4 represent the next values of d in ascending order. However, the chromosomes 
already belong to the cluster composed of I, 2, 4, 7 and 10. 
D5-6=1.3744 represents the next value of d and chromosomes 5 and 6 do not form part of a 
cluster, hence they form a new one. One may notice that at this point, chromosomes 1, 2, 4, 
5, 6, 7, 9 and 10 form three separate cluster. These are given in Table 4.11 
Table 4.11 Clusters formed after considering the lower 7 values in D 
Chromosomes 
Cluster 1 1,2,4, 7, 10 
Cluster 2 8,9 
Cluster 3 5,6 
In addition, chromosome 3 is the only chromosome that is not yet involved in a cluster. It 
can be verified that d3_9=81.9281 represents the distance when chromosome 3 becomes a 
member of cluster 2. An easy way of verifying this is by considering the lowest value of d in 
the third row and third column ofD and it can be seen that this is in fact d3_=81.9281. 
Effectively if the chromosomes given in Table 4.11 are related to their actual values one finds 
that the clusters are composed of the following chromosomes: 
Table 4.12 Actual values of chromosomes per cluster 
Chromosomes 
Cluster 1 
-32.1597, -31.8849, -30.8011, -32.0440, -
31.7770 
Cluster 2 10.5269, 11.5326 
Cluster 3 
-72.2346, -73.6120 
Inspection of the values given in Table 4.12 shows that the values of the chromosomes for 
cluster 1 are in fact close to each other and the same applies to the values of the chromosomes 
in clusters 2 and 3. It is also interesting to note that the value of chromosome 3 is 93.4607 
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which is substantially different from the values given in Table 4.11. However, if 
chromosome 3 were to be combined with any of the above clusters it would be combined 
with cluster 2, since it is closest to the chromosomes in cluster 2. 
The cluster analysis process described above is represented in Fig 4.23. The diagram shown 
in Fig 4.23 is known as a cluster tree [31] or a dendrogram and the arrangement of 
chromosomes in clusters is referred to as cluster structure. The following conditions are used 
to determine whether the distance between two chromosomes will give rise to a new cluster 
or to the merging of chromosomes to form a bigger cluster. The distances, as explained, are 
considered in ascending order beginning with the smallest: 
• When the distance considered is composed of two chromosomes that are not involved 
in any cluster, a new cluster is formed 
• When the distance considered contains one chromosome that already belongs to a 
cluster, then the other chromosome involved in the distance under consideration will 
join the cluster to which the other chromosome belongs 
• When each of the chromosomes corresponding to a distance belongs to two separate 
clusters, the clusters are merged to form a bigger cluster 
• If both chromosomes already belong to the same cluster, then proceed to the next 
distance in ascending order. 
A question that is raised during a cluster analysis procedure is at what stage does one stop the 
procedure. 
There is no rule that states when to stop the procedure. Three methods are proposed: 
Method 1 
An approach may be to stop the process as soon as all the chromosomes become involved in 
a cluster. In the example illustrated, the cluster analysis is in fact stopped when all but one 
chromosome is involved in a cluster. However, since a cluster has been defined as being 
composed of a minimum of two chromosomes, than strictly speaking, d3-9 should be 
considered too and as a result chromosome 3 merges with cluster 2 identified in Table 4.12. 
However, remember that in this case, the number of chromosomes considered represent only 
a small part of the population for the problem under consideration. Actually, if all the 
chromosomes were to be considered in the cluster analysis, chromosome 3 would form part 
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of a cluster where the values of the chromosomes in the cluster are close to that of 
chromosome 3, that is, 93.4607. 
< Del!ree of dissimilarity 
2 
10 
7 
4 
7 
8 The numbers of ilb chromosome are 
d8-9 given in the rectangles on the left 
9 hand side. 
S 
The ellipses represent the clusters 
dS-6 
that are formed during the cluster 
analysis where the numbers in the 
6 ellipses represent the chromosomes 
that form the cluster. 
3 
Fig 4.23 Dendrogram (cluster tree) for the 10 chromosomes given in Table 4.12 
Method 2 
Another approach is to continue the cluster analysis, until the number of clusters is equal to a 
chosen number. For instance, if all the chromosomes in generation 10 are used in a cluster 
analysis where the number of clusters to be determined is chosen to be 6, this gives rise to six 
clusters where the chromosomes in each cluster have a value that is close to one maximum. 
It should be noted that the number of clusters in the population is not necessarily known. 
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However one way of determining the number of clusters is by considering the diversity in a 
population during the initial stages of the genetic algorithm process by inspecting the 
infonnation similar to that illustrated in Fig 4.22a to 4.221(L). It may be prudent for instance 
to use a genetic algorithm process where the number of chromosomes in the initial population 
is relatively high and carry out the process only for a few generations, say 20. During the 
first generations it is likely that the diversity of the population and the number of maxima can 
be identified. 
Method 3. 
Another approach is to stop the cluster analysis when the value of the distance being 
considered between two chromosomes is greater than a limiting value. For example, if a 
limiting value of 80 is chosen for the cluster analysis in the example involving 10 
chromosomes, the process stops before d3-9 is considered and this would give rise to the same 
cluster structure given in Fig 4.23. 
It is interesting to note that cluster analysis does not involve directly fitness values. 
Nevertheless fitness values have an important role in cluster analysis since their value 
influences the distribution of chromosomes into clusters. If cluster analysis is carried out too 
early in the genetic algorithm process, the distribution of the chromosomes would be too 
random to identify potential clusters, whereas if carried out too late, it is likely that 
chromosomes would have already clustered around a local minimum. The procedure for 
carrying our cluster analysis presented here is not the only method for detennining clusters. 
A detailed review of cluster analysis is given in Ref [31]. 
In what follows, cluster analysis is applied for the simple example of the four-bar-linkage 
discussed in Sections 4.2.1 to 4.2.10. The genetic algorithm process is executed for 0]=30°, 
where the ranges for 02 and 03 are between 0° and 360°. 
In the graphs shown in Fig 4.24, points are plotted where the horizontal coordinate of each 
point is given by the value of gene 1 in the population and the vertical coordinate of the same 
point is given by the fitness value of the chromosome to which the gene belongs. The graphs 
show the points for gene 1 and the fitness values for the problem under consideration for the 
initial population as well as the first, second, fifth and twentieth generations of the genetic 
algorithm process. 
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From Fig 4.24, it can be noted that in the graph representing the genes for the second 
generation, there is a tendency for trial solutions to converge towards more than one solution. 
The tendency of trial solutions to converge towards a solution is referred to as "clustering" 
[31]. The graph for the second generation in Fig 4.24 may be divided in two areas by a line, 
where in each area there is a high concentration of points. In this case, it is said that the 
population of trial solutions is composed of two clusters. The position of this line is 
determined by a procedure known as "cluster analysis" which is described in the sequel. 
Now, as the number of generations increases, the solutions converge towards one minimum, 
irrespective of whether the problem under consideration has more than one minimum. For 
instance, the graphs shown in Fig 4.25 show the points plotted for the fifth and twentieth 
generations 
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Fig 4.25. Points plotted for fifth and twentieth generations 
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In the fifth generation, it can be seen that as opposed to the second generation, the population 
is converging rapidly towards one minimum. This is seen even more clearly from the plot for 
the twentieth generation. 
Now, consider the population for the second generation. The chromosomes of the population 
can be divided in two subpopulations, where each subpopulation represents a cluster. The 
procedure for determining which chromosome belong to one cluster or another is illustrated 
by considering 5 randomly chosen chromosomes from the second generation. These are 
given by: 
all a l2 19.9500 219.5932 
a 21 a22 257.9311 110.4777 
A= a31 a32 = 227.1477 354.8445 (4.41) 
a 41 a42 238.0402 321.4342 
a 51 a52 28.4152 223.7499 
and their corresponding fitness values are given by: 
F= [0.2437 1.5777 1.2093 2.1944 0.4165f (4.42) 
Now, let D be a square matrix of order m, where m is equal to the number of rows of matrix 
A. Matrix D is given by 
d ll dl2 dl3 dl4 diS 
d21 d 22 d23 d24 d25 
D= d31 d32 d33 d34 d35 (4.43) 
d41 d42 d43 d44 d45 
dSI dS2 d53 d54 dss 
where the ifh term of matrix D is given by: 
dij = J( a jl - a il )2 + ( a j2 - a i2 t for ij = I to 5 (4.44) 
dij represents the distance between the i'h andfh values of the chromosomes given in Eqn 4.41 
when these are represented as points in the relevant graph of Fig 4.23. Matrix D represents 
all the distances between all the chromosomes. Note that the distance in this case is 
computed by using the norm as opposed to the values of distances computed using Eqn 4.39 
for the previous example. Since the distance between the i'h and j'h term is equal to the 
distance between the fh and i'h term, it follows that D is symmetric and that the values of the 
diagonal entries are equal to O. For the values given in matrix A, the upper half of the square 
symmetric matrix D is given by: 
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0 261.8037 247.4344 240.6967 9.4307 
0 246.2981 211.8922 255.9456 
D= 0 35.1411 238.0765 ( 4.45) 
0 231.2679 
0 
The cluster analysis begins by considering the values of d in descending order. The first five 
values in ascending order are 9.4307, 35.1411,211.8992 and 231.2679. 
Chromosomes are selected to form clusters in the same manner described earlier. The 
dendrogram in Fig 4.26 which represents the cluster structure for the chosen chromosomes is 
obtained as follows: 
• To begin with consider dl _5=9.4307 corresponding to chromosomes 1 and 5 . 
Chromosomes 1 and 5 form a new cluster. 
• d3-4=35.l411 is considered next and chromosomes 3 and 4 also form a new cluster, 
because none of them has already been chosen to form part of a cluster. 
• When d2_3=211.8992 is considered, chromosome 2 merges with the cluster that is 
formed when d3-4 is considered, because chromosome 3 is already a member of the 
cluster for d3-4. 
At this point of the cluster analysis, there are two clusters and all five chromosomes are 
involved in the cluster analysis. If the next value of d is considered, that is <4_5=231.2679, 
then the two clusters that have already been formed, merge into a new larger cluster 
composed of chromosomes 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5. 
Now, if a cluster analysis is applied to determine two clusters from all the chromosomes of 
the second generation, this would give rise to two clusters, where the chromosomes in each 
cluster are 'probably' closer to each distinct solution. 
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Fig 4.26 Dendrogram for the 5 chromosomes ofEqn 4.41 
4.3.1.3.Modification of the genetic algorithm process using cluster analysis 
After the clusters are formed and the chromosomes for each cluster identified, the genetic 
algorithm process is continued independently for each cluster. This is done as follows: 
Consider the fittest chromosome in a cluster. For instance, for the example under 
consideration, the best chromosomes in each cluster are given by: 
Cluster 1: 
Cluster 2: 
gene 1 = 7.5486° gene 2 = 200.9495° 
gene 1 = 344.6790° gene 2 = 182.3547° 
(4.46) 
(4.47) 
A new population is generated for each cluster where the upper and lower limits for ith gene 
in a cluster are given by: 
lower limit : 
upper limit: 
Rd 
gimin = gibes! - k __ I 
n 
Rd. 
gimax = gibes! + k--I 
n 
(4.48) 
(4.49) 
where gibest represents the value of the ith gene of the best chromosome, Rdi represents the 
difference between the upper and lower limits chosen for the ith gene at the start of the genetic 
algorithm process and where n represents the number of clusters. The term k is called a 
"range modification' factor and its significance is discussed in the sequel. For instance, let 
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k=0.5. The new lower and upper limits for the genes for cluster 1 and cluster 2, respectively, 
using the values of the best chromosomes given in Eqns 4.46 and 4.47 are given by: 
for cluster 1: 
_ (360-0) 0 
glmin - 7.5486-0.5 = -82.4514 
2 
_ (360-0) 0 
glmax - 7.5486 + 0.5 = 97.5486 
2 
_ (360-0) 0 
g2min - 200.9495 - 0.5 = 110.9496 
2 
_ (360-0) 0 
g2max - 200.9495 + 0.5 = 290.9495 
2 
and for cluster 2 
_ (360-0) 0 glmin - 344.6790 - 0.5 = 254.6790 
2 
_ (360-0) 0 
glmax - 344.6790 + 0.5 = 434.6790 
2x2 
g2min = 182.3547 -0.5 (360-0) = 92.35470 
2 
(360-0) 0 
g2max =182.3547+0.5 =272.3547 
2 
(4.50) 
(4.51) 
(4.52) 
(4.53) 
(4.54) 
(4.55) 
(4.56) 
(4.57) 
From the results of Eqns 4.50 to 4.57 it can be noticed that there is a change in the lower and 
upper limits for the genes when compared to the lower and upper limits chosen at the start of 
the genetic algorithm process. To illustrate this graphically, consider Fig 4.27 which shows 
the initial lower and upper limits for gene 1 and those obtained from Eqns 4.50, 4.51 and 
Eqns 4.54, 4.55 for clusters 1 and 2, respectively. 
O~ ___ ~I=n=iti=al~r~~ge~£~o~rg~e_ne~l~ ______ ~~O Initial population ,< -30 
_
__ -_82_.4~5~~~e~w~ra~n~je~p~?r~g~en~e~9L~·5~4-86------------------~I----------
Cluster 1 Z. : "/ ~ 
I 254.6790 434.6790 
Cluster 2 ___ ....1... ____ --j..1 ______ ....1... __________ ---:II!<...~>J~e\~!I:f.!rI!!Qn~ge;::!t::f!!Qt~g§!;;jeO!!;e~>r---~ 
Fig 4.27 New lower and upper limits for genes obtained by from Eqns 4.50, 4.51, 4.54and 
4.55 
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It can be noted that there is a shift in the lower and upper limits for gene 1 for cluster 1 as well 
as for cluster 2. The degree of this shift is a result of the trend in the population of 
chromosomes during the first few generations of the genetic algorithm process. It may 
happen that the new lower and upper limits for a gene are lower or higher than the limits 
chosen at the start of the genetic algorithm, as can be noted in Fig 4.27. However, this does 
not matter because while the intial choice for the limits may be regarded as an "educated 
guess", the new ranges represent what is probably a more "accurate guess" obained from 
results in the initial evolutionary stages of the genetic algorithm process. This can be 
compared to the evolutionary process found in nature, where a species develops new traits 
and evolves into subspecies to adapt to a particular environment. 
Now, consider Fig 4.27 and the values for the new lower and upper limits for the genes given 
in Eqns 4.50 to 4.57. It can be verfified that in each case" the difference between the upper 
and lower limit is equal to 1800 • For example, for the lower and upper limits for gene I for 
cluster 1, the difference is given by (see Eqns 4.50 and 4.51): 
97.5486-(-82.4514)= 1800 • (4.58) 
This is equal half the difference between the lower and upper limits chosen at the start of the 
genetic algorithm, that is 360°. The ratio of the difference between the lower and upper 
limits for the new ranges to the difference between the lower and upper limits at the start of 
the genetic algorithm is given by considering the "range modification factor" mentioned 
earlir. For instance, for a problem where two clusters are involved, a value of k= I gives rise 
to a situation where the difference between the new and upper limits for the genes is euqal to 
the difference between the lower and upper limits chosen at the start of the genetic algorithm 
process. For a problem involving 3 clusters, the same situation would be obtained for a value 
of k=I.5. Now, for a problem where genes represent angles and where the difference 
between the lower and upper limits at the start of the genetic algorithm process is chosen to 
be 360°, a value of k=1 for two clusters may be regarded as a "safe" value because the 
difference between the new lower and upper limits would be 3600 and hence would still 
represent all possible values for an angle. To elaborate, consider Fig 4.28 which represents 
new lower and upper limits for gene 1 where k=l, where the values are given by: 
gl . =7.5486_1(360-0) =-172.45140 mID 2 (4.59) 
(360-0) 
gl =7.5486+1 =187.5486
0 
m~ 2 (4.60) 
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Possible value 
of gene I 
0° 
Lower and upper limits at the start 
of genetic algorithm process 
Possible value 
of gene I 
187.54~8~6 ~--"--.l......-r­
-172.4514° 
Lower and upper limits obtained 
from Eqns 4.59 and 4.60 
Fig 4.28 Initial and mofied lower and upper limits for gene I for cluster I 
On the other hand, a value of k=0.5 for a problem involving two clusters reduces the range 
for possible values of a gene by a half. However, it should be noted that is likely that the 
lower and upper limits for the genes obtained using a value of k=05 will contain the potential 
solution for the gene. 
Now, the new ranges for the genes are used to randomly generate a new population for each 
cluster and the genetic algorithm process continues in the manner described in Sections 4.3 to 
4.9, independently for each cluster. The genetic algorithm procedure described in this 
Section, was repeated for 50 times for the problem under consideration using a value of k=0.5 
and two solutions given by ¢2 =3.6900, ¢3 =204.7806° for one cluster and ¢2 =279.7860°, ¢3 
=78.6954° for the second cluster were found in every case. 
The procedure proposed in this Section for identifYing ranges which may contain potential 
solutions is based on the notion discussed in Section 4.3.2.1 where it was shown that the 
upper and lower limits for a range has an influence on the tendency of a genetic algorithm to 
converge towards a solution that is cloer to the the mean obtained from the lower and upper 
limits. It should be remembered however that the genetic algorithm process is a random 
process and therefore although it is likely that the ranges can be identified by using the 
proposed technique, there is no guarantee that this procedure will always work successfully. 
4.4. THE GENETIC ALGORITHM FUNCTION IN MA TLAB 
The author has written a comuter program in Matlab for the genetic algorithm process 
described in Sections 4.2 and 4.3. Fig 4.23 is a flow chart in which the different stages of the 
program are explained. During the first part of the genetic algorithm process, a single 
popUlation is generated. This population evolves for a small number of generations, typically 
for three to four generations. The number of generaions for which the initial population is 
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allowed to evolve before performing cluster analysis is chosen by the user. During the first 
few geneerations, condition B which refers the phasing ratio is checked. Note that phasing is 
not included during initial part of the genetic algorithm process. However, during the frst 
few generations, it may be possible that the value of the fitness function is lower than the 
error theshold chosen to terminate the genetic algorithm process. However, since the aim of 
this process is to identifY more than one solution, the process is continued. It should be noted 
that the best chromosomes in each cluster are propagated to the new subpopulation that is 
generated after the cluster analysis process. 
Therefore, if during the first few generations, the fitness value of the best chromosome is 
below the error threshold, this will be propapagated to its corresponding subpopulation. 
After cluster analysis is performed, the genetic algorithm processes for each cluster continue 
independently and they are said to run in parallel. For instance the genetic algorithm for 
cluster I may terminate after 50 generations when the fitness value corresponding to an 
acceptable solution is achieved, whereas the genetic algorithm process for cluster 2 may 
proceed up to the maximum number of generations without actually finding an acceptable 
solution. 
Now, the procedure for the genetic algorithm illustrated in Fig 4.29 may be referred to as a 
"partial parallel genetic algorithm" because a number of genetic algorithm processes are 
carried out concurrently. Actually, parallel genetic algorithm has been the subject of research 
in recent decades as researchers have attempted to find ways of improving the performance of 
genetic algorithm in general [70]. One of these approaches is "parallel genetic algorithm". 
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Fig 4.29 Flow chart for the genetic algorithm program 
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A parallel genetic algorithm may be described as a genetic algorithm where the initial 
population is divided into smaller "subpopulations" and each subpopulation is allowed to 
evolve separately. Occasionally, during parallel genetic algorithm, a number of 
chromosomes are interchanged between subpopulations. The interchanging of chromosomes 
between subpopulations is known as "migration". However, it should be noted that in this 
work, migration is not required, because it is desirable to allow each subpopulation to evolve 
independently. 
In general, the scope of implementing and using parallel genetic algorithm is to make use of 
the technology of parallel processors in computers by distributing the process of genetic 
algorithm among a number of processors, thereby executing two or more genetic algorithm 
processes concurrently. Note that although the proposed genetic algorithm process is 
particularly suitable for a parallel implementation using multiple processors, a machine with 
a single processor is used in this work. 
The partial parallel genetic algorithm (PPGA) function in MatIab is executed in the following 
manner (a brief description of the data structures and function operations used in Matlab is 
given in Appendix A) : 
[Objresults, T, Subpop] = PPGA( objfun, Nehrom, Ngenes, Range, Maxgen, Mutation I, Mutationf, 
Pratio, Pgen, Ce, Cgen, Nes, Cesgen, k) 
The definition of the terms on the right-hand side of the expression are as follows: 
• PPGA is the name of the function, and stand for Qartial Qarallel genetic !!Igorithm. 
• Objfun is a string expression representing the name of the fitness function. The 
fitness function is a MatIab function. For example the fitness function for the four-
bar-linkage discussed in Sections 4.2 to 4.10 is given by the function in Fig 4.30. 
• Nchrom refers to the number of chromosomes in the initial population. 
• Ngenes refers to the number of genes in each chromosome. 
• Range is a matrix of order 3 by m. The terms in the first row refer to the gene 
sequence whereas the terms in the second and third rows refer to the lower and upper 
limits, respectively, for the genes referred to in the sequence given in the first row. 
For instance, for a problem involving 6 genes where the first two genes have lower 
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and upper limits of 0 and 360, respectively, and where the third gene has a lower and 
upper limit of 90 and 270 and the fourth, fifth and sixth genes have lower and upper 
limits of -90 and 45, the range matrix is given by: 
[ 
2 1 3 J 
Range = 0 90 -90 
360 270 45 
This is expressed in Matlab as 
Range=[2 1 3; 0 90 -90; 36027045] 
Note that the term in the first column of row 1 refers to the first and second genes, the 
term in the second column of row I refers to the third gene, whereas the term in the 
third column of row 1 refers to the last three genes. 
Function fitness=fourbarlinkage(pop) 
[r,c]=size(pop) %detennine number of chromosomes r and number of genes per 
chromosome c in population pop 
al =pope:, 1 )*pillS0 %defmes column I of pop as gene I 
a2=pop(:,2)*pi/lS0 %defmes column 2 of pop as gene 2 
DEP=[( -3".5)/2-2*cos(al )-1.5*cos(a2)+ 1.5 -O.5-2*sin(al )-1.5*sin(a2)] 
%defmes constraint equation 
For row= l:r % routine to compute the fitness value consisting of the nonn for each 
chromosome) 
K(row,:)=DEP(row,:) 
fitness(row,:)=nonn(K(row,:) %returns fitness values 
end 
Fig 4.30 Fitness function for the four-bar-linkage of example under consideration 
• Maxgen refers to the maximum number of generations for terminating the genetic 
algorithm process if the error threshold is not achieved. 
• Mutationl refers to the number of genes mutated expressed as a percentage of the 
number of total genes in a popUlation. 
• Mutationf is the interval between generations at which mutation takes place. 
• Pratio is the nhasing ratio. 
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• Pgen is the number of generation for which the nhasing ratio must be satisfied before 
phasing takes place. 
• Cc represents the £onvergence £riterion. 
• Cgen represent the number of generations, for which the £onvergence criterion must 
be satisfied before terminating the genetic algorithm process. 
• Ncs is the number of £luster§ to be considered during cluster analysis and represents 
the number of solutions sought by the genetic algorithm process. 
• Ccsgen is the number of generations before cluster analysis is carried out. 
• k represents the range modification factor used during the cluster analysis. 
The terms on the left hand side of the above boxed expression for executing the PPGA 
function represent the output of the partial parallel genetic algorithm process. The output 
information is defined as follows: 
• ObjresuIts is a structure array [69] where the fields of the structure array contain the 
values for all the chromosomes and their corresponding fitness values for all the 
generations of the genetic algorithm. 
• T is the time taken by the PPGA to execute the complete process. 
• Subpop is a structure array that contains the best chromosome for each cluster and the 
corresponding fitness value for the best chromosome in the generation when the 
PPGA terminates. 
For example, the expression for executing the partial parallel genetic algorithm for the four-
bar-linkage discussed in Sections 4.2 to 4.10 is given by: 
[Objresults, T, Subpop] = PPGA( 'fourbarlinkage' , 100,2, [2; 0; 360], 500, I, I, .2,20, le-8, 1,2,3,0.5) 
4.5. BIFURCATION 
The determination of the different kinematic paths followed by the elements of a mechanism 
or foldable structure and the determination of bifurcation points along these paths are an 
important aspect of kinematic analysis and design. Pellegrino et al in Ref [79] and Tarnai in 
Ref [80] have studied methods for determining the finite motion paths and bifurcation points 
of mechanisms consisting of pin joined assemblies by considering the fundamental vector 
spaces of the equilibrium or compatibility matrix. In the present research, cluster analysis is 
used for determining the number of kinematic paths followed by the elements of a 
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mechanism or foldable structure and for determining solutions that represent bifurcation 
points 
Consider the example of the four-bar-linkage of Section 4.3. The partial parallel genetic 
algorithm using two clusters is applied for values of tP] between 0° and 360°. This range of 
tP] represents a cycle of member MJ of the four-bar-linkage as it is rotated through 360° about 
joint J), see Fig 4.3. The results for the values of tP2 and tP3 for the corresponding values of 
;] are given in Table 4.10. Here, each pair of values of tP2 and tP3 is a solution representing a 
distinct path followed by members M2 and M3 of the mechanism. 
Now, the values of tP2 and tP3 are plotted as points where the coordinates of each point are 
given by the values of tP2 and tP3 in Table 4.10. This is shown in Fig 4.31. In this figure, the 
points are connected by lines and the resulting graph is as shown in the figure. Note that the 
part of the graph for the positive values of tP2 represents the points obtained for solution 2 
given in Table 4.13, whereas solution 1 is represented by the part of the graph for the 
negative values of tP2. Also, it can be noted that the shape of the curve on the positive side is 
a point reflection of the shape on the negative side, with the point of reflection having the 
coordinates tP2= 0°, tP3=180° (for A =0°). Actually, the solution at the point of reflection 
represents the unique configuration for the four-bar-linkage discussed in Section 4.3, (see 
also Fig 4.8). It can be stated that as member MJ is rotated away from this unique 
configuration, members M2 and M3 can either follow solution 1 or solution 2 arbitrarily (that 
is, with no preference between solutions 1 and 2). This is illustrated in Fig 4.32. The unique 
configuration of the four-bar-linkage and in particular, the point on the graph for values of tP2 
and tP3 corresponding to the unique solution represent the "bifurcation" point for this 
mechanism. In Section 4.2.1, four constraint equations were derived from the interelemental 
constraint equations for the four-bar-linkage under consideration, see Eqns 4.8,4.9,4.10 and 
4.11. These are reproduced here for convenience. 
-cosA - 2COStP2 -1.5cOStP3 + 1.5cOStP4 = 0 (4.61) 
-sintP]-2sintP2 -1.5sintP3 + 1.5 sin tP4 =0 (4.62) 
costP] + 2COStP2 + 1.5costP3 -1.5costP4 = -( -costP] - 2COStP2 -1.5costP3 + 1.5costP4) = 0 
(4.63) 
sinA + 2sintP2 + 1.5sintP3 -1.5SintP4 = -( -sinA - 2sin~ -1.5sintP.l + 1.5sintP4) = 0 
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(4.64) 
Values of ¢2 and ¢3 corresponding to values of ¢( between 00 and 3600 
. ~. 
Solution I (degrees) Solution 2 (degrees) 
f/J ;, ;, ;, ; 
0.0000 0.0000 180.0000 0.0000 180.0000 
1.0000 
-4.1183 175.1746 0.1213 180.8284 
2.0000 
-8.2184 170.3674 0.2426 181.6568 
3.0000 
-12.2826 165.5962 0.3638 182.4849 
4.0000 
-16.2936 160.8783 0.4851 183.3131 
5.0000 
-20.2361 156.2289 0.6071 184.1422 
10.0000 -38.4684 134.4651 1.2151 188.2816 
15.0000 
-53.5369 115.8717 1.8261 192.4175 
20.0000 
-65.2423 100.6517 2.4412 196.5473 
30.0000 
-80.2140 78.6955 3.6900 204.7806 
40.0000 
-87.3962 64.6129 4.9734 212.9643 
50.0000 
-89.8752 55.3493 6.3044 221.0798 
60.0000 
-89.4838 49.1066 7.6970 229.1066 
70.0000 -87.2852 44.8599 9.1670 237.0220 
80.0000 -83.9194 42.0125 10.7321 244.8002 
90.0000 -79.7922 40.2078 12.4120 252.4120 
100.0000 -75.1759 39.2286 14.2291 259.8246 
110.0000 
-70.2642 38.9433 16.2081 267.0006 
120.0000 -65.2025 39.2750 18.3760 273.8985 
130.0000 -60.1056 40.1830 20.7618 280.4732 
140.0000 
-55.0676 41.6501 23.3945 286.6768 
150.0000 
-50.1670 43.6739 26.3021 292.4611 
160.0000 -45.4687 46.2593 29.5081 297.7802 
170.0000 -41.0239 49.4113 33.0288 302.5936 
180.0000 
-36.8699 53.1301 36.8699 306.8699 
190.0000 -33.0288 57.4064 41.0239 310.5887 
200.0000 -29.5081 62.2198 45.4687 313.7407 
210.0000 -26.3021 67.5389 50.1670 316.3261 
220.0000 
-23.3945 73.3232 55.0676 318.3499 
230.0000 -20.7618 79.5268 60.1056 319.8170 
240.0000 -18.3760 86.1015 65.2025 320.7250 
250.0000 -16.2081 92.9994 70.2642 321.0567 
260.0000 -14.2291 100.1754 75.1759 320.7714 
270.0000 -12.4120 107.5880 79.7922 319.7922 
280.0000 -10.7321 115.1998 83.9194 317.9875 
290.0000 -9.1670 122.9780 87.2852 315.1401 
300.0000 -7.6970 130.8934 89.4838 310.8934 
310.0000 -6.3044 138.9202 89.8752 304.6507 
320.0000 -4.9734 147.0357 87.3962 295.3871 
330.0000 -3.6900 155.2194 80.2140 281.3045 
340.0000 -2.4412 163.4527 65.2423 259.3483 
345.0000 -1.8261 167.5825 53.5369 244.1283 
350.0000 -1.2151 171.7184 38.4684 225.5349 
355.0000 -0.6068 175.8582 20.2363 203.7713 
356.0000 -0.4854 176.6865 16.2938 199.1220 
357.0000 -0.3640 177.5148 12.2826 194.4038 
358.0000 -0.2425 178.3434 8.2184 189.6326 
359.0000 -0.1195 179.1741 4.1182 184.8253 
360.0000 0.0000 180.0000 0.0000 180.0000 
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----------------------------~~+--------------------------~---
Solution 2 
2 = 1800 --------------------------~~------------------------~ 
Bifurcation point 
corresponding to the position 
where the mechanism has a 
unique configuration 
_______ C-:----~~~-~---==================----~ 
Solution 1 
r-----,------,-----. ______ .-__ ~+_----,_----_.----~----__, 
-100 
-so -60 -40 
Fig 4.31 
M2 and M3 may follow one of 
two alternative paths which in 
tum result in either of the two 
configurations shown for 
solution I or solution 2 
Position ofM2 and 
M3 corresponding to 
solution I 
-20 o 20 40 60 so 
Values of tP2 and tP3 plotted as points 
Position of M2 and 
M3 corresponding to 
solution 2 
\un;q", ronfiguno';on 
of mechanism 
corresponding to the 
solution for bifurcation. 
This is the unique 
configuration given in 
Fig4.S. 
Fig 4.32 Alternative configurations as MJ is rotated from unique configuration 
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Now, reconsider the values for ¢2 and ¢3 given in Table 4.13. In particular, consider the 
values for ¢2 when ¢I is between 0° and 15° and between 345° and 360°, where the 
differences between the values of ¢2 for solutions 1 and 2 are relatively small when 
compared to the differences between the values of ¢2 when ¢I is between 15° and 345°. In 
this instance, it is prudent to use a larger number of chromosomes, for example 400, in the 
initial part of the partial parallel genetic algorithm process. As discussed in section 4.4.10, 
cluster analysis performs better when a larger number of chromosomes are chosen for the 
first few generations of the partial parallel genetic algorithm process. This has been found to 
be the case for the example under consideration, for the cases when the difference between 
the values of ¢2 for each solution is less than 15°. This corresponds to values of ¢I between 
o and 4° and between 356° and 360°. 
Now, it is of interest to note that the value of ¢2 and ¢3 in the graph shown in Fig 4.31, for 
each solution are located within two separate quadrants defined by a vertical line 
corresponding to the ¢3 -axis and a horizontal line defined by ¢2 = 180°. The intersection 
point of these two lines represents the solution for the bifurcation point. Therefore the values 
of ¢2 and ¢3 for solution 1 are located in the quadrant defined by ¢2 <180° and ¢3 <0° while 
the values of ¢2 and ¢3 for solution 2 are in the quadrant defined by ¢2 > 180° and ¢3 >0° for 
all ¢2 and ¢3 except for the solution at the bifurcation point. The solutions in each quadrant 
represent points on one of the two alternative paths that may be followed by members M2 and 
M3• 
4.6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUDING REMARKS 
In this chapter, procedures for a simple genetic algorithm and a partial parallel genetic 
algorithm procedure are proposed for the solution of interelemental constraint equations. 
Through the use of a partial parallel genetic algorithm process, it is possible to identifY 
alternative configurations of a mechanism. In addition, the procedure can also be used to 
identify unique configurations for these types of mechanisms which in tum represent 
bifurcation points. These concepts have been explained by considering a simple example 
consisting of a four-bar-linkage noting that a foldable structure composed of duplets may 
regarded as being composed of a number of four-bar-linkages. 
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The concept of cluster analysis is introduced and integrated as part of the genetic algorithm 
process to identifY multiple solutions. Although the partial parallel genetic algorithm process 
has been executed on a single processor personal computer, this procedure is particularly 
suitable as an application on parallel processors. Furthermore, the process described in this 
chapter for the partial parallel genetic algorithm has a general application for optimisation 
problems with more than one minimum. 
The procedures explained in this chapter and the matrix approach for the kinematic analysis 
explained in Chapter 3, are used in Chapter 5 to perform the kinematic analysis of various 
types of two-dimensional and three-dimensional foldable structures. The procedure is also 
applied for determining the configuration of snap-through deployable structures and 
tensegrity systems. 
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CHAPTER 5 
THE MDC METHOD - EXAMPLES 
5.1 INTRODUCTION 
In this chapter, the matrix dependency constraint method for the kinematic analysis of 
foldable structure proposed in Chapter 3 and the genetic algorithm process described in 
Chapter 4 are applied for performing the kinematic analysis of a number of foldable 
structures and mechanisms. In each example in this chapter, the foldable structure or 
mechanisms is represented using interelemental constraint equations as described in Section 2 
of Chapter 3. The constraint equations obtained from the global interelemental constraint 
equation for each example are used to define a fitness function for simple genetic algorithm 
or partial parallel genetic algorithm process as appropriate. The solutions given by the 
genetic algorithm process represent configurations of the foldable structure. In the first part 
of this chapter, a number of regular and irregular two-dimensional foldable structures are 
considered, whereas the second part of the chapter is devoted to the kinematic analysis of 
three-dimensional foldable structures. 
5.2 TWO-DIMENSIONAL FOLDABLE STRUCTURES 
5.2.1 A Curved Foldable Structure 
Consider the foldable structure illustrated in Fig 5.1. The structure is composed of 10 
members that are assembled as shown in the figure. Member (1), may be referred to as the 
"ground link", see Section 2.4. This, of course, implies that throughout the kinematic 
analysis, (1) will remain stationary. In the foldable structure of Fig 5.1, all the members other 
than members (1), (2), (9) and (10) are uniplets. 
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Ground link 
13 
II 
Fig 5.1 Foldable structure of example 1 showing member and joint numbers 
The interelemental constraint equations for a foldable structure are obtained using the "ikp" 
function implemented by the author in Matlab, see Appendix A. The ikp function is executed 
as follows: 
[A, B, C, D]=ikP(Ml, M2) 
where ikp is the function name and the terms in the parentheses on the right hand side of the 
above expression are as follows: 
• Ml is a matrix in which the ilh row specifies the joints of the ilh member. 
• M2 is a structured array, [69] and is composed of two fields as follows: 
M2.jointcoordinates 
M2.dofdof 
where, M2.jointcoordinates is composed of arrays containing the coordinates of the 
joints of a member and M2.dof contains arrays that represent the degrees of freedom 
at each joint of a member. 
The terms on the left-hand side are the output, defmed as follows: 
• A is the pair-joint matrix for the mechanism, see Section 3.2 
• B represents the right-hand side of the global interelemental constraint equation for 
the mechanism, see Section 3.3. 
• C represents the constraint equations obtained by the left null vector method or the 
row reduced echelon method. The left null vector method is used in the ikp function. 
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• D is a matrix in which each row represents a kinematic pair by specifying the 
members involved in the pair. 
For the mechanism under consideration, matrix MI is given by: 
2 0 
3 0 
2 4 6 
3 4 5 
MI= 
5 7 9 
(5.1) 6 7 8 
8 10 12 
9 10 11 
II 13 0 
12 13 0 
Each row ofMI represents a member of the foldable structure given in Fig 5.1 by specifying 
the joint numbers of the member, which are given in Fig 5.1. 
The structured array M2.jointcoordinates can be defined using either of two different 
approaches described in the sequel. The first approach involves the use of local coordinates 
associated with each member for defining the geometry of the members. For instance, arrays 
given in Fig 5.2 can be used to define the geometry of the 10 members of Fig 5.1. 
M2(l).jointcoordinates = [0, 0; 30, 0] 
M2(2).jointcoordinates = [0, 0; 39.9774, 0] 
M2(3).jointcoordinates = [0, 0; 30, 0; 69.9774, 0] 
M2(4).jointcoordinates = [0, 0; 39.9774, 0; 69.9744, 0] 
M2(5).jointcoordinates = [0, 0; 30, 0; 69.9774, 0] 
M2(6).jointcoordinates = [0, 0; 0, 39.9744, 69.9774, 0] 
M2(7).jointcoordinates = [0, 0; 30, 0; 60, 0] 
M2(8).jointcoordinates = [0, 0; 39.9774, 0; 82.5894, 0] 
M2(9).jointcoordinates = [0, 0; 42.6120, 0] 
M2(l O).jointcoordinates = [0, 0; 30, 0] 
Fig 5.2 Arrays for defining the geometry of the members using a local coordinate system 
associated with each member 
Note that the commas used in the arrays given in Fig 5.2 are optional in Matlab. 
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Fig 5.3 Part of foldable structure of Fig 5.1 showing local coordinate systems associated with 
members 1 and 3 
In the case of the present example, two pairs of coordinates are required for defining the 
geometry of members (1), (2), (9) and (10), whereas 3 pairs of coordinates are required for 
defining the geometry of members (3) to (8). For example, refer to Fig 5.2 and to Fig 5.3. 
Consider the coordinates of member (1), that is [0, 0; 30, 0]. This indicates that member I 
has a length of 30 units of length. Now, consider member (3), the geometry of which is 
defined using the following array [0, 0; 30, 0; 69.9744, 0]. This indicates that the member is 
composed of three joints, namely joints 2, 4 and 6. Therefore, the overall length of member 
(3) is 69.9744 units of length. Joint 4 represents the pivot of the duplet composed of 
members (3) and (4). The position of the pivot with respect to the local coordinate system 
defined by the x3-y3 axes associated with member (3) (see Fig 5.3) is located at a distance of 
30 units of length from joint 2 when measured along the length of the member. The 
coordinates [30,0] represent the position of the pivot. 
The second approach for defining the geometry of the members is to use coordinates with 
respect to a global coordinate system. For example, if the coordinates of the joints of in Fig 
5.1 are represented by the following matrix: 
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0 0 
30.0000 0 
16.0161 36.6289 
52.3674 19.9925 
79.6463 7.5081 
82.1738 46.6340 
J= 108.3048 16.3790 (5.2) 
127.9141 
-6.3250 
146.4944 28.2003 
157.6648 
-10.1848 
169.5712 
-51.0996 
187.4154 
-14.0446 
208.9829 
-34.8975 
where the ith row of matrix J specifies the coordinates of the ith joint in Fig 5.1. 
The structured array M2.jointcoordinates can be defined directly by entering the data for each 
member as follows: 
M2(l ).jointcoordinates=[O, 0; 30, 0] 
M2(2).jointcoordinates=[0,0; 16.0161,36.6289] 
M2(3).jointcoordinates=[30, 0; 52.3674, 19.9925; 82.1738,46.6340] 
M2(4).jointcoordinates=[16.0161, 36.6289; 52.3674, 19.9925; 79.6463,46.6340] 
M2(5).jointcoordinates=[79.6463, 7.5081; 108.3048, 16.3790; 146.4944,28.2003] 
M2( 6).jointcoordinates=[82.1738, 46.6340; 108.3048, 16.3790; 127.9141, -6.3250] 
M2(7).jointcoordinates=[127.9141, -6.3250; 157.6648, -10.1848; 187.4154, -14.0446] 
M2(8).jointcoordinates=[146.4944, 28.2003; 157.6648, -10.1848; 169.5712, -51.0996] 
M2(9).jointcoordinates=[169.5712, -51.0996; 208.9829, -34.8975] 
M2( 1 O).jointcoordinates=[ 187.4154, -14.0446; 208.9829, -34.8975] 
The above arrays can also be obtained using a Matlab function called makecoords, (written 
by the author). This function is executed as follows: 
[M2]=makecoords(Ml, J) 
where "makecoords" is the name of the function, Ml represents the matrix that defines the 
joints of each member and J is a matrix that represents the coordinates of all the joints. 
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Now, for two-dimensional foldable systems, the relative degrees of freedom at a joint that 
allows rotation between the members attached to it are represented by angles. The angles in 
turn represent the direction of the axes of the members with respect to a chosen axis. The 
choice of this axis depends on the method chosen for representing the geometry of the 
members. The angles are used to represent the configurations of the foldable structure. 
For instance, if the geometry of the members is represented in terms of local coordinates 
associated with each member, then the orientations of the members are represented in terms 
of angles, where the angles are measured relative to the direction of the x-axis in Fig 5.1. For 
example, let ai, a2, a3, a4, ... ,alO be angles that represent the orientation of members (1), (2), 
(3), (4), ... ,(10), respectively. If local coordinates are used to represent the geometry of the 
members, then ai, a2, a3, a4, ... ,aI0 are measured relative to the direction of the x-axis, as 
shown in Fig 5.4. The angles can either be positive, such as a2, a3 and a5 or negative, such 
as a4 and a6, see Fig 5.4 
\ 
" 
~~~~~~~~~Ha~~~77~ 
%% x 
/ 
/ 
" 
" 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
Fig 5.4 Part of foldable structure of Fig 6.1, where angles are measured relative to the 
direction of the x-axis 
Note that the angles can also be regarded as the angles between local and global coordinate 
systems. Different combinations of aI, a2, a3, a4, ... ,alO represent different configurations of 
the foldable structure 
Now, if global coordinates are used to represent the geometry of the members, the angle 
representing the orientation of a member, as the structure is deployed, is measured relative to 
the axis of the same member corresponding to the configuration defined by the global 
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coordinates. Note that the configuration defined by the global coordinates represents one 
position of the foldable structure. In addition, the axes of the members in this configuration 
may be regarded as a datum for measuring the relative rotation of members during the 
deployment of the structure. For example, consider Fig 5.5 where member (3) is shown. If 
member (3) undergoes a rotation about joint 2 during deployment of the structure the 
magnitude of rotation is measured relative to the direction of the axis of the member defined 
by the global coordinates. 
undergoes a 
rotation about 
joint 2 
Angle a3, representing the 
orientation of the rotated 
member 
/ 
/ 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
/ 
o 
o 
o 
o 
/ 
6 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
00\ 
o (3) 00 Member (3) 
defined by 
global 
coordinates 
Fig 5.5 Member (3) of the structure of Fig 5.1 is rotated about joint 2 (note that other 
members of the structure are not shown) 
Therefore, if local coordinates are used to define the geometry of the members, then angles 
are measured relative to the x-axis, whereas if global coordinates are used to define the 
geometry of the members, angles are measured relative to a local axis associated with each 
member. However, it should be noted that in order to use global coordinates, at least one 
configuration of the foldable structure must be known. This information is not required if 
local coordinates are used. For the example under consideration, the kinematic analysis is 
performed for the two approaches to illustrate the differences between them. Now, if ai, a2, 
a3, a4, ... ,al0 are angles representing the orientation of the members and irrespective of 
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whether local or global coordinates are used to define the geometry of the members, M2.dof 
(the structured array that represents degrees of freedom) is given by: 
M2(l).dof=[aI; aI] 
M2(2).dof=[a2; a2] 
M2(3).dof=[a3; a3; a3] 
M2(4).dof=[a4; a4; a4] 
M2(5).dof=[a5; as; as] 
M2(6).dof=[a6; a6; a6] 
M2(7).dof=[a7; a7; a7] 
M2(8).dof=[a8; a8; a8] 
M2(9).dof=[a9; a9] 
M2(10).dof=[alO; alO] 
Note that member (1) is parallel to the x-axis and therefore al is equal to 0°. Note that in 
Matlab, the units of angles for computing trigonometric functions must be in radians although 
degrees can of course be used and converted to radians accordingly. 
Global Interelemental Constraint Equataion 
6.1.1.1 Local coordinates 
The global interelemental constraint equation for the foldable structure of Fig 5.1 is obtained 
using the ikp function as described in Section O. The global interelemental constraint 
equation for the foldable structure under consideration is represented by: 
XI YI 
x2 Y2 
X3 Y3 
x4 Y4 
Xs Ys 
X6 Y6 
A x7 Y7 
Xg yg 
X9 Y9 
XJO YJO 
XII YII 
X)2 YI2 
xJ3 YJ3 
Pierre Farrugia 
=[hX' bX2 bX3 bX4 
by) bY2 bY3 bY4 
bxs bX6 
bys bY6 
bx30 bX31 
bY30 bY31 
(5.3) 
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This can be written in a simplified form as 
A[x y]=[bx by] (5.4) 
where x, y, bx and by represent the contents of the columns of the corresponding matrices in 
Eqn 6.3. Here A is the pair-joint matrix as discussed in Section 3.2. It can be verified that A 
is given by: 
A= 
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The tenns bx and by ofEqn S.4 are given by: 
30-39.9774cos(a2) -39.9774sin(a2) 
-30-30cos(a3) -30sin(a3) 
-30-69.9774cos(a3) -69.9774sin(a3) 
-39.9774cos(a2)-39.9774cos(a4) -39.9774sin(a2)-39.9774sin(a4) 
-39.9774cos(a2)-69.9774cos(a4) -39.9774sin(a2)-69.9774sin(a4) 
-30cos(a3)+39.9774cos(a4) -30sin(a3)+39.9774sin(a4) 
-30cos(a3)-30cos(a4) -30sin(a3)-30sin(a4) 
-69.9774cos(a3) -69.977 4sin( a3) 
-39.9774cos(a4) -39.9774sin(a4) 
-69.9774cos(a4)-30cos(aS) -69.9774sin(a4)-30sin(aS) 
-69.9774cos(a4)-69.9774cos(aS) -69.9774sin(a4)-69.9774sin(aS) 
-30cos(a3) -30sin(a3) 
-69.9774cos(a3)-39.9774cos(a6) -69.9774sin(a3)-39.9774sin(a6) 
-69.977 4cos( a3 )-69.977 4cos( a6) -69.9774sin(a3)-69.9774sin(a6) 
-30cos(aS)+39.9774cos(a6) -30sin(aS)+ 39.9774sin(a6) 
[bx by]= -30cos( as)-30cos( a6) -30sin( as)-30sin( a6) 
-69.9774cos(aS) -69.9774sin(aS) 
-39.9774cos(a6) -39.9774sin(a6) 
-69.9774cos(a6)-30cos(a7) -69.9774sin(a6)-30sin(a7) 
-69 .9774cos( a6)-60cos( a7) -69.977 4sin( a6)-60sin( a 7) 
-30cos(aS) -30sin(aS) 
-69.9774cos(aS)-39.9774cos(a8) _69.9774sin(aS)-39.9774sin(a8) 
-69.9774cos(aS)-82.S894cos(a8) _69.9774sin(aS)-82.S894sin(a8) 
-30cos(a7)+ 39.9774cos(a8) -30sin(a7)+ 39.9774sin(a8) 
-30cos(a7)-42.6120cos(a8) -30sin(a7)-42.6120sin(a8) 
-60cos(a7) -60sin(a7) 
-39.9774cos(a8) -39.9774sin(a8) 
-82.S894cos(a8)-42.6120cos(a9) -82.S 894sin( a8)-42 .6120sin( a9) 
-30cos(a7) -30sin(a7) 
-60cos(a7)-30cos(al0) -60sin(a7)-30sin(al0) 
-42.6120cos(a9)+30cos(al0) -42.6120sin(a9)+ 30sin(al 0) 
S.2.1.1 Global coordinates 
Now, if the geometry of the members is defined using global coordinates, this gives rise to a 
global interelemental constraint equation which is similar to Eqns S.3 and S.4. The pair-
joints matrix, A, is in fact the same since it represents the same foldable system. However bx 
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and by are different. It can be verified that for the case where global coordinates are used, bx 
is given by: 
30-16.0161cos(a2)+ 16.0161sin(a2) 
-30- 22.3674cos(a3)+ 19.9925sin(a3) 
-30-52.1738cos(a3)+46.6340sin(a3) 
-16.0161 cos(a2)+ 36.6289sin(a2)-36.3513cos(a4)-16.6364sin(a4) 
-16.0161 cos(a2)+ 36.6289sin(a2)-63.6302cos(a4)-29.1208sin(a4) 
-22.3674cos(a3)+ 19.9925sin(a3)+36.3513cos(a4)+ 16.6364sin(a4) 
-22.3674cos(a3)+ 19.9925sin(a3)- 27.2789cos(a4)-12,4844sin(a4) 
-52. 1738cos(a3)+46.6340sin(a3) 
-36.3513cos(a4)-16.6364sin(a4) 
-63.6302cos(a4)-29.1208sin(a4)-28.6585cos(a5)+8.8709sin(a5) 
-63.6302cos(a4)-29.1208sin(a4)-66.8481cos(a5)+20.6922sin(aS) 
- 22.3674cos(a3)+ 19.9925sin(a3) 
-52.1738cos(a3)+ 46.6340sin(a3)-26.1310cos(a6)- 30.2550sin(a6) 
-52.1738cos( a3 )+46.6340sin(a3 )-45. 7403cos(a6)-52.9590sin(a6) 
-28.6585cos(aS)+8.8709sin(aS)+26.131 Ocos(a6)+ 30.2550sin(a6) 
bx = -28.6585cos(a5)+8.8709sin(a5)-19 .6093cos(a6)-22. 7040sin(a6) 
-66.8481cos(aS)+20.6922sin(aS) 
-26.1310cos(a6)-30.2550sin(a6) 
-45. 7403cos( a6)-52.9590sin( a6)-29. 7507cos(a7)-3 .8598sin( a7) 
-45. 7403cos(a6)-52.9590sin(a6)-59.5013cos(a7)-7.7196sin(a7) 
-28.6585cos(aS)+8.8709sin(aS) 
-66.8481cos(aS)+20.6922sin(a5)-11.1704cos(a8)-38.3851 sin(a8) 
_66.8481cos(aS)+20.6922sin(a5)-23.0768cos(a8)-79.2999Sin(a8) 
-29. 7507cos(a7)-3.8598sin(a7)+ 11.1704cos(a8)+38.3851 sin(a8) 
-29. 7507cos(a7)-3.8598sin(a7)-11.9064cos(a8)-40.9148sin(a8) 
-59.50 13cos(a7)-7. 7196sin(a7) 
-11.1704cos(a8)-38.3851 sin(a8) 
_23.0768cos(a8)-79.2999sin(a8)-39,4117cos(a9)+ 16.2021sin(a9) 
-29. 7507cos(a7)-3 .8598sin(a7) 
-59.5013cos(a7)-7. 7196sin(a7)-21.5675cos(al 0)-20.8529sin(al 0) 
-39,4117cos(a9)+ 16.2021sin(a9)+21.5675cos(alO)+20.8529sin(al 0) 
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Also, by is given by: 
30-16.0161sin(a2)+ 16.0161 cos(a2) 
-30- 22.3674sin(a3)+ 19.992Scos(a3) 
-30-S2.1738sin(a3)+46.6340cos(a3) 
-16.0161 sin(a2)+ 36.6289cos(a2)-36.3S13sin(a4)-16.6364cos(a4) 
-16.0161 sin(a2)+ 36.6289cos(a2)-63.6302sin(a4)-29.1208cos(a4) 
-22.3674sin(a3)+ 19.992Scos(a3)+ 36.3S13sin(a4)+ 16.6364cos(a4) 
-22.3674sin(a3)+ 19.992Scos(a3)- 27.2789sin(a4)-12.4844cos(a4) 
-S2.1738sin(a3)+46.6340cos(a3) 
-36.3S13sin(a4)-16.6364cos(a4) 
-63 .6302sin( a4 )-29 . 1208cos( a4 )-28.65 85sin( a5)+8. 8709cos( as) 
-63 .6302sin( a4 )-29 . 1208cos(a4 )-66.8481 sin(a5)+ 20.6922cos( as) 
- 22.3674sin(a3)+ 19.992Scos(a3) 
-S2.l738sin(a3)+ 46.6340cos(a3)-26.l3 IOsin(a6)- 30.2SS0cos(a6) 
-S2.1738sin(a3)+46.6340cos(a3)-4S. 7403sin(a6)-S2.9S90cos(a6) 
-28.6S8Ssin(aS)+8.8709cos(aS)+ 26.131 Osin(a6)+ 30.2SS0cos(a6) 
by = _28.658Ssin(aS)+8.8709cos(aS)-19.6093sin(a6)-22.7040cos(a6) 
-66.8481 sine as)+ 20.6922cos( as) 
-26.1310sin(a6)-30.2550cos(a6) 
-4S.7403sin(a6)-52.9590cos(a6)-29.7S07sin(a7)-3.8598cos(a7) 
-4S. 7403sin(a6)-S2.9S90cos(a6)-S9.S0 13sin(a7)-7. 7196cos(a7) 
-28.6S8Ssin(aS)+8.8709cos(aS) 
-66.8481sin(aS)+20.6922cos(aS)-11.1704sin(a8)-38.38S1 cos(a8) 
_66.8481cos(a5)+20.6922sin(aS)-23.0768cos(a8)-79.2999sin(a8) 
-29. 7507cos(a7)-3.8598sin(a7)+ 11.1704cos(a8)+ 38.3851 sin(a8) 
-29. 7507cos(a7)-3.8598sin(a7)-11.9064cos(a8)-40.9148sin(a8) 
-59 .5013cos(a7)-7 .7196sin(a7) 
-1 1. 1704cos(a8)-38.3851sin(a8) 
-23.0768cos(a8)-79.2999sin(a8)-39.4117cos(a9)+ 16.2021 sin(a9) 
-29.7507cos(a7)-3.8598sin(a7) 
-59.5013cos(a7)-7. 7196sin(a7)-21.5675cos(al 0)-20.8529sin(al 0) 
_39.4117cos(a9)+16.2021sin(a9)+21.S675cos(aIO)+20.8529sin(aIO) 
S.2.1.2 Constraint Equations 
Ph.D. Thesis 
The next step in the kinematic analysis procedure is to obtain constraint equations from Eqns 
5.4 using either the left null vector technique or the row reduction process, see Section 3.4. 
For the example under consideration, this procedure yields a matrix of order 32 by 2 which 
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represents the dependency matrix for the foldable system (see Section 3.3). However, 
although the dependency matrix is of order 32 by 2, it has been found that out of the 64 tenns 
constituting the contents of the dependency matrix, there are only 8 independent equations. 
Actually, a Matlab function called compdep (written by the author) is used to check the 
dependency matrix. The compdep function is used to inspect the contents of each column of 
the dependency matrix in order to identify the expressions that contain the same variables. 
Then the function checks for linear dependence in these expressions and selects a set of 
linearly independent expressions in each column for further processing. To elaborate, 
consider the dependency matrix of the example discussed in Section 3.3. 
-2COS(<7'13) + 2COS(<7'23) 2s - 2 sine lPl3 ) + 2 cos( <7'23) 
-COS(lPI3) + COS(<7'23) s - sine <7'13) + sine <7'23) 
- cos( <7'13) + cos( <7'23 ) S - sine <7'13) + sine <7'23 ) 
cos( lPl3) - cos( <7'23) -s + sine <7'13) - sine <7'23) 
D= cos( <7'13) - cos( <7'23) -s + sine <7'13) - sine lP23) (5.5) 
0 0 
cos( <7'13) - cos( <7'23) -s + sine <7'13) - sine rtJ23) 
- cos( rtJl3) + cos( rtJ23) s - sine rtJl3 ) + sine rtJ23) 
cos( <7'23) + cos( rtJ46) - cos( lPl3) - cos( lPS6) sin(<7'23) + sin(lP46) - sine <7'13) - sin(<ps6) 
cos( <P13) - cos( lP23) - cos( lP46) + cos( <7'S6) sin(<P13) - sin(lP23) - sin(<7'46) + sin(lPs6) 
(This equation is the same as Eqn 3.19 and is repeated here for convenience) 
The compdep function is executed in Matlab as follows: 
[Dep ]=compdep(D) 
where compdep is the name of the function, D is a dependency matrix and Dep is a column 
vector representing a set of linearly independent expressions in D. When applied to the 
dependency matrix given in Eqn 5.5, the compdep function proceeds by inspecting D 
column-wise. Consider the first column. The first, second, third, fourth. fifth, seventh and 
eighth rows of the first column of D in Eqn 5.5 are expressions in tenns of (OB, and (023. Now, 
it has been shown that a solution (or solutions) to the global interelemental constraint 
equation exists (or exist) when the dependency matrix is equal to a null matrix. It follows 
that the first, second, third, fourth, fifth, seventh and eighth rows of the first column of D in 
Eqn 5.5 are equal to zero. The following equation can be written: 
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-2 cos( <pJ3) + 2 cos( <P23) 0 
-COS(<P13)+ COS(<P23) 0 
-cos(<PI3) + cos( <P23) 0 
= 0 
cos( <P13) - cos( <P23) 0 
cos( <P13) - cos( <P23) 0 
- cos( <P13) + cos( <P23) 0 
which may be rearranged as follows: 
-2 2 0 
-1 I 0 
-1 I 0 
-I cos(<PI3)+ COS(<P23) = 0 
I -I 0 
1 
-I 
or 
-2 
-1 
-1 
-1 
1 
2 
1 
I -I 
-I 1 
-I 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
Ph.D. Thesis 
(5.6) 
(5.7) 
(5.8) 
It can be verified that the null vector of the matrix on the left hand side ofEqn 5.8 is given by 
GJ 
Also, it can be verified that the row reduced form of the same matrix in Eqn 5.8 after 
applying Gaussian-Jordan elimination is as follows: 
-2 2 1 1 
-1 1 0 0 
-1 I 0 0 
-1 1 ~ 0 0 
1 -1 0 0 
-I 0 0 
-1 1 0 0 
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The above equation indicates that the equations constituting the rows given in Eqn 5.6 are 
linearly dependent. It follows that it is only necessary to consider one of them to obtain the 
solution (or solutions) of the global interelemental constraint equation. 
Now, reconsider the foldable structure of the current example, that is, the foldable structure 
of Fig 5.1. The constraint equations obtained after the compdep function is applied to the 
dependency matrix for the case when local coordinates are used is given by: 
30-39.9774cos(a2)-39.9774cos(a4)+30cos(a3) 
-30cos(a4)-30cos(a5)+39.9774cos(a3)+39.9774cos(a6) 
39.9774cos(a8)+30cos(a4)+69.9774cos(aS)-39.9774cos(a3)-30cos(a7)-69.9774cos(a6) 
o 
-30+82.5894cos(a8)+ 39. 9774cos(a2)+42.6I 20cos(a9)+69 .9774cos(a4 )-30cos(a I 0).... 0 
+69.9774cos(a5)-69.9774cos(a3)-60cos(a7)-69.9774cos(a6) 0 
-39.9774sin(a2)-39 .9774sin(a4)+ 30sin(a3) 
-30sin(a4 )-30sin(aS)+ 39. 9774sin(a3)+ 39.9774sin(a6) 
-39.9774sin(a8)-39.9774sin(a2)-69.9774sin(a4)-69.9774sin(a5)+69.9774sin(a3) •... 
+ 30sin( a 7)+69. 9774sin( a6) 
82.5894sin(a8)+ 39. 9774sin(a2)+42.6120sin(a9)+69.9774sin(a4 )-30sin(al 0), ... 
+69.977 4sin( as)-69. 9774sin( a3 )-60sin( a 7)-69. 9774sin( a6) 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
(5.9) 
When' ,00.' is used at the end of a line in Matlab, this indicates that the contents of the line 
are continued on the following line. Note that the coefficients of the sine and cosine terms in 
rows 5 to 8 are the same as the coefficients of the sine and cosine terms of the expressions in 
rows 1 to 4. 
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Now, the constraint equation obtained after applying the compdep function to the dependency 
matrix for the case when global coordinates are used is given by: 
30+ 36.6289sin(a2)-16.0 161 cos(a2)+ 22.3674cos(a3)-19.9925sin(a3)-16.6364sin(a4)-36.3513cos(a4) 
29 .8064cos(a3 )-26.6415sin(a3 )-28.6585cos(a5)+8.8709sin(a5)-12.4844sin(a4 )-27 .2789cos(a4 ), ... 
+26.1310cos(a6)+30.2550sin(a6) 
30-1 6.0 16 1 cos(a2)+36.6289sin(a2)+52.1 738cos(a3)-46.6340sin(a3)-11.1704cos(a8)-38.3851 sin(a8), ... 
-63.6302cos(a4 )-29 .1208sin(a4 )-66.8481 cos(a5)+ 20.6922sin(a5)+45. 7403cos( a6)+52. 9590sin(a6), ... 
+29.7507cos(a7)+3.8598sin(a7) 
-30+ 16.0 161 cos(a2)-36.6289sin(a2)-52.1738cos(a3)+46.6340sin(a3)+63.6302cos(a4)+ 29. 1208sin(a4), ... 
+66.8481 cos(a5)-20.6922sin(a5)-59.50 13cos(a7)-7. 7196sin(a7)-21.5675cos(al 0)-20.8529sin(a I 0), ... 
+23.0768cos(a8)+79.2999sin(a8)+ 39.41 I 7cos(a9)-1 6.202 Isin(a9)-45. 7403cos(a6)-52. 9590sin(a6) 
36.6289cos(a2)-16.0 161 sin(a2)+22.3674sin(a3)-19.9925cos(a3)-16.6364cos(a4)-36.351 3sin(a4) 
29 .8064sin(a3)-26.6415cos(a3 )-28.6585sin(a5)+8.8709cos(aS)-12.4844cos(a4 )-27 .2789sin(a4), ... 
+26.1310sin(a6)+30.2550cos(a6) 
-16.0 161 sin(a2)+36.6289cos(a2)+52. 1 738sin(a3)-46.6340cos(a3)-1 1.1704 sin(a8)-38.3851 cos(a8), .. . 
-63 .6302sin(a4 )-29 . 1208cos(a4 )-66.8481 sin(aS)+ 20.6922cos(aS)+45. 7403sin( a6)+52. 9590cos(a6), .. . 
+29. 7507sin(a7)+ 3.8598cos(a7) 
16.0161 sin(a2)-36.6289cos(a2)-52.1738sin(a3)+46.6340cos(a3 )+63 .6302sin(a4)+ 29 . 1208cos(a4), .. . 
+66.8481sin(aS)-20.6922cos(a5)-59.50 13sin(a7)-7. 7196cos(a7)-21.5675sin(a 1 0)-20.8529cos(a 1 0), .. . 
+23.0768sin(a8)+ 79.2999cos(a8)+ 39.4117sin(a9)-16.2021 cos(a9)-45. 7403sin(a6)-52.9590cos(a6) 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
(5.10) 
5.2.1.3 Solutions of Constraint Equations Using Partial Parallel Genetic Algorithm Process 
Eqns 5.9 and 5.10 consist of 8 equations in terms 9 unknown variables, that is, a2, a3, a4, ... , 
aIO. Now, consider the case where the geometry of the foldable structure is represented 
using local coordinates. a2 is assigned values between 0° and 180°, say at 2° intervals. For 
each of these values, the corresponding values of a3, a4, ... , alO are determined using the 
partial parallel genetic algorithm process. The ranges for a3, a4, ... , aIO are chosen to be 
between -180° and 180°. 
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Two configurations for a2=116° and a2=156° are illustrated in Figs 5.6 and 5.7. 
Fig 5.6 Configuration of foldable structures with a2=116° 
Fig 5.7 Configuration of foldable structure with a2=156° 
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5.3 THREE DIMENSIONAL EXAMPLE 
5.3.1 Kinematic Analysis of a Bennett Linkage 
The Bennett linkage is a three-dimensional four-bar-linkage composed of four bars connected 
by four revolute joints (hinges). In a Bennett linkage, the axes of any pair of revolute joints 
must be nonparallel. In addition, no pair of sequential axes may intersect. An example of a 
Bennett linkage is illustrated in Fig 5.8. In what follows, the matrix method for performing 
the kinematic analysis presented in Section 3.5 is used for determining the configuration of a 
Bennett linkage. 
~ 
\ 
Revolute~\ 
joint (hinge) 
J1 
I 
I 
Fig 5.8 An example of a Bennett linkage 
4 
I 
Consider the equation for mobility (Gruebler's criterion) for three-dimensional mechanisms 
given by (see also Section 2.4.5): 
F = 6(n - j-I)+ ifj (5.11 ) 
where n represents the number of members, j represents the number of joints and fi represents 
the relative degree of freedom at the ith joint. For most mechanisms, a value of F greater than 
o implies that the structure is a mechanism, whereas a value of 0 or less indicates that the 
structure is rigid. For a three-dimensional assembly consisting of four bars linked with 
revolute joints, F is given by: 
F = 6(4-4-1)+(1+ 1+ 1 + 1) =-2 (5.12) 
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where n=4, j=4 and where the relative degree of freedom at each revolute joint is I. This 
would generally indicate that the assembly is rigid, that is, there is no relative free movement 
between the members. In most cases, this is found to be the case. However, the Bennett 
linkage is a particular case and of particular interest because although the computed value for 
mobility is equal to -2, it turns out that a Bennett linkage has one overall degree of mobility. 
In fact, only one parameter is needed to define the kinematic behaviour of a Bennett linkage. 
This arises as a result of the geometry of the members of the Bennett linkage and the 
directions of the axes of the revolute joints. This type of mechanism was discovered and 
reported by G.T. Bennett in the early twentieth century and has over the last fifty years 
attracted the attention of kinematicians who have explored its particular geometric and 
deployment characteristics [71]. These characteristics are discussed in Section 5.3.1.1. More 
recently, Chen and You [72, 73], have studied the possibility of adapting the Bennett linkage 
to obtain deployable structures that have curvilinear deployment characteristics. 
5.3.1.1 Geometric Conditions of Bennett Linkage 
Fig 5.9 shows a schematic representation of the Bennett linkage given of Fig 5.8. The angle 
between the axes of two adjacent revolute joints is referred to as 'twist'. For example, the 
twist between the axes of revolute joints JI and joint h is denoted as (112 (see Fig 5.9). 
Line parallel to 
axis of revolute 
joint JI __ :~:~\ 
Line parallel to 
axis of revolute 
joint J2 ~\, 
\ I 
Revolute joint -7 \ 
(hinge) \ 
\ 
'\ 
\ 
a23y;~ I I I 
/ 
I I 
J2 / 1 
Line parallel to --7 / ! 
axis of revolute I 
joint J3 
Line parallel to 
axis of revolute 
joint J4 
J If 
\ I 
Fig 5.9 Schematic representation of the Bennett linkage given in Fig 5.8 
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Similarly, the angles representing the twist between the axes at revolute joints h and h 1) 
and J4, J4 and J\ are 023, 034 and 04I. respectively. These are indicated in Fig 5.9. The 
following equations relating to the twist between axes of revolute joints apply for a Bennett 
linkage [61]: 
(5.13) 
Now, let Lr, L2, L3 and L4 represent the length of Mr, M2, M3 and M4, respectively. The 
following conditions also apply: 
In addition, the twists and lengths are related as follows: 
sin alZ = sin a 34 =.s. =.!:2 
sin a 23 sin a 4l Lz L4 
(5.14) 
(5.15) 
The above conditions can be derived from an important characteristic of the Bennett linkage, 
namely that the direction of the axis of any revolute joint is orthogonal to the axes of the 
members that are connected by it [74]. 
The conditions given in Eqns 5.13 to 5.15 are generally used for designing the geometry of a 
Bennett linkage. In addition, researchers have used these conditions with other techniques to 
perform the kinematic analysis of Bennett linkages. In what follows, the matrix approach, 
proposed in this work, for the kinematic analysis of foldable structures is used for 
determining the interelemental constraint equations representing the kinematic pairs of a 
Bennett linkage. The example of Fig 5.8(and Fig 5.9) is considered and the interelemental 
constraint equation for each kinematic pair is obtained. In this case, there is one kinematic 
pair for every revolute joint. 
Consider the Bennett linkage of Fig 5.8. Let the coordinates of joints 1 to 4 of the Bennett 
linkage of Figs 5.8 and 5.9 for a particular configuration be as follows: 
1\=[0,0,0] 
h=[10.0000, 0, 0] 
1J=[9.3060, 4.8216, -1.1274] 
14=[0,4.3301,2.5000] 
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The above coordinates are expressed relative to the X-Y -Z coordinate system of Fig 5.9. Let 
J be a matrix where entries in each row represents the x-y- z coordinates of joints J) to h in 
this order. 1 is given by: 
0 0 0 XI YI ZI 
J= 
10.0000 0 0 x2 Y2 Z2 
= (5.20) 9.3060 4.8216 
-1.1274 X3 Y3 Z3 
0 4.3301 2.5000 x 4 Y4 Z4 
Now, let U be a matrix where the entries in the rows represent vectors that are parallel to the 
direction of the axes of revolute joints 1), h 13 and h U is given by: 
VI 0 -0.5000 0.8660 
V= 
V 2 0 0.2277 0.9737 
= 
V3 0.3387 0.2602 0.9042 
(5.21) 
V 4 0.3420 -0.4698 0.8138 
The values of the elements of matrices J and U have been chosen such that the conditions 
given in Eqns 5.13, 5.14 and 5.15 are satisfied. J and V define the geometry as well as the 
direction of the axes of the revolute joints of the Bennett linkage of Fig 5.7. 
Now, let tPl' tP2' tP3 and tP4 be angles representing the rotation of members M), M2, M3 and 
Mt about the axes of revolute joints J), h J3 and J4, respectively. The values of tPl' tP2' tP3 
and tP4 represent a rotation of the corresponding member relative to the configuration given 
in Fig 5.7. Therefore, for the configuration given in Fig 5.7, tPl' tP2' tP3 and tP4 are equal to 
Now, let member M) be the ground link, that is, M) remains stationary during deployment. 
This in tum implies that the axes of revolute joints J I and h remain stationary during 
deployment. This is so because when a member remains stationary, the axes of the revolute 
joints attached to the member remain stationary as well. This is the case for the ground link 
M) and the two revolute joints to which it is attached. 
In what follows, the interelemental constraint equations are obtained for the four kinematic 
pairs of the Bennett linkage under consideration. Consider the kinematic pair consisting of 
members M I , Mt and revolute joint h Vsing the approach described in Section 3.6 for three-
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dimensional foldable structures and mechanisms, the interelemental constraint equation is 
given by: 
(5.22) 
where R(¢p VJ) and R(¢4' VJ) represent rotation operators (see Section 2.3) for obtaining 
the coordinates of a point for rotations ¢J and ¢4 about the axis defined by the row vector V J. 
The rotation operator is obtained using the following equation (See Section 2.3.4): 
R(¢, V) =( cos¢)I +(l-cos¢)VTV +(sin¢)U (5.23) 
where V is a row vector representing the axis of rotation, ¢ is the amount of rotation, I is the 
identity matrix of order 3 and V is a skew-symmetric matrix obtained using the rule 
described in Section 2.3. Eqn 5.22 is rearranged to obtain the following interelemental 
constraint equation for J J: 
(5.24) 
Now, consider joint h The interelemental constraint equation in this case is obtained by 
considering h, MJ and M2 and is given by 
(5.25) 
which is rearranged as follows: 
(5.26) 
The interelemental constraint equation for joint h is obtained by considering 13. M2 and M3. 
First, consider member M2 which is attached to revolute joint h h remains stationary during 
deployment. It follows that the following equation represents the coordinates of joint h for 
any value of ¢2 : 
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(5.27) 
where the subscripts ¢2 = 0° indicate that values of the coordinates in the corresponding 
matrices are those given for the initial configuration used to represent the mechanism. These 
are the values given in Eqn 5.20. Eqn 5.27 represents the first part of the interelemental 
constraint equation for h M2 and M3. The second part of the interelemental constraint 
equation for h M2 and M3 is obtained by considering M3. The coordinates are given by: 
(5.28) 
where 
(5.29) 
In this case, an additional rotation operator, R(¢4' VI)' is required in the expression because 
the vector represented by: 
undergoes a rotation of ¢4 about revolute joint h To elaborate, consider Fig 5.8 where an 
arbitrary rotation of fJ4 is applied to member ~ about the axis at J I represented by vector V I· 
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Fig 5.10 Members M3 and M4 prior to (dashed lines) and after (continuous line) rotation 
through "4 about U] 
Note that U4, M3 and Mt undergo a rotation about J] of the same magnitude. It follows that 
the vector given by 
which is collinear with the axis of Mt undergoes a rotation by the same amount. The rotated 
vector is obtained by pre-multiplying the above vector by the rotation operator represented by 
R("4' VI) obtainable from Eqn 5.23. This rotation operator is the same operator used to 
obtain the vector V~, see Eqn 5.29 above. 
The interelemental constraint equation for 13, M2 and M3 is obtained by equating Eqns 5.27 
and 5.28. This gives rise to: 
(5.30) 
which is rearranged as follows: 
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(5.31) 
The interelemental constraint equation for kinematic pair consisting of revolute joint h M3 
and ~ is obtained in the same manner used to determine the interelemental constraint 
equation for the kinematic pair consisting of revolute joint h M2 and M3 and is given by: 
(5.32) 
where 
(5.33) 
which is rearranged as follows: 
(5.34) 
The global interelemental constraint equation for the mechanism is obtained by considering 
Eqns 5.24, 5.26, 5.31 and 5.34. This is given by: 
0 -1 0 Xl Yl Z4 
1 0 -1 0 x2 Y2 Z4 (5.35) =B 
0 1 0 -1 X3 Y3 Z4 
0 -1 0 x4 Y4 Z4 
Matrix B is a rectangular matrix of order 4 by 3 and is obtained by evaluating the right-hand 
side of each of Eqns 5.24, 5.26, 5.31 and 5.34. Matrix B is given in full in Appendix B.5 
Eqn 5.35 is of the form Ax=B and represents all possible configurations of the Bennett 
linkage of Fig 5.9 in terms of ~l' ~2' ~3 and ~4' the geometry of the member as well as the 
relative degrees of freedom at the joints, noting that MJ is the ground link, and that ~l = 0°. It 
can be verified that using the null vector technique or the row elementary operations, see 
Section 3.3, gives rise to six constraint equations corresponding to the loop closure equations 
in three dimensions. These equations turn out to be very long. 
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The equations are given in full in Appendix B.s. 
The partial parallel genetic algorithm process is used to determine the values of (A and ¢4 for 
chosen values of tP2 where the fitness function is given by the norm of the six constraint 
equations which constitute the dependency equations for the system. For example, the partial 
parallel genetic algorithm process was performed for a value of ¢2 =25° where tP, is the first 
gene and tP4 is the second gene of each chromosome. The ranges for ¢3 and ¢4 are chosen to 
be between 0° and 360° and the number of chromosomes chosen for the initial population is 
50. In Figs Fig 5.11, Fig 5.12 and Fig 5.13, the values of gene 1 for the initial population as 
well as for two subsequent generations are plotted as points where the values represent the 
horizontal coordinates and where the fitness values of the chromosome to which the genes 
belong are the vertical coordinates of the points. It can be noted that in this case, there is only 
one cluster and hence this particular problem has one possible configuration for any value of 
tP2. Therefore, a simple genetic algorithm using the procedure described in Sections 5.2 to 
5.9 is sufficient to determine the solution to the dependency equations for the Bennett linkage 
under consideration. 
For tP2 =20°, the corresponding values of tP3 and tP4 are found to be 340.0000° and 20.6923°. 
In Table 6.1, values of tP3 and ¢4 are given for value of tP2 between 00 and 360° at 10° 
intervals. 
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Fig 5.11 Values of gene 1 and the fitness values of the corresponding chromosomes are 
plotted as points for the initial population 
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Fig 5.12 Values of gene I and the fitness values of the corresponding chromosomes are 
plotted as points for the first generation 
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Fig 5.13 Values of gene 1 and the fitness values of the corresponding chromosomes are 
plotted as points for the second generation 
For the Bennett linkage under consideration and the results obtained by the genetic algorithm 
process and the corresponding results given in Table 6.1, it can be noted that 
(5.36) 
for all values of '2' Eqn 5.36 represents a property that is particular to the Bennett linkage 
under consideration and is a result of the relationship between the geometry of the members 
as well as the relationships between the directions of the axes of rotation at the joints. 
Note however, that the geometry of the members as well as the directions of the axes of 
rotation have been chosen arbitrarily; although the condition that the direction of each axis of 
rotation at a joint is orthogonal to the members attached to the joint is respected. 
It should be noted that Eqn 5.36 is not applicable for Bennett linkages in general. However, 
for this particular case, it renders the kinematic analysis of this Bennett linkage very simple. 
To elaborate, for a chosen value of '2' the coordinates of h are given by 
(5.37) 
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and the coordinates of J4 are given by: 
(5.38) 
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Table 5.1 Values of genes 1 and 2 for corresponding values of ¢2 
¢2 ¢3 ¢4 
gene] gene 2 
0.0000 360.0000 0.0000 
] 0.0000 350.0000 10.2220 
20.0000 340.0000 20.6923 
30.0000 330.0000 3] .4042 
40.0000 320.0000 42.3414 
50.0000 310.0000 53.4774 
60.0000 300.0000 64.776] 
70.0000 290.0000 76.1927 
80.0000 280.0000 87.6760 
90.0000 270.0000 99.] 705 
100.0000 260.0000 ] ]0.6205 
] 10.0000 250.0000 ]21.9727 
]20.0000 240.0000 133.1794 
]30.0000 230.0000 ]44.2007 
]40.0000 220.0000 155.0062 
]50.0000 210.0000 165.5755 
]60.0000 200.0000 175.8981 
]70.0000 190.0000 185.9725 
180.0000 180.0000 195.8053 
190.0000 170.0000 205.4099 
200.0000 160.0000 2]4.8050 
210.0000 ]50.0000 224.0136 
220.0000 140.0000 233.06]8 
230.0000 360.0000 188.] ] 28 
240.0000 180.0000 199.2599 
250.0000 170.0000 210.4070 
260.0000 100.0000 268.2424 
270.0000 90.0000 276.9413 
280.0000 80.0000 285.6659 
290.0000 70.0000 294.4482 
300.0000 60.0000 303.3198 
310.0000 50.0000 312.3112 
320.0000 40.0000 321.4517 
330.0000 30.0000 330.7684 
340.0000 20.0000 340.2858 
350.0000 10.0000 350.0245 
360.0000 0.0000 360.0000 
Therefore, it follows that for this particular Bennett linkage the coordinates of the joints for 
any value of 02 can be determined from Eqns 5.37 and 5.38 without any further computations. 
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It can be conjectured that the Bennett linkage under consideration has some special geometric 
properties and it is also probable that there may be a class of Bennett linkages which have 
similar characteristics, namely, that the rotation of one of the members about the axis of 
rotation of one of the joints to which it is attached is the negative of the rotation of the other 
member that is attached to the same joint. 
In Fig 5.14, the values of genes 1 and 2 given in Table 5.1 are plotted using a polar 
coordinate system for the corresponding values of ¢2' Here, the values of ¢2 represent the 
first polar coordinate of each point, whereas the values of ¢3 and ¢4 represent the second 
polar coordinates of each point. In this manner two curves are obtained for each gene as 
illustrated in 5.14. 
280 
I 
2~1···-··r····~·.~~···~··-~--··-·~-·~ 
260 
360 
80 
~~l-·-~.-~·-+···-·t~··~···--'T·-·~ ~ 
I 
100 
Fig 5.14 Values of tP 2 and corresponding values of genes 1 and 2 (tP3 and ¢4) and are plotted 
as points using a polar coordinate system 
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In this example, a procedure for the kinematic analysis of a Bennett linkage is explained 
using the MDC method proposed in Chapter 3. This example illustrates the general 
applicability of the method. 
The Bennett linkage has attracted considerable attention by kinematicians and researchers in 
the field of mechanism design and synthesis. Furthennore, in recent years, researchers in the 
field of deployable structures have explored the use of Bennett linkages for deployable 
structures. For example, Chen and You have published a number of papers illustrating the 
potential use of assemblies of Bennett linkages to obtain interesting deployable structures that 
have curvilinear deployment characteristics [72, 73]. Example of deployable structures 
composed of assemblies of Bennett linkages are shown in Fig 5.15. 
Fig 5.15 Examples of deployable structures using assemblies of Bennet linkages (reproduced 
from [73]) 
The MDC method proposed in this research i an important contibution to this area, namely 
the study of the kineamtic behaviour of Bennett linkage. 
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5.4 APPLICATION OF THE MDC METHOD FOR 
THE FORM FINDING OF TENSEGRITY SYSTEMS 
5.4.1 Definition of Tensegrity Systems 
Ph.D. Thesis 
The tenn tensegrity is used to describe a type of structural system that is composed of struts 
and tendons. An example of a tensegrity system is illustrated in Fig 5.16. The tensegrity 
system of Fig 5.16 is composed of three struts and nine tendons. The end of each strut is 
connected to three tendons. In this particular case, it can also be noted that the struts are 
composed of bars and are not connected to each other. The tensegrity system retains its 
shape as a result of the internal forces in the components of the system where the tendons are 
in tension and the struts are in compression. 
equilibrium. 
The tensegrity system is in a state of self-
tendons~ :.?AW~--jr----:? struts 
Fig 5.16 An example of a tensegrity system composed of three struts and nine tendons [75] 
"Floating" struts held in position by tendons give tensegrity systems an aesthetic appeal due 
to their light appearance. Lightness may also imply economy in weight and as a result 
tensegrity systems may present some advantages over other systems for covering large spans. 
The tensegrity system has attracted the attention of Architects, Engineers and Researchers in 
recent decades and has been the focus of considerable research following the injtial work of 
Snelson and Buckmin ter Fuller [75]. Examples of tensegrity systems used in practical 
applications include sculptures, see Fig 5.17 and Fig 5.]8, as well as roofs, see Fig 5.]9. 
Earlier patents for tensegrity systems include Snelson's work and Buckminster Fuller' s work 
[76, 77] 
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Fig 5.17 A tensegrity sculpture referred to as the "Needle Tower" (Source 
www.kennethsnelson.net) 
Fig 5.18 A tensegrity sculpture used as a feature as part of the interior design (Source, 
plottegg.tuwien.ac.atlvoO 1121 O.htm) 
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tendon 
Fig 5.19 The Seoul Olympic Dome during construction. This dome is a tensegrity system 
composed of cables (tendons), strut and an a compres ion at the base of the dome 
______ c.ompresslOn 
~ nng 
strut 
Fig 5.20 A graphical repre entation of the Seoul Olympic Dome illu trated in Fig 5.19 
(Source http:/ vvww.columbia.cdu cu/ g. apR BT/DOME / EO Llsol-34.jpg) 
The term tensegrity wa invented by Buckminster Fuller and i a contraction of two word , 
tension and integrity. Snclson de cribed tcn cgrity sy terns as a sy tern compri ing a set of 
di continuous compression components, trut , circum cribed by a set of continuous ten ion 
components, tendon . ctually, thi definition has been the subject of debate among 
researchers in the field of ten egrity system [75]. For in tance, the dome illu trated in Fig 
5.19 ha a compression ring at the ba e which is required in order to balance the ten ion 
forces in the tendon . 
A tensegrity system comprises a et of trut and tendon that are held in po ition without the 
action of external loads including gravitational load . As already stated, tendon are in 
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tension whereas struts are in compression. The tension in the tendons is achieved by 
applying a pre-tensioning (pre-stressing). Cables for instance are used as tendons as shown 
in Figs 5.16 to 5.20. It should be noted that tendons, by definition are incapable of resisting a 
compressive force. Furthermore, pre-tensioning of tendons is necessary for tensegrity system 
to retain their shape. To illustrate the concept of a tensegrity system, consider the system 
shown in Fig 5.21. 
tendons 
tendons ~-----7 struts 
Fig 5.21 A simple example of a planar tensegrity system consisting of two struts and four 
tendons 
The system of Fig 5.21 consists of two struts and four tendons where the struts are 
represented by bars and the tendons are represented by lines. The components of the system 
are represented in a plane, although it is physically impossible for the system to be 
completely flat because the struts are not connected but overlap each other. 
5.4.2 The Form Finding of Tensegrity Systems 
The problem of finding a suitable combination of tendons and struts, that is, the form finding 
process, is one of the key interests of tensegrity systems. In Ref [78], Tibert and Pellegrino 
review seven methods of form finding of tensegrity systems. In their review, the authors 
classify the form finding methods in two categories, namely kinematcal methods and statical 
methods. 
In kinematical methods, the configuration of tensegrity systems is obtained by considering 
the geometry of some of the components for a given topology. In general, the length of 
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tendons is kept constant and the length of struts is increased until a configuration that is 
geometrically compatible is obtained. The reverse approach can also be adopted and is 
equally valid, that is, the lengths of the struts are kept constant and the lengths of tendons are 
increased until geometric compatibility is obtained. The latter technique represents the 
approach that is generally used in practice when assembling tensegrity systems. 
Statical methods consider equilibrium configurations of systems with given topology. 
In what follows, a method of form finding of tensegrity systems in which kinematical 
(geometric compatibility) as well as statical (equilibrium) criteria are considered is proposed. 
The method is illustrated by considering a simple example. 
Consider the tensegrity system of Fig 6.15. The system is composed of 4 tendons 
System composed of 
6 components. 
4 (1), (2),(3) and (4) 
~~--~~~-------------7 X 
are tendons. 
(5) and (6) are struts. 
Fig S.22 Simple tensegrity system composed of 6 components 
and 2 struts. Let Ll, L2, L3, L4 LS and L6 represent the lengths of the components and aI, 
a2, a3, a4, as and a6 represent the orientation of components (1), (2), (3), (4), (5) and (6), 
respectively. 
Interelemental constraint equations (see Section 3.2) are used to represent the geometry of the 
system of Fig 5.21 as follows. 
Let M 1 be a matrix in which the ith row specifies the joints of the ith component. M 1 is given 
by: 
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1 2 
2 3 
3 4 
Ml= (5.39) 
1 4 
1 3 
2 4 
The geometry of the components is defined using local coordinates associated with each 
member (see Section 3.2). The Matlab structured array representing the coordinates of the 
components is given by: 
M2(1).jointcoordinates = [0 0; Ll 0] 
M2(2).jointcoordinates = [0 0; L2 0] 
M2(3).jointcoordinates = [0 0; L3 0] 
M2(4).jointcoordinates = [0 0; L4 0] 
M2(5).jointcoordinates = [0 0; L5 0] 
M2(6).jointcoordinates = [0 0; L6 0] 
The Matlab structured array representing the relative degrees of freedom at the joints is given 
by: 
M2(l ).dof=[ al ;al] 
M2(2).dof=[a2;a2] 
M2(3).dof=[a3;a3] 
M2( 4) .dof=[ a4 ;a4] 
M2(5).dof=[a5;a5] 
M2( 6).dof=[ a6;a6] 
Using the ikp function, (see Section 5.2), the constraint equations obtained from the 
interelemental constraint equations form a matrix equation as follows: 
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-cos(aS)LS+cos( a4 )L4+cos( a2)L2-cos( a6)L6 0 
2cos(al )L1-2cos(aS)LS+ 2cos(a2)L2 0 
cos(al)LI-2cos(aS)LS+cos(a4)L4+cos(a2)L2-cos(a3)L3 0 
2cos( al)L l-cos( as)LS+cos( a2)L2-cos( a4 )L4+cos(a6)L6 0 
cos( al)L1 +cos( a2 )L2-cos( a4 )L4+cos( a3 )L3 0 
= 
-sine as)LS+sin( a4 )L4+sin( a2)L2-sin( a6)L6 0 (5.40) 
2sin( al)L 1-2sin( as)LS+ 2sin( a2)L2 0 
sine al)L 1-2sin( as)L5+sin( a4 )L4+sin(a2)L2-sin( a3)L3 0 
2sin( a 1 )L l-sin( as)L5+sin( a2)L2-sin( a4 )L4+sin( a6)L6 0 
sin(a1)L1 +sin(a2)L2-sin(a4)L4+sin(a3)L3 0 
Eqn S.40 represents the kinematical constraints of the tensegrity system of Fig 5.21. 
Now, let FI, F2, F3 and F4 represent the tensile forces in tendons (1), (2), (3) and (4), 
respectively. Also, let F5 and F6 represent the compressive forces in struts (S) and (6), 
respectively. Consider the equilibrium conditions at each joint in x and y directions. 
Equilibrium considerations at joint 1 gives rise to the following equilibrium equations: 
Parallel to the x-axis: F1cos(a1)+F4cos(a4)+FScos(aS)=0 (S.41) 
Parallel to the y-axis: F1sin(a1)+F4sin(a4)+FSsin(aS)=0 (5.42) 
Considering the equilibrium equations for all the joints will results in the following matrix 
equation. 
Flcos(a1)+ F4cos(a4)+ FScos(aS) 0 
F1 sin(a1)+ F4sin(a4)+ FSsin(aS) 0 
-F1 cos(a1) + F2cos(a2) + F6cos(a6) 0 
-FI sin(al) + F2sin(a2) + F6sin(a6) 0 (S.43) = 
-F2cos(a2) + F3cos(a3) - F5cos(a5) 0 
-F2sin(a2) + F3sin(a3)- FSsin(aS) 0 
-F3cos(a3)- F4cos(a4)- F6cos(a6) 0 
-F3sin(a3)- F4sin(a4)- F6sin(a6) 0 
Eqn 5.43 represents the statical constraints of the tensegrity system of Fig S.21. 
Now, reconsider Eqn S.40. This equation can be rewritten as follows: 
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0 0 1 -1 -1 
Llcos(aI) Llsin(aI) 
0 0 
2 2 0 0 -2 0 
L2cos(a2) L2sin(a2) 
0 0 
1 1 -1 1 -2 0 L3cos(a3) L3sin(a3) 0 0 (5.44) = 
2 1 0 -1 -1 1 L4cos(a4) L4sin(a4) 0 0 
1 1 1 -1 0 0 
L5cos(a5) L5sin(a5) 
0 0 
L6cos(a6) L6sin(a6) 
Each row of Eqn 5.44 represents a loop closure constraint equation for the system under 
consideration. In this case, there are 5 closed loops which can be identified by inspection of 
Fig 5.22, noting that the rectangle enclosed by the tendons represents a loop. 
Eqn 5.44 is of the form 
AV=O (5.45) 
where A is a matrix of order 5 by 6, V is a matrix of order 6 by 2 and the 0 on the right-hand 
side is the zero matrix. The entries of V are the products of the lengths of the elements and 
the sines and cosines of the angles defining the orientations of the elements of the tensegrity 
system. Each row of the matrix V involves two variables, for example Ll and aI, L2 and a2 
and so on. Here, although each entry of V involves two variables, each entry can be 
considered as a single variable. Let Li cos(ai) and Li sin(ai) be represented by the term Lix 
and Liy, respectively where i represents the ith element. 
Llx = Llcos(aI) Lly = Ll sine at) 
L2x = L2cos(a2) L2y = L2sin(a2) 
L3x = L3cos(a3) L\ = L3sin(a3) (5.46) 
L4x = L4cos(a4) L4y = L4sin(a4) 
L5x = L5 cos(a5) L5y = L5sin(a5) 
L6x = L6cos(a6) L6y = L6sin(a6) 
In fact, each one of the twelve terms given in Eqn 5.46 represents the x or y component of a 
vector coinciding with the element it represents. In addition, the magnitude of the vector is 
the length of the element it represents. For instance, Llcos(al) and Llsin(al) represent, 
respectively, the x and y components of a vector that is along element 1 and its positive 
direction is compatible with that of the corresponding local coordinate system. Therefore, 
Eqn 5.44 can be written as follows: 
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0 1 0 1 -1 -1 Llx Lly 0 0 
2 2 0 0 -2 
L2x L2y 
0 0 0 
1 -1 1 L3x L3y -2 0 = 0 0 (5.47) L4x L4y 2 0 -1 -1 1 0 0 
1 1 -1 0 0 
L5x L5y 
0 0 
L6x L6y 
Eqn 5.47 is the geometric constraint equation. It should be noted that the nth row of V 
represents the geometry (including orientation) of the ith element of the system. 
Now, matrix A in Eqn 5.47 is subjected to a forward elimination by applying elementary row 
transformations. The result will be as follows: 
1 0 0 -1 0 1 
0 1 0 1 -1 -1 
A'= 0 0 1 -1 1 0 (5.48) 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
The rank of A' can be determined by inspection. This rank is equal to the number of rows 
that have one or more nonzero entries. The rank is in fact equal to 3. 
Now, consider the matrix equation 
A'V=O (5.49) 
that is, 
1 0 0 -1 0 1 Llx 
Lly 
0 0 
0 0 1 -1 -1 
L2x L2y 
0 0 
L3x L3y 
0 0 0 1 -1 1 0 = 0 
L4x L4y 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(5.50) 
0 0 0 0 0 
L5x L5y 
0 0 0 
L6x L6y 
Equations 5.47 and 5.50 are equivalent, because they represent two systems of equations 
which have the same solution set. Consider the product of the matrices on the left-hand side 
ofEqn 5.50. This gives rise to two sets of simultaneous equations as follows: 
Llx -L4x +L6x =0 
L2x +L4x -L5x -L6x =0 
L3x - L4x + L5x = 0 
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and 
Lly -L4y +L6y =0 
L2y + L4y - L5y - L6y = 0 
L3y - L4y + L5y = 0 
Ph.D. Thesis 
(5.52) 
The two sets of simultaneous equations given in Eqns 5.51 and 5.52 have the same 
coefficients. In the following discussion, the simultaneous equations given in Eqn 5.51 are 
considered. However, it should be noted that the explanations given below are also 
applicable to the simultaneous equations given in Eqn 5.52. 
The system of simultaneous equations 5.51 consists of three equations in terms of 6 variables. 
The number of equations is less than the number of variables. The system has infinitely 
many solutions. However, if one assigns values to three of the variables, then the other three 
variables can be determined uniquely. To illustrate the above statement, Eqn 5.51 can be re 
rewritten as 
L2x = -L4x + L5x + L6x 
L3x = L4x - L5x 
(5.53) 
It follows that in order to find a solution to the system of equations 5.53, it is necessary to 
assign values to L4x, L5x and L6x. L4x• L5x and L6x are known as the "free variables". The 
values of L1 x, L2x and L3x depend on the chosen values for L4x• L5x and L6x. L1 x, L2x and 
L3x. 
Using the results given in Eqns 5.53, the solution for the system of equations can be 
expressed in terms of the free variables in matrix form as follows: 
Llx 0 -1 
L2x -1 
L3x 1 -1 0 [L4. ] 
= L5x (5.54) L4x 0 0 
L5x 0 1 0 
L66 
L6x 0 0 1 
The matrix 
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1 0 -1 
-1 1 1 
I -1 0 
I 0 0 
0 1 0 
0 0 I 
on the right-hand side of the matrix Eqn 5.54 is known as the null space of A. The columns 
of the "null space" are vectors which, when multiplied by the corresponding free variables, 
represent all the possible solutions to the simultaneous equations in terms of the free 
variables. In fact, Eqn 5.54 can also be written as: 
Llx 0 -1 
L2x -I 1 1 
L3x 1 -1 0 
L4x 
=L4x 1 +L\ 0 
+L6x 0 
(5.55) 
L5x 0 I 0 
L6x 0 1 
The vectors given on the right-hand side of Eqn 5.55 are referred to as the "null vectors". 
The null vectors span the space of all possible solutions of Eqn 5.51 and are said to form a 
"basis" for this space. 
The same procedure is applicable for determining the y components in terms of three free 
variables L4y, L5y and L6y• 
Now, it should be noted that the results obtained above are based on the particular way in 
which matrix A of Eqn 5.47 was subjected to forward elimination. An alternative forward 
elimination process may yield a different set of simultaneous equations (different from Eqn 
5.51), which in tum implies that the solution may be expressed in terms of a set of three free 
variables which may differ from the set of free variables given in Eqns 5.54 and 5.55. 
For a general system composed of n elements, the geometry of the system can be obtained by 
choosing values for n-r components where r is the rank of matrix A. 
The same approach is used for Eqn 5.43 which can be rewritten as: 
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Flcos(al) FI sin(al) 
I 0 0 I I 0 F2cos(a2) F2sin(a2) 0 0 
-1 1 0 0 0 I F3cos(a3) F3sin(a3) 0 0 
0 -1 = I 0 -1 0 F4cos(a4) F4sin(a4) 0 0 (5.56) 
0 0 -I -1 0 -1 F5cos(a5) F5sin(a5) 0 0 
F6cos(a6) F6sin(a6) 
Equation 5.56 can also be written as follows: 
BW=O (5.57) 
In general, Fi cos(ai) and Fi sin(ai) represent the x and y components of the force in element 
i. Now, let 
Fi cos(ai)=Fix and Fisin(ai)=Fiy where i=1,2, ... n 
where n is the number of elements and where Fi represents the force in the ith 
element 
Eqn 5.56 can be expressed as follows: 
FIx Fly 
I 0 0 I 1 0 F2x F2y 0 0 
-1 1 0 0 0 1 F3x F\ 0 0 
= (5.58) 0 -1 1 0 -1 0 F4x F4y 0 0 
0 0 -1 -1 0 -1 F5x F5y 0 0 
F6x F6y 
The application of a series of elementary row transformations on matrix B will give rise to 
the echelon form: 
1 0 0 I 1 0 
0 1 0 I 
B ' = (5.59) 
0 0 1 I 0 I 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
The rank of B is 3 and therefore, it follows that for the example under consideration the 
values and directions of three of the forces can be chosen arbitrarily in order to determine the 
values and directions of the other forces. These are called "free forces". For the general case 
composed of n elements, and hence n forces, the number of free forces for which a value and 
direction has to be chosen for determining the forces in the other elements is given by n-r 
where r is the rank of the matrix B. 
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Now, consider Eqns 5.47 and 5.58. These equations represent the geometric constraints and 
the statical constraints of the tensegrity system of Fig 5.22. A configuration for the tensegrity 
system may be found by finding solutions to these equations. However, the geometric 
constraints and the statical constraints cannot be considered independently because the 
direction of the vector representing the ith element must be coincident with the direction of 
the force for the same element. This applies to every element of the system and gives rise to 
additional constraints as follows. 
For element i, the following equations, must be satisfied 
Lix = Fix Liy = Fiy 
IILili IFil' IILili IFil 
Eqn 5.60 can be rearranged as follows: 
IILili _ Lix _ Liy 
IFil - Fix - Fiy 
and: 
or 
(5.60) 
(5.61) 
(5.62) 
(5.63) 
where Lix and Liy are the x and y components of the vector that represents element i, 
respectively, IILili is the length of element I (Euclidean norm), Fix and Fiy represent the x and 
y components of the force in element i and JFiJ is the absolute value of the force in the same 
element. 
Therefore, it follows that the problem of form finding for a tensegrity system can be 
expressed as the minimisation of two functions, namely, a geometric constraint function g 
expressed in terms of Lix and Liy and a force function f expressed in terms of Fix and Fiy 
subject to a constraint function c, where c is a function in terms of Lix, Liy, Fix and Fiy. The 
minimisation problem can be written as follows: 
Minimise g(Lix,Liy) and f(Fix, Fiy) subject to c(Lix, Liy, Fix, Fiy)=O (5.64) 
The functions g and f are obtained as follows. Consider the kinematical constraints of the 
system given in Eqn 5.40. The function g is the norm of the vector on the left-hand side of 
this equation. The function f is the norm of the vector on the left-hand side of the statical 
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constraint equation given in Eqn 5.43.The constraint function c is obtained from Eqn 5.63 for 
every element. 
The form finding process of a tensegrity system is illustrated by considering the simple 
example of Fig 5.22 which comprises 2 struts and 4 tendons (reproduced here for 
convenience). Consider the equilibrium constraint equation given in Eqn 5.58. Let 
F4=12 a4=90° 
F5=-15 and a5=35° (5.65) 
F6 = -15 a6 = 100° 
where the units ofF4, F5 and F6 are in kN. The values for F4x, F5x, F6x, F4y, F5y and F6y for 
the chosen values ofF4, F5, F6, a4, a5 and a6 are as follows: 
F4x =0 
F5x = -12.2873 
F6x = 2.6047 
4 
F4y = 12 
F5y = -8.6035 
F6y = -14.7721 
~~ __ ~~~ __________ ~x 
(5.66) 
Fig 5.23 The tensegrity system illustrated in Fig 5.22 is illustrated here for convenience 
The simple genetic algorithm procedure (see Chapter 4) is used to determine the values of 
FIx, F2x, F3x, Fly, F2y and F3y where f(Fix, Fiy) is used as the objective function in the genetic 
algorithm. Convergence of the genetic algorithm in this particular case occurred after 495 
generations and yielded the following results: 
FIx = 12.2873 
F2x = 9.6736 
F3x = -2.6047 
Pierre Farrugia 
Fly = -3.3965 
F2y = 11.3756 
F3y = 2.7721 
(5.67) 
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It should be noted that the above result can be obtained by a back substitution operation using 
the echelon matrix given in Eqn 5.59 as follows. Consider the result of applying elementary 
transformations to Eqn 5.58, which gives rise to the following equation: 
FIx Fly 
0 0 1 0 F2x F2y 0 0 
0 I 0 I 1 F3x F3y 0 0 
= (5.68) 0 0 I 0 1 F4x F4y 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 F5x F5y 0 0 
F6x F6y 
The products of the rows and columns of the matrices on the left-hand side of Eqn 5.68 yield 
the following equations. 
FIx +F4x +F5x =0 
F2x +F4x +F5x +F6x =0 
F3x +F4x +F6x =0 
Fly +F4y +F5y = 0 
F2y + F4y + F5y + F6y = 0 
F3y +F4y +F6y =0 
(5.69) 
It can be seen that with the chosen values of F4x, F5x, F6x, F4y, F5y and F6y, the values of 
FIx, F2x, F3x, Fly, F2y and F3y ofEqn 5.67 can also be obtained by using Eqn 5.69. 
The values for Fix and Fiy in Eqns 5.66 and 5.67 define the forces and the orientation of the 
elements of the tensegrity system under consideration. These forces and orientations are as 
follows: 
Fl = 12.7480 
F2 = 14.9385 
F3=3.8038 
al = -15.4514° 
a2 = 49.5970° 
a3 = 133.2168° 
(5.70) 
Now, the geometry of the tensegrity system is determined by considering the function 
g(Lix,Liy) and the constraints c(Lix, Liy, Fix, Fiy). These functions are used as the objective 
function in a genetic algorithm to determine values of Lix and Liy which satisfy the 
minimisation problem described in Eqn 5.64. Prior to executing the genetic algorithm 
process, the length of one of the elements is chosen. For instance, the length of element 6 is 
chosen to be equal to 12 units of length. 
The values ofLix and Liy obtained by the genetic algorithm process are as follows: 
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Llx = 2.0838 
L2x = 4.2874 
L3x = -6.3712 
L4 =0 x 
L5x = 6.3711 
L6x = -2.0838 
Lly = -0.5760 
L2y = 5.0371 
L3y = 6.7806 
L4y = 11.2417 
L5 y = 4.4611 
L6y = 11.8177 
The values given in Eqn 5.71 represent the tensegrity system illustrated in Fig 5.24. 
Fig 5.24 Tensegrity system for values ofLix and Liy given in Eqn 5.71 
(5.71) 
Now, it should be noted that if values of Lix and Liy are determined for a different value of 
the length of element 6 (or actually anyone of the other elements of the tensegrity system 
under consideration), the ratios between the lengths of the elements would be the same as 
those obtained for the system illustrated in Fig 5.24. The orientations of the elements would 
also be the same. Therefore, the shape of the tensegrity system would be similar to that 
illustrated in Fig 5.24, although proportionally smaller or larger depending on the chosen 
value. It follows that for a system of forces that are in equilibrium, the corresponding 
configuration of the tensegrity system is scale able. Actually, the values of the forces are also 
scaleable. For instance, if the forces in the elements for the system under consideration are 
doubled and the length of element 6 is chosen to be equal to 12, the same configuration given 
in Eqn 5.71 and illustrated in Fig 5.24 is obtained. Therefore, the form finding process of a 
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tensegrity system fundamentally deals with ratios of forces in elements and ratios of lengths 
of the elements. However, as far as the orientations are concerned, they remain unchanged. 
Now, reconsider the two equivalent equations given in Eqns 5.47 and 5.50. The rank of the 
matrices on the left hand side of these equations has been shown to be equal to 3. Therefore, 
it follows that the 6 x components of the vectors representing the elements of the system can 
be determined in terms of 3 free x components. Similarly, the 6 y components of the same 
vectors can be determined in terms of 3 free y components. However, it can be noted that the 
configuration of the tensegrity system shown in Fig 5.24 was obtained after assigning one 
arbitrary value to one of the x components and to one of the y components. In fact, the 
configuration shown in Fig 5.24 represents the unique configuration for the chosen length of 
element 6 and for the chosen system of forces. Thus, although the number of free variables 
in the geometric constraint equation (for the system under consideration) is equal to 3, there 
is only one configuration corresponding to the chosen system of forces. The above arises 
because the values of Lix and Liy are related in the manner given in Eqn 5.63. To elaborate 
consider Eqn 5.47 which can be rearranged and rewritten as follows: 
o 1 
2 2 
1 1 
2 1 
1 1 
o 0 
o 0 
o 0 
o 0 
o 0 
o 
o 
-1 
o 
1 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
1 -1 -1 0 0 0 0 
o -2 0 0 0 0 0 
1 -2 0 0 0 0 0 
-1 -1 1 0 0 0 0 
-1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
o 0 0 0 o 
o 0 
o 0 
o 0 
o 0 
o 0 
-I -1 
o 0 0 2 2 0 0 -2 0 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 1 
o 2 1 
010 
-1 1 -2 
o -1 -1 
1 -1 0 
o 
1 
o 
Llx 
L2x 0 
L3x 0 
L4x 0 
L5x 0 
Lly 0 = 
(5.72) L6x 0 
L2y 0 
L3y 0 
L4y 0 
L5y 0 
L6y 
Now, consider the equations that relate the values of Lix and Liy given by Eqn 5.63. For the 
tensegrity system under consideration, Eqn 5.63 gives rise to the following equations: 
FlyLlx - Fix Lly = 0 
F2y L2x - F2x L2y = 0 
F3yL3x -F3xL\ =0 
F4yL4x -F4xL4y =0 
F5y L5x - F5x L5y = 0 
F6y L6x - F6x L6y = 0 
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which can be written in matrix form as follows: 
Fly 0 
o F2y 
o 0 
o 0 
o 0 
o 0 
o 
o 
F3y 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
F4y 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
F5y 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
F6y 
-FIx 0 
o -F2x 
o 0 
o 0 
o 0 
o 0 
o 
o 
-F3 
o 
o 
o 
x 
o 
o 
o 
-F4x 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
-F5 x 
o 
Ph.D. Thesis 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
-F6x 
Llx 
L2x 
L3 x 
L4x 0 
L5x 0 
L6x 0 
= Lly 0 
L2y 0 
L3y 0 
L4y 
L5 y 
L6y 
(5.74) 
The values of Lix and Liy must satisfy concurrently Eqns 5.72 and 5.74, where these 
equations are expressed in terms of the same variables Lix and Liy. These equations can be 
combined into one equation which is given by: 
o 
2 
1 
2 
1 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
Fly 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
F2y 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 0 
-1 1 
o -1 
1 -1 
o 0 
o 0 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
F\ 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
F4y 
o 
o 
-1 -1 
-2 0 
-2 0 
-1 1 
o 0 
o 0 
o 0 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
F5y 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
F6y 
This equation is of the form: 
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2 
1 
2 
1 
-Fix 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
2 
1 
1 
o 
-
F2x 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
-1 
o 
1 
o 
o 
-F3 x 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
1 
o 
1 
-1 
-1 
o 
o 
o 
-F4x 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
-1 
-2 
-2 
-1 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
-F5x 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
-1 
o 
o 
1 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
-F6x 
Llx 
L2x 
L3x 
L4x 
L5x 
L6x 
Lly 
L2y 
L3 y 
L4y 
L5 y 
L6y 
= 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
(5.75) 
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CFV'=O (5.76) 
where the entries of CF comprise values obtained from the geometric constraint equation and 
values obtained from the relationships between the length vectors and the force vectors. 
For the chosen values of Fix and Fiy given in Eqns 5.66 and 5.70, and substituting for these 
values in Eqn 5.75, it can be verified that the rank of C is equal to 11. Now, since the 
problem under consideration is composed of 12 variables, it follows that assigning a value to 
anyone of the components of V will give rise to a unique solution to Eqn 5.75 and hence to a 
unique configuration for the tensegrity system. 
The procedure for the form finding of the system of Fig 5.23 represents a general method for 
the form finding process of tensegrity system. This procedure is illustrated by the flow chart 
of Fig 5.25. The first stage of the procedure involves the definition of the connectivity of the 
components of the tensegrity. This stage is followed by the setting up of the equilibrium 
constraint Eqn, namely: 
BW=O (5.77) 
It should be noted that the matrix B is the transpose of an incidence matrix that represents the 
connectivity of the system. The method for obtaining an incidence matrix is explained by 
considering a simple example. Consider the system illustrated in Fig 5.23. The incidence 
matrix for this system is as follows: 
1 -1 0 0 
0 1 -1 0 
0 0 -1 
=BT (5.78) 
1 0 0 -1 
1 0 -1 0 
0 1 0 -1 
The ith row of the incidence matrix corresponds to the ith component of the system and the 
jth column of the incidence matrix corresponds to the jth joint. Thus, an incidence matrix is 
of order m by n where m is the number of components and n is the number of joints. The 
entries of the ith row of the incidence matrix are obtained using the following rule. 
If member i connects joints j 1 to j2 where j 1 <j2, then the entry in the column corresponding 
to the number assigned to joint j 1 is equal to 1 and the entry corresponding to the number of 
joint j2 is equal to -1. All the other entries in the ith row are equal to zero. For instance, 
member 1 connects joints 1 and 2. Therefore, the entry in the first column of the first row of 
the incidence matrix in Eqn 5.78 is 1 and the entry in the second column of the first row is 
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equal to -1. By comparing the matrix ofEqn 5.78 with the matrix given in Eqn 5.56 and 5.58 
• one may confirm that the incidence matrix is in fact the transpose of the matrix B of the 
equilibrium constraint equation. 
Pierre Farrugia 
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Fig 5.25 Flow chart representing a proposed form finding process oftensegrity systems 
The rank of B provides information on the number of free variables. The values of Fix and 
Fiy can be determined in terms of the chosen values for the free variables, either directly by 
using a back substitution operation as described earlier in this section or numerically by using 
an optimisation technique such as the genetic algorithm process described in Chapter 5 to 
minimise the function f. 
Using the values of Fix and Fiy, the matrix CF is determined by considering the geometric 
constraint equation and the constraint equations given by Eqn 5.63 where the latter represent 
the relations between the force vectors and the length vectors. It should be noted that at this 
stage of the form finding procedure, the remaining unknown variables are the length vectors. 
This stage of the procedure yields an equation in terms of the matrix CF and the column 
vector V', see Eqn 5.76. V'is composed of the length vectors which in tum represent the 
configuration of the tensegrity system. From the rank of CF, it is possible to determine the 
number of free variables among the length vectors. The configuration of the tensegrity 
system is obtained by choosing appropriate values for the free variables. 
Now, the configurations of tensegrity systems obtained using the procedure illustrated by the 
flow chart of Fig 5.25 depend on the chosen values for the free variables among the variables 
Fix and Fiy. Thus, this procedure may be referred to as a force dependent approach. 
Consider the tensegrity system illustrated in Fig 5.26. Suppose that in this example, it is 
necessary to ensure that element 6 is vertical and that element 7 subtends an angle of 30° with 
the X-axis. 
The interelemental constraint equations for this system are obtained by considering the 
element matrix M, where every row of M represents the ilh element of the system as follows: 
2 
3 
4 
M= 5 
2 
3 
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I 
Fig 5.26 Planar tensegrity system comprising 6 tendons and 3 struts 
Let Fix and Fiy where i=1 to 9 represent the x and y components of the forces in elements I to 
9, respectively. Elements 1 to 6 are in tension whereas elements 7 to 9 are in compression. 
The equilibrium constraint equation for the system of Fig 5.26 is given by: 
BW=O (5.80) 
FIx Fly o 0 
F2x F2y o 0 I 0 0 0 0 1 I 0 0 
F3x F3y o 0 
-1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
F4x F4y o 0 
0 -1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 
F5x F5y = o 0 (5.81) 0 0 -I 0 0 -I 0 0 
F6x F6y o 0 0 0 0 -I 1 0 0 -I 0 
F7x F7y o 0 0 0 0 0 -1 -1 0 0 -1 
F8x F8y o 0 
F9x F9y o 0 
The rank of matrix B is equal to 5 which implies that the system has 4 free variables. In 
addition, a process of performing elementary row transformations on matrix B yields matrix 
B' which is given by: 
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1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 
0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 
B'= (5.82) 
0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 
0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
The x and y components of the forces in the elements can be obtained in terms of the free 
variables by using the following two equations. 
FIx -1 -1 0 0 Fly -1 -1 0 0 
F2x -1 -1 -1 0 F2y -1 -1 -1 0 
F3x -1 -1 -1 -1 F3y -1 -1 -1 -1 F6y 
F4x -1 0 -1 -1 
F6x F4y -1 0 -1 -1 
F5x = -1 0 0 -1 
F7x 
and F5y -1 0 0 -1 
F7y (5.83) = 
F6x 1 0 0 0 
F8x F6y 1 0 0 0 
F8y 
F7x 0 0 0 
F9x F7y 0 1 0 0 
F9y 
F8x 0 0 1 0 F8y 0 0 1 0 
F9x 0 0 0 F9y 0 0 0 
where the columns of the matrices on the right hand side of Eqns 5.83 represent the null 
vectors of matrix B. 
Let the forces in elements 6, 7, 8 and 9 be as follows: 
F6=-1, F7=2, F8=3 and F9=2.5 (5.84) 
Furthermore, in the problem under consideration, it is necessary for elements 6 and 7 to 
subtend angles of 90° and 30° with the X-axis, respectively. Also, let elements 8 and 9 
subtend angles of 120° and 160° with the X-axis, respectively. It follows that the x and y 
components of the free force variables are given by: 
F6x 0 F6y 1 
F7x -1.7321 F7y -1 (5.85) 
= and = F8x 1.5 F8y -2.5981 
F9x 2.3492 F9y -0.8551 
The x and y components of the forces are obtained by substituting for F 6x, F 7x, F Sx, F 9x, F 6y, 
F7y, Fsy and F9y in Eqn 5.83. This gives rise to: 
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FIx -1.7321 Fly 0.0000 
F2x -0.2321 F2y -2.5981 
F3x 2.1171 F3y -3.4532 
F4x 3.8492 F4y -2.4532 
F5x = 2.3492 and F5y = 0.1449 (5.86) 
F6x 0.0000 F6y -1.0000 
F7x 1. 7321 F7y 1.0000 
F8x -1.5000 F8y 2.5981 
F9x -2.3492 F9y 0.8551 
The forces in the elements are given by: 
FI -1.732 
F2 -2.6084 
F3 -4.0506 
F4 -4.5645 
F5 = -2.3537 (5.87) 
F6 -1.0000 
F7 2.0000 
F8 3.0000 
F9 2.5000 
The inteterelemental (geometric) constraint equations and the relations between the force 
vectors and the length vectors given by Eqn 5.63 are used to determine matrix CF. 
(5.88) 
Let Lix and Liy represent the x and y components of vectors that represent the orientation and 
length of the ith element. Refer to Fig 5.26. Consider joint 1 and the two elements 
connecting joint 1 to joints 2 and 4. The interelemental constraint equation for joint 1 for 
these two elements is given by: 
[X2]_[Llx] = [X4] _[L 7x] Y2 Lly Y4 L7y (5.89) 
which can be rearranged as follows: 
(5.90) 
Eqn 5.90 is the interelemental constraint equation representing the kinematic pair at joint 1 
consisting of joint 1, element connecting joints 1 and 2, and element connecting joints 1 and 
7. It can be noted that the interelemental constraint equation in Eqn 5.90 differs from the 
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interelemental constraint equation introduced in Chapter 3 and used in Chapters 4, 5 and 6 
because it does not involve a rotation operator. A rotation operator is used to represent a 
constraint for the rotation of an element such that rotation can take place about an axis of 
rotation (refer to Chapter 2). This is generally the case for mechanisms and foldable systems 
where rotation is constrained by the type of joints used, for example revolute joints which 
allow rotation about one axis. However tensegrity systems are considered as pin-connected 
systems and therefore, there is no constraint on the rotation of the elements of the systems. 
Consequently, the 2-dimensional component vectors representing the orientation of the 
elements can be used without the need of introducing a rotation operator in order to obtain the 
right-hand side of interelemental constraint equations. A function in Matlab called ikpvectors 
has been implemented by the author to compute the interelemental constraint equations and 
the dependency matrix for the case where components of vectors are used to represent 
elements and where a rotation operator is not involved in the interelemental constraint 
equation. Refer to Appendix A for an explanation of the use of the Matlab function written 
by the author called ikpvectors. 
It can be verified that for the example of Fig 5.26, the geometric constraint equation is as 
follows: 
-1 -1 -1 0 0 0 1 0 0 
Llx Lly 0 0 
-1 -1 0 0 0 1 0 0 -1 
L2x L2y 0 0 
1 1 1 0 0 0 -1 0 0 
L3x L3y 0 0 
1 0 0 -1 0 0 -1 1 0 
L4x L4y 0 0 
L5x L5y = (5.91) 
-1 0 0 0 0 1 -1 0 0 0 
-1 0 0 0 -1 1 0 -1 0 
L6x L6y 0 0 
1 0 0 0 -1 0 0 1 
L7x L7y 0 0 
1 0 0 0 1 -1 0 0 
L8x L8y 0 0 
L9x L9y 
or 
AV=O (5.92) 
Eqn 5.92 can be rearranged and rewritten as follows: 
[~ Zl:-]=o (5.93) ALly 
where Z is an 8 by 9 zero matrix and where Lix and Liy are the first and second columns of V, 
in Eqn 5.92. 
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The relations between the x and y components of the elements and the length vectors can be 
expressed in matrix form as follows: 
where Diy and Dix are diagonal matrices. The entries in the diagonal of the ith row of 
matrices Diy and Dix are Fiy and Fix, respectively where i represents the ith element. 
Equations 5.93 and 5.94 can be combined to obtain the following matrix equation: 
Z A x =0 [A Z] Li Di, -Di, [LiJ 
or 
(5.94) 
(5.95) 
(5.96) 
Matrix CF for the example under consideration is of order 25 by 18. The rank of matrix CF 
has been found to be equal to 16. This implies that the configuration of the tensegrity system 
can be found in terms of two free variables, that is, by choosing arbitrary values for two 
length vectors, for instance to the y components of the length vectors of elements 8 and 9. 
The following equation represents the geometry of the tensegrity system under consideration 
in terms of these y components. 
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LlK -0.0930 2.8523 
L2K 0.0930 -0.1051 
L3K 0.4715 -1.2507 
L4K -1.1419 1.3557 
L5K 0.6704 -2.8523 
L6K 0.0000 0.0000 
L7K 0.4715 1.4966 
L8K -0.5773 0.0000 
L9K 0.0000 -2.7473 [L8, ] 
= Lly 0.0000 0.0000 L9y 
L2y 1.0413 -1.1759 
L3y -0.7691 2.0400 
L4y 0.7278 -0.8640 
L5y 0.0413 -0.1759 
L6y 1.0413 -0.1759 
L7y 0.2722 0.8640 (5.97) 
L8y 1.0000 0.0000 
L9y 0.0000 1.0000 
Suppose that values for L8y and L9y are chosen as follows: 
L8y=2 and L9y=1 (5.98) 
This gives rise to the solution given by: 
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Llx 2.6663 
L2x 0.0810 
L3x -0.3076 
L4x -0.9281 
L5x -1.5116 
L6x 0.0000 
L 7x 2.4397 
L8x -1.1547 
L9x -2.7473 
Lly 0.0000 
L2y 0.9068 
L\ 0.5017 
L4y 0.5915 
L5y -0.0932 
1.9068 
1.4085 
2.0000 
L9y 1.0000 
Ph.D. Thesis 
(5.99) 
The configuration represented by the solution ofEqn 5.99 is shown in Fig 5.27. 
y 
6l---~--1 
1 ~~ __________ ~~ ________ ~~---7X 
Fig 5.27 Tensegrity system of solution given in Eqn 5.99 
Three alternative configurations for the tensegrity system under consideration with different 
values ofL8yand L9y are shown in Fig 5.28. 
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Configuration for 
L8y = 2.6725 L9y=I.5298 
Configuration for 
L8y = 3.5651 L9y=I.55590 
Configuration for 
L8y = 2.9379 L9y=I.5385 
Fig 5.28 Three alternative configurations oftensegrity system under consideration 
It can be noted that the orientations of the elements of the tensegrity systems of Figs 7.12 and 
7.13 are the same in all configurations. Also, the orientations of the elements are collinear 
with the directions of the forces determined earlier, see Eqn 5.86. 
Now, suppose that the following arbitrary values are chosen for LSy and L9y : 
L8y=-5 and L9y=3 (5.100) 
The reSUlting configuration and corresponding x and y components of the length vectors are 
illustrated in Fig 
y Lt, 9.0221 
L2, -0.7803 
L3, -6.1097 
L4, 9.7767 
1 ~----~~~--------~---7 L5, -11.9089 
L6, 0.0000 
L7, 2.1322 
L8, 2.8867 
L9, -8.2418 
L1, 0.0000 
L2, -8.7345 
L3, 9.9655 
5 L4, -6.2310 
L5, -0.7345 
L6, -57345 
6 
L7, 1.2310 
L8, -5.0000 
L9, 3.0000 
Fig 5.29 Configuration obtained for values ofL8y=-5 and L9y=3 
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The orientations of the elements of Fig 5.29 in Eqn 5.86 are as follows: 
al 0 
a2 264.8950 
a3 121.5118 
a4 327.4893 
a5 = 176.4707 (5.101) 
a6 270 
a7 30 
a8 120 
a9 160 
where ai represents the angle subtended by the ith element to the X-axis. Now, the x and y 
components of the forces in the elements for the system under consideration are given in Eqn 
5.86. This Eqn is reproduced here for convenience. 
FIx -1.7321 Fly 0.0000 
F2x -0.2321 F2y -2.5981 
F3x 2.1171 F\ -3.4532 
F4x 3.8492 F4y -2.4532 
F5x = 2.3492 and F5y = 0.1449 (5.102) 
F6x 0.0000 F6y -1.0000 
F7x 1.7321 F7y 1.0000 
F8x -1.5000 F8y 2.5981 
F9x -2.3492 F9y 0.8551 
The forces in the elements can be computed by considering either the x component or the y 
components using the following equations: 
For the x component 
For the y component 
F. Fix 1 =---"--
cos(ai) 
Fiy 
Fi=-....:..--
sin(ai) 
(5.103) 
Clearly, the values for the force in the ith element obtained by considering the x and y 
components should be the same. For instance, consider the results obtained for the tensegrity 
system illustrated in Fig 5.27. The orientation of the elements in this Fig are as follows: 
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a1 0 
a2 84.8950 
a3 121.5131 
a4 147.4897 
a5 = 183.5295 (5.1 04) 
a6 90 
a7 30 
a8 120 
a9 160 
The corresponding values of the forces in the elements using Eqn 5.103 are given by: 
Fl -1.7320 
F2 -2.6084 
F3 -4,0506 
F4 -4.5645 
For the x components: F5 = -2.3537 (5.105) 
F6 
F7 2.0000 
F8 3.0000 
F9 2.5000 
Fl 
F2 -2.6084 
F3 -4,0506 
F4 -4.5645 
For the y components: F5 = -2.3537 (5.106) 
F6 -1.0000 
F7 2.0000 
F8 3.0000 
F9 2.5000 
Note that the force in element 6 cannot be determined by considering the x component of the 
force because in this case, element 6 happens to be orthogonal to the X-axis. Similarly, the 
result for element 1 cannot be determined by considering the y component of the force 
because the orientation of element 1 is orthogonal to the Y-axis. 
Now, reconsider the orientations of the elements given in Eqn 5.1 01. The forces computed 
by using the x and y components given in Eqn 5.102 are as follows: 
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Fl -1.7321 
F2 2.6084 
F3 
-4.0505 
F4 4.5645 
For the x components: F5 = -2.3537 (5.107) 
F6 
F7 2.0000 
F8 3.0000 
F9 2.5000 
FI 
F2 2.6084 
F3 -4.0505 
F4 4.5645 
F or the y components F5 = 2.3537 (5.108) 
F6 1.0000 
F7 2.0000 
F8 3.0000 
F9 2.5000 
From Eqns 5.107 and 5.108, it can be noted that the values of the force in element 5 for both 
sets of results have the same magnitude but are the negative of each other. It follows that, 
although the system illustrated in Fig 5.29 satisfies the equilibrium constraint equations for 
each orthogonal direction and also satisfies the geometric constraint equations, the solution 
obtained does not represent a feasible solution because the results for the forces obtained by 
considering the x components are different from the results obtained by considering the y 
components. In fact, determining the forces from the x and y components using the 
orientations obtained after solving the geometric constraint equation constitutes an additional 
and important step of the form finding process of tensegrity systems. This additional step is 
included in the flow chart of Fig 5.30. 
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False 
Define tOJDlogy of 
tensegrity system 
De1ermi1e Equililriml Corstraill 
Equatiln wing 
Incilem:e Matrix 
BW=O 
Detennine RarK of 
Bandobtain 
f(Fi"Fi,) 
Oltain 
CF V=O by considering 
gandc 
Solve for V 
Detennine Forces using V 
and resul ts oltained from 
solution off 
Forces obtained from x 
components=Forces 
obtained from y 
components 
Configul"ltion of 
Tensegrity 
Ph.D. Thesis 
Fig 5.30 Flow chart for the form finding process oftensegrity system. Additional check for 
consistency between forces obtained by considering the x and y components is introduced in 
the flow chart. 
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Kinematic analysis is one of the main aspects of the design of foldable structures. A review of past 
research has revealed that further research is required in this area, see Chapter 1. In particular, areas 
which are deemed to require further investigation are: 
• The development of a general algebraic method for the kinematic analysis of any type of 
foldable structure. 
• The development of ideas for new types of foldable systems employing joints with rotation 
about more than one axis. To date, most of the foldable structures investigated in other 
researches consist of elements that are connected by revolute joints (See Section 2.4). The 
use of joints with more than one axis of rotation gives rise to foldable structures which have 
deployable characteristics that cannot be otherwise achieved by foldable structure using only 
revolute joints. 
The above may be regarded as the main objectives of this research. Naturally, the objectives are 
interrelated - the first objective listed above provides the tools for achieving the second objective. 
A general algebraic method for kinematic analysis would not be limited for application to foldable 
structures but would have a wider scope of application, for instance, the study of the kinematic 
behaviour of certain types of mechanisms. In fact, the method developed in this research has been 
employed to investigate the kinematic behaviour of mechanisms. Also, the method has been used 
for the fonn fmding oftensegrity systems, see Section 5.4. 
In this chapter, the outcomes and conclusions of the present research and their relevance to the 
study of the kinematic behaviour of foldable structures are discussed. This is elaborated in Sections 
6.2 to 6.7. The contributions of this research, although important, are by no means exhaustive. 
Section 6.8 is devoted to suggestions for further research in this area. 
6.2 A KINEMATIC ANALYSIS METHOD THAT CAN DEAL WITH ANY TYPE OF 
FOLDABLE STRUCTURE 
In chapter 1, methods employed in other researches for the kinematic analysis of foldable structures 
are discussed. Methods such as the 'foldability vector technique' proposed by Langbecker and the 
'symbolic manipulation technique' proposed by Gantes were evolved with the objective of 
perfonning the kinematic analysis of particular elements and combination of such elements used in 
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foldable systems. These methods cannot be applied for perfonning the kinematic analysis of all 
types of foldable structures. Their application is therefore somewhat limited, mainly because the 
approaches deal purely with geometric aspects. Very often, researchers have endeavoured to find 
fonnulations that would be suitable for perfonning the kinematic analysis of the particular foldable 
structure being investigated. As a result, although many methods for the kinematic analysis have 
been published, there appears to be a lack of a holistic method for the kinematic analysis that would 
be suitable for dealing with any type of foldable structure. Such a method should apart from 
geometric aspects, address the degrees of freedom at the joints and other constraints that may be 
imposed on a foldable structure. 
6.3 MATHEMATICAL TOOLS FOR KINEMATIC ANALYSIS 
A comprehensive algebraic description of a foldable structure for the purpose of perfonning 
kinematic analysis involves methods for representing rotations and degrees of freedom of joints as 
well as methods for representing the geometry of elements. 
6.3.1 Mathematical Representation of Rotations 
Rotation can be represented mathematically by the use of a rotation operator. The mathematical 
description of finite rotations is discussed in Sections 2.2 and 2.3 of Chapter 2. A rotation operator 
is an orthogonal matrix of order 2 or 3 for two or three dimensions, respectively. The rotation 
operator for three dimensions can be obtained in tenns of the axis of rotation and the magnitude of 
rotation. Different equations for obtaining rotation operators are derived from first principles in 
Chapter 2. Also, in Section 2.3.4.3, a technique for detennining the axis of rotation and the 
corresponding amount of rotation of a body that undergoes a predetennined displacement in three 
dimensions is given. This represents a problem that is very often encountered during the design of 
mechanisms and foldable structures, namely that of detennining an axis of rotation at a joint for the 
element attached to the joint to undergo a pre-detennined displacement. The proposed technique is 
therefore a useful tool that can be employed for kinematic design purposes. 
6.3.2 Mathematical Representation of Degrees of Freedom of Joints and Elements used in 
Foldable Structures 
In Section 2.4, methods for describing mathematically the elements used in foldable structures and 
mechanism are discussed in detail. A foldable structure may be considered as being composed of 
pairs of elements and the joint connecting each pair of elements. The tenn 'kinematic pair' is used 
to describe a pair of elements of a foldable structure and the joint connecting the pair. Different 
types of joints used in two- and three-dimensional foldable structures are described in Section 2.4.3. 
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These include the revolute joint and the sliding joint for two and three dimensions, and the 
cylindrical, the plane, the screw and the spherical joints for three dimensions. The mathematical 
techniques for representing these joints and the elements attached to these joints are explained in 
Section 2.4.4. Actually, a cylindrical, plane, screw and spherical joint can be represented 
mathematically by a sequence of revolute and sliding joints as discussed in Section 2.4.4.3. 
The motion (configuration) of a foldable structure depends on the number of elements, the 
geometry of the elements and the joints used to connect the elements. The minimum number of 
variables required to determine the configuration of a foldable structure is important because it is a 
measure of the overall degree of freedom of a foldable structure. This measure is also known as 
mobility. Methods of computing mobility for two and three dimension foldable structures are given 
in Section 2.4.5. However, in 'kinematics', it is well known that the computation of mobility 
(which is obtained by considering the overall and the relative degrees of freedom of the elements of 
a foldable structure without consideration of their geometry and the relationships between degrees 
of freedom), may give rise to situations where the computation of mobility gives an incorrect 
representation of the number of variables needed to specify the configuration of the foldable 
structure. A mechanism known as a Bennett linkage is an example where the value obtained from 
the computation of mobility is an incorrect representation of the number of variable needed to 
obtain the configuration of the mechanism, see Section 5.3. 
6.4 CALIX FOLDABLE STRUCTURES 
A novel type of foldable structure called calix foldable structure is described in Section 2.5. A calix 
foldable structure is composed of scissor-like elements (duplets) connected by Universal joints. 
Different foldable shapes and forms may be obtained using the calix duplet including barrel vaults, 
grids and domes. Calix foldable structures can attain a curved configuration from a flat 
configuration. The advantage of using calix foldable structures as opposed to other types of 
foldable structures is that their deployment characteristics cannot be readily achieved by foldable 
structure in which the elements are connected by revolute joints. 
Examples of calix foldable structures are given in Section 2.5.2. These include: 
• A calix single layer foldable structure that from a compact cylindrical configuration is 
deployed to achieve a flat configuration in the fully deployed position. 
• A calix foldable grid 
• A calix foldable dome. 
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Also, an example of a calix foldable ring structure is presented in Section 3.6. Potential 
applications for calix foldable structures include deployable roofs, temporary emergency shelters 
and aerospace applications such as solar reflectors and parabolic antennas. 
The calix duplet is a versatile building block suitable for the generation of spatial foldable structures 
of different forms. The displacement characteristics of calix foldable structures are directly related 
and dependent on the joint characteristics. A method for performing the kinematic analysis of calix 
foldable structures involving geometry and degrees of freedom is therefore essential in order to 
study their kinematic behaviour. 
6.5 KINEMA TIC ANALYSIS OF FOLDABLE STRUCTURES : MATRIX DEPENDENCY 
CONSTRAINT METHOD 
The method evolved in the present research for the kinematic analysis of foldable structures is 
explained in detail in Chapter 3. The method is called matrix dependency constraint method (MDC 
method). In the MDC method foldable structures are represented algebraically in terms of a system 
of equations called interelemental constraint equations. 
6.5.1 Interelemental Constraint Equations and Dependency Constraint Equations 
An interelemental constraint equation represents, in matrix form, the kinematic pairs of a foldable 
structure, that is, the geometry of an interconnected pair of elements and the degrees of freedom at 
the joint between the pair. The interelemental constraint equations representing all the kinematic 
pairs in a foldable structure are assembled to obtain a global interelemental constraint equation. 
From the global interelemental constraint equation, the dependency constraint equations can be 
obtained either using the left null vector technique as described in Section 3.3 or from the outcome 
of a series of elementary row transformations as described in Section 3.4. The solution to the 
dependency constraint equations yields information with respect to configurations that can be 
attained by a foldable structure, information with respect to the mobility of a foldable structure as 
well as configurations representing bifurcation points along the displacement path of a foldable 
structure. The above have been explained by considering a simple example of a two-dimensional 
foldable structure (see Sections 3.2 to 3.4). An example consisting of a calix foldable ring structure 
is also given in Sections 3.5 to 3.7 to illustrate the application of the MDC method for three-
dimensional applications. 
6.5.2 Solution of Dependency Constraint Equations - Genetic Algorithm 
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For relatively simple foldable structures, a closed form solution to the dependency constraint 
equations may be found. This happens to be the case for the example given in Sections 3.2 to 3.4. 
However, in general, a closed form solution may not be readily obtainable. For such cases, an 
optimisation process has been adopted for finding the solutions of the dependency constraint 
equations. 
In chapter 4, a genetic algorithm process for finding solutions to the dependency constraint 
equations obtained from the MDC method is explained. The genetic algorithm process is described 
in detail in Section 4.2. 
For most foldable structures, solving the dependency constraint equations involves finding mUltiple 
solutions within specific ranges for the variables involved. In Section 4.3, it is sho\\11 that when 
more than one minimum exists within a range specified for the variables for the trial solutions, the 
solution tends to converge to the minimum that is closer to the average of the lower and upper limits 
chosen for the ranges of the variables. In Section 4.3, a technique for identifying potential solutions 
within a specified range is explained. The technique is based on a mathematical procedure knO\\11 
as cluster analysis. Cluster analysis is implemented as part of the genetic algorithm process. 
Cluster analysis is in fact performed after a small number of generations to identify trends in the 
distribution of chromosomes. From cluster analysis, a number of subpopulations and their 
corresponding ranges are identified. Each subpopulation is then allowed to evolve separately. The 
genetic algorithm process presented in Section 4.3 is called partial parallel genetic algorithm 
(PPGA). A flow chart for the PPGA is given in Fig 4.29. PPGA has been implemented as a 
computer program using Matlab (a math based programming language). A description of the PPGA 
program is given in Section 4.4, whereas the program is given in full in Appendix B. The PPGA 
process can be used to identify ranges for multiple solutions during the first few generations of a 
genetic algorithm process, typically during the first 3 to 4 generations. The remainder of the genetic 
algorithm process for each of the solution can take place in parallel using parallel computer 
technology. In Section 4.5, the use of the PPGA process is demonstrated by considering a simple 
example consisting of a mechanism knO\\11 as a four-bar linkage. The PPGA is in this case used to 
determine two alternative modes of deployment of the mechanism as well as the bifurcation point 
along the displacement path of the mechanism. 
6.6 APPLICA nONS OF THE MDC METHOD 
The MDC method presented in Chapter 3 and the PPGA process described in Chapter 4 constitute 
the basic tools for performing the kinematic analysis of any type of foldable structure. It should 
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also be noted that the PPGA process has a wider scope for application. In fact the PPGA process 
can be used for problems involving optimisation with multiple solutions. 
6.6.1 Kinematic Analysis of Foldable Structures 
In Chapter 5, the MDC method is used in conjunction with the PPGA process for performing the 
kinematic analysis of two- and three- dimensional foldable structures. The MDC method has been 
implemented as a computer program using the Matlab programming language. The examples given 
in Section 5.2 illustrate two approaches for representing the geometry of the elements when using 
the MDC method, namely: 
• geometry expressed in terms of a local coordinate system associated with each element of 
the foldable structure 
• geometry expressed in terms of length vectors with respect to the global coordinate system 
An example of a Bennett linkage is presented in Section 5.3. In this example, the MDC method is 
illustrated for three-dimensional foldable structures. Assemblies of Bennett linkages can be used 
for obtaining foldable structures with curvilinear displacement characteristics as demonstrated by 
You [72, 73]. 
6.6.2 Form Finding of Tensegrity Systems 
The form finding of tensegrity systems is one of the problems associated with the design of 
tensegrity systems. The form finding process of tensegrity systems involves finding geometrically 
compatible configurations for a combination of elements which are under a state of internal self-
equilibrium. In Section 5.4, the MDC method is used in conjunction with equilibrium equations for 
the form finding process of tensegrity systems. The procedure is illustrated by considering a 
number of two-dimensional tensegrity systems. 
6.7 MAIN CONTRIBUTIONS OF THIS RESEARCH 
The important contributions of the present research to the study of foldable structures may be 
summarised as follows: 
• The development of the matrix dependency constraint method - a general method for the 
kinematic analysis of two-dimensional and three-dimensional foldable structures 
• A novel type of foldable structure called calix foldable structure composed of elements that 
are connected by Universal joints 
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• A genetic algorithm process called partial parallel genetic algorithm process suitable for 
finding multiple solutions to optimisation problems involving more than one global 
minimum. The process makes use of cluster analysis to identifY subpopulations where each 
sUbpopulation represents a solution. 
• The application of the MDC method in conjunction with equilibrium equations for the form 
finding of tensegrity systems. 
The effectiveness of the MDC method for performing the kinematic analysis of different types of 
foldable structures has been demonstrated by its application for solving two- as well as three-
dimensional examples of different types of foldable structures. These include foldable structures 
composed of duplets and bar elements, calix foldable structures and Bennett linkages. 
6.8 SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE WORK 
The MDe method proposed in this work constitutes an important tool for the kinematic analysis of 
foldable structures. In what follows, suggestions for future work related to the present research are 
given: 
6.8.1 Static, Dynamic and Nonlinear Analysis of Foldable Structures and the MDC Method 
The MDC method deals with geometric compatibilities. In fact, it may be regarded as a method for 
determining instantaneous geometrically compatible configurations of a foldable structure. It may 
be possible to evolve the MDe method such that it can be used for performing the structural 
analysis of foldable structures. Extension of the MDC method may be possible by the inclusion of 
parameters such as loads, member stiffness and time dependent variables. These may be used to 
perform further analysis including static, dynamic and nonlinear analysis 
6.8.2 Calix Foldable Structures 
A physical model of a relatively simple calix foldable structure has been constructed as part of this 
research. Further research on calix foldable structures is suggested. Aspects of the design of calix 
foldable structures that would be addressed in further research are: 
• Structural analysis of calix foldable structures 
• The structural performance of the joints employed in calix foldable structure 
• The influence of the geometry of the components of the joints on the deployment 
characteristics of calix foldable structures. 
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6.8.3 Snap-through Deployable Structures 
It may possible to use MDC method to detennine the stress free configurations of snap-trough 
deployable structures. Further research in this area would involve applying the MOC method for 
detennining these configurations. In addition, the intennediate stages during the deployment 
process of snap-through deployable structures may be studied by representing the defonnations in 
the elements (consisting of shortening or elongation of the distance between the joints of the 
structure) by means of sliding elements. 
It may also be possible to study the behaviour of snap -through deployable structures during the 
deployment process by using the MDC method in conjunction with a static or dynamic analysis. 
6.8.4 Application of the MDC Method for Foldable Structures composed of Plates 
The MOC method has been applied in this research for perfonning the kinematic analysis of 
foldable structures composed of bars elements and duplets. The MDC method can also be used for 
representing foldable structures composed of plates (such as the ternary links described in Section 
2.4.2) 
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In this Appendix, the Matlab programs and functions written by the author for the scope of this 
research are reproduced. Matlab has turned out to be a very efficient programming language for 
dealing with kinematic problems and with the genetic algorithm process. 
used in Matlab offer the possibility to create multi-dimensional arrays. 
familiar with the Matlab programming language may refer to Ref[69]. 
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A.2 MATRIX DEPENDENCY CONSTRAINT METHOD - MDC(M,m) 
function [A,RHS,DEP ,KPM,KP J]=MDC(M,m) 
%2nd version, major update in approach to the detennination of global 
%interelemental constraint equations 
%Programe to detennine the Equations for the Matrix Dependency Constraint 
%Method 
%Use as follows: 
%[A,B,C]=ikp(Ml,M2) 
% 
%where A is the pair joint matrix 
% B is the right hand side of the matrix Ax=B representing the 
% kinematic pairs in the system 
% C is the constraint equations which are equal to zero, obtained 
% using the left null vector technique 
% 
%Ml is a matrix representing the joint connectivity 
% 
%M2 is a structured array which should have the following two sets of data 
%M2(1 to m).jointdcoorindates, where the coorindates of the 
% joints of a member are a expressed as a row vector 
% in tenns of a local coorindate system associated with the member 
% 
Ph.D. Thesis 
%M2(1 to m).dof, where the dof for each member consists of a row vector for each joint of the 
member. 
% Each row vector is composed of a tenn representing the degree of freedom of the joint 
% (angle in case of rotation) and for 3d structures an additional three tenns are 
% required to represent the direction of the axis of rotation 
% 
%Copyright ----- Pierre Farurgia ------University of Surrey Space Structures Research Centre_ ------
% January 2004 
[r,c]=size(M); %size of matrix M 
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maxj=max(max(M(l :r,:»);%maximum number of joints 
A=zeros(1,maxj);%set column dimension for incidence matrix 
countkp=l;% Counter for kinematic pairs 
%routine for LHS of Global Interelemental Constraint Equation 
%recurse through joints 1 to maxj and writeup incidence matrix 
for j= 1 :maxj; 
[rj,cj]=find(M j); %determine position of reference joint for kinematic pairs 
Ph.D. Thesis 
%rj is an array representing the indices of rows where the jth joint is present in matrix M 
%cj is an array representing the indices of columns where the jth joint is present in mareix M 
corresponding to row rj 
for kpr=l:size(rj,l); 
%go through matrix M wand examine rows where joint j is present,next determine indices of 
columns other than j 
posi=find(M(rj(kpr),:)-=j); 
%determine the joints of members that are connected to joint j (and store member number to 
be used later) 
jointsconnectedtojointj(kpr,:)=M(rj(kpr),posi); 
members(kpr,1 :sizeGointsconnectedtojointj,2»=rj(kpr); 
end 
%After collecting the data, assemble incidence matrix for the kinematic pair 
[rrjj]=sizeGointsconnectedtojointj); 
jointsconnectedtojointj=reshapeGointsconnectedtojointj, 1 ,rr*jj); 
%reshape data into a row vector and eliminate zeros(zeros may be present because 
%members may not necessarily have the same number of joints, 
%in which case additional zeros are added to maintain the order of the matrix 
members=reshape( members, 1 ,rr* jj); 
members( findGointsconnectedtojointj==O) )=[]; 
jointsconnectedtojointj(findGointsconnectedtojointj==O»=[]; 
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o ointsconnectedtoj ointj ,sortorder ]=sort(j ointsconnectedtojointj); 
%sort data into ascending order 
members==members( sortorder); 
joint(j).connectedby==jointsconnectedtojointj; 
[rrjj]==size(jointsconnectedtojointj); 
%Now set values in incidence matrix 
for pos2==2:jj; 
A( countkpj ointsconnectedtoj ointj (1 ,1 »== 1 ; 
kpmember( countkp, 1 )==members(l); 
A( countkpjointsconnectedtojointj( 1 ,pos2) )==-1 ; 
kpmember( countkp,2)==members(pos2); 
actualj( countkp,: )==j; 
countkp==countkp+ 1 ; 
%end of data for kinematic pair, next one! 
end 
j ointsconnectedtojointj==£]; 
members==£]; 
j==j+ 1; 
end 
KPM==kpmember; 
KP J==actualj; 
%routine for RHS of Global Interelemental Constraint Equation 
[nkp ]==size(A, 1 );%nkp number of kinematic pairs 
for row: 1 :nkp; 
%select members 
%select member 1 
ml==KPM(row,l); 
m2==KPM(row,2); 
%select masterjoint joints to which we are going 
masterjoint==KP J(row); 
%determine first member vector (masterjoint-j 1 ( for + 1 in incidence matrix) 
j 1 ==find(A(row,:)=l); 
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%determine second member vector (masterjoint-j I ( for -I in incidence matrix) 
j2=fmd(A(row,:)=-1 ); 
masterjointl =find(M(m I,: )==masterjoint); 
masterjoint2=find(M( m2,: )==masterj oint); 
j I =find(M(m 1,: )==j 1 ); 
j2=find(M(m2,:)--:j2); 
Ll =m(ml ).jointcoordinates(masterjointl ,:),-m(ml).jointcoordinatesG 1 ,:)'; 
L2=m(m2).jointcoordinates(masterjoint2,:),-m(m2).jointcoordinatesG2,:)'; 
[sizeproblem ]=size(L 1,1); 
%Check whether structure is 2d or 3d and use appropriate rotation operator 
if sizeproblem=2; 
Ph.D. Thesis 
RHS(row,:)=[-r2d(m(ml).dof(masterjointl,J»*Ll + r2d(m(m2).dof(masterjoint2,1»*L2],; 
else 
angl =m(ml).dof(masterjointl,I); 
[rl ]=m(ml ).dof(masterjointl ,2:4); 
ang2=m(m2).dof(masterjoint2, 1); 
[r2]=m( m2 ).dof( masterjoint2,2:4); 
RHS(row,:)=[ -r3d(angl ,rl')*L 1 + r3d(ang2,r2')*L2],; 
end 
end 
%compute constraint equations 
DEP=null(A','r'),*RHS; 
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A,3 MA TRIX DEPENDENCY CONSTRAINT METHOD USING LENGTH VECTORS -
MDCvectors(M,m) 
function [A,RHS,DEP ,KPM,KP J]=MDCvectors(M,m) 
% 
%interelemental constraint equations 
% 
%Use as follows: 
% [A,B,C]=ikp(MI ,M2) 
% 
%where A is the pair joint matrix 
% B is the right hand side ofthe matrix Ax=B representing the 
% kinematic pairs in the system 
% C is the constraint equations which are equal to zero, obtained 
% using the left null vector technique 
% 
%Ml is a matrix representing the joint connectivity 
% 
%M2 is a structured array which should have the following two sets of data 
%M2(l to m).jointdcoorindates, where the coorindates of the 
% joints of a member are a expressed as a row vector 
% in terms of a local coorindate system associated with the member 
% 
%M2(l to m).dof, where the dof for each member consists of a row vector for each joint of the 
member. 
% Each row vector is composed of a term representing the degree of freedom of the joint 
% (angle in case of rotation) and for 3d structures an additional three terms are 
% required to represent the direction of the axis of rotation 
% 
%Copyright ----- Pierre Farurgia ------Univerity of Surrey Space Structures Research Centre_ ------
% July 2006 
[r,c]=size(M); %size of matrix M 
maxj=max(max(M(l :r,:»);%maximum number of joints 
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A=zeros(l,maxj);%set column dimension for incidence matrix 
countkp=l;% Counter for kinematic pairs 
%routine for LHS of Global Interelemental Constraint Equation 
%recurse through joints 1 to maxj and writeup incidence matrix 
for j=l :maxj; 
[rj,cj]=find(M j); %determine position of reference joint for kinematic pairs 
Ph.D. Thesi~ 
%rj is an array representing the indices of rows where the jth joint is present in matrix M 
%cj is an array representing the indices of columns where the jth joint is present in mareix M 
corresponding to row rj 
for kpr=l :size(rj, 1); 
%go through matrix M wand examine rows where joint j is present, next determine indices of 
columns other thanj 
posi=find(M(rj(kpr),:}-=j); 
%determine the joints of members that are connected to joint j (and store member number to 
be used later) 
jointsconnectedtojointj(kpr,:)= M( rj(kpr ),posi); 
members(kpr,l :sizeGointsconnectedtojointj ,2) )=rj (kpr); 
end 
%After collecting the data, assemble incidence matrix for the kinematic pair 
[rrjj]=sizeGointsconnectedtojointj); 
jointsconnectedtojointj=reshapeGointsconnectedtojointj, 1 ,rr* jj); 
%reshape data into a row vector and eliminate zeros(zeros may be present because 
%members may not necessarily have the same number of joints, 
%in which case additional zeros are added to maintain the order of the matrix 
members=reshape(members,l,rr*jj); 
members(findGointsconnectedtojointj==O»=[]; 
jointsconnectedtojointj(findGointsconnectedtojointj==O»=[]; 
[j ointsconnectedtoj ointj ,sortorder ]=sortGointsconnectedtoj ointj); 
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%sort data into ascending order 
members=members( sortorder); 
joint(j).connectedby=jointsconnectedtojointj; 
[rr ,jj]=size(jointsconnectedtojointj); 
%Now set values in incidence matrix 
for pos2=2:JJ; 
A( countkp,jointsconnectedtojointj( I, I ))= I; 
kpmember( countkp, I )=members(I); 
A( countkp,jointsconnectedtojointj(I ,pos2»=-I; 
kpmember( countkp,2)=members(pos2); 
actualj (countkp,: )=j; 
countkp=countkp+ I ; 
%end of data for kinematic pair, next one! 
end 
jointsconnectedtojointj=[]; 
members=[]; 
j=j+I; 
end 
KPM=kpmember; 
KP J=actualj; 
%routine for RHS of Global Interelemental Constraint Equation 
[nkp]=size(A,I);%nkp number of kinematic pairs 
for row= I :nkp; 
%select members 
%select member! 
mI=KPM(row,I); 
m2=KPM(row,2); 
%select masterjoint joints to which we are going 
masterjoint=KPJ(row); 
%deterrnine first member vector (masterjoint-j I( for + I in incidence matrix) 
j I =find(A(row,:)=l); 
%determine second member vector (masterjoint-j 1 ( for -I in incidence matrix) 
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j2=find(A(row,: )==-1); 
masterjointl =find(M(m 1,: )==masteIjoint); 
masterjoint2=find(M(m2,: )==masterjoint); 
j 1 =find(M(ml,:)--'j 1); 
j2=find(M(m2,:) j2); 
L 1 =m(m 1 ).jointcoordinates(masteIjointl,:),-m(ml ).jointcoordinates(j I,:)'; 
L2=m(m2).jointcoordinates(masteIjoint2,:),-m(m2).jointcoordinates(j2,:}'; 
[sizeproblem ]=size(L 1,1); 
%Check whether structure is 2d or 3d and use appropriate rotation operator 
if sizeproblem==2; 
RHS(row,:)=[-Ll + L2]'; 
else 
RHS(row,:)=[-Ll + L2]'; 
end 
end 
%compute constraint equations 
DEP=null(A','r'),*RHS; 
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A.4 ROTATION OPERATOR - r3d(a,r) 
function r=r3d(a,r) 
1=[1 00;0 1 0;00 1]; 
%r is the axis of rotation: r is a column vector 
%a is tha amount of rotation about r 
r=r/(r(l, 1 )"2+r(2, 1 )"2+r(3, 1 )"2)".5; 
rs=[O -r(3,1) r(2,1);r(3,1) 0 -r(1,1);-r(2,1) r(1,l) 0]; 
r=cos( a)*I+(l-cos( a) )*r*r'+sin( a)*rs; 
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A.5 ROTATION OPERATOR - r2d(a) 
function r=r2d(a) 
r=[cos(a) -sin(a);sin(a) cos(a)]; 
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A.6 PROGRAM FOR THE AUTOMATED DEFINITION OF M2 
function [M2]=makecoords(A,C) 
%Function to create the structure array M2 which contains the coordinates for member M, ... 
%defined by each row of A, and whose coordinates are otbained from C 
%C is a matrix where each row represents the coordinates of each joint in the system at an 
arbitrarily chosen position 
[nmember,maxjperm ]=size(A) 
for membercount= 1 :nmember 
joints=max(find(A(membercount,:»); 
for jointcount=l :joints 
M2( membercount ).jointcoordinatesGointcount,: )=C( A( membercountjointcount),:) 
end 
end 
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A.7 OPTIMISE SHAPE AND NUMBER OF EQUATIONS OF DEPENDENCY EQUATIOM 
function [data,newdep ]=compdep(D) 
%function to reshape and make the dependency matrix efficient by eliminating doubles 
h=findsym(D); 
[rdep,c 1 J=size(D); 
rl =rdep; 
[r2,c2]=size(b ); 
data(1 :r1,1 :c2)=' '; 
Dl=D 
%D2=D(r 112+ 1:r1,:); 
for row= 1 :r 1 
b=findsym(D(row,:»; 
[r3,c3]=size(b); 
data(row,l :c3)=b; 
end 
data=data(l :rl ,:); 
%r1=r1l2; 
[r ,ndep ]=size( data); 
col=l; 
deleterows= 1 ; 
rowcomp=l; 
count=l 
while rowcomp<r 1 
for row=rowcomp+ 1 :r 1 
rowcheck=eq( data( row,:), data( rowcomp,:»; 
if sum(rowcheck)=ndep 
deleterows( count, 1 )=row; 
count=count+ 1 ; 
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end 
end 
if deleterows-= 1 
data( deleterows,:)= []; 
D 1 (deleterows,: )=[]; 
end 
% D2(deleterows,:)=[]; 
[rl,cl ]=size(data); 
rowcomp=rowcomp+ 1; 
deleterows=[] ; 
count=l; 
end 
newdep=[D 1 ]; 
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A.8 GENETIC ALGORITHM PROGRAM 
function [objresults,bestchrom,t,m]= ... 
GA(objfun,Npop,Nparam,range,iterations,percent,percent2,phasingratio,phasing,phasingamount, 
convergencecriterion,convergence,figyes) 
originalrange=range 
%Initialize initial population 
generation=O; 
phasecount=O; 
convergencecount=O; 
tic 
[rrange,crange ]=size( range); 
Ipop=crandpop(Npop,Nparam,range ); 
for iter=l :iterations; 
%Evaluate Initial population 
for genr=l :Npop/2; 
objvalues=feval( objfun,I pop); 
%Select parents 
parents=selectparents _ tourney (I pop,objvalues); 
%peform one blending crossover and generate new population 
% 
offspring=blendcrossover(parents ); 
% 
%replacement in population 
newpop=replaceweakest(lpop,objvalues,offspring); 
I pop=newpop; 
end 
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generation=generation+ 1 ; 
if rem(generation,percent2)==0 
[newpop ]=cmutate _ toumey( newpop,percent,range,obj fun); 
Ipop=newpop; 
end 
sol=Ipop; 
%display results for each generation 
sol=feval( obj fun,newpop); 
iter 
min(sol) 
[y,i]=min(sol); 
newpop(i,:); 
%Store solution for each iteration 
objresults(iter).parameters=[newpop]; 
objresults(iter). values=[ sol]; 
minofgen(iter,:)=min(sol); 
meanofgen(iter,:)=mean(sol); 
%check and perf om phasing 
if iter> 1 
phase=l; 
[y,i]=min(sol); 
deltamin=minofgen(iter-l ,: )-minofgen(iter,:); 
ifminofgen<le-2 
phasingamount=.5 *phasingamount; 
end 
Rdiff=rangediff(Nparam, range); 
checkphase=O; 
% if deltamin < phasingratio*minofgen(iter,:) 
if deltamin < phasingratio 
phasecount=phasecount+ 1 ; 
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else 
phasecount= I ; 
end 
if rem(phasecount,phasing)=O 
%range of each chromosome 
count=l; 
rangel=l; 
range2=range(l,count); 
for count= 1 :crange 
range2=range I +range( 1 ,count)-l; 
for parnum=range I :range2; 
rangechrom(l ,pamum)=l; 
rangechrom(2,parnum)=range(2,count); 
rangechrom(3,parnum)=range(3,count); 
end 
range 1 =range2+ I ; 
end 
range=rangechrom; 
for gene= I :Nparam 
range( I ,gene)= I ; 
range 1 (2,gene)=objresults(iter).parameters(i,gene)-phasingamo unt*(range(3,gene)-
range(2,gene) ); 
range 1 (3,gene )=objresuIts(iter).parameters(i,gene )+phasingamount*(range(3,gene)-
range(2,gene) ); 
range(2,gene )=range I (2,gene); 
range(3,gene )=range 1 (3,gene); 
end 
range; 
[pp,crange ]=size( range); 
I pop2=crandpop(Npop-l ,N param,range); 
best=objresults(iter).parameters(i,:); 
%Ipopl =newpop(l :(floor«Npop-l)/2)+ I),:); 
Jpop=[best; Jpop2]; 
phasecount= I ; 
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end 
deltamindif~minofgen(iter,: )-minofgen(iter-l ,:); 
if minofgen(iter,: )<convergencecriterion 
convergencecount=convergencecount+ 1 ; 
if convergencecount=convergence 
disp('Convergence has occurred for the following chromosome with fitness'); 
gen(iter,:)=iter-l; 
break 
end 
else 
end 
end 
gen(iter,: )=iter; 
pop=newpop; 
if iter==iterations 
Ph.D. Thesis 
disp('Maximum number of generations exceeded, genetic algorithm terminated, check results 
for convergence'); 
end 
end 
t=toc; 
%Give results 
Newparam=objresults(iter).parameters(l,:); 
Sol=objresults(iter). values( 1,:); 
[minimum,pos ]=min( objresults(iter). values); 
%min; 
bestchrom=objresults(iter).parameters(pos,:); 
fitness=objresults(iter).values(pos,:) 
%plot(gen,minofgen, '-',gen,meanofgen,'--'); 
%plot(gen,minofgen, '-'); 
%xlabel(,generations'); 
%ylabel('minimum values'); 
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%Iegend( 'minimum value of generation','mean value of generation'); 
if figyes== 1 
%routine to define axis 
for framecount=1 :iter 
ymax( framecount )=max( objresults( framecount). values(:»; 
maxy=max(ymax)* 1.05; 
miny( framecount )=min( objresults( framecount). values(:»; 
miny=min(miny)* 1.05 ; 
end 
minx=originalrange(2, 1); 
maxx=originalrange(3, 1); 
for framecount=l :iter 
x(:, 1 )=objresults( framecount). parameters(:, 1); 
y=objresults( frame count ). values; 
scatter(x,y,'+'); 
axis([ minx maxx miny maxy D; 
m( framecount )=getframe; 
x=[]; 
y=[]; 
cia; 
end; 
%cla 
%movie(m,I,I.5); 
else 
end 
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A.9 PARTIAL PARALLEL GENETIC ALGORlTM PROGRAM 
function [objresults,t,Subpop,rangechrom]= 
PPGA( objfun,Npopc,Npopp,Nparam,range,iterations,percent,percent2,phasingratio,phasing,phasing 
" . amount, convergencecriterion,convergence,nsubpopulations,ngc,K) 
[r,c ]=size(range); 
%Initialize initial population 
generation=O; 
phasecount=O; 
convergencecount=O; 
[rrange,crange ]=size( range) 
tic 
Npop=Npopc 
I pop=crandpop(N pop,Nparam,range); 
%perform genetic algorithm for ngc generations to identify clusters 
if nsubpopulations> 1 
for iter= 1 :ngc; 
%Evaluate Initial population 
for genr=l :Npop/2; 
objvalues=feval( objfun,Ipop); 
%Select parents 
parents=selectparents _tourney( objvalues, Ipop); 
%peform one blending crossover and generate new population 
offspring=blendcrossover(parents ); 
% 
%replacement in population 
newpop=replaceweakest(lpop,objvalues,offspring); 
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Ipop=newpop; 
end 
generation=generation+ I ; 
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if rem(generation,percent2 )==0 
[newpop ]=cmutate _ tourney(newpop,percent,range,objfun); 
Ipop=newpop; 
end 
sol=Ipop 
%display results for each generation 
sol=feval( objfun,newpop); 
iter; 
min(sol); 
%Store solution for each iteration 
objresults(iter).parameters=[newpop]; 
objresults(iter). values=[ sol]; 
minofgen(iter,: )=min( sol); 
meanofgen(iter,:)=mean(sol); 
gen(iter,: )=i ter; 
pop=newpop; 
%if ite! iterations 
Ph.D. Thesis 
%disp(,Maximum number of generations exceeded, genetic algorithm terminated, check results 
for convergence'); 
%end 
end 
Npop=Npopp; 
%CLUSTER ANALYSIS 
cs=clusterdata(pop,nsubpopulations ); 
ns=nsubpopulations; 
for count= 1 :ns 
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chrom=pop( cs==count,:); 
[y,mn]=min(feval(objfun,chrom»; 
[Rdiff,rchrom ]=rangediff(Nparam, range); 
%generate new polutaion 
for param=l:Nparam 
range2( 1 ,param)= 1 ; 
range2(2,param)=(chrom(mn,param»-K*Rdiff(param)/(ns); 
if range2(2,param)<rchrom( 1 ,param) 
range2(2,param)=rchrom(1,param); 
end 
range2(3,param)=( chrom(mn,param»+K *Rdiff(param)/(ns); 
if range2(3,param»rchrom(2,param) 
range2(3,param)=rchrom(2,param); 
end 
rangechrom( count).ranges(1 ,param)=l; 
rangechrom(count).ranges(2,param)=range2(2,param); 
rangechrom(count).ranges(3,param)=range2(3,param); 
end 
S ubpop( count).chrom=crandpop(Npop-l,N param,range2); 
Subpop( count).chrom=[ chrom(mn,:) ; Subpop( count).chrom( :,:)]; 
end 
% 
elseif nsubpopulations== I 
ns=nsubpopulations; 
Subpop( ns ).chrom=crandpop(N pop,Nparam,range); 
end 
pause 
Ph.D. Thesis 
%PERFORM PARALLEL GENETIC ALGORITHM BASED ON CLUSTER DATA OBTAINED 
AFTER CLUSTER ANAL YSIS 
%Npop=Npop*K 
for sub= 1 :ns 
Ipop=Subpop( sub ).chrom; 
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convergencecount=O; 
for iter=l :iterations-ngc; 
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%Evaluate Initial population 
for genr=l :Npop/2; 
objvalues=feval( objfun,I pop); 
%Select parents 
parents=selectparents _toumey( objvalues, Ipop); 
%peform one blending crossover and generate new population 
% 
offspring=blendcrossover(parents ); 
% 
%replacement in population 
newpop=replaceweakest(Ipop,objvalues,offspring); 
Ipop=newpop; 
end 
generation=generation+ 1 ; 
if rem(generation,percent2)=O 
[newpop ]=cmutate _ toumey( newpop,percent,range,obj fun); 
Ipop=newpop; 
end 
sol=Ipop 
%display results for each generation 
sol=feval( objfun,newpop); 
iter 
min(sol) 
%Store solution for each iteration 
objresults(iter). parameters=[ newpop ]; 
objresults(iter). values=[ sol]; 
minofgen(iter,:)=min(sol); 
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meanofgen(iter,: )=mean(sol); 
%check and perf om phasing 
if iter> 1 
phase=l; 
[y,i]=min(sol); 
deltamin=minofgen(iter-1,:)-minofgen(iter,:); 
Rdiff=rangediff(Nparam, range); 
checkphase=O; 
if deltamin < phasingratio*minofgen(iter,:) 
phasecount=phasecount+ 1 ; 
else 
phasecount= 1 ; 
end 
if rem(phasecount,phasing)=O 
%range of each chromosome 
count=1; 
range 1 =1; 
range2=range(1 ,count); 
for count=l :crange 
range2=range 1 +range( 1 ,count )-1 ; 
for parnum=range 1 :range2; 
rrangechrom( 1 ,parnum)= 1 ; 
rrangechrom(2,parnum)=range(2,count ); 
rrangechrom(3 ,pamum)=range(3 ,count); 
end 
range 1 =range2+ 1; 
end 
range=rrangechrom; 
[pp,crange ]=size(Rdifl); 
for gene=1 :Nparam 
range( 1 ,gene )= 1 ; 
Ph.D. Thesis 
range 1 (2,gene )=objresults(iter). parameters(i,gene )-phasingamount*( range(3 ,gene)-
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range(2,gene)); 
range 1 (3 ,gene )=objresults(iter). parameters( i,gene )+phasingamount* (range(3 ,gene)-
range(2,gene) ); 
range(2,gene )=range 1 (2,gene); 
range(3,gene )=range I (3,gene); 
end 
range 
I pop=crandpop(Npop-1 ,Nparam,range); 
best=objresults(iter).parameters(i,:); 
Ipop=[best; I pop]; 
phasecount= I; 
end 
deltamindiff=minofgen(iter,: )-minofgen(iter-l,:); 
if minofgen(iter,: )<convergencecriterion 
convergencecount=convergencecount+ I; 
if convergencecount=convergence 
disp('Convergence has occurred for the following chromosome with fitness'); 
gen(iter,: )=iter-l ; 
break 
end 
else 
end 
end 
gen(iter,: )=iter; 
pop=newpop; 
if iter==iterations-ngc 
dispCMaximum number of generations exceeded, genetic algorithm terminated, check results 
for convergence'); 
end 
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end 
[m,pos]=min(sol); 
Subpop(sub).chrom=newpop(pos,:); 
Subpop(sub ).fitness=m; 
end 
t=toc; 
%Give results 
Newparam=objresults(iter-l).parameters(l,:); 
Sol=objresults(iter-l). values( 1,:); 
[min,pos ]=min( objresults(iter-l ). values); 
%min; 
bestchrom=objresults(iter-l). parameters(pos,:) 
fitness=objresults(iter-l). values(pos,:) 
%plot(gen,minofgen, '-' ,gen,meanofgen,' --'); 
%plot(gen,minofgen, '-'); 
xlabeICgenerations'); 
ylabelCminimum values'); 
%legend( 'minimum value of generation','mean value of generation'); 
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A.IO GENERATE INITIRAL RANDOM POPULATION 
function I pop=crandpop(Nipop,Npar,range) 
%Function %cdanropo(Nipop,Npar,[range]) to generate an initial random population 
%Nipop is the number of chromosomes present in the initial population 
%Npar is the numnber of parameters 
%[range] is the range of the parameters either for each one or a common one for all, 
%range is a matrix of order 3 rows by Npar column. 
% a typcial problem with two parameters would be written as foolows 
%range=[2;0;360] which implies that all parameters are generated with a range of 0 and 360 
%range=[1 3 4;0 5 10;460 10 50] represents an eight parameter problem where parameter I is 
between 
% 0 and 460, parameters 2 to 4 are between 5 and 10; parameters 5 to 8 between 10 and 50; 
%Set state of random generator by using current time 
rand('state',sum(IOO*clock»; 
%generate I pop in terms of zeros and ones 
[r,c ]=size(range); 
if Npar--=sum(range(l ,:)) 
error{'number of parameters and range of parameters do not match'); 
end 
for chrom=I:Nipop 
count=l; 
range I =1; 
range2=range( I ,count); 
for count=l:c 
range2=range 1 +range( 1 ,count )-1 ; 
for parnum=range 1 :range2; 
I pop( chrom,parnum )=(range(3 ,count)-range(2,count) )*rand( 1 )+range(2,count); 
end 
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range 1 =range2+ 1; 
end 
end 
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A.II PARENT SELECTION 
function parents _ toumey=selectparents _ toumey(parents,o bjvalues) 
%reset random state 
%rand('state',sum(lOO*clock)); 
[r ,c ]=size(parents ); 
%choose two random number for first parent selection 
for p=1:2 
indexa=ceil(r*rand( 1) );indexb=ceil(r*rand( 1)); 
pr 1 a=objvalues(indexa, 1); 
prJ b=objvalues(indexb, 1); 
if prJ a<pr 1 b parent(p,: )=parents( indexa,: ); 
else parent(p,: )=parents(indexb,:); 
end 
end 
parents _ toumey=parent; 
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A.12 GENERATE NEW CHROMOSOMES USING BLENDING CROSSOVER 
function offspring=blendcrossover(parents) 
parent 1 ( :,: )=parents( 1 ,: ); 
parent2(:,:)=parents(2,:); 
B=rand(l); 
offspring 1 =parentl-B * (parent I-parent2); 
offspring2=parent2+B*(parentl-parent2); 
offspring=[ offspring 1 ;offspring2]; 
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A.l3 REPLACE WEAKEST CHROMOSOME 
function newpop=replaceweakest(Ipop,objvalues,offspring) 
[y,n 1 ]=max( objvalues); 
Ipop(nl,:)=offspring(1,:); 
[y ,n2]=max( objvalues); 
Ipop(n2,:)=offspring(2,:); 
newpop=Ipop; 
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A.14 MUTATION 
function [Popmutate ]=cmutate _ toumey(N ewpop,percent,range,obj fun) 
%function that performs a mutation to x percent of the parameters 
[r ,c ]=size(N ewpop); 
[rrange,crange ]=size( range); 
totparam=r* c; 
%range of each chromosome 
count=l; 
rangel=l; 
range2=range( 1 ,count); 
for count= 1 :crange 
range2=range I +range( 1 ,count )-1 ; 
for pamum=range 1 :range2; 
rangechrom( 1 ,pamum)=range(2,count); 
rangechrom(2,pamum )=range(3 ,count); 
end 
range 1 =range2+ 1 ; 
end 
stepone % 
%evaluate now population 
%and sort in ascending order 
nmutate=round(percent* totparaml1 00); 
objvalues=feval( obj fun,N ewpop); 
[y ,i]=min( objvalues); 
Best=Newpop(i(l,l),:); 
%Newpop(i(1,1 ),:)=; 
%perform mutation 
for mutate= 1 :nmutate; 
%randCstate' ,sum( 1 00* clock) ); 
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posnrow=ceil(rand(l). *(r-I »; 
posncol=ceil(rand(l )*c); 
posn=[posnrow posncol]; 
Newpop(posnrow ,posncol )=( rangechrom(2,posncol)-
rangechrom( 1 ,posncol) )*rand( 1 )+rangechrom( 1 ,posncol); 
end 
Popmutate=[Newpop(1 :i-I ,:);Best(I,:);Newpop(i+ 1 :r,:)]; 
Popmutate; 
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APPENDIXB 
GENETIC ALGORITHM OBJECTIVE FUNCTIONS 
B.1 INTRODUCTION 
In this Appendix, the genetic algorithm objective functions for the examples considered in this 
research are reproduced. Readers who are not familiar with the Matlab programming language may 
refer to Ref [69]. 
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B.2 CHAPTER 4 :EXAMPLE 1 
function F=objfunexamplega2(A) 
[r,c ]=size(A); 
al =A(:,1)/180*pi; 
a2=A(:,2)/180*pi; 
a3=A(:,2)/180*pi 
DEP=[ -3A.5/2-2*cos(al )-1.5*cos(a2)+ 1.5, -.5-2*sin(al )-1.5*sin(a2)]; 
for row=l:r 
K(row,: )=DEP(row,:); 
F(row,:)=norm(K(row,:»; 
End 
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B.3 CHAPTER 5 EXAMPLE I: TWO-DIMENSIONAL FOLDABLE STRUCTURE - LOCAL 
COORDINA TES 
function F=chapter5exl(A) 
[r,c ]=size(A); 
a2=01180*pi; 
for row=l:r 
a3=A(row, 1 )1180*pi; 
a4=A(row,2)/180*pi; 
a5=A(row,3)1180*pi; 
a6=A(row,4)1180*pi; 
a7=A(row,5)1180*pi; 
a8= A( row ,6)1 180*pi; 
a9=A(row,7)/180*pi; 
al0=A(row,8)/180*pi; 
DEP(row,:)=[ 
30+2577529693609237170368744177664*sin(a2)-22540656872477691140737488355328*cos(a2)-
4159112500*sin(a4)-5115990660451 035/140737488355328*cos(a4)-
7997 1400*sin( a3)+ 786982924259741135184372088832 *cos( a3), ... 
-30-
2577529693609237170368744177664*sin(a2)+2254065687247769/140737488355328*cos(a2)+36 
401l1250*sin(a4)+89551545315471911140737488355328*cos(a4)+57317/2000*cos(a5)-
88709/1 0000*sin(a5)+23317/500*sin(a3)-1835702392488303/35184372088832*cos(a3)-
2613111000*cos(a6)-60511200*sin(a6), ... 
-3121112500*sin(a4)-959790967774039/35184372088832*cos(a4)-
57317/2000*cos(aS)+88709/10000*sin(aS)-
53283/2000*sin(a3)+524359734114281117592186044416*cos(a3)+919402827053269/351843720 
88832*cos(a6)+6051/200*sin(a6), ... 
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-30-
2577529693609237170368744177664*sin(a2)+2254065687247769/140737488355328*cos(a2)+41 
59112500*sin(a4)+5115990660451 035/140737488355328*cos(a4)+ 363/21990232555520000*cos( 
as)-4311175921860444160000*sin(a5)+ 7997/400*sin(a3)-
786982924259741/35184372088832*cos(a3), ... 
1350555641067025/35184372088832*sin(a8)-
13963/1250*cos( a8)+ 2577529693609237170368744177664 *sin( a2)-
2254065687247769/140737488355328*cos(a2)-36401/1250*sin(a4)-
89551545315471911140737488355328*cos(a4)-
30-
23520084238314511351843 72088832*cos(a5)+ 1456084128273059170368744177664*sin(a5)-
23317 1500*sin(a3)+ 1835702392488303/35184372088832*cos(a3)+ 2093519397406429170368744 
177664*cos(a7)+ 19299/5000*sin(a7)+ 3218687469309605170368744177664*cos(a6)+52959/1 000 
*sin(a6), ... 
2701111282134051170368744177664*sin(a8)+ 13963/1250*cos(a8)+3121112500*sin(a4)+9597909 
67774039/35184372088832*cos(a4)+2352008423831451/35184372088832*cos(a5)-
1456084128273059170368744177664*sin(a5)+53283/2000*sin(a3)-
524359734114281117592186044416*cos(a3)-2093519397406429170368744177664*cos(a7)-
19299/5000*sin(a7)-3218687469309605170368744177664*cos(a6)-5295911 000*sin(a6), ... 
-30+2790117188207169/35184372088832*sin(a8)+ 14423/625*cos(a8)-
2577529693609237170368744177664*sin(a2)+2254065687247769/140737488355328*cos(a2)-
570060715020465/351843 72088832*sin(a9)+ 3640 1I1250*sin(a4)+ 346668979363355/8796093022 
208*cos(a9)+8955154531547191/140737488355328*cos(a4)-
29347847709248191140737488355328*sin(al0)-
8627/400*cos(al 0)+23520084238314511351843 72088832*cos(a5)-
1456084128273059170368744177664*sin(a5)+23317/500*sin(a3)-
1835702392488303/351843 72088832*cos(a3)-4187031757938439170368744177664*cos(a7)-
19299/2500*sin(a7)-3218687469309605170368744177664*cos(a6)-52959/1 000*sin(a6), ... 
-2254065687247769/140737488355328*sin(a2)-2577529693609237170368744177664*cos(a2)-
5115990660451 035/14073 7488355328*sin(a4)+4159112500*cos(a4)+ 78698292425974113518437 
2088832*sin(a3)+7997/400*cos(a3), ... 
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2254065687247769114073 7488355328*sin( a2)+ 2577529693609237170368744177664 *cos(a2)+89 
551545315471911140737488355328*sin(a4)-
3640 111250*cos( a4 )+88709/1 0000*cos(a5)+57317 12000*sin( a5)-
1835702392488303/35184372088832*sin(a3)-23317/500*cos(a3)+60511200*cos(a6)-
2613111000*sin(a6), ... 
-959790967774039/351843 72088832*sin(a4)+ 31211 /2500*cos(a4)-88709/1 0000*cos(a5)-
57317/2000*sin(a5)+524359734114281117592186044416*sin(a3)+53283/2000*cos(a3)-
60511200*cos(a6)+919402827053269/35184372088832*sin(a6), ... 
225406568724 7769/140737488355328*sin(a2)+ 2577529693609237170368744177664 *cos( a2)+51 
159906604510351140737488355328*sin(a4)-
4159112500*cos(a4)+4311175921860444160000*cos(a5)+363/21 990232555520000*sin(a5)-
786982924259741/351843 72088832*sin(a3)-7997 1400*cos(a3), ... 
1396311250*sin(a8)+ 1350555641 067025/351843 72088832*cos(a8)-
2254065687247769/14073 7488355328*sin(a2)-257752969360923 7170368744177664 *cos( a2)-
89551545315471911140737488355328*sin(a4)+ 36401/1250*cos(a4)-
1456084128273059170368744177664*cos(aS)-
2352008423831451135184372088832*sin(a5)+ 1835702392488303/35184372088832*sin(a3)+233 
17/500*cos(a3)-19299/5000*cos(a7)+2093519397406429170368744177664*sin(a7)-
52959/1 000*cos(a6)+ 3218687469309605170368744177664*sin(a6), ... 
13963/1250*sin(a8)-
2701111282134051170368744177664*cos(a8)+959790967774039/351 84372088832*sin(a4)-
3121112500*cos(a4)+ 1456084128273059170368744177664*cos(a5)+235200842383145113518437 
2088832*sin(a5)-524359734114281117592186044416*sin(a3)-
53283/2000*cos(a3)+ 19299/5000*cos(a7)-
2093519397406429170368744177664*sin(a7)+52959/1 000*cos(a6)-
3218687469309605170368744177664*sin(a6), ... 
14423/625*sin(a8)-
2790117188207169/35184372088832*cos(a8)+22540656872477691140737488355328*sin(a2)+25 
77529693609237/70368744177664*cos(a2)+346668979363355/8796093022208*sin(a9)+8955154 
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53154 7191114073 7488355328*sin(a4)+570060715020465/351843 72088832*cos(a9)-
3640 1I1250*cos( a4)-
Ph.D. Thesis 
8627/400*sin(al 0)+2934784770924819/14073 7488355328*cos(al 0)+ 14560841282730591703687 
44177664*cos(a5)+235200842383145 I135184372088832*sin(a5)-
1835702392488303/35184372088832*sin(a3)-23317/500*cos(a3)+ 19299/2500*cos(a7)-
4187031757938439170368744177664*sin(a7)+52959/1 OOO*cos(a6)-
3218687469309605170368744177664*sin(a6)]; 
end 
for row=l:r 
K(row,: )=DEP(row,:); 
F(row,:)=norm(K(row,:»; 
end 
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BA CHAPTER 5 EXAMPLE 1: TWO-DIMENSIONSAL FOLDABLE STRUCTURE -
LENGTH VECTORS 
function F=examplelchapter5v(A) 
[r,c ]=size(A); 
a1 =zeros(r, 1); 
%A(:,15)=-35*piI180; 
a2= 1 0*pi/180; 
a3=A(:, 1 )/180*pi; 
a4=A(:,2)1180*pi; 
a5=A(:,3)1180*pi; 
a6=A( :,4 )/180*pi; 
a7=A(:,5)1180*pi; 
a8=A(:,6)/180*pi; 
a9=A(:,7)/180*pi; 
a10=A(:,8)/180*pi; 
all =A(:,9)1180*pi; 
a12=A(:,10)/180*pi; 
a13=A(:,11)/180*pi; 
a14=A(:,12)/180*pi; 
a15=A(:,13)/180*pi; 
a16=A(:,14)1180*pi; 
DEP=[ 
42337917884444971140737488355328*sin(a2)-
2632911 OOO*cos(a2)+ 71499/2500*cos(al)+ 22647 12500*sin(al )+481327487831 035/175921860444 
16*cos(a3 )-865894433980573170368744177664*sin(a3)-
260636152731743/8796093022208*cos(a4)-9442289199991491351843 n088832*sin(a4), ... 
-4233791788444497 1140737488355328*sin(a2)+ 26329/1 000*cos(a2)-71499/2500*cos(al)-
22647/2500*sin(a1)-
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481327487831035117592186044416*cos(a3)+865894433980573170368744177664*sin(a3)+26063 
6152731743/8796093022208*cos(a4)+944228919999149/35184372088832*sin(a4), ... 
4233791788444497/140737488355328*sin(a2)-
2632911 OOO*cos(a2)+ 71499/2500*cos(al)+ 22647 12500*sin(al )+60 16593597887939/21990232555 
5200*cos(a3)-43294721699028653/3518437208883200*sin(a3)-
260636152731743/8796093022208*cos(a4)-
2360572299997872171187960930222080000*sin(a4), ... 
4233791788444497170368744177664*sin(a2)-
26329/500*cos(a2)+ 71499/1250*cos(al)+ 2264 711250*sin(al )+481327487831 035/8796093022208 
*cos(a3)-865894433980573/35184372088832*sin(a3 )-
260636152731743/4398046511104*cos(a4)-
2360572299997872171143980465111040000*sin(a4), ... 
4233791788444497/140737488355328*sin(a2)-
26329/1 OOO*cos(a2)+ 71499/2500*cos( al)+ 22647 12500*sin(a 1 )+94009274966999/3435973836800 
*cos(a3)-43294721699028647/3518437208883200*sin(a3)-
260636152731743/8796093022208*cos(a4)-
2360572299997872171187960930222080000*sin(a4), ... 
-1110088050025903170368744177664*cos(a6)-
4233791788444497/140737488355328*sin(a2)+26329/1000*cos(a2)-91833/2500*sin(a6)-
71499/2500*cos( a 1 )-22647/2500* sine a 1 )-
3191150*cos(a3)+4039531833267637/140737488355328*sin(a3)+912446876691307/1759218604 
4416*cos(a4)+6611199810486875/140737488355328*sin(a4)+2111Ol30672089951703687441776 
64*cos(aS)+ 11 0844845828657/562949953421312*sin(a5), ... 
1110088050025903170368744177664*cos(a6)+42337917884444971140737488355328*sin(a2)-
26329/1 000*cos(a2)+91833/2500*sin(a6)+71499/2500*cos(al )+22647/2500*sin(al)+ 3191/50*cos 
(a3)-4039531833267637114073 7488355328*sin(a3)-912446876691307 117592186044416*cos(a4)-
661119981 0486875/140737488355328*sin(a4)-2111 013067208995170368744177664*cos(aS)-
110844845828657/56294995342l312*sin(aS), ... 
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15775311 0000*cos(a6)+80777161 050842719/2199023255552000*sin(a6)+ 16035145638089853/4 
39804651110400*cos(a3)-23077429653064911140737488355328*sin(a3)-
391174571227821117592186044416*cos(a4)-50347/2500*sin(a4)-
2111013067208995170368744177664*cos(a5)-110844845828657/562949953421312*sin(a5), ... 
-4233791788444497/14073 7488355328*sin(a2)+ 26329/1 000*cos(a2)-71499/2500*cos(a1)-
22647/2500*sin(al)-
481327487831 035/17592186044416*cos(a3)+865894433980573170368744177664*sin(a3)+26063 
6152731743/8796093022208*cos(a4)+2360572299997872171187960930222080000*sin(a4)-
417/351843720888320000*sin(aS), ... 
-157753/10000*cos(a6)-4233791788444497170368744177664*sin(a2)+26329/500*cos(a2)-
80777161 050842719/2199023255552000*sin(a6)-71499/1250*cos(al )-2264711250*sin(al)-
40101520029641603/43980465111 0400*cos(a3)+577132070 1228783/14073 7488355328*sin(a3)+ 
1433719182154793/17592186044416*cos(a4)+3246286090776084523/43980465111040000*sin(a 
4)+2111013067208995170368744177664*cos(a5)+ 110844845828657/562949953421312*sin(a5), .. 
-4233791788444497/14073 7488355328*sin(a2)+ 26329/1 000*cos(a2)-71499/2500*cos(al)-
22647/2500*sin(al)-
481327487831 035117592186044416*cos(a3)+865894433980573170368744177664*sin(a3)+26063 
6152731743/8796093022208*cos(a4)+2360572299997872171187960930222080000*sin(a4)+4171 
351843720888320000*sin(a5), ... 
55227/2000*cos(a6)+4233791788444497/140737488355328*sin(a2)-
26329/1 OOO*cos(a2)+ 1131 1 54692814091117592186044416*sin(a6)+71499/2500*cos(al)+22647/2 
500*sin(al)+ 3191150*cos(a3)-
4039531833267637/14073 7488355328*sin(a3)+ 33143678507679/351843 72088832*cos(a8)-
5624756680855545/140737488355328*sin(a8)-9124468766913071175921 86044416*cos(a4)-
6611199810486875/140737488355328*sin(a4)-49241 16205701797170368744177664*cos(aS)-
4593/1 0000*sin(a5)+6799112500*cos(a7)+ 15829/1250*sin(a7), ... 
-55227/2000*cos(a6)-4233791788444497/140737488355328*sin(a2)+2632911000*cos(a2)-
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1131154692814091117592186044416*sin(a6)-71499/2500*cos(a1 )-22647/2500*sin(al)-
3191150*cos(a3)+40395318332676371140737488355328*sin(a3)-
33143678507679/35184372088832*cos(a8)+56247566808555451140737488355328*sin(a8)+9124 
46876691307/17592186044416*cos(a4)+6611199810486875/140737488355328*sin(a4)+4924116 
205701797 170368744177664*cos(a5)+459311 0000*sin(a5)-6799112500*cos(a7)-
15829/1250*sin(a7), ... 
-55227/2000*cos(a6)-1131154692814091117592186044416*sin(a6)-
16035145638089853/43980465111 0400*cos(a3)+2307742965306491 1140737488355328*sin(a3)-
1035739953364971/1099511627776000*cos(a8)+703094585106943/17592186044416*sin(a8)+39 
1174571227821117592186044416*cos(a4)+50347/2500*sin(a4)+492411620570179717036874417 
7664*cos( a5)+4593/1 0000*sin(a5)-67991 12500*cos(a7)-15829/1250*sin(a7), ... 
4233791788444497/140737488355328*sin(a2)-
26329/1000*cos(a2)+ 71499/2500*cos(al)+ 2264 7/2500*sin(al )+481327487831 035/175921860444 
16*cos(a3 )-865894433980573170368744177664* sin(a3)-
260636152731743/8796093022208*cos(a4)-
2360572299997872171187960930222080000*sin(a4 ), ... 
5522712000*cos(a6)+4233791788444497 170368744177664*sin(a2)-
26329/500*cos(a2)+ 1131154692814091117592186044416*sin(a6)+71499/1250*cos(al )+22647/12 
50*sin(al)+40101520029641603/439804651110400*cos(a3)-
577132070 1 2287831140737488355328*sin(a3)+ 103573995336497111 099511627776000*cos(a8)-
7030945851 06943/17592186044416*sin(a8)-1433719182154793117592186044416*cos(a4)-
3246286090776084523/43980465111040000*sin(a4)-
4924116205701797170368744177664*cos(a5)-
4593/1 0000*sin(aS)+6799112500*cos(a7)+ 1582911250*sin(a7), ... 
-55227 12000*cos(a6)-4233 791788444497/14073 7488355328*sin(a2)+ 26329/1 000*cos(a2)-
1131154692814091117592186044416*sin(a6)-71499/2500*cos(a1 )-22647/2500*sin(al)-
3191150*cos(a3)+4039531833267637 114073 7488355328*sin(a3)-
973/500*cos(a8)+ 290505045807254 7/35184372088832*sin(a8)+912446876691307/17592186044 
416*cos(a4)+6611199810486875/140737488355328*sin(a4)+492411620570179717036874417766 
4*cos(a5)+4593/1 0000*sin(aS)-709/200*sin(a9)+ 1494079731691789/35184372088832*cos(a9)-
Pierre Farrugia 331 
AppendixB Kinematic Analysis of Foldable Structures Ph.D. Thesis 
501866365037891/351843 72088832*cos(al 0)-3299/125*sin(al 0)-67991 II 250*cos(a7)-
15829/625*sin(a7), ... 
55227/2000*cos(a6)+4233791788444497/140737488355328*sin(a2)-
2632911000*cos(a2)+ 1131154692814091117592186044416*sin(a6)+71499/2500*cos(al )+22647/2 
500*sin(al)+ 3191/50*cos(a3)-40395318332676371140737488355328*sin(a3 )+9731500*cos(a8)-
2905050458072547 135184372088832*sin(a8)-912446876691307/17592186044416*cos(a4)-
6611199810486875/140737488355328*sin(a4)-4924116205701797170368744177664*cos(a5)-
459311 0000*sin(a5)+ 709/200*sin(a9)-
1494079731691789/35184372088832*cos(a9)+501866365037891135184372088832*cos(al 0)+329 
91125*sin(al 0)+6799111250*cos(a7)+ 15829/625*sin(a7), ... 
55227/2000*cos(a6)+ 1131154692814091117592186044416*sin(a6)+ 16035145638089853/439804 
651110400*cos(a3)-23077429653064911140737488355328*sin(a3 )+973/500*cos(a8)-
2905050458072547/35184372088832*sin(a8)-3911745712278211l 7592186044416*cos(a4)-
5034 712500*sin(a4)-492411620570 1797 170368744177664*cos(a5)-
4593/1 0000*sin(a5)+ 709/200*sin(a9)-
1494079731691789/35184372088832*cos(a9)+313666478148681967/21990232555520000*cos(a 
1 0)+464292974084227/17592186044416*sin(al 0)+6799111250*cos(a7)+ 15829/625*sin(a7), ... 
-4233791788444497/14073 7488355328*sin(a2)+ 2632911 000*cos(a2)-71499/2500*cos(al)-
22647/2500* sine a 1 )-
481327487831 035/17592186044416*cos(a3)+865894433980573170368744177664*sin(a3 )+26063 
6152731743/8796093022208*cos(a4)+2360572299997872171/87960930222080000*sin(a4)-
681 187960930222080000*sin(a9)+ 33/2199023255552000*cos(a9), ... 
-55227 12000*cos(a6)-4233 791788444497 170368744177664*sin( a2)+ 26329/500*cos( a2)-
1131154692814091117592186044416*sin(a6)-71499/1250*cos(a1 )-22647/1250*sin(al)-
401 01520029641603/43980465111 0400*cos(a3)+5771320701228783/140737488355328*sin(a3)-
973/500*cos(a8)+2905050458072547/35184372088832*sin(a8)+ 1433719182154793/1759218604 
4416*cos(a4)+3246286090776084523/43980465111040000*sin(a4)+492411620570179717036874 
4177664*cos(aS)+4593/10000*sin(a5)-
709/200*sin(a9)+ 1494079731691789/35184372088832*cos(a9)-
Pierre Farrugia 332 
Appendix B Kinematic Analysis of Foldable Structures Ph.D. Thesis 
313666478148681967/21990232555520000*cos(al0)-
464292974084227 117592186044416*sin(al 0)-67991/1250*cos(a7)-15829/625*sin(a7), ... 
-4233 7917884444971140737488355328*sin(a2)+26329/1 000*cos(a2)-71499/2500*cos(aJ)-
22647/2500*sin(al)-
481327487831 035117592186044416*cos(a3)+865894433980573170368744177664*sin(a3)+ 26063 
6152731743/8796093022208*cos(a4)+ 2360572299997872171187960930222080000*sin(a4)+6811 
87960930222080000*sin( a9)-33/2199023255552000*cos(a9), ... 
55227 12000*cos(a6)+4233791788444497 114073 7488355328*sin(a2)-26329/1 OOO*cos( a2)-
79201l5000*sin(aI2)-
63693/2500*cos(aI2)+ 1131154692814091117592186044416*sin(a6)+71499/2500*cos(al )+226471 
2500*sin(al)+ 3191 150*cos(a3)-4039531833267637 1140737488355328*sin(a3)+973/500*cos(a8)-
2905050458072547/351843 72088832*sin(a8)-912446876691307 II 7592186044416*cos(a4 )-
6611199810486875/140737488355328*sin(a4)-4924116205701797170368744177664*cos(a5)-
4593/10000*sin(a5)+4389111250*cos(al1)-
424726388451731117592186044416*sin(all)+60407/1 0000*sin(a9)-
2545951719659511/35184372088832*cos(a9)+121471S817306463/35184372088832*cos(al0)+22 
47556578411335/35184372088832*sin(al 0)+67991/1250*cos(a7)+ 15829/625*sin(a7), ... 
-55227/2000*cos(a6)-
4233791788444497 1140737488355328*sin(a2)+ 26329/1 OOO*cos(a2)+ 79201 ISOOO*sin(aI2)+63693 
12500*cos(aI2)-1131154692814091/17592186044416*sin(a6)-71499/2500*cos(al)-
22647/2500*sin(al )-3191 150*cos(a3)+40395318332676371140737488355328*sin(a3)-
973/500*cos(a8)+ 2905050458072547 1351843 72088832*sin(a8)+912446876691307 117592186044 
416*cos(a4)+6611199810486875/140737488355328*sin(a4)+492411620570179717036874417766 
4 *cos( a5)+4593/1 OOOO*sin( a5)-
4389111250*cos(al1)+424726388451731117592186044416*sin(al1)-
6040711 0000*sin(a9)+2545951719659511135184372088832*cos(a9)-
1214715817306463/35184372088832*cos(al 0)-2247556578411335/35184372088832*sin(al 0)-
67991112S0*cos(a7)-lS829/625*sin(a7), ... 
55227/2000*cos(a6)+278663745380758333/17592186044416000*sin(aI2)+ 11204991 0572698911 
Pierre Farrugia 333 
Appendix B Kinematic Analysis of Foldable Structures Ph.D. Thesis 
439804651110400*cos(aI2)-1131154692814091117592186044416*sin(a6)-
16035145638089853/439804651110400*cos(a3)+2307742965306491/140737488355328*sin(a3)-
973/500*cos(a8)+2905050458072547/35184372088832*sin(a8)+ 391174571227821117592186044 
416*cos(a4)+50347/2500*sin(a4)+4924116205701797170368744177664*cos(a5)+4593/1 OOOO*sin 
(a5)-4389111250*cos(all )+424726388451731117592186044416*sin(al1)-
60407/1 0000*sin(a9)+ 2545951719659511135184372088832 *cos( a9)-
1214715817306463/35184372088832*cos(alO)-2247556578411335135184372088832*sin(al 0)-
6799111250*cos(a7)-15829/625*sin(a7), ... 
42337917884444971140737488355328*sin(a2)-
26329/1 OOO*cos(a2)+ 71499/2500*cos(al )+22647/2500*sin(al)+481327487831 035/175921860444 
16*cos(a3)-865894433980573170368744177664*sin(a3)-
260636152731743/8796093022208*cos(a4)-2360572299997872171 187960930222080000*sin(a4)-
39/5497558138880000*cos(all)+ 1I1759218604441600*sin(al1), ... 
55227 12000*cos(a6)+4233 791788444497 170368744177664*sin(a2)-26329/500*cos(a2)-
278663745380758333/17592186044416000*sin(aI2)-
112049910572698911439804651110400*cos(aI2)+ 1131154692814091117592186044416*sin(a6)+ 
7149911250*cos(al)+22647/1250*sin(al)+401015200296416031439804651110400*cos(a3)-
5771320701228783114073 7488355328*sin( a3 )+9731500*cos(a8)-
2905050458072547/35184372088832*sin(a8)-14337191821547931175921 86044416*cos(a4)-
3246286090776084523/43980465111040000*sin(a4)-
4924116205701797170368744177664*cos(a5)-4593110000*sin(a5)+4389111250*cos(all)-
424726388451731117592186044416*sin(all)+60407/10000*sin(a9)-
2545951719659511/35184372088832*cos(a9)+1214715817306463135184372088832*cos(alO)+22 
475565784113351351843 72088832*sin(al 0)+67991/1 250*cos(a7)+ 15829/625*sin(a7), ... 
4233791788444497/140737488355328*sin(a2)-
2632911 OOO*cos(a2)+ 71499/2500*cos(al )+2264 712500*sin(al )+481327487831 035/175921860444 
16*cos(a3)-865894433980573170368744177664*sin(a3)-
260636152731743/8796093022208*cos( a4)-
2360572299997872171187960930222080000*sin(a4)+ 39/5497558 I 38880000*cos(alI )-
1I1759218604441600*sin(al1 ), ... 
Pierre Farrugia 334 
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55227/2000*cos(a6)-
4233791788444497114073 7488355328*sin(a2)+ 26329/1 000*cos(a2)+5395833082296769114073 7 
488355328*sin(aI2)+ 12333/200*cos(aI2)-1131154692814091117592186044416*sin(a6)-
71499/2500*cos(al )-22647 12500*sin(al)-
3191150*cos(a3)+403953183326763 7/140737488355328*sin(a3)-
973/500*cos(a8)+290505045807254 7/35184372088832*sin(a8)+912446876691307/17592186044 
416*cos(a4)+661119981 04868751140737488355328*sin(a4)+492411620570179717036874417766 
4*cos(a5)+4593/1 0000*sin(a5)-1052595026814147/17592186044416*cos(al1 )+2057/50*sin(al1)-
6040711 0000*sin(a9)+2545951719659511135184372088832*cos(a9)-
1214715817306463/35184372088832*cos(al 0)-2247556578411335/35184372088832*sin(al 0)-
157020815758039114073 7488355328*sin(aI4)-52740 1423081361117592186044416*cos(aI4)-
67991/1250*cos(a7)-15829/625*sin(a7)-
5401631466817009/140737488355328*sin(a13)+325663029617021/17592186044416*cos(aI3), ... 
55227 12000*cos(a6)+4233 791788444497/14073 7488355328*sin(a2)-26329/1 OOO*cos( a2)-
5395833082296769/14073 7488355328*sin( aI2)-
12333/200*cos(aI2)+ 1131154692814091117592186044416*sin(a6)+71499/2500*cos(al )+22647/2 
500*sin(al)+ 3191150*cos(a3)-403953183326763 7/140737488355328*sin(a3)+973/500*cos(a8)-
2905050458072547 135184372088832*sin(a8)-912446876691307 117592186044416*cos(a4)-
66111998104868751140737488355328*sin(a4)-49241162057017971703687441 77664*cos(a5)-
4593/1 OOOO*sin(aS)+ 1 052595026814147/17592186044416*cos(al1)-
2057/50*sin(all )+60407/1 0000*sin(a9)-
2545951719659511/35184372088832*cos(a9)+1214715817306463/35184372088832*cos(al0)+22 
47556578411335/351843 72088832*sin(al 0)+ 157020815758039/140737488355328*sin(a14)+527 
401423081361117592186044416*cos(aI4)+6799111250*cos(a7)+ 15829/625*sin(a7)+5401631466 
817009/140737488355328*sin(a13)-325663029617021117592186044416*cos(a13), ... 
5522712000*cos(a6)-5395833082296769/14073 7488355328*sin(a 12)-
12333/200*cos(aI2)+ 1131154692814091117592186044416*sin(a6)+ 16035145638089853/439804 
65111 0400*cos(a3)-2307742965306491114073 7488355328*sin(a3)+973/500*cos(a8)-
2905050458072547/35184372088832*sin(a8)-391174571227821117592186044416*cos(a4)-
50347/2500"'sin(a4)-4924116205701797170368744177664*cos(aS)-
4593/1 OOOO*sin(aS)+ 1 052595026814147/17592186044416*cos(all)-
Pierre Farrugia 335 
Appendix B Kinematic Analysis of Foldable Structures Ph.D. Thesis 
2057/50*sin(all )+60407/1 0000*sin(a9)-
254595171965951 1/351 84372088832*cos(a9)+12147158173064 63/35184372088832*cos(al0)+22 
47556578411335/351843 72088832*sin(al 0)+ 157020815758039/14073 7488355328*sin(aI4 )+659 
2517788517008112199023255552000*cos(aI4)+6799111250*cos(a7)+ 158291625*sin(a7)+540 163 
14668170091140737488355328*sin(aI3)-325663029617021117592186044416*cos(aI3), ... 
-4233791788444497 1140737488355328*sin(a2)+26329/1 000*cos(a2)-71499/2500*cos(a 1)-
22647/2500*sin(al )-
481327487831 035/17592186044416*cos(a3)+865894433980573170368744177664*sin(a3)+ 26063 
6152731743/8796093022208*cos(a4)+2360572299997872171187960930222080000*sin(a4)+ 1114 
0737488355328*sin(aI3), ... 
-55227/2000*cos(a6)-
4233791788444497170368744177664*sin(a2)+26329/500*cos(a2)+5395833082296769/14073748 
8355328*sin(aI2)+ 12333/200*cos(aI2)-1131154692814091117592186044416*sin(a6)-
71499/1250*cos(al )-22647 11250*sin(al)-
401 01520029641603/43980465111 0400*cos(a3)+5771320701228783/140737488355328*sin(a3)-
973/500*cos(a8)+2905050458072547/35184372088832*sin(a8)+ 1433719182154793/1759218604 
4416*cos(a4)+3246286090776084523/43980465111040000*sin(a4)+492411620570179717036874 
4177664*cos(aS)+4593/10000*sin(a5)-
1052595026814147117592186044416*cos(all)+2057/50*sin(al1)-
6040711 0000*sin(a9)+2545951719659511135184372088832*cos(a9)-
1214715817306463/35184372088832*cos(al 0)-2247556578411335/35184372088832*sin(al 0)-
1570208 1 5758039/140737488355328*sin(aI4)-
6592517788517008112199023255552000*cos(aI4)-6799111250*cos(a7)-15829/625*sin(a7)-
5401631466817009/140737488355328*sin(a13)+ 325663029617021117592186044416*cos(aI3), ... 
-4233791788444497/140737488355328*sin(a2)+2632911000*cos(a2)_71499/2500*cos(al)-
22647/2500*sin(al)-
481327487831 035/17592186044416*cos(a3)+865894433980573170368744177664*sin(a3)+26063 
6152731743/8796093022208*cos(a4)+ 2360572299997872171 187960930222080000*sin(a4)-
1/140737488355328*sin(aI3), ... 
55227/2000*cos(a6)+4233 791788444497/14073 7488355328*sin(a2)-26329/1 OOO*cos(a2)-
5395833082296769/140737488355328*sin(aI2)-
12333/200*cos(aI2)+ 1131154692814091117592186044416*sin(a6)+71499/2500*cos(a1 )+22647/2 
Pierre Farrugia 336 
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500*sin(al)-
3653690882995/137438953472*cos(aI6)+1956631079357619/140737488355328*sin(aI6)+31911 
50*cos(a3)-4039531833267637/140737488355328*sin(a3)-1 02311250*sin(aI5)-
12556862593853/43980465111 04*cos(aI5)+973/500*cos(a8)-
2905050458072547/35184372088832*sin(a8)-912446876691307/1 7592186044416*cos(a4)-
66111998104868751140737488355328*sin(a4)-4924116205701797170368744177664*cos(a5)-
4593/1 0000*sin(a5)+ 1052595026814147/17592186044416*cos(al1)-
2057/50*sin(all)+60407/10000*sin(a9)-
2545951719659511135184372088832*cos(a9)+ 1214715817306463/35184372088832*cos(al 0)+22 
47556578411335/35184372088832*sin(al 0)+ 1570208157580391140737488355328*sin(a14)+ 127 
4576748759797/17592186044416*cos(aI4)+6799111250*cos(a7)+ 15829/625*sin(a7)+ 143820958 
764263/2199023255552*sin(aI3)-554938471896685/17592186044416*cos(aI3),oo. 
-5522712000*cos(a6)-
4233791788444497114073 7488355328*sin( a2)+ 2632911 OOO*cos(a2)+5395833082296769/14073 7 
488355328*sin(aI2)+ 12333/200*cos(aI2)-1131154692814091117592186044416*sin(a6)-
71499/2500*cos(al )-2264 7/2500*sin(al)+ 365369088299511374389534 72*cos(a 16)-
1956631079357619/140737488355328*sin(a16)-
3191150*cos(a3)+4039531833267637/140737488355328*sin(a3)+ 1 0231/250*sin(aI5)+ 125568625 
93853/4398046511104*cos(aI5)-
973/500*cos(a8)+ 2905050458072547/35184372088832*sin(a8)+912446876691307117592186044 
416*cos(a4)+66111998104868751140737488355328*sin(a4)+492411620570179717036874417766 
4*cos(a5)+4593/1 0000*sin(a5)-1 052595026814147/17592186044416*cos(all )+2057/50*sin(all)-
60407/10000*sin(a9)+2545951719659511135184372088832*cos(a9)-
1214715817306463/35184372088832*cos(al 0)-2247556578411335/35184372088832*sin(al 0)-
1570208157580391140737488355328*sin(aI4)-1274576748759797/17592186044416*cos(aI4)-
6799111250*cos(a7)-15829/625*sin(a7)-
143820958764263/2199023255552*sin(aI3)+5549384 71896685/17592186044416*cos(a13),oo. 
-26329/1 000*sin(a2)-4233 791788444497/14073 7488355328*cos(a2)-
2264 7/2500*cos(al)+ 71499/2500*sin(al )+865894433980573170368744177664*cos(a3 )+4813274 
87831 035/17592186044416*sin(a3)+944228919999149/35184372088832*cos(a4)-
260636152731743/8796093022208*sin(a4),oo. 
26329/1000*sin(a2)+42337917884444971140737488355328*cos(a2)+22647/2500*cos(al)-
Pierre Farrugia 337 
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71499/2500*sin( a 1 )-865894433980573170368744177664 *cos( a3)-
481327487831035/175921 86044416*sin(a3)-
944228919999149/351 84372088832*cos(a4)+26063615273 17431 8796093022208*sin(a4), ... 
-26329/1 000*sin(a2)-4233 791788444497/14073 7488355328*cos(a2)-
2264 7/2500*cos(al)+ 71 499/2500*sin(a 1)+43294721699028653/351843 7208883200*cos(a3)+60 1 
6593597887939/219902325555200*sin( a3)+ 2360572299997872171 187960930222080000*cos( a4) 
-260636152731743/8796093022208*sin(a4), ... 
-26329/500*sin(a2)-4233 791788444497 170368744177664*cos(a2)-
2264 7 11250*cos(al)+ 71499/1250*sin(al )+865894433980573/35184372088832*cos(a3 )+4813274 
87831 035/8796093022208*sin(a3)+2360572299997872171/43980465111 040000*cos(a4)-
260636152731743/4398046511104*sin(a4), ... 
-2632911 OOO*sin( a2)-4233 791788444497/14073 7488355328*cos(a2)-
22647 12500*cos(al)+ 71499/2500*sin(al )+43294721699028647 13518437208883200*cos(a3 )+940 
09274966999/3435973836800*sin(a3)+2360572299997872171/87960930222080000*cos(a4)-
2606361 5273 I 743/8796093022208*sin(a4), ... 
91833/2500*cos(a6)+2632911000*sin(a2)+4233791788444497/1 40737488355328*cos(a2)-
III 00880500259031703687441 77664*sin(a6)+22647/2500*cos(al )-71 499/2500*sin(al )-
403953 I 833267637/140737488355328*cos(a3)-3 191150*sin(a3) -
661119981 0486875/140737488355328*cos(a4)+912446876691307/17592186044416*sin(a4)-
110844845828657 1562949953421312*cos(a5)+ 21110 130672089951703687441 77664*sin(a5), ... 
-91833/2500*cos(a6)-26329/1000*sin(a2)-
4233791788444497 1140737488355328*cos(a2)+ III 0088050025903170368744177664*sin(a6)-
22647 12500*cos(al )+71499/2500*sin(al )+403953183326763 71140737488355328*cos(a3)+ 3191/5 
0*sin(a3)+66 I 1199810486875/140737488355328*cos(a4)-
912446876691307/17592186044416*sin(a4)+ II 0844845828657/562949953421312*cos(aS)-
211 10130672089951703687441 77664*sin(a5), ... 
80777161 05084271 9/2 I 99023255552000*cos(a6)+ 157753/1 0000*sin(a6)+230774296530649 III 4 
Pierre Farrugia 338 
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0737488355328*cos(a3)+ 16035145638089853/43980465] 11 0400*sin(a3)+5034 7/2500*cos(a4)-
39] 174571227821117592] 860444]6*sin(a4)+ 11084484582865715629499534213 ]2*cos(a5)-
2111013067208995170368744177664*sin(a5), ... 
26329/1000*sin(a2)+4233791788444497/140737488355328*cos(a2)+22647/2500*cos(a])-
71499/2500*sin(al )-865894433980573170368744177664*cos(a3)-
481327487831035/17592186044416*sin(a3)-
2360572299997872171187960930222080000*cos(a4)+ 260636152731743/8796093022208*sin(a4) 
+417/351843720888320000*cos(a5), ... 
80777161 050842719/2199023255552000*cos(a6)+ 26329/500*sin(a2)+4233791788444497170368 
744177664*cos(a2)-15775311 0000*sin(a6)+22647/1250*cos(al )-71499/1250*sin(a])-
57713207012287831140737488355328*cos(a3)-4010152002964] 603/43980465111 0400*sin(a3)-
3246286090776084523/43980465111040000*cos(a4)+14337191 82154793/17592186044416*sin(a 
4)-110844845828657/562949953421312*cos(a5)+2111 013067208995170368744] 77664*sin(a5), ... 
2632911000*sin(a2)+4233791788444497/140737488355328*cos(a2)+22647/2500*cos(al)-
71499/2500*sin(al )-865894433980573170368744177664 *cos(a3)-
481327487831035/17592186044416*sin(a3)-
2360572299997872171187960930222080000*cos(a4)+26063615273 1743/8796093022208*sin(a4) 
-417/351843 720888320000*cos( a5), ... 
-1131154692814091117592186044416*cos(a6)-26329/1000*sin(a2)-
42337917884444971140737488355328*cos(a2)+55227/2000*sin(a6)-
2264 7/2500*cos(al)+ 71499/2500*sin(a] )+4039531833267637/] 40737488355328*cos(a3)+ 3191/5 
0*sin(a3)+5624 756680855545/14073 7488355328*cos(a8)+ 33143678507679/35184372088832*sin 
(a8)+6611] 99810486875/140737488355328*cos(a4)-
912446876691307 117592186044416*sin(a4)+4593/1 0000*cos(a5)-
4924116205701797170368744177664*sin(a5)-15829/1250*cos(a7)+67991 12500*sin(a7), ... 
1131154692814091117592186044416*cos(a6)+26329/1000*sin(a2)+423379] 788444497/1407374 
88355328*cos(a2)-55227/2000*sin(a6)+22647/2500*cos(al)-7]499/2500*sin(al)-
4039531833267637/140737488355328*cos(a3)-3191150*sin(a3)-
5624 7566808555451140737488355328*cos(a8)-33143678507679/351 843 72088832*sin(a8)-
Pierre Farrugia 339 
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661 I 199810486875/140737488355328*cos(a4)+91244687669130 7117592186044416*sin(a4)-
4593/10000*cos(a5)+4924116205701797170368744177664*sin(a5)+ 1582911250*cos(a7)-
67991/2500*sin(a7), ... 
1131154692814091117592186044416*cos(a6)-55227/2000*sin(a6)-
23077429653064911140737488355328*cos(a3)-16035145638089853/439804651110400*sin(a3)-
7030945851 06943/17592186044416*cos(a8)-1 03573995336497111 099511627776000*sin(a8)-
50347/2500*cos(a4)+391174571227821117592186044416*sin(a4)-
4593110000*cos(a5)+4924116205701797170368744177664*sin(a5)+ 15829/1250*cos(a7)-
67991/2500*sin(a7), ... 
-26329/1 OOO*sin(a2)-42337917884444971140737488355328*cos(a2)-
2264 7/2500*cos(al)+ 71499/2500*sin(al )+865894433980573170368744177664*cos(a3 )+4813274 
87831 035117592186044416*sin(a3)+2360572299997872171187960930222080000*cos(a4)-
260636152731743/8796093022208*sin(a4 ), ... 
-1131154692814091117592186044416*cos(a6)-26329/500*sin(a2)-
4233791788444497170368744177664*cos(a2)+55227/2000*sin(a6)-
2264 7 11250*cos(al)+ 71499/1250*sin(al )+577132070 1228783/140737488355328*cos(a3)+40 1 01 
520029641603/439804651110400*sin(a3)+7030945851 06943/17592186044416*cos(a8)+ 1 035739 
95336497111099511627776000*sin(a8)+ 3246286090776084523/43980465111040000*cos(a4)-
1433719182154 793117592186044416*sin(a4)+4593/1 OOOO*cos(a5)-
4924116205701797170368744177664*sin(a5)-1582911250*cos(a7)+6799112500*sin(a7), ... 
1131154692814091117592186044416*cos(a6)+26329/1000*sin(a2)+4233791788444497/1407374 
88355328*cos(a2)-55227 12000*sin(a6)+2264 7/2500*cos(al )-71499/2500*sin(al)-
40395318332676371140737488355328*cos(a3)-3191150*sin(a3)-
2905050458072547 1351843 72088832*cos(a8)-973/500*sin(a8)-
66111998104868751140737488355328*cos(a4)+912446876691307117592186044416*sin(a4)-
4593/10000*cos(a5)+4924116205701797170368744177664*sin(a5)+ 1494079731691789/3518437 
2088832*sin(a9)+709/200*cos(a9)+3299/125*cos(al0)-
50186636503 7891/35184372088832*sin(al 0)+ 15829/625*cos(a7)-67991 11250*sin(a7), ... 
-1131154692814091117592186044416*cos(a6)-26329/1 OOO*sin(a2)-
Pierre Farrugia 340 
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4233791788444497/140737488355328*cos(a2)+55227/2000*sin(a6)-
22647/2500*cos(al )+71499/2500*sin(al )+4039531833267637/140737488355328*cos(a3)+ 319115 
0*sin(a3)+2905050458072547/35184372088832*cos(a8)+973/500*sin(a8)+661119981 0486875114 
0737488355328*cos(a4)-912446876691307/17592186044416*sin(a4)+459311 0000*cos(a5)-
4924116205701797170368744177664*sin(a5)-1494079731691789/35184372088832*sin(a9)-
709/200*cos(a9)-3299/125*cos(al 0)+50 186636503 7891/351843 72088832*sin(al 0)-
15829/625*cos(a7)+67991/1250*sin(a7), ... 
1131154692814091/17592186044416*cos(a6)+55227/2000*sin(a6)+230774296530649111407374 
88355328*cos(a3)+ 16035145638089853/43980465111 0400*sin(a3)+2905050458072547/3518437 
2088832*cos( a8)+973/500*sin( a8)+5034 7 12500*cos(a4)-
391174571227821117592186044416*sin(a4)+4593/10000*cos(a5)-
4924116205701797170368744177664*sin(a5)-1494079731691789135184372088832*sin(a9)-
709/200*cos( a9)-
464292974084227/17592186044416*cos(al0)+313666478148681967/21990232555520000*sin(al 
0)-15829/625*cos(a7)+6799111250*sin(a7), ... 
263291l000*sin(a2)+42337917884444971l40737488355328*cos(a2)+22647/2500*cos(al)-
7149912500*sin(al )-865894433980573170368744177664*cos(a3)-
481327487831035/17592186044416*sin(a3)-
2360572299997872171/87960930222080000*cos(a4)+260636152731743/8796093022208*sin(a4) 
+ 33/2199023255552000*sin(a9)+681/87960930222080000*cos(a9), ... 
1131154692814091117592186044416*cos(a6)+26329/500*sin(a2)+4233791788444497170368744 
177664*cos(a2)-55227 12000*sin(a6)+2264 7/1250*cos(al )-71499/1250*sin(a 1)-
5771320701228783/140737488355328*cos(a3)-401 01520029641603/43980465111 0400*sin(a3)-
290505045807254 7/35184372088832*cos(a8)-973/500*sin(a8)-
3246286090776084523/43980465111040000*cos(a4)+14337191 82154793/17592186044416*sin(a 
4)-
4593/1 0000*cos(a5)+4924116205701797170368744177664*sin(a5)+ 1494079731691789/3518437 
2088832*sin(a9)+ 709/200*cos(a9)+464292974084227117592186044416*cos(al 0)-
313666478148681967/21990232555520000*sin(al 0)+ 15829/625*cos(a7)-67991/1250*sin(a7), ... 
Pierre Farrugia 341 
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26329/1 000*sin(a2)+423379 I 788444497/140737488355328*cos(a2)+2264 7/2500*cos(al)-
71499/2500*sin(al )-865894433980573170368744177664*cos(a3)-
481327487831035/17592186044416*sin(a3)-
2360572299997872171/87960930222080000*cos(a4)+260636152731743/8796093022208*sin(a4) 
-33/2199023255552000*sin(a9)-681/87960930222080000*cos(a9), ... 
-1131154692814091117592186044416*cos(a6)-2632911 OOO*sin(a2)-
4233791788444497/140737488355328*cos(a2)-
63693/2500*sin(aI2)+79201/5000*cos(aI2)+55227/2000*sin(a6)-
22647/2500*cos(al )+71499/2500*sin(al )+4039531833267637/140737488355328*cos(a3)+ 3191/5 
0*sin(a3)+2905050458072547 1351843 72088832*cos(a8)+973/500*sin(a8)+661119981 0486875/14 
073 7488355328*cos(a4)-912446876691307 117592186044416*sin(a4)+4593/1 0000*cos(a5)-
4924116205701797170368744177664*sin(a5)+424726388451731/1 7592186044416*cos(all)+438 
9111250*sin(al1 )-2545951719659511135184372088832*sin(a9)-60407/1 0000*cos(a9)-
2247556578411335/35184372088832*cos(al0)+ 1214715817306463/35184372088832*sin(al 0)-
15829/625*cos(a7)+6799111250*sin(a7), ... 
1131154692814091117592186044416*cos(a6)+26329/1000*sin(a2)+4233791788444497/1407374 
88355328*cos( a2)+63693/2500*sin( a 12)-7920 1I5000*cos(a 12)-
55227 12000*sin(a6)+ 2264 7/2500*cos(al )-71499/2500*sin(al)-
4039531833267637/140737488355328*cos(a3)-3191150*sin(a3)-
2905050458072547/351843 72088832*cos( a8)-973/500*sin( a8)-
661119981 0486875/140737488355328*cos(a4)+912446876691307/175921 86044416*sin(a4)-
459311 0000*cos(a5)+4924116205701797170368744177664*sin(a5)-
424726388451731117592186044416*cos(all)-
4389111250*sin(all )+2545951719659511135184372088832*sin(a9)+60407/1 0000*cos(a9)+22475 
56578411335/35184372088832*cos(al0)-
1214715817306463/35184372088832*sin(al 0)+ 15829/625*cos(a7)-6799111250*sin(a7), ... 
1131154692814091117592186044416*cos(a6)+ 112049910572698911439804651110400*sin(aI2)-
278663745380758333/17592186044416000*cos(aI2)-55227 12000*sin(a6)-
2307742965306491/140737488355328*cos(a3)-16035145638089853/439804651110400*sin(a3)-
2905050458072547/35184372088832 *cos( a8)-973/500*sin( a8)-
Pierre Farrugia 342 
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50347/2500*cos(a4)+391174571227821117592186044416*sin(a4)-
4593110000*cos(a5)+4924116205701797170368744177664*sin(a5)-
424726388451731117592186044416*cos(all)-
4389111250*sin(al1)+2545951719659511135184372088832*sin(a9)+60407/1 0000*cos(a9)+22475 
56578411335/35184372088832*cos(alO)-
1214715817306463/351843 72088832*sin(al 0)+ 15829/625*cos(a7)-67991 11250*sin(a7), ... 
-26329/1 000*sin(a2)-4233791788444497/140737488355328*cos(a2)-
2264 7 12500*cos(al)+ 71499/2500*sin(al )+865894433980573170368744177664*cos(a3 )+4813274 
87831 035/17592186044416*sin(a3)+2360572299997872171 187960930222080000*cos(a4)-
260636152731743/8796093022208*sin(a4)-111759218604441600*cos(al1)-
39/5497558138880000*sin(all), ... 
-1131154692814091117592186044416*cos(a6)-263291500*sin(a2)-
4233791788444497170368744177664*cos(a2)-
11204991057269891/439804651110400*sin(aI2)+278663745380758333/17592186044416000*co 
s(aI2)+55227/2000*sin(a6)-
2264 7 11250*cos(al)+ 71499/1250*sin(al )+577132070 1228783/140737488355328*cos(a3 )+40101 
520029641603/43980465111 0400*sin(a3)+ 290505045807254 7/35184372088832 *cos(a8)+973/50 
0*sin(a8)+ 3246286090776084523/43980465111 040000*cos(a4)-
1433719182154793/17592186044416*sin(a4)+4593/1 0000*cos(a5)-
4924116205701797170368744177664*sin(a5)+424726388451731117592186044416*cos(al1 )+438 
9111250*sin(al1)-2545951719659511/35184372088832*sin(a9)-604071l0000*cos(a9)-
2247556578411335/35184372088832*cos(al 0)+ 1214715817306463/35184372088832*sin(al 0)-
15829/625*cos(a7)+67991/1250*sin(a7), ... 
-2632911 000*sin(a2)-4233 791788444497/14073 7488355328*cos(a2)-
2264 7/2500*cos(al )+71499/2500*sin(al )+865894433980573170368744177664*cos(a3)+4813274 
87831 035/17592186044416*sin(a3)+2360572299997872171187960930222080000*cos(a4)-
260636152731743/8796093022208*sin(a4)+ 1I1759218604441600*cos(all )+39/54975581388800 
00* sine all ), ... 
1131154692814091/17592186044416*cos(a6)+26329/1000*sin(a2)+423379178844449711407374 
88355328*cos( a2)+ 12333/200*sin(aI2)-5395833082296769/14073 7488355328*cos( aI2)-
Pierre Farrugia 343 
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55227 12000*sin(a6)+ 2264 7/2500*cos(al )-7l499/2500*sin(al)-
4039531833267637 1140737488355328*cos(a3)-3191150*sin(a3)-
2905050458072547/35184372088832*cos(a8)-973/500*sin(a8)-
66111998104868751140737488355328*cos(a4)+912446876691307/17592186044416*sin(a4)-
4593/10000*cos(a5)+4924116205701797170368744177664*sin(a5)-2057/50*cos(all)-
1052595026814147/17592186044416*sin(all)+2545951719659511135184372088832*sin(a9)+60 
40711 0000*cos(a9)+2247556578411335/35184372088832*cos(al 0)-
1214715817306463/35184372088832*sin(al0)-
527401423081361/17592186044416*sin(aI4)+157020815758039/140737488355328*cos(aI4)+15 
829/625*cos(a7)-
6799111250*sin(a7)+325663029617021117592186044416*sin(al 3)+5401631466817009/14073748 
8355328*cos(aI3), ... 
1131154692814091117592186044416*cos(a6)-26329/1000*sin(a2)-
4233791 788444497/140737488355328*cos(a2)-
12333/200*sin(aI2)+5395833082296769/140737488355328*cos(a12)+55227/2000*sin(a6)-
22647/2500*cos(al )+71499/2500*sin(al )+40395318332676371140737488355328*cos(a3)+ 3191/5 
0*sin(a3)+2905050458072547/35184372088832*cos(a8)+973/500*sin(a8)+6611199810486875114 
073 7488355328*cos(a4)-912446876691307 117592186044416*sin(a4 )+4593/1 0000*cos(a5)-
4924116205701797170368744177664*sin(a5)+2057/50*cos(all)+ 1052595026814147/175921860 
44416*sin(all)-2545951719659511l35184372088832*sin(a9)-60407/10000*cos(a9)-
2247556578411335/35184372088832*cos(al 0)+ 1214715817306463/35 1 84372088832*sin(al 0)+5 
27401423081361117592186044416*sin(aI4 )-157020815758039/14073 7488355328*cos(aI4)-
15829/625*cos(a7)+67991/1250*sin(a7)-325663029617021117592186044416*sin(aI3)-
5401631466817009/140737488355328*cos(aI3), ... 
-1 131 154692814091117592186044416*cos(a6)-
12333/200*sin(a 12)+5395833082296769/14073 7488355328*cos( a 12)+55227 12000*sin(a6)+ 23077 
42965306491/140737488355328*cos(a3)+16035145638089853/439804651110400*sin(a3)+29050 
50458072547/35184372088832*cos(a8)+973/500*sin(a8)+5034712500*cos(a4)-
391174571227821117592186044416*sin(a4)+4593/10000*cos(a5)-
4924116205701797170368744177664*sin(a5)+2057/50*cos(al1)+10525950268141471175921860 
44416*sin(al1)-2545951719659511135184372088832*sin(a9)-60407/10000*cos(a9)-
2247556578411335/35184372088832*cos(al 0)+ 1214715817306463/35184372088832*sin(al 0)+6 
Pierre Farrugia 344 
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592517788517008112199023255552000*sin(a14)-157020815758039/140737488355328*cos(a14)-
15829/625*cos(a7)+6799111250*sin(a7)-325663029617021117592186044416*sin(aI3)-
54016314668170091l40737488355328*cos(a13), ... 
26329/1 000*sin(a2)+4233791788444497/140737488355328*cos(a2)+ 2264 7/2500*cos(al)-
71499/2500*sin(al )-865894433980573170368744177664*cos(a3)-
481327487831035/17592186044416*sin(a3)-
2360572299997872171/87960930222080000*cos(a4)+260636152731743/8796093022208*sin(a4) 
-1I140737488355328*cos(aI3 ), ... 
1131154692814091117592186044416*cos(a6)+26329/500*sin(a2)+4233791788444497170368744 
177664*cos(a2)+] 2333/200*sin(aI2)-5395833082296769/14073 7488355328*cos(aI2)-
55227 12000*sin(a6)+ 22647 11250*cos(al )-7149911250*sin(al)-
57713207012287831140737488355328*cos(a3)-401 01520029641603/43980465111 0400*sin(a3)-
2905050458072547/351843 72088832*cos( a8)-973/500*sin( a8)-
3246286090776084523/43980465111040000*cos(a4)+1433719182154793/17592186044416*sin(a 
4)-45931l0000*cos(a5)+4924116205701797170368744177664*sin(a5)-2057/50*cos(al1)-
1052595026814147/17592186044416*sin(al1)+2545951719659511135184372088832*sin(a9)+60 
407/1 0000*cos(a9)+ 2247556578411335/351843 72088832*cos(a 1 0)-
1214715817306463/35184372088832*sin(al0)-
65925177885170081/2199023255552000*sin(aI4)+157020815758039/140737488355328*cos(aI4 
)+ 15829/625*cos(a7)-
67991/1250*sin(a7)+325663029617021/17592186044416*sin(aI3)+5401631466817009/14073748 
8355328*cos(aI3), ... 
26329/1000*sin(a2)+4233791788444497/140737488355328*cos(a2)+22647/2500*cos(al)-
71499/2500*sin(al )-865894433980573170368744177664*cos(a3)-
48132748783103511 7592186044416*sin(a3)-
2360572299997872171187960930222080000*cos(a4)+ 260636152731743/8796093022208*sin(a4) 
+ 1114073 7488355328*cos(aI3), ... 
-1131154692814091117592186044416*cos(a6)-26329/1 OOO*sin(a2)-
42337917884444971l40737488355328*cos(a2)-
12333/200*sin(aI2)+5395833082296769/14073 7488355328*cos(aI2)+55227 12000*sin(a6)-
22647/2500*cos(al )+71499/2500*sin(al )-1956631 079357619/140737488355328*cos(aI6)-
Pierre Farrugia 345 
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365369088299511374389534 72*sin(aI6)+40395318332676371l4073 7488355328*cos(a3)+ 3191/5 
0*sin(a3)-
12556862593853/4398046511104*sin(aI5)+ 1 02311250*cos(aI5)+2905050458072547/351843720 
88832*cos(a8)+973/500*sin(a8)+66111998104868751140737488355328*cos(a4)-
91244687669130711 7592186044416*sin(a4)+45931l 0000*cos(a5)-
4924116205701797170368744177664*sin(a5)+2057/50*cos(all)+ 1052595026814147/175921860 
44416*sin(all )-2545951719659511135184372088832*sin(a9)-604071l 0000*cos(a9)-
2247556578411335/35184372088832*cos(al0)+ 1214715817306463/35184372088832*sin(al 0)+ 1 
274576748759797 117592186044416*sin(aI4)-157020815758039/14073 7488355328*cos(aI4)-
15829/625*cos(a7)+6799111250*sin(a7)-5549384 71896685/17592186044416*sin(aI3)-
143820958764263/2199023255552*cos(aI3), ... 
1131154692814091117592186044416*cos(a6)+26329/1000*sin(a2)+4233791788444497/1407374 
88355328*cos(a2)+ 12333/200*sin(aI2)-5395833082296769/140737488355328*cos(a12)-
55227/2000*sin(a6)+22647/2500*cos(al)-
71499/2500*sin(al)+ 1956631 079357619/140737488355328*cos(aI6)+3653690882995/13743895 
34 72*sin(aI6)-403953183326763 7/140737488355328*cos(a3)-
3191/50*sin(a3)+ 12556862593853/4398046511104*sin(aI5)-102311250*cos(aI5)-
2905050458072547/351843 72088832*cos( a8)-973/500*sin( a8)-
66111998104868751140737488355328*cos(a4)+912446876691307/17592186044416*sin(a4)-
4593110000*cos(a5)+4924116205701797170368744177664*sin(a5 )-2057/50*cos(all)-
1 052595026814147/17592186044416*sin(al1 )+2545951719659511135184372088832*sin(a9)+60 
40711 0000*cos(a9)+2247556578411335/35184372088832*cos(al 0)-
1214715817306463/35184372088832*sin(al0)-
1274576748759797/17592186044416*sin(aI4)+ 157020815758039/140737488355328*cos(aI4)+ I 
5829/625*cos(a7)-
6799111250*sin(a7)+554938471896685/17592186044416*sin(a 13)+ 143820958764263/219902325 
5552*cos(a13)]; 
%[I,y ]=find(DEP=al); 
for row=l:r 
K(row,:)=DEP(row,1 :8); 
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F(row,:)=norm(K(row,:)); 
end 
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B.5 BENNETT LINKAGE OBJECTIVE FUNCTION 
function F=bennett(A) 
[r,c ]=size(A); 
al=O; 
for row=l:r 
a2= A(row, 1 )/180*pi; 
a3=A(row,2)/180*pi; 
a4=A(row,3)1180*pi; 
DEP(row,:)=[ 
Ph.D. Thesh 
-lO*cos(al )-
50706024018595062782005003745325/10141204801825835211973625643008*sin(a4)+(cos(a3)+ 
(l-cos(a3»*(61612871 00228819118014398509481984*cos(a4)-
117128967871525445405607/81129638414606681695789005144064*sin(a4)Y'2/«61612871 0022 
8819/18014398509481984*cos(a4)-
117128967871525445405607/81129638414606681695789005144064*sin(a4»),,2+( 480608942944 
57589325837156963135/162259276829213363391578010288128*sin(a4)+2855188418916783161 
4980952073625674245/22835963083295358096932575511191922182123945984*cos(a4)-
10729393018534430585369343110037943150748377605/22835963083295358096932575511191 
922182123945984)A2+(6936992594913727252472275245549/40564819207303340847894502572 
032*sin(a4)+74335415045067901989804760080489363083428549575/9134385233318143238773 
0302044767688728495783936+65937731760401628593751338267150462009/913438523331814 
32387730302044767688728495783936*cos(a4)Y'2»*(523878783451 07511562949953421312*cos 
(a4)+7038436301722070737772301906729/5070602400912917605986812821504*sin(a4»+«(1-
cos(a3»*(6161287100228819/18014398509481984*cos(a4)-
117128967871525445405607/81129638414606681695789005144064*sin(a4»/«61612871 002288 
19/18014398509481984*cos(a4)-
117128967871525445405607 181129638414606681695789005144064 *sin( a4) ),,2+( 480608942944 
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57589325837156963135/162259276829213363391578010288128*sin(a4)+285518841891678316l 
4980952073625674245/22835963083295358096932575511191922182123945984*cos(a4)-
10729393018534430585369343110037943150748377605/22835963083295358096932575511191 
922182123945984)A2+(6936992594913727252472275245549/40564819207303340847894502572 
032*sin(a4)+74335415045067901989804760080489363083428549575/9134385233318143238773 
0302044767688728495783936+65937731760401628593751338267150462009/913438523331814 
32387730302044767688728495783936*cos(a4»A2)*(48060894294457589325837156963135/162 
259276829213363391578010288128*sin(a4)+28551884189167831614980952073625674245/2283 
5963083295358096932575511191922182123945984*cos(a4)-
10729393018534430585369343110037943150748377605/22835963083295358096932575511191 
922182123945984)-
sin(a3)*(6936992594913727252472275245549/4056481 9207303340847894502572032*sin(a4)+7 
43354150450679019898047600804893630834285495751913438523331814323877303020447676 
88728495783936+65937731760401628593751338267150462009191343852333181432387730302 
044767688728495783936*cos(a4»/((61 612871 002288 1 9/1801 439850948 1 984*cos(a4)-
117128967871525445405607/81129638414606681695789005144064*sin(a4»A2+(480608942944 
57589325837156963135/162259276829213363391578010288128*sin(a4)+2855188418916783161 
4980952073625674245/22835963083295358096932575511191922182123945984*cos(a4)-
10729393018534430585369343110037943150748377605/22835963083295358096932575511191 
922182123945984)A2+(6936992594913727252472275245549/40564819207303340847894502572 
032*sin(a4)+74335415045067901989804760080489363083428549575/9134385233318143238773 
0302044767688728495783936+65937731760401628593751338267150462009/913438523331814 
32387730302044 767688728495783936*cos(a4)Y2Y(1 12»*(4086497256979972581581265130591 
515070602400912917605986812821504*sin(a4)-
857860382884665977672270283281899887684554691/7136238463529799405291429847247475 
68191373312*cos(a4)+1208554530142425510535970718889529922911801283/71362384635297 
9940529142984724747568191373312)+((1-
cos(a3»*(6161287100228819/18014398509481984*cos(a4)-
117128967871525445405607/81129638414606681695789005144064*sin(a4»/((61612871 002288 
19/18014398509481984*cos(a4)-
117128967871525445405607/81129638414606681695789005144064*sin(a4»A2+( 480608942944 
57589325837156963135/162259276829213363391578010288128*sin(a4)+2855188418916783161 
4980952073625674245/22835963083295358096932575511191922182123945984*cos(a4)-
10729393018534430585369343110037943150748377605/22835963083295358096932575511191 
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922182123945984)A2+(6936992594913727252472275245549/40564819207303340847894502572 
032*sin(a4)+743354 I 50450679019898047600804893630834285 49575/9134385233318143238773 
0302044767688728495783936+65937731760401628593751338267150462009/913438523331814 
32387730302044767688728495783936*cos(a4»A2)*(6936992594913727252472275245549/4056 
4819207303340847894502572032*sin(a4)+74335415045067901989804760080489363083428549 
575/91343852333181432387730302044767688728495783936+6593773176040162859375133826 
7150462009/91343852333181432387730302044 767688728495783936*cos(a4»+sin(a3)*( 480608 
94294457589325837156963135/162259276829213363391578010288128*sin(a4)+2855188418916 
7831614980952073625674245/2283596308329535809693257551 1191922182123945984*cos(a4)-
10729393018534430585369343110037943150748377605/22835963083295358096932575511191 
922182123945984)/«61612871 00228819/18014398509481984*cos(a4)-
117128967871525445405607 181129638414606681695789005144064*sin(a4 »"'2+( 480608942944 
57589325837156963135/162259276829213363391578010288128*sin(a4)+2855188418916783161 
4980952073625674245/22835963083295358096932575511191922182123945984*cos(a4)-
10729393018534430585369343110037943150748377605/22835963083295358096932575511191 
922182123945984)A2+(6936992594913727252472275245549/40564819207303340847894502572 
032*sin(a4)+74335415045067901989804760080489363083428549575/9134385233318143238773 
0302044767688728495783936+65937731760401628593751338267150462009/913438523331814 
32387730302044767688728495783936*cos(a4)Y2Y(1/2»*(5898350754175299799529086245921 
11267650600228229401496703205376*sin(a4)-
8373111363107248956487384206278023659844222545/285449538541191976211657193889899 
0272765493248-
1981143700599693644092620506799163633953456559/285449538541191976211657193889899 
0272765493248*cos(a4»+ 390711699702369/562949953421312*cos(a2)+ 12553787501072033123 
773445348695/253530120045645880299340641 0752*sin( a2), ... 
-390711699702369/562949953421312*cos(a2)-
12553787501072033123 773445348695/253530120045645880299340641 0752*sin(a2)+ 1 O*cos(al) 
-52387878345107511562949953421312*(cos(a3)+(I-
cos(a3»*(6161287100228819/18014398509481984*cos(a4)-
117128967871525445405607/81129638414606681695789005144064*sin(a4)Y2/«61612871 0022 
8819/18014398509481984*cos(a4)-
117128967871525445405607/81129638414606681695789005144064*sin(a4)Y2+(480608942944 
57589325837156963135/162259276829213363391578010288128*sin(a4)+2855188418916783161 
4980952073625674245/22835963083295358096932575511191922182123945984*cos(a4)-
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10729393018534430585369343110037943150748377605/22835963083295358096932575511191 
922182123945984)A2+(6936992594913727252472275245549/40564819207303340847894502572 
032*sin(a4)+74335415045067901989804760080489363083428549575/9134385233318143238773 
0302044767688728495783936+65937731760401628593751338267150462009/913438523331814 
32387730302044767688728495783936*cos(a4)Y2»*cos(a4)-
40864972569799725815812651305915/5070602400912917605986812821504*«1-
cos(a3»*(6161287100228819/18014398509481984*cos(a4)-
117128967871525445405607/81129638414606681695789005144064*sin(a4»/«61612871002288 
19118014398509481984*cos(a4)-
117128967871525445405607/81129638414606681695789005144064*sin(a4»A2+(480608942944 
57589325837156963135/162259276829213363391578010288128*sin(a4)+2855188418916783161 
4980952073625674245/22835963083295358096932575511191922182123945984*cos(a4)-
10729393018534430585369343110037943150748377605/22835963083295358096932575511191 
922182123945984)A2+(6936992594913727252472275245549/40564819207303340847894502572 
032*sin(a4)+74335415045067901989804760080489363083428549575/9134385233318143238773 
0302044767688728495783936+659377317604016285937513382671504620091913438523331814 
32387730302044767688728495783936*cos(a4»A2)*(48060894294457589325837156963135/162 
259276829213363391578010288128*sin(a4)+28551884189167831614980952073625674245/2283 
5963083295358096932575511191922182123945984*cos(a4)-
10729393018534430585369343110037943150748377605/22835963083295358096932575511191 
922182123945984)-
sin(a3)*(69369925949137272524 72275245549/4056481920730334084 7894502572032*sin(a4)+ 7 
4335415045067901989804760080489363083428549575/913438523331814323877303020447676 
88728495783936+65937731760401628593751338267150462009191343852333181432387730302 
044767688728495783936*cos(a4»/«61612871 00228819/18014398509481984*cos(a4)-
117128967871525445405607/81129638414606681695789005144064*sin(a4)Y2+(480608942944 
57589325837156963135/162259276829213363391578010288128*sin(a4)+2855188418916783161 
4980952073625674245/22835963083295358096932575511191922182123945984*cos(a4)-
10729393018534430585369343110037943150748377605/22835963083295358096932575511191 
922182123945984)A2+(6936992594913727252472275245549/40564819207303340847894502572 
032*sin(a4)+74335415045067901989804760080489363083428549575/9134385233318143238773 
0302044767688728495783936+65937731760401628593751338267150462009/913438523331814 
32387730302044767688728495783936*cos(a4)Y2Y(1/2»*sin(a4)-
5898350754175299799529086245921/1267650600228229401496703205376*(1-
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cos(a3»*(6161287100228819/l8014398509481984*cos(a4)-
117128967871525445405607/81129638414606681695789005144064*sin(a4»/«61612871 002288 
19/18014398509481984*cos(a4)-
117128967871525445405607/81129638414606681695789005144064*sin(a4»),,2+(480608942944 
57589325837156963135/162259276829213363391578010288128*sin(a4)+2855 1 88418916783161 
4980952073625674245/228359630832953580969325755111919221 82123945984*cos(a4)-
10729393018534430585369343110037943150748377605/22835963083295358096932575511191 
922182123945984)~2+(6936992594913727252472275245549/40564819207303340847894502572 
032*sin(a4)+74335415045067901989804760080489363083428549575/9134385233318143238773 
0302044767688728495783936+659377317604016285937513382671504620091913438523331814 
32387730302044 767688728495783936*cos( a4) ),,2)*( 6936992594913727252472275245549/4056 
4819207303340847894502572032*sin(a4)+74335415045067901989804760080489363083428549 
575/91343852333181432387730302044767688728495783936+6593773176040162859375133826 
7150462009/91343852333181432387730302044 767688728495783936*cos(a4»+sin(a3)*( 480608 
94294457589325837156963135/162259276829213363391578010288128*sin(a4)+2855188418916 
7831614980952073625674245/2283596308329535809693257551 1191922182123945984*cos(a4)-
10729393018534430585369343110037943150748377605/22835963083295358096932575511191 
922182123945984)/«61612871 00228819/18014398509481984*cos(a4)-
117128967871525445405607/81129638414606681695789005144064*sin(a4»),,2+(480608942944 
57589325837156963135/162259276829213363391578010288128*sin(a4)+2855188418916783161 
4980952073625674245/228359630832953580969325755111919221 82 1 23945984*cos(a4)-
10729393018534430585369343110037943150748377605/22835963083295358096932575511191 
922182123945984)~2+(6936992594913727252472275245549/40564819207303340847894502572 
032*sin(a4)+74335415045067901989804760080489363083428549575/9134385233318143238773 
0302044767688728495783936+65937731760401628593751338267150462009/913438523331814 
32387730302044767688728495783936*cos(a4»)"2)~(1/2»*sin(a4)-
7038436301722070737772301906729/5070602400912917605986812821504*(cos(a3)+(I-
cos(a3»*(61612871 0022881911 8014398509481984*cos(a4)-
117128967871525445405607/81129638414606681695789005144064*sin(a4»),,2/«61612871 0022 
8819/18014398509481984*cos(a4)-
117128967871525445405607/81129638414606681695789005144064*sin(a4»),,2+(480608942944 
57589325837156963135/162259276829213363391578010288128*sin(a4)+2855 1 88418916783161 
4980952073625674245/228359630832953580969325755111919221 82 1 23945984*cos(a4)-
10729393018534430585369343110037943150748377605/22835963083295358096932575511191 
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922182123945984)A2+(6936992594913727252472275245549/40564819207303340847894502572 
032*sin(a4)+743354 I 50450679019898047600804893630834285 49575/9134385233318143238773 
0302044767688728495783936+65937731760401628593751338267150462009/913438523331814 
32387730302044767688728495783936*cos(a4)Y2»*sin(a4)-
276648902461467/562949953421312*« 1-
cos(a3»*(6161287100228819/18014398509481984*cos(a4)-
117128967871525445405607/81129638414606681695789005144064*sin(a4»/«61612871 002288 
19/18014398509481984*cos(a4)-
117128967871525445405607/81129638414606681695789005144064*sin(a4»A2+(480608942944 
57589325837156963135/162259276829213363391578010288128*sin(a4)+2855188418916783161 
4980952073625674245/22835963083295358096932575511191922182123945984*cos(a4)-
10729393018534430585369343110037943150748377605/22835963083295358096932575511191 
922182123945984)A2+(6936992594913727252472275245549/40564819207303340847894502572 
032*sin(a4)+74335415045067901989804760080489363083428549575/9134385233318143238773 
0302044767688728495783936+65937731760401628593751338267150462009/913438523331814 
32387730302044767688728495783936*cos(a4»A2)*(48060894294457589325837156963135/162 
259276829213363391578010288128*sin(a4)+28551884189167831614980952073625674245/2283 
5963083295358096932575511191922182123945984*cos(a4)-
10729393018534430585369343110037943150748377605/22835963083295358096932575511191 
922182123945984 )-
sin(a3)*(6936992594913 727252472275245549/4056481920730334084 7894502572032 *sin(a4)+ 7 
4335415045067901989804760080489363083428549575/913438523331814323877303020447676 
88728495783936+65937731760401628593751338267150462009191343852333181432387730302 
044767688728495783936*cos(a4»/«61612871 00228819/18014398509481984*cos(a4)-
117128967871525445405607/81129638414606681695789005144064*sin(a4)Y2+(480608942944 
57589325837156963135/162259276829213363391578010288128*sin(a4)+2855188418916783161 
4980952073625674245/22835963083295358096932575511191922182123945984*cos(a4)-
10729393018534430585369343110037943150748377605/22835963083295358096932575511191 
922182123945984)A2+(6936992594913727252472275245549/40564819207303340847894502572 
032*sin(a4)+74335415045067901989804760080489363083428549575/9134385233318143238773 
0302044767688728495783936+65937731760401628593751338267150462009/913438523331814 
32387730302044 767688728495783936*cos(a4»A2)A(I 12»*(3802951792375441043783854427263 
15070602400912917605986812821504*cos(a4)+1267650608537476562202958394241/507060240 
0912917605986812821504)-276648902461467/562949953421312*«(1-
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cos(a3»*(6161287100228819/18014398509481984*cos(a4)-
117128967871525445405607/81129638414606681695789005144064*sin(a4»/«61612871 002288 
19/18014398509481984*cos(a4)-
117128967871525445405607/81129638414606681695789005144064*sin(a4»A2+(480608942944 
57589325837156963135/162259276829213363391578010288128*sin(a4)+2855188418916783161 
4980952073625674245/22835963083295358096932575511191922182123945984*cos(a4)-
10729393018534430585369343110037943150748377605/22835963083295358096932575511191 
922182123945984)A2+(6936992594913727252472275245549/40564819207303340847894502572 
032*sin(a4)+74335415045067901989804760080489363083428549575/9134385233318143238773 
0302044767688728495783936+65937731760401628593751338267150462009/913438523331814 
32387730302044 767688728495783936*cos( a4 »)A2)*( 6936992594913727252472275245549/4056 
4819207303340847894502572032*sin(a4)+74335415045067901989804760080489363083428549 
575/91343852333181432387730302044767688728495783936+6593773176040162859375133826 
7150462009/91343852333181432387730302044767688728495783936*cos(a4»+sin(a3)*( 480608 
94294457589325837156963135/162259276829213363391578010288128*sin(a4)+2855188418916 
7831614980952073625674245/2283596308329535809693257551 1191922182123945984*cos(a4)-
10729393018534430585369343110037943150748377605/22835963083295358096932575511191 
922182123945984)/«6161287100228819/1801439850948 1 984*cos(a4)-
117128967871525445405607/81129638414606681695789005144064*sin(a4)Y2+(480608942944 
57589325837156963135/162259276829213363391578010288128*sin(a4)+2855188418916783161 
4980952073625674245/22835963083295358096932575511191922182123945984*cos(a4)-
10729393018534430585369343110037943150748377605/22835963083295358096932575511191 
922182123945984)A2+(6936992594913727252472275245549/40564819207303340847894502572 
032*sin(a4)+74335415045067901989804760080489363083428549575/9134385233318143238773 
0302044767688728495783936+65937731760401628593751338267150462009/913438523331814 
32387730302044767688728495783936*cos(a4»)A2Y(1/2»*(-
8782541002551292520654856362715/20282409603651670423947251286016+878254100255129 
2520654856362715/20282409603651670423947251286016*cos(a4»+510504188902819/1407374 
88355328*«(1-cos(a3»*(61612871 002288 1 9/18014398509481984*cos(a4)-
117128967871525445405607/81129638414606681695789005144064*sin(a4»/«61612871 002288 
19/18014398509481984*cos(a4)-
117128967871525445405607/81129638414606681695789005144064*sin(a4»)A2+(480608942944 
57589325837156963135/162259276829213363391578010288128*sin(a4)+2855188418916783161 
4980952073625674245/22835963083295358096932575511191922182123945984*cos(a4)-
Pierre Farrugia 354 
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10729393018534430585369343110037943150748377605/22835963083295358096932575511191 
922182123945984)A2+(6936992594913727252472275245549/40564819207303340847894502572 
032*sin(a4)+74335415045067901989804760080489363083428549575/9134385233318143238773 
0302044767688728495783936+65937731760401628593751338267150462009/913438523331814 
32387730302044767688728495783936*cos{a4»A2)*(48060894294457589325837156963135/162 
259276829213363391578010288128*sin(a4)+28551884189167831614980952073625674245/2283 
5963083295358096932575511191922182123945984*cos(a4)-
10729393018534430585369343110037943150748377605/22835963083295358096932575511191 
922182123945984)-
sine a3 )*( 69369925949137272524 72275245549/4056481920730334084 7894502572032 *sin( a4)+ 7 
43354150450679019898047600804893630834285495751913438523331814323877303020447676 
88728495783936+65937731760401628593751338267150462009191343852333181432387730302 
044767688728495783936*cos(a4»/«61612871 00228819/18014398509481984*cos(a4)-
117128967871525445405607/81129638414606681695789005144064*sin(a4»A2+(480608942944 
57589325837156963135/162259276829213363391578010288128*sin(a4)+2855188418916783161 
4980952073625674245/22835963083295358096932575511191922182123945984*cos(a4)-
10729393018534430585369343110037943150748377605/22835963083295358096932575511191 
922182123945984)A2+(6936992594913727252472275245549/40564819207303340847894502572 
032*sin(a4)+74335415045067901989804760080489363083428549575/9134385233318143238773 
0302044767688728495783936+65937731760401628593751338267150462009/913438523331814 
32387730302044 767688728495783936*cos( a4) Y2Y( 1 12) )*(-
8782541002551292520654856362715/20282409603651670423947251286016+878254100255129 
2520654856362715/20282409603651670423947251286016*cos(a4»+510504188902819/1407374 
88355328*«I-cos(a3»*(61612871 00228819/18014398509481984*cos(a4)-
117128967871525445405607/81129638414606681695789005144064*sin(a4»/«61612871 002288 
19/18014398509481984*cos(a4)-
117128967871525445405607/81129638414606681695789005144064*sin(a4)Y2+(480608942944 
57589325837156963135/162259276829213363391578010288128*sin(a4)+2855188418916783161 
4980952073625674245/22835963083295358096932575511191922182123945984*cos(a4)-
10729393018534430585369343110037943150748377605/22835963083295358096932575511191 
922182123945984)A2+(6936992594913727252472275245549/40564819207303340847894502572 
032*sin(a4)+74335415045067901989804760080489363083428549575/9134385233318143238773 
0302044767688728495783936+65937731760401628593751338267150462009/913438523331814 
32387730302044 767688728495783936*cos( a4) Y2)*( 6936992594913727252472275245549/4056 
Pierre Farrugia 355 
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4819207303340847894502572032*sin(a4)+74335415045067901989804760080489363083428549 
575/91343852333181432387730302044767688728495783936+6593773176040162859375133826 
7150462009/91343852333181432387730302044 767688728495783936*cos(a4»+sin(a3)*( 480608 
94294457589325837156963135/162259276829213363391578010288128*sin(a4)+2855188418916 
7831614980952073625674245/2283596308329535809693257551 1191922182123945984*cos(a4)-
10729393018534430585369343110037943150748377605/22835963083295358096932575511191 
922182123945984)/«61612871 00228819/18014398509481984*cos(a4)-
117128967871525445405607/81129638414606681695789005144064*sin(a4»A2+(480608942944 
57589325837156963135/162259276829213363391578010288128*sin(a4)+2855188418916783161 
4980952073625674245/22835963083295358096932575511191922182123945984*cos(a4)-
10729393018534430585369343110037943150748377605/22835963083295358096932575511191 
922182123945984)A2+(6936992594913727252472275245549/40564819207303340847894502572 
032*sin(a4)+74335415045067901989804760080489363083428549575/9134385233318143238773 
0302044767688728495783936+65937731760401628593751338267150462009/913438523331814 
32387730302044767688728495783936*cos(a4)Y2Y(l/2»*(2028240973659960811864618055683 
9/81129638414606681695789005144064*cos(a4)+60847228678007073577142824587225/811296 
38414606681695789005144064)+50706024018595062782005003745325/1014120480182583521 
1973625643008*sin(a4), ... 
39002316815160825/4503599627370496*sin(al)+501699987971298665190758636415446505225 
191343852333181432387730302044767688728495783936+2472065516512998093424717293828 
6080842067594327/5708990770823839524233143877797980545530986496*cos(a4)+«I-
cos(a3»*(6161287100228819/18014398509481984*cos(a4)-
117128967871525445405607/81129638414606681695789005144064*sin(a4»/«61612871 002288 
19/18014398509481984*cos(a4)-
117128967871525445405607/81129638414606681695789005144064*sin(a4)Y2+( 480608942944 
57589325837156963135/162259276829213363391578010288128*sin(a4)+2855188418916783161 
4980952073625674245/22835963083295358096932575511191922182123945984*cos(a4)-
10729393018534430585369343110037943150748377605/22835963083295358096932575511191 
922182123945984)A2+(6936992594913727252472275245549/40564819207303340847894502572 
032*sin(a4)+74335415045067901989804760080489363083428549575/9134385233318143238773 
0302044767688728495783936+65937731760401628593751338267150462009/913438523331814 
32387730302044767688728495783936*cos(a4»A2)*(48060894294457589325837156963135/162 
Pierre Farrugia 356 
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259276829213363391578010288128*sin(a4)+28551884189167831614980952073625674245/2283 
5963083295358096932575511191922182123945984*cos(a4)-
10729393018534430585369343110037943150748377605/22835963083295358096932575511191 
922182123945984)+sin(a3)*(6936992594913727252472275245549/405648192073033408478945 
02572032*sin(a4)+74335415045067901989804760080489363083428549575/91343852333181432 
387730302044767688728495783936+65937731760401628593751338267150462009/9134385233 
3181432387730302044767688728495783936*cos(a4»/«6161287100228819/18014398509481984 
*cos(a4)-
117128967871525445405607/81129638414606681695789005144064*sin(a4»A2+(480608942944 
57589325837156963135/162259276829213363391578010288128*sin(a4)+2855188418916783161 
4980952073625674245/22835963083295358096932575511191922182123945984*cos(a4)-
10729393018534430585369343110037943150748377605/22835963083295358096932575511191 
922182123945984)A2+(6936992594913727252472275245549/40564819207303340847894502572 
032*sin(a4)+74335415045067901989804760080489363083428549575/9134385233318143238773 
0302044767688728495783936+659377317604016285937513382671504620091913438523331814 
32387730302044 767688728495783936*cos(a4 »)A2)A(1/2»*(523878783451 0751/56294995342131 
2*cos(a4)+ 703843630172207073777230 1906729/5070602400912917605986812821504*sin(a4»+ 
(cos(a3)+(I-
cos(a3»*(48060894294457589325837156963135/16225927682921336339157801 0288128*sin(a4) 
+28551884189167831614980952073625674245/2283596308329535809693257551119192218212 
3945984*cos(a4)-
10729393018534430585369343110037943150748377605/22835963083295358096932575511191 
922182123945984)A2/«61612871 00228819/18014398509481984*cos(a4)-
117128967871525445405607/81129638414606681695789005144064*sin(a4»A2+(480608942944 
57589325837156963135/162259276829213363391578010288128*sin(a4)+2855188418916783161 
4980952073625674245/22835963083295358096932575511191922182123945984*cos(a4)-
10729393018534430585369343110037943150748377605/22835963083295358096932575511191 
922182123945984)A2+(6936992594913727252472275245549/40564819207303340847894502572 
032*sin(a4)+74335415045067901989804760080489363083428549575/9134385233318143238773 
0302044767688728495783936+65937731760401628593751338267150462009/913438523331814 
32387730302044767688728495783936*cos(a4»)A2»*( 408649725697997258158126513059151507 
0602400912917605986812821504 * sine a4)-
857860382884665977672270283281899887684554691/7136238463529799405291429847247475 
68191373312*cos(a4)+1208554530142425510535970718889529922911801283/71362384635297 
Pierre Farrugia 357 
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9940529142984724747568191373312)+«1-
cos(a3»*( 48060894294457589325837156963135/162259276829213363391 57801 0288128*sin(a4) 
+28551884189167831614980952073625674245/2283596308329535809693257551119192218212 
3945984*cos(a4)-
10729393018534430585369343110037943150748377605/22835963083295358096932575511191 
922182123945984)/«6161287100228819118014398509481984*cos(a4)-
117128967871525445405607/81129638414606681695789005144064*sin(a4»)",2+(480608942944 
57589325837156963135/162259276829213363391578010288128*sin(a4)+2855188418916783161 
4980952073625674245/22835963083295358096932575511191922182123945984*cos(a4)-
10729393018534430585369343110037943150748377605/22835963083295358096932575511191 
922182123945984)A2+(6936992594913727252472275245549/40564819207303340847894502572 
032*sin(a4)+74335415045067901989804760080489363083428549575/9134385233318143238773 
0302044767688728495783936+65937731760401628593751338267150462009/913438523331814 
32387730302044767688728495783936*cos(a4»A2)*(6936992594913727252472275245549/4056 
4819207303340847894502572032*sin(a4)+74335415045067901989804760080489363083428549 
575/91343852333181432387730302044767688728495783936+6593773176040162859375133826 
7150462009/91343852333181432387730302044767688728495783936*cos(a4»-
sin(a3)*(6161287100228819/18014398509481984*cos(a4)-
117128967871525445405607/81129638414606681695789005144064*sin(a4»/«61612871 002288 
19/18014398509481984*cos(a4)-
117128967871525445405607/81129638414606681695789005144064*sin(a4))A2+( 480608942944 
57589325837156963135/162259276829213363391578010288128*sin(a4)+2855188418916783161 
4980952073625674245/22835963083295358096932575511191922182123945984*cos(a4)-
10729393018534430585369343110037943150748377605/22835963083295358096932575511191 
922182123945984)A2+(6936992594913727252472275245549/40564819207303340847894502572 
032*sin(a4)+74335415045067901989804760080489363083428549575/9134385233318143238773 
0302044767688728495783936+65937731760401628593751338267150462009/913438523331814 
32387730302044767688728495783936*cos(a4»A2)A(1/2»*(5898350754175299799529086245921 
11267650600228229401496703205376*sin(a4)-
8373111363107248956487384206278023659844222545/285449538541191976211657193889899 
0272765493248-
1981143700599693644092620506799163633953456559/285449538541191976211657193889899 
0272765493248*cos(a4»+85669855885826841479714914448711267650600228229401496703205 
3 76*sin(a2)-
Pierre Farrugia 358 
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440419333992772903125807087961112574397615578233/9134385233318143238773030204476 
7688728495783936*cos(a2), ... 
501699987971298665190758636415446505225/9134385233318143238773030204476768872849 
5783936-
856698558858268414797149144487/1267650600228229401496703205376*sin(a2)+44041933399 
2772903125807087961112574397615578233/913438523331814323877303020447676887284957 
83936*cos(a2)+ 1 0963308233550115/1125899906842624*sin(al)-
5238787834510751/562949953421312*«1-
cos(a3»*(6161287100228819/18014398509481984*cos(a4)-
117128967871525445405607/81129638414606681695789005144064*sin(a4»/«61612871 002288 
19/18014398509481984*cos(a4)-
117128967871525445405607/81129638414606681695789005144064*sin(a4»A2+(480608942944 
57589325837156963135/162259276829213363391578010288128*sin(a4)+2855188418916783161 
4980952073625674245/22835963083295358096932575511191922182123945984*cos(a4)-
10729393018534430585369343110037943150748377605/22835963083295358096932575511191 
922182123945984)A2+(6936992594913727252472275245549/40564819207303340847894502572 
032*sin(a4)+74335415045067901989804760080489363083428549575/9134385233318143238773 
0302044767688728495783936+65937731760401628593751338267150462009/913438523331814 
32387730302044767688728495783936*cos(a4»A2)*(48060894294457589325837156963135/162 
259276829213363391578010288128*sin(a4)+28551884189167831614980952073625674245/2283 
5963083295358096932575511191922182123945984*cos(a4)-
10729393018534430585369343110037943150748377605/22835963083295358096932575511191 
922182123945984)+sin(a3)*(6936992594913727252472275245549/405648192073033408478945 
02572032*sin(a4)+74335415045067901989804760080489363083428549575/91343852333181432 
387730302044767688728495783936+65937731760401628593751338267150462009/9134385233 
3181432387730302044767688728495783936*cos(a4»/«6161287100228819/18014398509481984 
*cos(a4)-
117128967871525445405607/81129638414606681695789005144064*sin(a4»A2+(480608942944 
57589325837156963135/162259276829213363391578010288128*sin(a4)+2855188418916783161 
4980952073625674245/22835963083295358096932575511191922182123945984*cos(a4)-
10729393018534430585369343110037943150748377605/22835963083295358096932575511191 
922182123945984)A2+(6936992594913727252472275245549/40564819207303340847894502572 
Pierre Farrugia 359 
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032*sin(a4)+74335415045067901989804760080489363083428549575/9134385233318143238773 
0302044767688728495783936+65937731760401628593751338267150462009/913438523331814 
32387730302044 767688728495783936*cos(a4) )"2)"( 1 12) )*cos(a4)-
40864972569799725815812651305915/5070602400912917605986812821504*(cos(a3)+(I-
cos(a3»*(480608942944575893258371 56963135/1622592768292 1 336339157801 0288128*sin(a4) 
+28551884189167831614980952073625674245/2283596308329535809693257551119192218212 
3945984*cos(a4)-
10729393018534430585369343110037943150748377605/22835963083295358096932575511191 
922182123945984),,2/«61612871 0022881 9118014398509481984*cos(a4)-
117128967871525445405607/81129638414606681695789005144064*sin(a4»"2+(480608942944 
57589325837156963135/162259276829213363391578010288128*sin(a4)+2855188418916783161 
4980952073625674245/22835963083295358096932575511191922182123945984*cos(a4)-
10729393018534430585369343110037943150748377605/22835963083295358096932575511191 
922182123945984)"2+(6936992594913727252472275245549/40564819207303340847894502572 
032*sin(a4)+74335415045067901989804760080489363083428549575/9134385233318143238773 
0302044767688728495783936+65937731760401628593751338267150462009/913438523331814 
32387730302044767688728495783936*cos(a4»,,2»*sin(a4)-
5898350754175299799529086245921/1267650600228229401496703205376*«1-
cos(a3»*(48060894294457589325837156963135/16225927682921336339157801 0288128*sin(a4) 
+28551884189167831614980952073625674245/2283596308329535809693257551119192218212 
3945984*cos(a4)-
10729393018534430585369343110037943150748377605/22835963083295358096932575511191 
922182123945984)/«61612871002288 1 9/18014398509481984*cos(a4)-
117128967871525445405607/81129638414606681695789005144064*sin(a4»"2+( 480608942944 
57589325837156963135/162259276829213363391578010288128*sin(a4)+2855188418916783161 
4980952073625674245/22835963083295358096932575511191922182123945984*cos(a4)-
10729393018534430585369343110037943150748377605/22835963083295358096932575511191 
922182123945984)"2+(6936992594913727252472275245549/40564819207303340847894502572 
032*sin(a4)+74335415045067901989804760080489363083428549575/9134385233318143238773 
0302044767688728495783936+65937731760401628593751338267150462009/913438523331814 
32387730302044767688728495783936*cos(a4»"2)*(6936992594913727252472275245549/4056 
4819207303340847894502572032*sin(a4)+74335415045067901989804760080489363083428549 
575/91343852333181432387730302044767688728495783936+6593773176040162859375133826 
7150462009/913438523331 81432387730302044 767688728495783936*cos(a4»-
Pierre Farrugia 360 
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sin(a3)*(6161287100228819118014398509481984*cos(a4)-
117128967871525445405607/81129638414606681695789005144064*sin(a4»/«61612871 002288 
19/18014398509481984*cos(a4)-
117128967871525445405607/81129638414606681695789005144064*sin(a4»,,2+(480608942944 
57589325837156963135/162259276829213363391578010288128*sin(a4)+2855188418916783161 
4980952073625674245/22835963083295358096932575511191922182123945984*cos(a4)-
10729393018534430585369343110037943150748377605/22835963083295358096932575511191 
922182123945984)A2+(6936992594913727252472275245549/40564819207303340847894502572 
032*sin(a4)+74335415045067901989804760080489363083428549575/9134385233318143238773 
0302044767688728495783936+65937731760401628593751338267150462009/913438523331814 
32387730302044767688728495783936*cos(a4»),,2),,(1/2»*sin(a4)-
7038436301722070737772301906729/5070602400912917605986812821504*«1-
cos(a3»*(6161287100228819/18014398509481984*cos(a4)-
117128967871525445405607/81129638414606681695789005144064*sin(a4))/«61612871 002288 
19/18014398509481984*cos(a4)-
117128967871525445405607/81129638414606681695789005144064*sin(a4))A2+(480608942944 
57589325837156963135/162259276829213363391578010288128*sin(a4)+2855188418916783161 
4980952073625674245/22835963083295358096932575511191922182123945984*cos(a4)-
10729393018534430585369343110037943150748377605/22835963083295358096932575511191 
922182123945984)A2+(6936992594913727252472275245549/40564819207303340847894502572 
032*sin(a4)+74335415045067901989804760080489363083428549575/9134385233318143238773 
0302044767688728495783936+659377317604016285937513382671504620091913438523331814 
32387730302044767688728495783936*cos(a4»A2)*(48060894294457589325837156963135/162 
259276829213363391578010288128*sin(a4)+28551884189167831614980952073625674245/2283 
5963083295358096932575511191922182123945984*cos(a4)-
10729393018534430585369343110037943150748377605/22835963083295358096932575511191 
922182123945984)+sin(a3)*(6936992594913727252472275245549/405648192073033408478945 
02572032*sin(a4)+74335415045067901989804760080489363083428549575/91343852333181432 
387730302044767688728495783936+6593773176040162859375133826715046200919134385233 
3181432387730302044767688728495783936*cos(a4»/«61612871 00228819118014398509481984 
*cos(a4)-
117128967871525445405607/81129638414606681695789005144064*sin(a4»A2+(480608942944 
57589325837156963135/162259276829213363391578010288128*sin(a4)+2855188418916783161 
4980952073625674245/22835963083295358096932575511191922182123945984*cos(a4)-
Pierre Farrugia 361 
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10729393018534430585369343110037943150748377605/22835963083295358096932575511191 
922182123945984)A2+(6936992594913727252472275245549/40564819207303340847894502572 
032*sin(a4)+74335415045067901989804760080489363083428549575/9134385233318143238773 
0302044767688728495783936+65937731760401628593751338267150462009/913438523331814 
32387730302044 767688728495783936*cos(a4) )A2Y( 1 12) )*sin(a4)-
276648902461467/562949953421312*(cos(a3)+( 1-
cos(a3»*(48060894294457589325837156963135/16225927682921336339157801 0288128*sin(a4) 
+28551884189167831614980952073625674245/2283596308329535809693257551119192218212 
3945984*cos(a4)-
10729393018534430585369343110037943150748377605/22835963083295358096932575511191 
922182123945984)A2/«61612871 00228819118014398509481984*cos(a4)-
117128967871525445405607/81129638414606681695789005144064*sin(a4»A2+(480608942944 
57589325837156963135/162259276829213363391578010288128*sin(a4)+2855188418916783161 
4980952073625674245/22835963083295358096932575511191922182123945984*cos(a4)-
10729393018534430585369343110037943150748377605/22835963083295358096932575511191 
922182123945984)A2+(6936992594913727252472275245549/40564819207303340847894502572 
032*sin(a4)+74335415045067901989804760080489363083428549575/9134385233318143238773 
0302044767688728495783936+65937731760401628593751338267150462009/913438523331814 
32387730302044 767688728495783936*cos( a4) )A2) )*(3802951792375441043783854427263/5070 
602400912917605986812821504*cos(a4)+1267650608537476562202958394241/5070602400912 
917605986812821504)-276648902461467/562949953421312*«1-
cos(a3»*( 4806089429445758932583 715696313511622592768292133633915780 1 0288128*sin(a4) 
+28551884189167831614980952073625674245/2283596308329535809693257551119192218212 
3945984*cos(a4)-
10729393018534430585369343110037943150748377605/22835963083295358096932575511191 
922182123945984)/«61612871 00228819/18014398509481984*cos(a4)-
117128967871525445405607/81129638414606681695789005144064*sin(a4»A2+(480608942944 
57589325837156963135/162259276829213363391578010288128*sin(a4)+2855188418916783161 
4980952073625674245/22835963083295358096932575511191922182123945984*cos(a4)-
10729393018534430585369343110037943150748377605/22835963083295358096932575511191 
922182123945984)A2+(6936992594913727252472275245549/40564819207303340847894502572 
032*sin(a4)+74335415045067901989804760080489363083428549575/9134385233318143238773 
0302044767688728495783936+65937731760401628593751338267150462009/913438523331814 
32387730302044767688728495783936*cos(a4»A2)*(6936992594913727252472275245549/4056 
Pierre Farrugia 362 
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4819207303340847894502572032*sin(a4)+74335415045067901989804760080489363083428549 
575/91343852333181432387730302044767688728495783936+6593773176040162859375133826 
7150462009/91343852333181 432387730302044 767688728495783936*cos(a4 »-
sin(a3)*(6161287100228819/18014398509481984*cos(a4)-
117128967871525445405607/8112963841460668 1 695789005144064*sin(a4»/«61612871002288 
19/18014398509481984*cos(a4)-
117128967871525445405607/81129638414606681695789005144064*sin(a4»A2+(480608942944 
57589325837156963135/162259276829213363391578010288128*sin(a4)+2855188418916783161 
4980952073625674245/22835963083295358096932575511191922182123945984*cos(a4)-
10729393018534430585369343110037943150748377605/22835963083295358096932575511191 
922182123945984)A2+(6936992594913727252472275245549/40564819207303340847894502572 
032*sin(a4)+74335415045067901989804760080489363083428549575/9134385233318143238773 
0302044767688728495783936+65937731760401628593751338267150462009/913438523331814 
32387730302044 767688728495783936*cos(a4 »)A2)A( 112»*(-
8782541002551292520654856362715/20282409603651670423947251286016+878254100255129 
2520654856362715/20282409603651670423947251286016*cos(a4»+510504188902819/1407374 
88355328*( cos(a3 )+(1-
cos(a3»*( 48060894294457589325837156963 1 35/16225927682921336339157801 0288128*sin(a4) 
+28551884189167831614980952073625674245/2283596308329535809693257551119192218212 
3945984*cos(a4)-
10729393018534430585369343110037943150748377605/22835963083295358096932575511191 
922182123945984)A2/«61612871 00228819/18014398509481984*cos(a4)-
117128967871525445405607/81 1296384 14606681695789005144064*sin(a4»A2+(480608942944 
57589325837156963135/162259276829213363391578010288128*sin(a4)+2855188418916783161 
4980952073625674245/22835963083295358096932575511191922182123945984*cos(a4)-
10729393018534430585369343110037943150748377605/22835963083295358096932575511191 
922182123945984)A2+(6936992594913727252472275245549/40564819207303340847894502572 
032*sin(a4)+74335415045067901989804760080489363083428549575/9134385233318143238773 
0302044767688728495783936+65937731760401628593751338267150462009/913438523331814 
32387730302044767688728495783936*cos(a4)Y2»*(-
8782541002551292520654856362715/20282409603651670423947251286016+878254100255129 
2520654856362715/20282409603651670423947251286016*cos(a4»+510504188902819/1407374 
88355328*«(1-
cos(a3»*( 48060894294457589325837156963135/1622592768292 1 3363391 57801 0288128*sin(a4) 
Pierre Farrugia 363 
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+28551884189167831614980952073625674245/2283596308329535809693257551119192218212 
3945984*cos(a4)-
10729393018534430585369343110037943150748377605/22835963083295358096932575511191 
922182123945984)/«61612871 00228819/18014398509481984*cos(a4)-
117128967871525445405607/81129638414606681695789005144064*sin(a4)Y'2+(480608942944 
575893258371569631351162259276829213363391578010288128*sin(a4)+2855188418916783161 
4980952073625674245/228359630832953580969325755111919221 82123945984*cos(a4)-
10729393018534430585369343110037943150748377605/22835963083295358096932575511191 
922182123945984)A2+(6936992594913727252472275245549/40564819207303340847894502572 
032*sin(a4)+74335415045067901989804760080489363083428549575/9134385233318143238773 
0302044767688728495783936+65937731760401628593751338267150462009/913438523331814 
32387730302044 767688728495783936*cos( a4) )A2)*( 6936992594913727252472275245549/4056 
4819207303340847894502572032*sin(a4)+74335415045067901989804760080489363083428549 
575/91343852333181432387730302044767688728495783936+6593773176040162859375133826 
7150462009/91343852333181432387730302044767688728495783936*cos(a4))-
sin(a3)*(6161287100228819/18014398509481984*cos(a4)-
117128967871525445405607/81129638414606681695789005144064*sin(a4))/«61612871 002288 
19118014398509481984*cos(a4)-
1171 28967871525445405607 181129638414606681695789005144064*sin(a4 ))A2+( 480608942944 
57589325837156963135/162259276829213363391578010288128*sin(a4)+2855188418916783161 
4980952073625674245/22835963083295358096932575511191922182123945984*cos(a4)-
10729393018534430585369343110037943150748377605/22835963083295358096932575511191 
922182123945984)A2+(6936992594913727252472275245549/40564819207303340847894502572 
032*sin(a4)+74335415045067901989804760080489363083428549575/9134385233318143238773 
0302044767688728495783936+65937731760401628593751338267150462009/913438523331814 
32387730302044 767688728495783936*cos(a4)Y'2Y'( 1 12))*(2028240973659960811864618055683 
9/81129638414606681695789005144064*cos(a4)+60847228678007073577142824587225/811296 
38414606681695789005144064)-
24720655165129980934247172938286080842067594327/57089907708238395242331438777979 
80545530986496*cos(a4), ... 
-5629499552663355/1125899906842624*sin(al )-
2338606762366778150641544230560102299/356811923176489970264571492362373784095686 
656+57089907906003636156860542255820243844089170195/2283596308329535809693257551 
Pierre Farrugia 364 
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1191922182123945984*cos(a4)+«1-cos(a3»*(61612871 00228819/18014398509481984*cos(a4)-
117128967871525445405607/81129638414606681695789005144064*sin(a4»/«61612871 002288 
19/18014398509481984*cos(a4)-
117128967871525445405607/81129638414606681695789005144064*sin(a4)Y'2+(480608942944 
57589325837156963135/162259276829213363391578010288128*sin(a4)+2855188418916783161 
4980952073625674245/22835963083295358096932575511191922182123945984*cos(a4)-
10729393018534430585369343110037943150748377605/22835963083295358096932575511191 
922182123945984)A2+(6936992594913727252472275245549/40564819207303340847894502572 
032*sin(a4)+74335415045067901989804760080489363083428549575/9134385233318143238773 
0302044767688728495783936+659377317604016285937513382671504620091913438523331814 
32387730302044 767688728495783936*cos(a4) )A2)*( 6936992594913727252472275245549/4056 
4819207303340847894502572032*sin(a4)+74335415045067901989804760080489363083428549 
575/91343852333181432387730302044767688728495783936+6593773176040162859375133826 
7150462009/91343852333181432387730302044767688728495783936*cos(a4»-
sin(a3)*( 48060894294457589325837156963135/162259276829213363391 57801 0288128*sin(a4) 
+28551884189167831614980952073625674245/2283596308329535809693257551119192218212 
3945984*cos(a4)-
10729393018534430585369343110037943150748377605/22835963083295358096932575511191 
922182123945984)/«61612871 00228819/18014398509481984*cos(a4)-
117128967871525445405607/81129638414606681695789005144064*sin(a4)Y'2+(480608942944 
57589325837156963135/162259276829213363391578010288128*sin(a4)+2855l88418916783161 
4980952073625674245/22835963083295358096932575511191922182123945984*cos(a4)-
10729393018534430585369343110037943150748377605/22835963083295358096932575511191 
922182123945984)A2+(6936992594913727252472275245549/40564819207303340847894502572 
032*sin(a4)+74335415045067901989804760080489363083428549575/9134385233318143238773 
0302044767688728495783936+65937731760401628593751338267150462009/913438523331814 
32387730302044767688728495783936*cos(a4»A2)A( 1 12»*(523878783451 0751156294995342131 
2*cos(a4)+7038436301722070737772301906729/5070602400912917605986812821504*sin(a4»+ 
«1-
cos(a3»*(48060894294457589325837156963135/162259276829213363391578010288128*sin(a4) 
+28551884189167831614980952073625674245/2283596308329535809693257551119192218212 
3945984*cos(a4)-
10729393018534430585369343110037943150748377605/22835963083295358096932575511191 
922182123945984)/«61612871 00228819/18014398509481984*cos(a4)-
Pierre Farrugia 365 
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117128967871525445405607/81129638414606681695789005144064*sin(a4»A2+(480608942944 
57589325837156963135/162259276829213363391578010288128*sin(a4)+2855188418916783161 
4980952073625674245/22835963083295358096932575511191922182123945984*cos(a4)-
10729393018534430585369343110037943150748377605/22835963083295358096932575511191 
922182123945984)A2+(6936992594913727252472275245549/40564819207303340847894502572 
032*sin(a4)+74335415045067901989804760080489363083428549575/9134385233318143238773 
0302044767688728495783936+65937731760401628593751338267150462009/913438523331814 
32387730302044767688728495783936*cos(a4»A2)*(6936992594913727252472275245549/4056 
4819207303340847894502572032*sin(a4)+74335415045067901989804760080489363083428549 
575/91343852333181432387730302044767688728495783936+6593773176040162859375133826 
7150462009/91343852333181432387730302044767688728495783936*cos(a4 »+sin(a3 )*( 616128 
7100228819118014398509481984*cos(a4)-
117128967871525445405607/81129638414606681695789005144064*sin(a4»/«61612871 002288 
19/18014398509481984*cos(a4)-
117128967871525445405607/81129638414606681695789005144064*sin(a4»A2+(480608942944 
57589325837156963135/162259276829213363391578010288128*sin(a4)+2855188418916783161 
4980952073625674245/22835963083295358096932575511191922182123945984*cos(a4)-
10729393018534430585369343110037943150748377605/22835963083295358096932575511191 
922182123945984)A2+(6936992594913727252472275245549/40564819207303340847894502572 
032*sin(a4)+74335415045067901989804760080489363083428549575/9134385233318143238773 
0302044767688728495783936+65937731760401628593751338267150462009/913438523331814 
32387730302044 767688728495783936*cos(a4»A2)A( 1 12»*(4086497256979972581581265130591 
5/5070602400912917605986812821504*sin(a4)-
857860382884665977672270283281899887684554691/7136238463529799405291429847247475 
68191373312*cos(a4)+1208554530142425510535970718889529922911801283/71362384635297 
9940529142984724747568191373312)+(cos(a3)+(l-
cos(a3 »*(69369925949137272524 72275245549/4056481920730334084 7894502572032*sin(a4)+ 
74335415045067901989804760080489363083428549575/91343852333181432387730302044767 
688728495783936+6593773176040162859375133826715046200919134385233318143238773030 
2044 767688728495783936*cos(a4»A2/«61612871 00228819/180 14398509481984*cos(a4)-
117128967871525445405607/81129638414606681695789005144064*sin(a4»A2+( 480608942944 
57589325837156963135/162259276829213363391578010288128*sin(a4)+2855188418916783161 
4980952073625674245/22835963083295358096932575511191922182123945984*cos(a4)-
10729393018534430585369343110037943150748377605/22835963083295358096932575511191 
Pierre Farrugia 366 
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922182123945984)A2+(6936992594913727252472275245549/40564819207303340847894502572 
032*sin(a4)+74335415045067901989804760080489363083428549575/9134385233318143238773 
0302044767688728495783936+65937731760401628593751338267150462009/913438523331814 
32387730302044 767688728495783936*cos(a4»)A2»*(5898350754175299799529086245921/1267 
6506002282294014967032053 76*sin(a4)-
8373111363107248956487384206278023659844222545/285449538541191976211657193889899 
0272765493248-
1981143700599693644092620506799163633953456559/285449538541191976211657193889899 
0272765493248*cos(a4»-
801234994981013165578245636213/5070602400912917605986812821504*sin(a2)+25744132753 
322737439253297089856085262138809773/2283596308329535809693257551119192218212394 
5984*cos(a2), ... 
2338606762366778150641544230560102299/356811923176489970264571492362373784095686 
656+801234994981013165578245636213/5070602400912917605986812821504*sin(a2)-
25744132753322737439253297089856085262138809773/22835963083295358096932575511191 
922182123945984*cos(a2)-1 0253532151601385/4503599627370496*sin(al)-
5238787834510751/562949953421312*«1-
cos(a3»*(6161287100228819/18014398509481984*cos(a4)-
117128967871525445405607/81129638414606681695789005144064*sin(a4»/«61612871 002288 
19/18014398509481984*cos(a4)-
117128967871525445405607/81129638414606681695789005144064*sin(a4»)A2+( 480608942944 
57589325837156963135/162259276829213363391578010288128*sin(a4)+2855188418916783161 
4980952073625674245/22835963083295358096932575511191922182123945984*cos(a4)-
10729393018534430585369343110037943150748377605/22835963083295358096932575511191 
922182123945984)A2+(6936992594913727252472275245549/40564819207303340847894502572 
032*sin(a4)+74335415045067901989804760080489363083428549575/9134385233318143238773 
0302044767688728495783936+65937731760401628593751338267150462009/913438523331814 
32387730302044767688728495783936*cos(a4»A2)*(6936992594913727252472275245549/4056 
4819207303340847894502572032*sin(a4)+74335415045067901989804760080489363083428549 
575/91343852333181432387730302044767688728495783936+6593773176040162859375133826 
7150462009/91343852333181432387730302044767688728495783936*cos(a4»-
sin(a3)*(48060894294457589325837156963135116225927682921336339157801 0288128*sin(a4) 
+28551884189167831614980952073625674245/2283596308329535809693257551119192218212 
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3945984*cos(a4)-
10729393018534430585369343110037943150748377605/22835963083295358096932575511191 
922182123945984)/«6161287100228819/18014398509481984*cos(a4)-
117128967871525445405607/81129638414606681695789005144064*sin(a4»A2+(480608942944 
57589325837156963135/162259276829213363391578010288128*sin(a4)+2855188418916783161 
4980952073625674245/22835963083295358096932575511191922182123945984*cos(a4)-
10729393018534430585369343110037943150748377605/22835963083295358096932575511191 
922182123945984)A2+(6936992594913727252472275245549/40564819207303340847894502572 
032*sin(a4)+74335415045067901989804760080489363083428549575/9134385233318143238773 
0302044767688728495783936+65937731760401628593751338267150462009/913438523331814 
32387730302044767688728495783936*cos(a4»A2Y(1/2»*cos(a4)-
40864972569799725815812651305915/5070602400912917605986812821504*«1-
cos(a3»*(48060894294457589325837156963135/16225927682921336339157801 0288128*sin(a4) 
+28551884189167831614980952073625674245/2283596308329535809693257551119192218212 
3945984*cos(a4)-
10729393018534430585369343110037943150748377605/22835963083295358096932575511191 
922182123945984)/«61612871 00228819/18014398509481984*cos(a4)-
117128967871525445405607/81129638414606681695789005144064*sin(a4)Y2+(480608942944 
57589325837156963135/162259276829213363391578010288128*sin(a4)+2855188418916783161 
4980952073625674245/22835963083295358096932575511191922182123945984*cos(a4)-
10729393018534430585369343110037943150748377605/22835963083295358096932575511191 
922182123945984)A2+(6936992594913727252472275245549/40564819207303340847894502572 
032*sin(a4)+74335415045067901989804760080489363083428549575/9134385233318143238773 
0302044767688728495783936+65937731760401628593751338267150462009/913438523331814 
32387730302044767688728495783936*cos(a4»A2)*(6936992594913727252472275245549/4056 
4819207303340847894502572032*sin(a4)+74335415045067901989804760080489363083428549 
575/91343852333181432387730302044767688728495783936+6593773176040162859375133826 
7150462009/91343852333181432387730302044767688728495783936*cos(a4»+sin(a3)*(616128 
7100228819/18014398509481984*cos(a4)-
117128967871525445405607/81129638414606681695789005144064*sin(a4»/«61612871 002288 
19/18014398509481984*cos(a4)-
117128967871525445405607/81129638414606681695789005144064*sin(a4»A2+(480608942944 
57589325837156963135/162259276829213363391578010288128*sin(a4)+2855188418916783161 
4980952073625674245/22835963083295358096932575511191922182123945984*cos(a4)-
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10729393018534430585369343110037943150748377605/22835963083295358096932575511191 
922182123945984)"2+(6936992594913727252472275245549/40564819207303340847894502572 
032*sin(a4)+74335415045067901989804760080489363083428549575/9134385233318143238773 
0302044767688728495783936+65937731760401628593751338267150462009/913438523331814 
32387730302044 767688728495783936*cos(a4) )"2)A( 1 12) )*sin(a4)-
5898350754175299799529086245921/1267650600228229401496703205376*(cos(a3)+(I-
cos( a3) )*( 69369925949137272524 72275245549/4056481920730334084 7894502572032 *sin( a4)+ 
74335415045067901989804760080489363083428549575/91343852333181432387730302044767 
688728495783936+6593773176040162859375133826715046200919134385233318143238773030 
2044767688728495783936*cos(a4»)A2/«61612871 00228819118014398509481984*cos(a4)-
117128967871525445405607/81129638414606681695789005144064*sin(a4»"2+(480608942944 
57589325837156963135/162259276829213363391578010288128*sin(a4)+2855188418916783161 
4980952073625674245/22835963083295358096932575511191922182123945984·cos(a4)-
10729393018534430585369343110037943150748377605/22835963083295358096932575511191 
922182123945984)"2+(6936992594913727252472275245549/40564819207303340847894502572 
032.sin(a4)+7433541504506790198980476008048936308342854957519134385233318143238773 
0302044767688728495783936+65937731760401628593751338267150462009/913438523331814 
32387730302044767688728495783936*cos(a4»"2»*sin(a4)-
703843630172207073777230190672915070602400912917605986812821504·«1-
cos(a3»*(6161287100228819/18014398509481984·cos(a4)-
117128967871525445405607/81129638414606681695789005144064*sin(a4»/«61612871002288 
191180 14398509481984*cos(a4)-
117128967871525445405607/81129638414606681695789005144064*sin(a4»)A2+(480608942944 
57589325837156963135/162259276829213363391578010288128*sin(a4)+2855188418916783161 
4980952073625674245/22835963083295358096932575511191922182123945984·cos(a4)-
10729393018534430585369343110037943150748377605/22835963083295358096932575511191 
922182123945984)"2+(6936992594913727252472275245549/40564819207303340847894502572 
032*sin(a4)+74335415045067901989804760080489363083428549575/9134385233318143238773 
0302044767688728495783936+65937731760401628593751338267150462009/913438523331814 
32387730302044767688728495783936*cos(a4»"2).(6936992594913727252472275245549/4056 
4819207303340847894502572032*sin(a4)+74335415045067901989804760080489363083428549 
575/91343852333181432387730302044767688728495783936+6593773176040162859375133826 
7150462009/91343852333181432387730302044 767688728495783936*cos(a4»-
sin(a3)*( 48060894294457589325837156963135116225927682921336339157801 0288 1 28*sin(a4) 
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+28551884189167831614980952073625674245/2283596308329535809693257551119192218212 
3945984*cos(a4)-
10729393018534430585369343110037943150748377605/22835963083295358096932575511191 
922182123945984)1«61612871 00228819/18014398509481984*cos(a4)-
117128967871525445405607/81129638414606681695789005144064*sin(a4»A2+(480608942944 
57589325837156963135/162259276829213363391578010288128*sin(a4)+2855188418916783161 
4980952073625674245/22835963083295358096932575511191922182123945984*cos(a4)-
10729393018534430585369343110037943150748377605/22835963083295358096932575511191 
922182123945984)A2+(6936992594913727252472275245549/40564819207303340847894502572 
032*sin(a4)+74335415045067901989804760080489363083428549575/9134385233318143238773 
0302044767688728495783936+65937731760401628593751338267150462009/913438523331814 
32387730302044767688728495783936*cos(a4»)A2)A(1/2»*sin(a4)-
276648902461467/562949953421312*«(1-
cos(a3))*(48060894294457589325837156963135/16225927682921336339157801 0288128*sin(a4) 
+28551884189167831614980952073625674245/2283596308329535809693257551119192218212 
3945984*cos(a4)-
10729393018534430585369343110037943150748377605/22835963083295358096932575511191 
922182123945984)/«6161287100228819/18014398509481984*cos(a4)-
117128967871525445405607/81129638414606681695789005144064*sin(a4»)A2+(480608942944 
57589325837156963135/162259276829213363391578010288128*sin(a4)+2855188418916783161 
4980952073625674245/22835963083295358096932575511191922182123945984*cos(a4)-
10729393018534430585369343110037943150748377605/22835963083295358096932575511191 
922182123945984)A2+(6936992594913727252472275245549/40564819207303340847894502572 
032*sin(a4)+74335415045067901989804760080489363083428549575/9134385233318143238773 
0302044767688728495783936+65937731760401628593751338267150462009/913438523331814 
32387730302044767688728495783936*cos(a4»A2)*(6936992594913727252472275245549/4056 
4819207303340847894502572032*sin(a4)+74335415045067901989804760080489363083428549 
575/91343852333181432387730302044767688728495783936+6593773176040162859375133826 
7150462009/91343852333181432387730302044767688728495783936*cos(a4»+sin(a3)*(616128 
7100228819/18014398509481984*cos(a4)-
117128967871525445405607/81129638414606681695789005144064*sin(a4»/«61612871 002288 
19/18014398509481984*cos(a4)-
117128967871525445405607 181129638414606681695789005144064*sin(a4 »A2+( 480608942944 
57589325837156963135/162259276829213363391578010288128*sin(a4)+2855188418916783161 
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4980952073625674245/22835963083295358096932575511191922182123945984*cos(a4)-
10729393018534430585369343110037943150748377605/22835963083295358096932575511191 
922182123945984)A2+(6936992594913727252472275245549/40564819207303340847894502572 
032*sin(a4)+74335415045067901989804760080489363083428549575/9134385233318143238773 
0302044767688728495783936+65937731760401628593751338267150462009/913438523331814 
32387730302044 767688728495783936*cos(a4 »A2)A( I 12»*(3802951792375441043783854427263 
15070602400912917605986812821504*cos(a4)+1267650608537476562202958394241/507060240 
0912917605986812821504)-276648902461467/56294995342131 2*(cos(a3)+( 1-
cos(a3»*(6936992594913727252472275245549/40564819207303340847894502572032*sin(a4)+ 
74335415045067901989804760080489363083428549575/91343852333181432387730302044767 
688728495783936+6593773176040162859375133826715046200919134385233318143238773030 
2044767688728495783936*cos(a4)Y2/«61612871 00228819/18014398509481984*cos(a4)-
117128967871525445405607/81129638414606681695789005144064*sin(a4»A2+(480608942944 
57589325837156963135/162259276829213363391578010288128*sin(a4)+2855188418916783161 
4980952073625674245/22835963083295358096932575511191922182123945984*cos(a4)-
10729393018534430585369343110037943150748377605/22835963083295358096932575511191 
922182123945984)A2+(6936992594913727252472275245549/40564819207303340847894502572 
032*sin(a4)+74335415045067901989804760080489363083428549575/9134385233318143238773 
0302044767688728495783936+65937731760401628593751338267150462009/913438523331814 
32387730302044 767688728495783936*cos( a4 »/\2»*(-
8782541002551292520654856362715/20282409603651670423947251286016+878254100255129 
2520654856362715/20282409603651670423947251286016*cos(a4»+510504188902819/1407374 
88355328*«(1-
cos(a3»*(48060894294457589325837156963135/16225927682921336339157801 0288128*sin(a4) 
+28551884189167831614980952073625674245/2283596308329535809693257551119192218212 
3945984*cos(a4)-
10729393018534430585369343110037943150748377605/22835963083295358096932575511191 
922182123945984)/«61612871 00228819/18014398509481984*cos(a4)-
117128967871525445405607/81129638414606681695789005144064*sin(a4»/\2+(480608942944 
57589325837156963135/162259276829213363391578010288128*sin(a4)+2855188418916783161 
4980952073625674245/22835963083295358096932575511191922182123945984*cos(a4)-
10729393018534430585369343110037943150748377605/22835963083295358096932575511191 
922182123945984)/\2+(6936992594913727252472275245549/40564819207303340847894502572 
032*sin(a4)+74335415045067901989804760080489363083428549575/9134385233318143238773 
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0302044767688728495783936+659377317604016285937513382671504620091913438523331814 
32387730302044767688728495783936*cos(a4»A2)*(6936992594913727252472275245549/4056 
4819207303340847894502572032*sin(a4)+74335415045067901989804760080489363083428549 
575/91343852333181432387730302044767688728495783936+6593773176040162859375133826 
7150462009191343852333181432387730302044 767688728495783936*cos(a4 »+sin(a3)*( 616128 
7100228819/18014398509481984*cos(a4)-
117128967871525445405607/81129638414606681695789005144064*sin(a4»/«61612871 002288 
19118014398509481984*cos(a4)-
117128967871525445405607/81129638414606681695789005144064*sin(a4»A2+(480608942944 
57589325837156963135/162259276829213363391578010288128*sin(a4)+2855188418916783161 
4980952073625674245/22835963083295358096932575511191922182123945984*cos(a4)-
10729393018534430585369343110037943150748377605/22835963083295358096932575511191 
922182123945984)A2+(6936992594913727252472275245549/40564819207303340847894502572 
032*sin(a4)+7433541504506790198980476008048936308342854957519134385233318143238773 
0302044767688728495783936+65937731760401628593751338267150462009/913438523331814 
32387730302044 767688728495783936*eos(a4)Y2)A( 1 12»*(-
8782541002551292520654856362715/20282409603651670423947251286016+878254100255129 
2520654856362715/20282409603651670423947251286016*eos(a4»+51 0504188902819/1407374 
88355328*( cos(a3)+(1-
eos( a3) )*( 69369925949137272524 72275245549/4056481920730334084 7894502572032 *sin(a4)+ 
74335415045067901989804760080489363083428549575/91343852333181432387730302044767 
688728495783936+6593773176040162859375133826715046200919134385233318143238773030 
2044767688728495783936*eos(a4)Y2/«61612871 00228819/18014398509481984*cos(a4)-
117128967871525445405607/81129638414606681695789005144064*sin(a4»A2+(480608942944 
57589325837156963135/162259276829213363391578010288128*sin(a4)+2855188418916783161 
4980952073625674245/22835963083295358096932575511191922182123945984*eos(a4)-
10729393018534430585369343110037943150748377605/22835963083295358096932575511191 
922182123945984)A2+(6936992594913727252472275245549/40564819207303340847894502572 
032*sin(a4)+74335415045067901989804760080489363083428549575/9134385233318143238773 
0302044767688728495783936+65937731760401628593751338267150462009/913438523331814 
32387730302044 767688728495783936*cos(a4)Y2»*(202824097365996081186461 80556839/811 
29638414606681695789005144064*cos(a4)+60847228678007073577142824587225/8112963841 
4606681695789005144064)-
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57089907906003636156860542255820243844089170195/22835963083295358096932575511191 
922182123945984*cos(a4)]; 
end 
for row=l:r 
K(row,:)=DEP(row,:); 
F(row,:)=norm(K(row,:)); 
end 
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B.6 TENSEGRITY PRISM 
function F=tenesgrityprism(P) 
[r,c ]=size(P); 
A=[ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0; ... 
-1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0; ... 
0 -1 0 0 -I 0 0 0 0 0; ... 
0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 -I 0 I I 0; ... 
0 0 0 -1 0 -1 0 0 0 -1 0 1 ; ... 
0 0 0 0 0 0 -I 0 -I 0 -I -I ]; 
8=[0 -1 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0; ... 
2 -2 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0; ... 
-2 0 0 0 -I 0 0 0 0; ... 
-I 0 0 0 0 0 -I 0 0 0; ... 
0 -I 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0; ... 
-I -I 0 0 0 0 -I 0 0; ... 
0 -I 0 0 0 0 0 0 -I 0; ... 
2 -I 0 -I 0 0 0 0 0 0; ... 
-1 -I 0 0 0 0 0 0; ... 
I 0 0 -I 0 0 0 0 0 0 -I ; ... 
-I 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0; ... 
-I 0 0 0 0 -I 0 0 0 0; ... 
-I 0 0 0 0 -I 0 0 0 0 I]; 
for row=l:r 
Dx=diag(P(row, I: 12»; 
Dy=diag(P(row,13:24»; 
Dz=diag(P(row,2S :36»; 
z=zeros( 12, 12); 
vi =norm(A*[[P(row,l :12)]' [P(row,13:24)], [P(row,2S:36)],]); 
v2=norm(B*[P(row,37:48), P(row,49:60)' P(row,61 :72)']); 
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v3=norm([Dy -Dx z;Dz z -Dx]*[[P(row,37:48)]'; [P(row,49:60)],; [P(row,61 :72)]']); 
V(row,:)=[vl v2 v3]; 
end 
for row=l:r 
F(row,:)=norm(V(row,:)); 
End 
Pierre Farrugia 
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